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Preface

The term 'critical realism' has cometobeapplied to the work of
a number of philosophersof whom Roy Bhaskar is undoubtedly
the most originaland influential . His work has long seemed to
methe mostexcitingdevelopment in Anglophone philosophy in
this half-century . That is a big claim for a body of work which
initially had the modest aim of solving someproblemsin the

philosophy of science - a specializedareaof philosophy, not

even regarded by most philosophersas a centralone.Certainly,

A Realist Th eory of Sciencedeservesitsplaceasa landmark in that

area, alongside the works of Popper, Lakatos, Kuhn, Harre and
others . But there is more to it than that.

Bhaskar's work offers us the\302\267possibility of a new beginning.
This is so, in the first place, because it avoids the alternatives of

irrationalism and a positivistic conception of rationality, which

dilemma has beset modern philosophy. On the onehand, it is

committed to unfettered reasoning, to a beliefthat science can

give us real insights into the nature of things, and to an interest
in the potential of reason and science for human emancipation.
In this sensecritical realism is an heir to the Enlightenment:on
the first page of Reclaiming Reality Bhaskar quotes Kant's motto
of the Enlightenment ISapere aude! Have courage to use your

own reason', and aspires to

the dawning of a new enlightenment, a socialistenlightenment

which will stand to some future order of things, as the eighteenth\302\255

century bourgeois enlightenment stood to the American Declaration
of Independence, the French Revolution and the overthrow of
colonialslavery for which it helped to prepare the cultural ground.

On the other hand, Bhaskar avoids the I
foundationalism' of

most of the thought stemming from the Enlightenment, the

belief that reason and/or sense-experiencecould provide out of

ix



X PREFACE

their own resources, abstracted from any historicaland social
context,foundations for the edifice of knowledge - and

indubitable foundations at that. Hence the accusationagainst
the Enlightenmentthat it lacked historical self-awareness does
not applyhere.Healsoavoids both the reduction of rationality
to the mathematical calculation of optimal means to extraneous
ends, as in 'economic

rationality', and the equation of

objectivity with value-neutrality. In sailingthus between Scylla
and Charybdis, irrationalism and narrowly calculative

rationalism, he resumes the great dialectical tradition in modern
philgsophy, the tradition of Hegel and Marx. His most recent
book,Dialectic: Th e Pulse of Freedom, makes this affiliation

explicit.

Bhaskar's premisses are generally found in the work of the

sciences, but his conclusions belong for the most part to
ontology, the study of being, its varieties and their articulation.
His

theory of knowledge is a corollary of this, and sotooare the

implications of his work for ethicsand politics.
Like Spinoza, he writes in the indicative yet this cognitive

inquiry is powered by the concern for human emancipation.As

in Spinoza's case too, this expresses the view that 'the truth
shall make you free', though for Bhaskar certainly, as for
Spinoza arguably, this doesnot mean that knowledge by itself is
sufficient for emancipation.

Bhaskar's work has been widely influential in the human and
the borderline natural/human sciences. To my knowledge,
workers in the fields of

sociology, economics, psychoanalysis,
linguistics, history, geography, biology,ecologyand feminist

theory have put critical realist ideas to good use. But the

difficulty of some of Roy Bhaskar'stexts is an obstacleto this

process. The aim of this book is to make criticalrealist ideas
moreaccessible to those without a degree in philosophy -
though some difficulty must remain, for a technical

vocabulary
is unavoidable.

The
<:lifficulty of Bhaskar's writing is very varied. Someof the

essays in Reclaiming Reality present no problems at all; much of

A Realist Th eory of Scienceand The Possibility of Na turalism, while
they do containtechnicalterms,someof them new coinages, is
written in a lucid, if rather condensed, philosophical prose. The
tendency to condensecomplexthought into brief formulae gets
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more pronounced in Scientific Realism and Human Emancipation,
where it is combined with a large crop of unfamiliar expressions,

acronyms and semi-formalized arguments (not to speak of

typographical errors and sometimes obscure syntax). As a
result, that book has to be read at about a quarterthe speedof an

average philosophical text. It rewards the effort; not only does it

extend and deepen many of the findings of the earlier books, it

is also the only place where thereis a full account of 'explanatory

critiques' - one of Bhaskar's most original and far-reaching
notions. It really needs not just an

introductory text such as the

present one but a
paragraph-by-paragraph commentary. In

general I have not attemptedto provideone,
tho\357\277\275\357\277\275h

I pay fairly
close attention to the passageson explanatory cnhques.

I have divided this book into two parts: on transcendental

realism (which refers to the general ontology which Bhaskar

derives from his analysis of scientific practices),and on critical

naturalism (which refers to his development of the possible

implications of transcendental realism for the human sciences).
The term 'critical realism' aroseout of these two phrases by
elision. It may be a curious thing to say in a prefaceto a book
calledCritical Realism, but I have no great likingfor the phrase,

partly because of this origin, partly because 'critical' is

something of a term of approval in philosophical contexts (as
contrasting with 'na1ve'or 'dogmatic'),and hence should not

figure in the title of a philosophicalposition,on the principle 'let

not him that girdeth on his harnessboasthimself as he that

putteth it off'; and partly because the title 'critical realism'has
already been used by Lukacs for his version of Marxist

aesthetics. However, the term is now used by most of the

people working on these ideas, and Roy Bhaskar, though not
the author of the phrase, has accepted it retrospectively, so it

would be pedantic not to follow suit. And critical realism, like

transcendental realism, does suggest a realistinversionof Kant's

philosophy, which
(provi\357\277\275ed

one takes account of the structural
transformation which such an inversion must involve) is not a
bad characterizationof what critical realism is.1

I have aimedto introduceandexpoundBhaskar'sideas (and a

few uses made of them by others).Occasionally, this could not

be done without including somecriticism,but for the most part I
have segregatedmy own criticisms from the main text. In the
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case of transcendental realism, this ismade
easy by the fact that

I have
very

few disagreements with Roy Bhaskar. In the caseof
critical naturalism I have more1 and the final chapter is

concerned with what I seeas difficulties or unresolved problems
in that theory.

Notes

1. As Bhaskar puts it:

I had called my general philosophy of science 'transcendental realism' and

my special philosophy of the human sciences 'critical naturalism'. Gradually

people started to elide the two and refer to the hybrid as 'critical realism'. It

struck me that there were good reasonsnot to demur at the mongrel. For a

start, Kant had styled his transcendental idealism the 'critical philosophy'.
Transcendental realism had as much right to the title of critical realism. (RR,

p. 190)

== ========PARTI== ========

Transcendental Realism
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Why
Realism? Why

Transcendental?

Oneafternoon some years ago I was sitting in a cafe in Bangor
High Street drinking a cup of tea and reading David-Hillel
Ruben'sbookMarxism and Materialism . It was pub closing time,
and a man cameand sat opposite me, obviously the worse for

drink, and started trying to read my book upsidedown.He
made out the word 'materialism', and asked me if it meant

trying to get more and moremoney.I explained that in the

present context it meant the idea that the material world really

does exist, independently of our thought about it. Unsur\302\255

prisingly, his response was outrage that something so obvious
hadtobesaid.I have no doubt that nearly all those fifty million

or so of our fellow citizenswho are not arts or social science

graduates would a:greewith him.

Don't worry, I am not going to arguefor realism along the

lines of 'ten million Sun readers can't be wrong' - or the well\302\255

known bit of graffiti that parodies such statements.Thepoint is

rather that this apparent obviousness presents a problem for

realists. Two opposite problems, in fact: it might be thought that
realism is too obviouslytrue to be worth saying; or it might be

thought that anything so obviousto commonsenseis probably

false, like the ideas that the sun rises, that pigs sweat, that men
are more rational and women more emotional, and so on.
Oddly, these two objections are often combined: realismis both

dismissed as obvious, arid replaced by a non-realistaccount
which is supposedly less 'naive'.

But the following considerationssuggestthat the ordinary

person's realism is not necessarilymorenai've or likely to be

wrong than the non-realismof someacademics.Let us look at

what might be calledregional non-realisms. By this phrase I mean

3
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views that some particular group of phenomena or of natural or
social forces, which are generally taken to exist, do not. An

example would be the 'Christian Science' view that pain and

illness are unreal. We will generally find that they are held by
people who have no practical dealings with the region

concerned. I am not, of course, claimingthat all regional non\302\255

realisms are false. But a great many that are false sustain

themselves by practical disengagementfrom the aspect of the
world about which they are non-realist. I doubt whether any
surgeons have been converted to Christian Science. Now

academics, at least in the arts, are mainly engaged in \357\277\275eta\302\255

discourse - that is, talking about talking - and do not, in their

professional capacity, interact much with extra-linguistic realities.

They are thereforeproneto non-realismabout such things.
For instance, I once attended a conferenceof literary critics at

which one speaker was talking about Jean-PaulSartre'saccount

of his own childhood. A deconstructionist asked her, in a
painedand patronizing tone, whether she was claiming that

there really had existed such a person as Jean-Paul Sartre,

independently of what we might say of him. When she said yes,
she was, she at once lostthe attention of the deconstructionist

contingent. Now had Ibeenrudeenough to suggest that, while I

agreed that Jean-Paul Sartre had most likely existed, I wasnot at

all sure that there was anything that the deconstructionistswere
saying,

I suspect they would have been upset. They were naive

realists about their own discourse, naive idealists about dead

French philosophers.
However, the realismwhichI shall be examining in this book,

while it has accepted commonsense realism as far as it goes,
certainly doesn't stop there. It is not like the rather mindless

realism of G.E . Moore - the philosopherwho thought that

'good' is the name of a simple property like yellow, and that

oranges are yellow (see his PrincipiaEthica, chapter 1, section B).
This is not a flippant remark.The

theory of meaning according
to which concepts name simplepropertiesis brought into

question by fact that Moore thought that oranges are yellow,
while most of his

countrymen hold them to be orange. It draws
attention to the fact that meanings are by contrast, not

binary

relations of concept to property. Bits of language refer to the
world as parts of a structure to parts ofanotherstructure, not as

WHY REALISM?WHY TRANSCENDENTAL? 5

s imple concept to simpleobject.It is a mapping relation, not a

pictorial
one. Hence the graspof thought on reality is a looser

one than Moore allowed for, and it takes hard worktobeagood
realist in any given region. Moore thought that, if language was

to have meaning at all, there must be somewords that simply

referred to some entity or quality, physical or moral. This has

been calledthe 'Fido-Fido'theory of meaning, i.e . the theory
that the meaning of the word 'Fido' is thedogFido.This is not

the place to discuss why this theory
is now universally rejected

by philosophers and linguists,but it is. Words as such don't

refer to anything: usesofwordsreferto things,and one picks out

the things they refer to by knowing the rules governing the

boundaries between the correct use of one word and another,the

distinctions we can make with them. So if my dog's name is Fido

and my cat's nameisRutterkin, I can't say 'Rutterkin' meaning
the dog, and expecttobeunderstood. The word 'yellow' can be

used to refer to the colour of yellow things because we

understand it to contrast with 'orange' and alltheotherEnglish

colour-words. And 'good' would mean nothing if we could not

contrast it, in various contexts, with 'bad', 'evil','best','rotten',
'nice','fair','invalid', 'righteous'.

1

I have dwelt on this matter because one still hears it said that

realism stands or falls with the Fido-Fidotheory. Sucha claim
may be made for either of two reasons, one silly, the other

serious. The silly one is the idea that since words get meaning
from their relations(of contrast)with other words, they can't
refer to anything outside language at all. But of coursethey can

refer to things outside language by virtue of their relations with
other words, just as a

symbol on a map refers to a landmarkby

virtue of its relation to other symbols.The seriousoneis the

claim that, since different languages make different contrasts

between things, things have a different nature according to the

language that you speak. Thus the Welsh colour-words 'glas'
and 'llwyd' are often said to map their part of the spectrum
differently from any English words, in that 'glas' covers certain
greens,blueand certain greys, while 'llwyd' covers other greys
andbrown.But even if this is so, it does not follow that language

gives reality its nature, sincein the first place there has to be a
gradation of differences before we can make contrasts,however
arbitrary;

in the second place, while some differences are
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gr\357\277\275dat
1

ions,
?thers

are clearly marked in nature, e.g. between 4.
anima

spe .
Cies or chemicalelements;and in the third place,

because It Is not after all 'language' which makes distinctions,
but uses of language, and we can, if we take the trouble, use
language to make

infinitely refined distinctions in context. 2

Counter-phenomenality: knowledge of the deep structure of

something may not just gobeyond,
and not just explain, but

also contradict appearances. It is well known that Marx

thought that it was precisely the capacity of science for

counter-phenomenality
which made it necessary: without

the contradictionbetweenappearanceand reality, science

would be redundant, and we couldgo by appearances.

Later, I shall defend the weakerclaim that its capacity for

counter-phenomenality is what makes sciencea forcefor

human emancipation.

Stronger and Weaker Realisms?

I have introduced the notion of regional realisms and non\357\277\275

realisms to throw doubt on the credentialsof non-realisms, in
that people are only ever non-realistabout matters with which
they are not

practically engaged. But it might be asked whether
this balkanization of realism does not make generalcontrastsof

realis\357\277\275
with non-realism vacuous. And indeed, Roy Bhaskar

has .said that every philosophy is some kind of realism but

realism about what? Berkeley is a realist about sensations, Plato

\357\277\275b\357\277\275ut
the

\357\277\275orms,Bradley about the Absolute. The question then
Is,In the frrst place: which realism? And in the second,whether
somerealismsare more realist than others - for if not, the term
'realism' loses its polemicalbite.

The word 'real', in many contexts, draws its contentfrom its

contrast wit\357\277\275
'

.apparent'. A theory is realist in a strongersense
than others if It makes the following claimsfor knowledge:

1. Objectivity, in the sense that what is known would be real
whether or not it were known: something may be real
without appearing at all.

2. Fa
llibility: for insofar as claims are being made, not about

some supposedly infallible or incorrigible data of
appeara.nce,but about something that goes beyond them,
the claims are

always open to refutation by further
information.

3.
Transphenomenality, going beyond appearances: knowledge
may be not only of what appears, but of underlying
structures, which endure longerthan those appearances,
and generate them or make them possible.We may have

k\357\277\275ow\357\277\275edge,
not just of actions but of characters; not just of

histoncal events but of social systems; not just of family
likenesses but of the molecular structure of DNA.

But my next task is to show the contentfulness of the sort of

realism that I am defending, by contrasting it, as depth realism,
first with actualism - the commonest form of realism in

empiricist cultures; and second with a variety of non-realism
which often claimsradicalcredentials.

The
Inadequacy of Actualism

Roy Bhaskar has used the term 'actualism' for the view which,
while asserting the reality of things and/or events and/or states
of affairs, denies the existence of underlying structureswhich
determinehow the things come to have their events, and
insteadlocatesthe succession of cause and effect at the level of
events: every time A happens, B happens. (Such regular
successionisin fact rare, as we shall see, exceptwhenproduced
by human agency. ) In the philosophy of science, attempts to

demote so-called 'theoretical entities' to mere explanatory

constructs would be an instance of actualism;Mrs Thatcher's

statement that there is no such thing as
society

is presumably
another one, since she woulddoubtlessnot wish us to draw the
conclusion that there are no such things as nations.Gilbert Ryle

is said to have been rashly.askedwhat he thought the ultimate
constituents of the universe were, and to have given the
actualistic answer 'things and chaps'. Even if we charitably
assume that in his idiolect 'chaps' includeswomen, this is not

adequate, since it does not even account for the fact that chaps
can do all sorts of things that things can't. As against these
actualisms, depth realismassertsthat various kinds of entity -
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molecules, trees, people, societies -
hav\357\277\275just those powers that

they do and not others, by virtue of their respective inner
structures. Hence thesepowerscan often be ascribed, on the
basis of knowledgeof the structures, whether or not the powers
areexercised.We may know that the spacecraft will work before
we launch it - and if we don't, it is utterly irresponsible to do
so.

Consistent actualism denies the existenceof unexercised

powers. Take Nietzsche, for example:

A quantum of force is equivalent to a quantum of drive, will, effect
-

more, it is nothing other than precisely this very driving, willing,

effecting, and only owing to the seduction of language (and of the
fundamental errors ofreasonthat are petrified in it) which conceives

and misconceives al leffects as conditioned by something that causes

effects, by a 'subject' , can it appear otherwise. For just as the
popular mind separates the lightning from its flash and takes the
latter for an action, for the operation of a subject called lightning, so

popular morality also separates strength from expressions of
strength, as if there were a neutral substratum behind the strong
man, which was free to express strength or not to do so. But there is

no such substratum; there is no 'being'behind doing, effecting,

becoming; 'the doer' is merely a fiction added to the deed - the

deed is everything. The popular mind in fact doubles the deed;
when it sees the lightning flash, it is the deed of a deed: it posits the

same event first as cause and then a second time as its effect.
Scientists do no better when they say 'force moves', 'forcecauses',
and the like - its coolness, its freedom from emotion

notwithstanding, our entire sciencestill lies under the misleading
influence of languageand has not disposed of that little changeling,
the 'subject' (the atom, for example, is such a changeling .. .).
(Genealogy of Morals, p. 45)

First, a word is perhapsrequired about Nietzsche's rejection of
'that little changeling, the subject'.This is not just a denial that
there is

any such thing as the self, after the manner of Burne's,

Wittgenstein's, Sartre's or Lacan's denial of the self. It is a
denial that there are 'powerful particulars' -beings, whether
people,beasts,comets,Venus fly-traps or atoms which have the
power, by virtue of their various internal structures, to bring
about various kinds of events.

WHY REALISM? WHY TRANSCENDENTAL? 9

What are we to make of this passage? In the example

Nietzsche\302\267 gives it is of course true that lightning does not first

exist and then exerciseits powerto flash - has the 'popular
mind' really

ever thought otherwise? But this is of no great

ontological purport. No event or actionexistsbeforeit occurs or

is done, but its agent and/orpatientalways
does. A battle does

not first exist and then be fought, but the armies do first exist

and then fight. As Roy Bhaskar notes, while it is true that 'let

there be light' does not mean 'let something shine', there is in

fact light only when something does shine.
Further, as to the casefor which lightning is an analogy, the

strong individual is certainly not always exercising his or her
strength,

nor is human desire a drive existing only
in its

satisfaction. Stuart Hampshire is nearer the truth, in his

interesting paper 'Disposition and Memory', in claimingthat

thought, and the distinctively human character of our desires,

originates in the manner in which we learn to restrain

immediate satisfaction and express the desire in language.
Perhapsthis is just what Nietzsche dislikes, and contrastswith a

de-sublimated superman. But Nietzsche's preference for such a

superman is no argument for his existence, let alone for the non\302\255

existence of unexercised powers right across the ontological
board.And indeed, he would not be much of a superman: he

would not even be out of nappies.

Unexercised powers are in no way mysterious,as empiricists
have sometimesthought, nor are they a mere shadow cast by

language, as Nietzsche suggests. Wine cheereth the heart of God

and man, according to the Good Book- but not so long as it

remains tightly corked in its bottle. That is an unexercised

power. Wine taken in combinationwith sufficient quantities of

beer, cider, whisky, brandy, etc. may lead only to a sick
headache; in this case,the poweris exercisedbut unrealized,

that is, it has its effects, but not the effects it would have had by
itself.

I suspect that the empiricist3 notion that there is something
mysterious about powers, which must be exorcised from a

down-to-earth world-view, stems from the lack of obvious

connection, in English, between the noun 'power'and the verb

'to be able'. To say that there are unexercised powers is only to
say that 'can' does not equal 'does'.
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Yet this elementary distinction, whereby language does not

cast its shadow on the world, but registersawidespreadfeature

of the world, is laden with consequences. Politicsprovides a

striking example. If history is just 'one damned
thing after

another', then all the politics we need is a resolveto dobetter

damned things than were done before. If, on the other hand

societies and their institutions have inner structures which

generate and by the same token constraintheirpowers,then we

can ask, first of all, what sortof thingcanbedonegiven existing
structures and what cannot; second, what different sort of

things could be done given different structures; and third, how
one sort of structures can be transformed into another.

As Roy Bhaskar puts it:

All social structures - for instance the economy, the state, the

family, language -
depend upon or presuppose social relations\302\255

which may include the social relationsbetween capital and labour,
ministers and civil servants, parents and children. The relationsinto

which people enter pre-exist the individuals who enter into them,
and whose activity reproduces or transforms them; so they are

themselves structures. And it is to these structures of socialrelations

that realism directs our attention - both as the explanatory key to

understanding social events and trends and as the focus of social

activity aimed at the self-emancipation of the exploited and

oppressed. (RR, p. 4)

This enables him to make the contrast,which the actualist

cannot make, between the transformation of structures and the
amelioration of states of affairs, as political goals.

Two words of caution are needed here. First, there isofcourse
no disparagement of the amelioration of states of affairs. Indeed,

if it is desirable to transform structures, that is so that states of
affairs can be ameliorated. The point is that certain states of

affairs cannot be amelioratedwithin existing structures. It is, for
instance, inconceivablethat permanent full employment or the
vital degree of care for the environment couldbe achieved in a

free market economy.
Second, it should not be denied that some things canbemade

better without changing the main social structures, and the
question which can and which canrt is ultimately an empirical

WHY REALISM?WHY TRANSCENDENTAL? 11

one _ tho ugh this does not meanthat it can be answered only

b making the attempt . Depth
real\357\277\275sm

does not by
its\357\277\275lf

tell you

.!here to draw the line betweenImprovements
which can be

de without transforming the structure of the state and the

:\357\277\275nomy,
and those which can't. But the point is that 'shallow

alism' - the actualism that holds, or tacitly assumes, that

\357\277\275\357\277\275ereare no structures, only states of affairs - can't make the

distinction between the two sorts of reform. At the theoretical

level this leads to such ideas as Popper's, that in a

parli\357\277\275mentary
democracy any change is possible once

t\357\277\275e

majority support .
s it - an idea which

\357\277\275as
recently been used In

legitimating parliamentary democracyInEasternEur\357\277\275pe.But of

course this is not and could not be so. Parliamentary

dem ocracies, like any other kind of state, have structures that

determine what can be done within the system and what

cannot, and all attempts to transgress these limits, however

popular and democratic,must fail. At the practical level, this

actualist assumption leads to the paring down of programmes of

reform to small-scale tinkering such as canbe achieved without

structural change, as if those things that are precluded by the
existingstructureof society were precluded by laws of nature.

'Shallowrealism'or actualism, then, is less realist than depth
realismin that it either denies the transphenomenality of the

objectsofknowledge,orreduces it to the relatively trivial case of

the unbeheld tree in the quad, denying
the reality of inner

structures and consequentlatent powers.This usually means

that counterphenomenality is also denied.Forto makesenseof,
for example, Marx's claim that the exchange of labour-power at

its value is exploitation of the worker, one must agree that there
is a deep structure to capitalist economic relations, which is

exploitive,
and which explains the surface-structure of

t\357\277\275e

labour-market within which the labour contract appearsas fair.
However, it should be noted that there can be philosophical

positions which deny transphenomenality while accepting
counter-phenomenality. Some such view seems to be that of

Heidegger:

'Behind'the phenomena of phenomenology there is essentially
nothing else; on the other hand, what is to become a phenomenon
can be hidden. And just because the phenomena are in the first
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place and for the most part not given, there is need for phenomen\357\277\275

ology. Covered-up-ness is the counter-concept to 'phenomenon'.
'

(Sein und Zeit, p. 36)

Wher\357\277\275as
many kinds of knowledge can be to some degree

empowenng
- and here I may say that I would like to see the \302\267

slogan 'knowledge is power' restored to its optimisticplaceon

the banners of trade unions, far from the sinisterconnotationsit
has acquired in the covens of poststructuralism- the cases

where one would say that knowledge is
emancipating are special

cases. Knowledge is here contrasted not with innocent

ignorance but with false and enslaving appearances.In the

words of the American cynic, it ain't that folks are ignorant, it'8
that they know so damn much that ain't so. And the false

appearances here are not isolatedor accidental mistakes but the
motivated false appearances which, at the social level, Marx has
called Iideology',and, at the personal level, Freud has called
I

defence-mechanisms'. If the domains of knowledge openedup
by Marx and Freud are liberating ones, that is because of the
enslaving nature of these appearances, and the counter\302\255

phenomenal nature of these knowledges.

The Pitfalls of Non-Realism

So far I have been contrasting depth realism with shallow

:ealism.
What about non-realism? Even thoughnon-realistsmay

In the en
\357\277\275\357\277\275urno\357\277\275\357\277\275

to
\357\277\275e

realists about something, they have a
charactenstlc

P?SI\357\277\275IOn,
In that they deny that there is anything

knowable that IS Independent of mind. If we take 'mind' in a

wide enough sense, to include 'objectivemind',discourse,etc.
as well as subjective impressions, this formula coversnot only

Berkeley, Kant and Schopenhauer but Hegel, and alsomodern
tendenciessuch as poststructuralism.

All these positions can be said to deny objectivity in the sense
defined above; in the case of Berkeley and sense-datum

theorists generally, it is uncontentious that this denial of
objectivity is also a denial of fallibility, and is motivated by the

quest for certainty- Descartes' quest for knowledge that could
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not be doubted, transplantedintoempiricistsoil.Not that these

philosophers
claim infallibility for human knowledge in general,

or indeed for their own theories; but they claim to placehuman
knowledgeon the foundation of an infallible stratum: sense\302\255

data, which, since they are purely appearancesin the minds of

individuals, have nothing to be mistaken about, and cannot
themselves have mistakes made about them. Thus it is

supposed
that I may be mistaken if I

say\302\267that I saw the dog

chasing the cat, but not if I say that I saw a canoidpatchof
colour crossing my visual field in hot pursuit of a feloid patch of

colour, to the accompanimentof miaowing and woofing sounds

in my ears. I shallnot reiteratetheoften-repeatedobjections to

this view.

What is perhaps less obvious is that modern, discursive

idealism also, if I may so express it, fails to be fallibilist. It tries. It

takes its starting point from the fact of scientific change, and
hencethe recognition that just as past scientific theories arenow
abandoned, our scientific theories are likely to be abandonedin
due course.

Indeed, modem non-realists often accuse realists of

dogmatism because of our defence of objectivity. They accuseus
of arrogance in claiming truth for our theories, and preen
themselves on their modesty in proffering only tentative

theories. It is surprising how often even those who are well

aware that science is inherentlyfallibilistic in its practice will say
that claims for scientific status on the part of this or that theory
are a ploy to make the theory immune from criticism. This line
of attack is often used against Marx, despite his, Engels's and
Lenin's explicitespousalof fallibilism at times when it was less

generally accepted than today. Furthermore,radical feminists

have sometimes alleged that objectivity is just malesubjectivity;

and there is a school of family therapists who hold that belief in

objective truth causes most of the problems of the world- and
onthesegrounds finds it acceptable to lie to their clients.In all
thesecases,claims for objectivity are decried as arrogant,
whereas disavowal of it is billed as open-minded.

But the boot is entirely on the other foot.Toclaimobjective

truth for one's statements is to lay one's cardson the table, to

expose oneself to the possibilityof refutation. It is to make it

clear that one is talking about something, and saying that that
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'something' is thus and not so; this mak\357\277\275sit possible for others
to point out featuresof that something which are not as claimed,
and hence disprove your opinion. All claims to objective
knowledgearevulnerable in this way. There are of courseother
discoursesthat are not. And importantly, there are many forms
of words that may in one context be makingclaimsabout how

the world is, while in others they arenot.When asked 'how are

you?', some people reply with a brief medical autobiography,
but most say 'very well, thank you', meaning only to

acknowledge a politegreeting,not to report their state of health.
The words of the Nicene Creed may be intended to state the
truth when said in church by an orthodoxbeliever,4

but not

when sung in a concert hall as part of a performance of
Beethoven's Mass in C. The statement 'there were an

Englishman, an Irishman and a Scotsman'is usually the

opening line of a joke, though it could be the opening line of a
lecture on the British empiricists. Depending on the

interpretation of these statements, it would be appropriate or
inappropriate to question their veracity. In the casesin which no

objective claims were being made, it would be absurd to criticize
on grounds of falsehood - though one might have other

grounds: one might have a Quakerly aversion to formal

greetings, or no ear for classical music,or a moralobjectionto
national stereotypes in humour. But the difference in these
casesisclearto anyone.

Non-realism assimilates cognitive forms of discourse which
only make sense on the assumption that they do makeclaimsto
objectivity, to the other sorts. This renders them invulnerable to
any criticismsbasedon the claim that the facts are different.
Non-realismas a meta-theory licenses any and every form of
dogmatismat the first-order level. It enables the theorist to say
'sinceI am not claiming objective truth for my theories, I cango
on saying what I like, and your counter-examples have no

relevance for me' - and thentogoon saying things that have no

point at all unless they are making claims about how the world
is. I am not just saying that this might be expected to happen;
wherever non-realism gains credence,uncritical dogmatism

flourishes, from the epidemic of superstitionand bigotry under

the lee of Ockham's philosophy in the late MiddleAges,5 to the

oracular style and indifference to evidencefavoured by Lacan,
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in contrast to the realistFreud'sagonizedquestioning of his own

theories. . . . .
It might

be said: non-reahsm may make cogmhve discourse
\302\267

vulnerable to cognitive assessment, but it lays it open to the

\357\277\275herkinds of criticism. It enables us to criticize a scientific

\357\277\275heory,
for example, as being aesthetically or morally or

politically nasty. It subordinates theoretical criteria to practical
criteria in assessing theories. And this is sometimesdefended,
in the name of the 'primacy of practice'.This position has to be

met on its own terms:is it practically desirable that theories

should be accepted or rejectedon practical
rather than

theoretical grounds?
This kind of 'primacy of practice' undermines the possibility

of subjecting a practical orientation to a certain kind of critique.
I\357\277\275prevents

us from saying that a given practicerestsoncertain
false or contradictory beliefs. Practical attitudes become immune

to theoretical critique,and, by the same token, are reduced to

mere attitudes, which may certainly clash with other such
attitudes, but not be argued about rationally.

There are a number of ways in which practice does have

primacy over theory, but primacy
in some respects does not

imply primacy in every respect. The practical importance of

theory is that a theory can transform a practice. Theory is the

growingpoint of a practice, and to abolish its autonomy is to nip

off that growing point . Furthermore,a theory transforms a

practice, in the best case, by exposing and correcting cognitive
errors implicit in that practice. Thosewho demandthat theory,

for instance in politics, be judged by practical criteria rather than

by its adequacy to reality are generally saying that the criteria of

some exis ting practice should judge the theory. They are in the

business of conserving existing politicalpractices,protecting

them from rational criticism. The only kind of criticism which

can be accommodated by this view is the sortwhichisbasedon
an arbitrary, irrational leap.

Depth realism, on the other hand, is in four ways
transformative and potentially emancipatory:

1. in that, because it allows that knowledge may be counter\302\255

phenomenal, it makes a place for our .liberationfrom

enslaving appearances;
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2. in
.th\357\277\275t,\357\277\275ecause

it calls for theories to_be judged by objective
cntena, Itpromotestheoriesthat can transform, rather than

merely rationalize, existingpractices;
3. inthat, because it recognizes that states of affairs are brought

a\357\277\275out
by the working of relatively enduring structures, it

drrects the attention of people who want to makethe world

\357\277\275better
place to the task of transforming those structures;

4. In that, because it recognizes that theories must makeclaims

abou\357\277\275wh\357\277\275t
the world is like independently of those

theones, It treats all theories as fallible, and open to
transformation.

\302\267

Why Philosophy?

Suppose it be granted that our account of our knowledgemust

be
.
a realist one. It is still open to doubtwhetherweneeda realist

phzlo\357\277\275ophy,
as distinct from simply being realists in the practice

?f sc\357\277\275ence
or of everyday knowledge. Historically, the turn from

Ide
.
alism to realism has often also beena turning away from

philoso\357\277\275hy
altogether, towards the particular sciences, which

areconsideredto
pr\357\277\275vide

all the theoretical knowledge we need
or can have .(this

.
Is one of the meanings of \357\277\275positivism').

Connected with this doubt is another comment I have heard

made about Bhaskar's project: realism is fine, but why 'go

transcendental'? I shall try to answer these points.

.
A good part of

t\357\277\275e
answ\357\277\275rto the question \357\277\275whyphilosophy?'

IS t\357\277\275atthe alternative to philosophy is not no philosophy, but bad

philosophy. The \357\277\275unphilosophical' person has an unconscious

p\357\277\275ilosophy, ':\357\277\275ich
they apply in their practice - whether of

science or pohtlcs or daily life. As Gramsci puts it:

Having first shown that everyone is a philosopher,though in his

own
. way

.
and unconsciously, since even in the slightest

manif\357\277\275statlon ?f
any intellectual activity whatever, in 'language',

there IS contamed a specific conceptionof the world, one then
moves on to the second level, which is that of awareness and

\357\277\275ri\357\277\275icis,
m.

1?at
is to say, oneproceedsto the question

- is it better to

th
.
mk

\357\277\275
Without having a critical awareness, in a disjointed and

episodic way? In other words,isit better to take part in a conception
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of the world mechan1cally imposed by the external environment,

i.e., by one of the many social groups in which everyone is

automatically involved from the moment of his entry into the

conscious world.. . . Or,on the other hand, is it better to work out

consciously and critically one's own conception of the world and

thus, in connection with the labours of one's own brain, choose

one' s sphere of activity, take an active part in the creation of the

history of the world, be one's own guide, refusing to accept

passively and .supinely from outside the moulding of one's

personality
. (Pnson Notebooks, pp. 323-4)

on the onehand, this means that philosophy works by making
explicitknowledgethat is already implicit in some practice or
other.Thus Bhaskar can cite Kant approvingly to the effect that

it is 'the function of philosophyto analyse concepts which are

\"already given\" but \"confused\"' (RTS, p. 24).The practice in

which the concepts are implicitmay itself be either a cognitive
one (like science)or a non-cognitive one (politics, personal
relations, the work-world,art).Nodoubt most of the knowledge
we have got is implicit in our non-cognitive practices, and much
philosophyis concernedwith explicating that knowledge

- for

example Heidegger's existential analytic as an explicationof our

work -world, or many texts on ethics,beforethe British linguistic

philosophers corrupted and debased that discipline. , But when
the practice to which philosophy turns is itself a cognitive

practice, that in no way altersits relationto philosophy; it is not

the cognitive results of science which interest the philosopher qua

philosopher. It is the set of conceptsimplicitin the practiceof

the science, and which the scientists qua scientists do not need
to make explicit, and may not even suspect that they use.
Bhaskar does not derivehis conclusionsabout the structure of

the world from, for example, the theory of relativity, or
quantum theory, or the theory of evolution. Attempts so to do
arealways blind alleys. But as we shall see, he is able to derive

very far-reaching ontological conclusions from the practice of

scientific experiment itself:
Philosophy,then, as a criticalrational activity, presupposes

that we have 'philosophies' implicit in our practices,which can

be made explicit . But this is not simply a matter of spelling out
our implicit knowledge, to satisfy our curiosity or our desire for

self-knowledge. The work of philosophy can perform two
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polemical functions in relation to the .practicesit lights up: a
critical one, when it exposes internal contradictionsin thebeliefs

implicit in the practice; and a defensiveone,when it shows ho'W:
the practice does what some

(absolutely or relatively) a priori\302\267

theory claims cannot be done. This defensivefunction is often a'

matter of one philosophy defending some
non-philosophic\357\277\275

\302\267

cognitive practice against the objections of another
philosophy.

But it is best done not by a generalrefutation of the objection but
by pointing to the practice doing what had been said to be

impossible, and spelling out the steps by which it doesit. We

shall see later how Roy Bhaskar shows us socialscience
validly\302\267

deriving values from facts, despite the massed ranks of post-.
Humean philosophers claiming that this is impossible (see
chapter6).

But this is very far from obscurantism, after the manner oi
those Wittgensteinians who say Ithese

language games are

played', and rule out objectionsto any ongoing practice, insofar
as those objections allege incoherency.For to illuminate a

practice may also be to criticizeit. The criticism will indeed be
internal, but only in the sense that the contradictionsdiscovered
areinternal to the practice, rather than contradictions between
thepracticeand assumptions brought from outside it. This does
not mean that only a practitioner can understand, orcriticize,a

practice. Those who deny the right of a non-SouthAfrican to

criticize apartheid, or of the unanalysed to criticizepsycho\302\255

analysis, or of men to criticize feminism,or of unbelievers to

criticize theology, are merely exposing their ownbad intellectual

conscience. If these practices (cognitive or otherwise)can be
understood,they can be criticized, and criticized internally, by
one who \302\267isoutside them.

For example, a pseudo-science may be exposed by showing
that, while claiming to uncover somesecretsof nature, no

uncovering is being done. In showingthis, no external demands
are being made on thepractice.There are many practices which
do no uncovering of nature, and make no claimto. The

contradiction occurs when the claim to beuncoveringsomething
is essential to the practice, yet something quite different is

actually done by it. In cartomancy, for example, the result is
supposed to be the result of an inquiry into nature, but the
process by which it is obtained is not

inquiry but shuffling, etc.
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What then of the generalizing function of philosophy? f?oes
de endenceof each bit of philosophy on some other bit of

the

t'
p

mean that it is lost? Can we not transfer knowledge
Prac

tee . . \302\267
h?\302\267\302\267

d from one practice to the practiceof hghhng up anot er.denve . . . d \302\267a1
To this last question, I think the answer Is: except un er speci
. mstances,we can do so only with the knowledge of

crrcu
f\302\267 'bil'

\302\267
M

\302\267
tth fossibilities, not with that o Impossi Ihes. arxis

e\357\277\275ry,
or

p
pie may say to aesthetics Ithere are such things asexam '

,h . hh'
dialectical contradictions', but not t ere Is no sue t tng

.
as

1 less art'. The special circumstances, connectedwith
c ass

1\302\267h1\302\267hfstratification and emergence, will becomecearIn t e Ig t o

chapter 4. They
concern the constraints placed by the nature of

an entity at one level (e.g . a human body) on its powers at

another level (e.g . a human agent).
Theabove characterization of the practice of philosophy and

its relation to other practices is intended to applyto any critically

rational philosophy which neither disclaims any cognitive work
(after the manner of positivism), nor claims access to . \357\277\275ny

special, esoterically philosophical knowledge. In
characten\357\277\275mg

Roy
Bhaskar's practice of such philosophy, four further pmnts

must be made, three brief, one long.

1. While he holds that philosophy may work on othersubject

matter than the sciences, his own work is almost entirely

based on the practices of sciences, both natural and social.

2. He holds the main work of such philosophy to be an

underlabouring one. He aims to removethe idols(Bacon),

obstacles (Locke) or ideologies (Marx) that stand in the way
of, or distort the understanding of, new knowledge to be
producedby the sciences.

\302\267

3. In addition to this underlabouring role (first so dubbed by

Locke), Bhaskar sometimes talks of an 'occasional'rolefor

philosophy as the midwife of new sciences.Philosophy has

often had this role historically, though not always with

happy results - consider some of the little monsters

delivered by positivism, making up a large part of that

unhappy family, 'the human sciences' (particularly in

psychology). I take it that a good deal of the motivation of

his work is to replace this positivist brood by something both
more scientificand moreconducive to human emancipation.
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At times he seems to suggest that these better human'\\] . rs the first one too, since empirical knowledge
sciences are already overdue for birth, and merely await

thejl,
; answ

\357\277\275poses
that the known world has a knowablestructure -

arrival of a suitably qualified midwife.(I must confess to
',ii,

'f
res

\357\277\275atit is ordered in space and time, behaves in a regular
being more pessimistic about this matter.) :.:;

1.e..
ner consistsof things and their properties, which can be

4.
Finally,

in the following section, let us considerthe features .:'\357\277\275::\357\277\275sur\357\277\275d,and which change only in accordance with causal

of Bhaskar's thought which warrant the term\357\277\275
\357\277\275: laws, and so on. The synthetica prioriknowledgeturns out to

'transcendental'. \302\267

b
.
. knowledge of what these features of the world are - the

Transcendental Arguments

Onespecificway
in which philosophy can turn the light on a

practice is by what have been known, since Kant, as
transcendentalarguments.In such arguments, we ask 'what
must be true in order for x to be possible?', where 'x' usually
refersto somefeature of human activity. For example, Sartre's
existentialismstarts from the question 'what. must be true of

human consciousness in order for it to be ableto ask (genuinely

open) questions about the world? How is it that, when we go
into a cafe to look for Pierre, our consciousness is not just filled
with the sightsand soundsof the cafe), but with the absence \302\255

or possible presence
- of Pierre?' (Being and Nothingness,

pp. 9ff) In order to account for our capacity to question the
immediate input of experience,Sartreis ledto the view that

consciousness is radically free from prior or external causes. I
shall not discusswhether this argument is valid (I don't think it

is), but merely note its form: from somethingthat is actual, to a
more fundamental 'something' that grounds its possibility. In

general, such argumentswill be from a phenomenon that occurs
to a structurethat endures,though this is a relative distinction.

The placeof transcendentalarguments in Roy Bhaskar's work
can be brought out by showing the parallels with, and
differences from, Kant's transcendental arguments. Kant's
initial question is 'How is

synthetic
a priori knowledge

possible?'6 - knowledge,that is to say, which tells us something
about the world (unlike statements which are true by
definition), yet can be known independently of any experience.

The substance of his work, however,is onthe question 'how is

empirical knowledge possible?' The answer to this question

f:aturesthat mu\357\277\275tbe the case if the world is to be known.
However,

Kant didn't think that the world in
\\tself

had these

properties;
rather, he thought that our mind' imposed this

knowable form on it.
Bhaskar's fundamental question is closely parallel to Kant's,

and the parallel and differences are summed up in his

appropriation
of the

te\357\277\275m
'transcendental realism' - also

us\357\277\275d

by Kant, in a slightly different sense, as we shall see. The chtef

differences are as follows.
First, while Kant clearly had the science of his time in mind,

he talks about knowledge in general; Bhaskar neither regards
scienceas the only source of knowledge, nor treats it as

smoothly continuous with other forms. It is a specialkind of

knowledge, presupposing other kinds, yet also able to
contradict and correct pre-scientific ideas. So Bhaskar's injtial

inquiry
- though it is possible to broaden it afterwards - is into

the possibilityof scientific experiments.

Experiments, like the other practices from which we derive

knowledge, are not purely 'mental' activities. They involve

intentional causal interaction with the world about us -

interaction which is possibleonly because we are embodied

beings, subject to the same laws that govern our material
environment. That we have got hands and eyes and earsis as
necessary for knowledge as that we have got reason and

imagination and memory. And this suggests that there may be

other transcendental arguments too, which throw light on

practices other than cognitiv:e ones.

In fact it might be a usefuldigressionhere- if only to dispel
some of the mystery that, for many people, attaches to the word
'transcendental'- to ask what happens if we ask seemingly
quite frivolous 'how is x possible?' questions. For example,how
arechickens possible? At least such a question will demand an
answer of a rather different order than 'chickens comefrom
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eggs which come from chickenswhich comefrom eggs ...
' ,

that standard case of a futile explanatory regress . We shall war, ,

to know not about chicken-and-egg but about chicken-an\302\267

ecological-niche . In the case of domestic fowl, of course, t\357\277\275,

ecological niche will include human agricultural and culina(
practices. But as with any other explanandum, an explanation0

this sort will tell us about wider structures of the world, no

\302\255

about the
p\357\277\275rticular

antecedents of particular chickens (egg81
Perhaps this illustratesSpinoza'sdistinction between two kinJ
of explanation (Imay say that it was in trying to teach Spinoza'1

philosophy that I first got on to the track of these transcendent\302\267

fo':l).
But in this case the two kinds are equally empiric\357\277\275

Ch1cken- ecological-niche questions belong to a differen

scientific sub-discipline than chicken- egg questions, bu

neither are philosophical questions, though the difference1

between them may be philosophically interesting. Roy Bhaska

says that transcendental arguments are a speciesof retroductiu

argument, i .e. arguments 'from a description of som1

phenomenon to a description of somethingwhichproducesit 01

is a condition for it' (SRHE, p. 11).Hedoesnot say what the
differentia is, but perhaps the term 'transcendental' should bi

reserved for arguments at a philosophical meta-level- ano

hence not about chickens . However, there is no reasonfo1

\357\277\275estricting
either genus or species to a privileged set of 'bij

Issues'.

Second, while Kant's arguments lead to a theory about tht

power of mind to imposea structureon the world, Bhaskar's

lead to conclusions not only about the mind or about ourselves,

but also about what the world must be like. Bhaskar's

philosophy can therefore dispense with the unknowable

'noumena' or things-in-themselves which haunt Kant 's

philosophy . However, it does not dispense with them in the

same way as Kant's idealist successorsdid -
by denying thai

the
.
re is a worldindependentof the knowledge minds may have

of It . The nature of the work we must do in order to find out

about the world shows us both that the world is not transparent
to

\357\277\275s
but needs to be discovered, and that it can be made to yield

up Its secrets.

\357\277\275a\357\277\275t
had grounded the a priori nature of his synthetic a priori

- ItsIndependenceof experiences
- on the idea that we impose
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't \302\267'what reason produces entirely out of itself cannot be
1 \302\267

cealed, but is brought to light by reason itself immediately

\357\277\275\357\277\275\357\277\275common principle has been discovered' (Critique of Pure

Reason, p . 14). For Bhaskar, those features of the world which
\302\267

ake
.knowledge possible are not necessarily a priori; they are

:a1 features of the world, which could have been otherwise .

Ther e is nothing impossibleabout an unknowable (and hence

necessarily unpeopled) world, but grantedthat we do exist

knowingly in the world, we can construct transcendental

arguments
from this fact to illuminate some structures of that

world.
Finally,

Kant's conception of his theory of knowledge is

ti meless, both in the sense that (despite his foregroundingof

New tonian mechanics) it is supposed to apply to human

knowledge
in general, irrespective of its historical forms; and in

thesensethat he believed himself to have discovered the keyto

certain eternal truths. Bhaskar makes no such claims. Scientific

experiment
in the relevant sense is a relatively new

phenomenon
. While most of the facts discoveredby science had

been true but unknown before (the earth went roundthe sun,

before
\302\267

Galileo proved it), the form of experimental science
cannot be read back into pre-scientific forms of knowledge

- or

of course 'read forward' into forms of inquiry as yet
undiscovered. And since the structure of the world is neither
necessary nor transparent to reason, our knowledge of it is

always fallible. A transcendental argument may accountfor the

possibility of some phenomenon, but there may be rival

transcendental arguments to explain the same thing, just as
there are rival theories at the frontiers of science. One
transc endental argument may explain more than others, and so
bethe best available account. But in philosophy as in science,
while there can be justified beliefs and there canbe progress,

there can be no final theory, unsusceptible to revision and

improvement .
In order to tie the foregoingdescriptionof transcendental

arguments to Bhaskar's own account of them, I now want to
look closelyat two paragraphs from PN {pp . 5-6).

If phil osophy is to be possible.. . then it must follow the Kantian

road. But in doing so it must both avoid any commitment to the
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content of specific theoriesand recogniz e_ the conditional nature of
m akes clear what .is

meant.'Fo\357\277\275it
\357\277\275lwayse\357\277\275erci\357\277\275es

that r
.
eason

all its results. 1,- _
the basis of pnor conceptualizations of htstoncalpractice,of

1
on

e mo re or less determinate socialform.' Sophilosophy's

Thus, Kant's tendency to take the most fundamental results
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Moreover it must reject two presuppositions which were central to

Kant's own philosophical project,viz. that in any inquiry of the form
'what must be the case for \302\242to be possible?' the conclusion, X,

would be a fact about us and that \302\242must invariably stand for some
universal operation of mind. That is to say, it must reject the idealist
and individualist cast into which Kant pressed his own inquiries.

The first (anti-idealist) point is clear; a transcendental argument

may tell us how the world must be structured, not how the

mind must. The point about individualism is less transparent. I
take it that what is in questionisKant's focusing on what every
human -mind must do, rather than on historically specific social

practices.
The subject-matter of philosophical investigation, Bhaskar

goes on to suggest, is 'the necessaryconditions for social

activities as conceptualized in experience' - a wider field than

Kant's, since not only universalbut also 'historically transient'

activities and conceptualizations may be investigated, and

because 'the activity may depend on powersthat people possess
as material things rather than just as thinkers or perceivers'.

He concludes that philosophy 'operates by the use of pure

reason. But not by the use of pure reason alone .' At first

reading, this may sound paradoxical, since 'pure reason'and

'reason alone' mean much the same, and 'pure reasonalone'
lookslike a pleonastic equivalent. But the following sentence

alternative accounts . Hence they are always situated polemically
in relation to those accounts, and there can be noguarantee that

a _better rival account will not come forward. In practice, of

course, Kant also argued in this way: consider his critique of

Newtonian and Leibniziantheoriesof space. But in principle,
Kant'\357\277\275arguments are supposed to establish not just- that his

account is the best runner but that it is necessarily true .
In its fallibility, philosophy resembles science . But while it is

about the same world as the sciences,it does not compete with
them. It 'can tell us that it is a condition of the possibilityof

scientific activities cf> and t/; that the world is differentiatedX and

Y. But it cannot tell us what structures the world contains or how

they differ. These are entirely matters for substantive scientific

investigation.
'

Just what this means in concrete terms will

become clear in the next chapter, after I have considered

Bhaskar's central transcendental argument from the possibility
of scientific experiment.

The Term 'Transcendental Realism'in Kant and

Bhaskar

When Roy Bhaskar uses the term 'transcendental', he is
obv iously using it in a sense close to Kant's, and not, for

instance, to 'Transcendental Meditation' , or Dr Jekyll's
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' transcendental medicine ' . ForKant, transcendental questioU!l;
are questions about the boundaries of possibleexperiencd

(knowledge), and as such contrast not only with
empiric\357\277\275,\302\255

questions, concerning the content of knowledge, but also
witn;:\"

transcendent questions, which overstep those boundaries.
And

'

Kant not only uses the term in the phrase 'transcendent\357\277\275
:

idealism', to designate his own philosophy, but also in the

phrase 'transcendental realism', to designate his opponenton
the issue of space and time, the one who 'regards time and
space as something given in themselves,independently of OUt

sensibility' (Critique of Pure Reason, p. 346). Possibly, he would
\302\255

also apply the term transcendental realist to someone who

attributed like objectivity to causality, substance, etc. -
the

categories that, according to Kant, our understanding impose!on the phenomena . Is this the sense in which Bhaskar is a

transcendental realist?

The answer, I think, is that while Kant would no doubt regard
Bhaskaras a transcendentalrealistin his (Kant's) sense -

and

:ightly,
so far as it goes

- the phrase functions rather differently

In Kant and in Bhaskar. This is brought out by the ways

transcendental realism is contrasted with empiricalrealism:this

is not the same difference in the two philosophers.For Kant/

empirical realism is realism about the concrete contentsof

experience
- an empirical realist believesthat chickens and

blizzards and magnetic fields exist independently of the

observer. Kant claims to be one. But whereas for Kant the fo rm

of experience (here, spaceand time) is not real but contributed

by the mind, the transcendental realist is, for Kant, the realist
about form as well as content.

While Bhaskar is, no doubt,a transcendental realist in this

sense, the use to which he puts the conceptof transcendental

realism is a little different . First,this is so in that the contrasting
term, empirical realism, is used not for anyone who holds
concrete objects to be real - and hence Kant and Bhaskar, as

well as
m\357\277\275stempirici\357\277\275ts

- but for one whoalsodenies the reality
of

un\357\277\275erlymg
mechanisms, structures etc ., which don't appearin

expenence,but cause phenomena that do . A transcendental

realist, by contrast, is one who claimsthat such mechanisms can

be shown to be real by means of transcendental arguments (the
details of which I shall discuss in the next chapter).
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The reality of underlying mechanisms is not the same issueas

the reality
of conditions of the possibility of experience, but they

re closely connected.Underlying mechanisms are discovered

by the particular sciences.But transcendental arguments taking

the practice of these sciencesas their premisses can establish

that there must be some such mechanisms7 if those sciences are

to be possible
. And that is a proposition very like some of

Kant's, about the conditionsof thepossibility of knowledge . For

Kan t believes that his transcendental arguments show that (as a

necessary condition of there being knowledge)every alteration

must have a cause -
though it is up to the empirical sciencesto

discover particular causal laws . We are concerned with

transcendentally established conditions of the possibility of

knowledge in both cases. The differences are (1)Bhaskar's
premis

ses are special ways of acquiring empiricalknowledge,
not empirical knowledge in general (though in principle any

such ways could be taken as a premissof such an argument); (2)
Bhaskar arrives at the richer hypothesis that there must be a
multiplicity

of causal mechanisms; (3) Bhaskar's conclusions are
a priori only in the relative sense : that in order for any of the
kind of knowledge described in the premiss to be possible,the

conclusion must be true; (4) if transcendental argumentstellus
what must be the case, Bhaskar's 'must' is different from

Kant's, in two ways: (i) it does not mean 'the phenomena are
compelledto conform to these conditions - our mindshavethe \302\267

power to impose them' but 'we are compelledto assumethat

these conditions really hold - otherwiseour knowledge would

be impo ssible, and it is actual' - hence 'realism'; (ii)it is not a

claim to necessary truth; it is open to refuting arguments. It is
more like an explanatory 'must' than a 'must' of logical
necessity.

I mentioned earlier a very Kantian list of conditions of the

possibility of (our kind of) knowledge : the world must be
ordered in spaceand time,behave in a regular manner, consist
of things and their properties,which can be measured, and
which only change in accordancewith causal laws . Can this sort
of conditions really be established outside of an idealist,
synthetic a priori framework? While Bhaskar's list may be
slightly different (to include the structuredness of things, the
stratification of nature, etc.), I think the answer is yes.I would
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like at this point to suggestthat it is quite plausible that we have
got implicit knowledge of such synthetic relatively a prior)

propositions, by means of an example(whichcertainly does not \357\277\275

amount to a transcendental argument).
It would be most appositeif the example could be concerned\302\267\302\267

with space or time, since these are the issueson which Kant
\302\267

explicitly contrasts his own view to transcendentalrealism.But

\302\267

this question has lost the thematic unity that it had for Kant,
whose theory was meantto coverboth the common experience
of space and time, and theirplacein science. Scientific notions
of space and time have been so transformed in the wake of ..
Einstein that they have been

irretrievably prised apart from

experiential concepts of space and time; moreover,I would

suggest that Heidegger has shown that the attempt to assimilate

lived space and time to any scientific concept of space and time

was always an error. So let us consideranother example, where

it is at least arguable(thoughalso debatable) that this falling
apart of science and experiencehas not occurred: the concepts
of substance and causality,taken together- i.e.the idea that

things don't change unless a causal power of
something

(whether an internal tendency or the force of somethingoutside)
changesthem.

Letusask
why we do not accept the following, extremelywell

verified hypothesis, which has great predictive power: 'from

time to time, household objects(books,earrings, cutlery, spare

parts of sewing machines, gramophonerecords)ceaseto exist

without trace.
' On the basis of this 'Law of Disappearing

HouseholdObjects',I can predict (and it is more certain than

any meteorological or economic prediction) that in six months'
timesomevalued household object now in my possession, and
which I have not destroyed, sold, lent or transported, and
whichI amcertainnofriend or burglar has taken, will no longer
be in

my possession .

Our rejection of such a law ispriorto and independent of any
scientific laws with which it might be incompatible. From the
age of about three, we confidently ask of any missing object
'what has happened to it?' - even though at that age such

disappearances are frequent enough to make any genuinely

empiricist child wonder rather by what strange mechanism
things sometimes turn up in their right place.
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1 uggest that this indicates that we are not really empiricists.
W \357\277\275IJ1plicitly

take some of the Kantian categories for granted as
e

suppositions of all empirical questions about the world, as

r\357\277\275t
gs without which those questions would make no sense.

\357\277\275\357\277\275.itis reasonable to do so. A transcendental refutation of the

L\357\277\275wof Disappearing Household Objects would merely spellout
h at ever y normal three-year-old knows - even though normal

\357\277\275ee-year-olds
are also quite capable of understanding, and

making up,
stories about worlds in which such lawsdohold.It

\302\267
s not that our minds shut out suchpossibilities;itisthat we go

\357\277\275boutgetting
to know the world in ways that we couldnot if

they were actualities.

So far I have been pointing out ways in which transcendental

realism differs from some other positions (empiricism,
relativism, Kant) and suggesting reasons why we need a

philosophy
which differs from them in such ways. In the

following chapter I shall look closely at the arguments for the

main transcendental realist claims.

Notes

1.Consider Nietzsche's contrast between the opposites 'good/evil'and 'good/
bad'; the proverb 'the good is the enemy of the best'; good and rotten apples;
The Nice and the Good(novel by Iris Murdoch); school reports graded 'good,fair,

medium, poor, bad'; pass cards 'not good unless signed'; St Paul's 'For scarcely
for a righteous man will one die: yet peradventure for a good man some would

even dare to die' (Romans, 5.7).
2. Welsh speakers tell me that in fact 'glas' and 'llwyd' do correspond to 'blue'

and 'grey', though there are anomalous usages such as 'cae glas' for a lush green
field, 'papur llwyd' for brown paper

- much as in English we call white horses
grey, red hunting gear pink, greyish pink people white and honey-coloured

people black . But the lossof the example does not alter the point
- except to

draw attention to the fact that it is uses of words, not words themselves, that

have meaning.
3. While suspicion of talk about powers is characteristically empiricist, not all

empiricists avoid such talk. Powers have a central place in Locke's philosophy,
for instance.

\302\267

4. Someone may say that the orthodox believer is not making truth-claims
either, since all religious language is symbolic.Certainly, the orthodox believer is
not committed to the idea that, for instance, God the Father has a right hand.
But language can be used non-literally to make truth-claims. If I say 'Aunt Maud
would have kittens if she heard that news', and Aunt Maud is actually

unperturbed by the news, then I was mistaken. If saying the creed in church is
not saying something about what exists and has happened, then it does not differ
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essentially from singing it with fe eling fo r its meaning in a concert hall - and no ;'\357\277\275

believer could assent to that.
-

_

5. The sense in which Ockham's philosophy contrasts with realism may be \357\277\275

thought unrelated to the present sense of realism, since some(e.g. Engels) hav\357\277\275_:
claimed Ockham as a forerunner of 'materialism' (i .e . a version ofrealism in the T
modern sense). But I would argue (though this is not the place to do so) thaH

'

transcendental realism sides with Thomas Aquinas and John Wyclif again st :

William of Ockham in the medieval controversy over universals. This is
'

assuming that realism about universals takes an _Aristotelian, not a Platonist,
form. Plato's realism about the Forms is one of the two philosophical senses of

'realism' in which transcendental realism is not realist. Perhaps this is the place
to mention the other.

Heidegger, towards the end of the existential analytic, argues forcefully that
non-realism is a non-starter, as it presupposes a worldless subject, and we are

essentially Being-in-the-World. He admits that this puts him on the side of
realism 'doxographically, as it were' - i.e. in terms of alignment on one side or

the other of a historic dispute. But he goeson to say that 'compared with

realism, idealism, no matter how contrary and untenable it may be in its results,
has an advantage in principle' since it 'expresses an understanding of the fact

that Being cannot be explained through entities' (Being and Time, p. 25 1) . He
seems to be taking realism (perhaps on etymological grounds) to be the doctrine
that 'things ', in the narrow sense of physical objects (in his terms, that which is

vorhanden), are the only reality. In other words, realism = what English\302\255

speaking non-Marxist philosophers call 'materialism', and Marxists call 'vulgar
materialism'. Transcendental realism, with its theory of emergence (see chapter

4), and of the efficacy of reasons (see chapters 4, 5 and 6), is not of this kind.

I had thought this usage was an aberration of Heidegger's,but C.S . Lewis,
who was of course familiar with the Oxford philosophical scene,and careful in
his choice of words, uses 'realism' in much the same sense. He tells us, in effect,

that he abandoned 'realism' since it undermines itself by treating thought as

governed not by its own norms but by physical laws. (Surprised by Joy,

pp. 167-8).
6. I am taking slight, and defensible, liberties with Kant's phraseology. He

introduces his fundamental question as 'How are a priori synthetic judgments
[not knowledg\357\277\275]possible?' (Critique of Pure Reason,p. 55) - but he is not
concerned with the unprovable synthetic a priori judgements that any fool could
make up all day long, and somedo. And I take Kant to mean by 'experience'

something more like empirical knowledge than like some 'stream of

consciousness', or whatever people mean by 'experience' in this subjectivistic

age.
7. This formulation may be at risk of making these transcendental arguments

look trivial : given that sciencediscovers underlying mechanisms, science would
not bepossibleif there were no underlying mechanisms - rather as if one were
to present a 'transcendental argument' from the actuality of the activity ol
gathering blackberries to the reality of blackberries. The contentious issue,
however, is whether what sciences do really is discover underlying mechanisms.

EWeriment and Depth Realism

Scientifically significant generality does not lie on the face
of the world, but in the hidden essencesof things.

(RTS, p . 227)

How are ExperimentsPossible?

Most of the leading ideas of transcendental realismarerootedin
a single transcendental argument which answers the question
'howareexperimentspossible?'This is not only an extremely
fertile question for the philosophy

\302\267
of nature and of our

knowledge of it; it is also a key strategic questionin the

polemical situation of modern philosophy .Forexperimentisthe

defining activity of 'the experimental sciences', and their
prestigeas our foremost means of discovery of nature depends
on it. Both empiricism and transcendental idealism, in al ltheir
forms, stand or fall with their capacity to account for the success

of these sciences. And if Bhaskar's argument is right,they fall.

I have formulated the question, in Kantian style, 'how are

experiments possible?' The first part of the question, though, is

'why are experiments necessary?'Sincewe would hardly go to
the bother of setting up experimental situations if we could get
the same information without them, they are possible only if

necessary. If we could, as Aldous Huxley says of D.H .

Lawrence, taste the hydrogen and oxygenin water,we would

not need to separate them by electrolysis. Knowledge which we

in fact have only by virtue of scientific experiment (water =

H20) could then have been acquired in the sameway as we

discover that grass is green and lemonsaresour.Most of our

knowledge, after all, is not acquiredexperimentally, and is not

scientific. We do not look for it, we happen upon it while doing

31
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someth\357\277\275g
else . We could imagine a possible world in

which

everythmg there was to be known couldbe discovered in th\302\267

B if.
IS

way. ut , m our world, we restrictedourselvesto suchsources

of
kno:v\357\277\275e\357\277\275ge,

we would never have got out of the Middle Ages.

, Empin\357\277\275Ism
and transcendental idealism presuppose a

moder\357\277\275 .
world outlook, i.e . one transformed by science.

IndeedItIsarguable (though this is a different argument from

the
p\357\277\275esent

one)
t\357\277\275at_ th\357\277\275ym_isrepresent

the world of our everyday
expenenceby assimilating It to that discovered by science. yet

both these philosophies offer pictures of our knowledgeof the

world that, were they true, would make experimentalscience
redundant. Empiricism in particular tends to flatten the

distinctions between different sources of knowledge :knowledge
comes from 'experience'; experience consists in nature' 8

impressing its image on the blank 'wax tablet' of our minds .
How

\357\277\275t\357\277\275en,
could one experience (say, testing the boilingpoint

ofa
_
hquid) be more significant for knowledge than another (say,

stanng at the blue sky)?
Let us considera scientific experiment . I have chosen the

e\357\277\275ample
for its simplicity and elegance. It might be considered a

?Isadva\357\277\275tage
of the example that the point the experiment

proves would no longer be accepted by science . However, as
to the available theories between which it arbitrated, it refuted

one and supported another; and in so doingmadeway for the

emergence of a new concept with lasting importance: the

magnetic field.
The experiment (recountedby Harre in his Great Scientific

Experiments, pp . 49 - 56), was made by Robert Norman and
publ\357\277\275s\357\277\275edby

_
him in The Newe Attractive (1581), though it w\357\277\275sleft

to Wilham Gilbert to place a morefruitful interpretation on it. It
had previously been assumedthat a compass needle was so to
speakpulledto the north as a 'point attractive '. Theconclusion
to be

dra':\"n
by Gilbert was that 'the direction is not produced

?Y
attraction but by a disposing and conversorypowerexisting

In the earth as a whole' (quotedby Harre, p. 53).
The experiment consisted in magnetizing a piece of wire that

had been thrust
:hrough

a corksuch that, when placed in a glass
of water, the Wire was suspended a little below the surface.
Oncemagnetized and replaced in the glass, the wire will lie

north and south, dipping towards the north, but without
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descending to the bottom or moving to the north end of the

glass.
How does this experiment tell us more than weknow already

from using a compass? A fixed compass needlecanonly point, it

can't move from the centre of the dial, since another force than

the earth' s magnetism is restraining it. By removing that other

f\357\277\275rce,
we allow the earth's magnetism to operate on it

unimpeded.
It does what the mechanism being tested (the

earth's magnetism) makes it do, and not what anything
else

makes it do . Hence we candiscover what that mechanism makes

it do \357\277\275Under non-experimental conditions, we can see only what

that mechanism in conjunction with other factorsmakesit do . And

in conjunction with the fixity
of its swivel, either of the two

postulated
mechanisms would make it do what it does, i.e.

point
north without travelling from its position.

What the experiment does, in short, is to isolate one
mechanism of nature from the effects of others, to seewhat that

mechani sm does on its own. Of course, that mechanism is not

litera lly
'isolated' . There cannot be needles or magneticfields

without a lot of other things as well.But we can know (fallibly,

of 'course, like all knowledge) that other mechanisms are not

inte rfering; we can neutralize the effect of other mechanisms,

either by the way the experimentis setup (as in the present

example), or, where a knownmechanismotherthan the one to

be tested is unavoidably present, we may be able to determine

in what way and how much it is affecting the outcome, and

make allowances. Bhaskarsumsup the nature of experiment as

an attempt to trigger or unleash a singlekirid of mechanism or

process in relative isolation, free from the interfering flux of the open
world, so as to observe its detailed workings or record its
characteristic mode of effect and/or to test some hypothesis about
them. (SRHE, p. 35).

Where an experiment has beensosetup that one mechanism

alone operates, we have a closedsystem . In fact, no system in our
universe is ever perfectly closed, but experiments can approx\302\255

imate close enough to closure for the purposesof science . It is a
characteristic of closed systems

that in them a given causal
stimulus will always produce the same effect: experimentsare
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rep eatable . Where a genuine causal mechanism has been

isolated as a closed system,wecansay 'every time A occurs, B

follows', as in Humean causality. But in open systems - i.e.
almost everywhere outside carefully set up experimental
conditions -

nothing of the kind occurs . The events that we can

ordinarily observe are not invariably preceded or followed by
any other constantlyconjoinedevent. Red sky at night is not

always followed by a fine day, or deflationary budgets by
reductionsof inflation, or burglars entering by dogs barking,or
spotson the sun by war, or sexual intercourse by conception.If
we level off the distinction between ordinary observation and

experiment, and retain a Humean definition of causation as

regular succession, we will discover no causal laws outside

astronomy, where the incapacity of other mechanisms to deflect

heavenly bodies from their courses approximates to a (unique)
natural closure.

Experiments,then, are necessary because closure does not in
general occur naturally. We need to produce 'unnatural'

sequences of events in order to discover the mechanisms at

work in natural ones. This is the point of Bacon's reference to

experiments, not only as questionsput to nature,but as 'putting
nature to the question' ; this metaphor refersto judicialtorture,
and somemodernshave objected that this expresses an attitude
of cruelty, and, moreover, since Bacon like many othersrefersto
nature in the feminine,of misogyny . But of course, nature is not

a woman, or a goddess, or a man, or an animal. It has no

feelings, intentions or desires. So the concept of cruelty is

inapplicable here; the metaphorof torture cannotbe extended

beyond its precise function: to indicate that it is not possible to
discover the laws of nature by passive observation, one must
intervene actively and make nature do what it would not do
spontaneously . When R.D. Laing protests against the Baconian
projectof science by asking 'whether torture is the best way to

get to know a lady?' (The Voice of Experience, p. 21n), he is
extendingthe metaphor inapplicably, like one who asks
whether the Marxian superstructure is safe from lightning, or
whether magnetic fields are grazed by rabbits . But while the
moral pathos of the question is misplaced, a serious point
remains.

The point is this: how can experiments inform us about nature
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when they are very special processes produced by us, in which
things happen differently from the way they do in the open
systems

of the world outside the laboratory? What if experi\302\255

mental results only tell us what happens underexperimental
conditions? If they don't tell us how things happenin the open

systems of nature at all, then they lack all epistemic value, and
\"a re no more than interesting tricks. I have heard an eminent

scientist argue that this is just how the ancient Greeks would
have regarded them - as telling us no more about the real
tendenciesof things than the tricks of a circus animal tell us

about the real tendencies of its species. This cannot be the whole
truth about the Greeks, since they did after all make some

experiments . But it helps us to understandthe nature of

experiments if we can recover a sense of the strangeness of this

rdea, now long familiar to us, that active interference in the
courseof nature is more informative about just that course than

observation of it is . This idea is at least as paradoxicalasFreud's
view (which I would also defend) that the study of the

pathological workings of the mind is the clueto the under\302\255

standing of its normal working.
But a paradoxis not a contradiction. The whole purpose of

experiment is to isolate some mechanism which normally
operates alongside others. Initsnormal operation, it has effects :
it makes different things happen from what would have
happenedin its absence . But since what happens in an open
system is the effect of a conjunction of forces, it is not what one
would have predicted from any of those forces taken in
isolation.

Once we can isolatemechanisms and test their effects in
closed systems, we can sometimesuse the knowledge thus

obtained to predict the effects (other things being equal) of their
conjoint operation with other known mechanisms in open
systems. Our success in doing so shows that experiments are
nomeretricks:we make experiments in order to find out what
goeson whenwe are not \302\267making experiments, and we do find
it out.

This point is sometimes overlooked; I think that some of Paul
Davies 's arguments,if I understand them correctly, overlook it .

He tells us that 'reality triggered only by observation ... must

apparently be accepted on the experimentalevidence'(God and
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the New Physics, pp. 106-7). I wonder what interest such'
\357\277\275eality'

could possibly have from the experimental point of

VIew, any more than 'spots before the eyes', which are

undoubtedly a sort of reality triggered only by observation. If
any mechanism involved in an experimentwere found to be
present only in experimental situations, it would at once cease
to be

scientifically significant
- or at least,its significancewould

only be as a possible source of experimental error, like a
dirty

slide or a closed mind. It would not tell us what we want to
know - i.e. how things work when we are not experimentingonthem.Norman'sexperiment identifies the mechanism which
explains why fixed compassneedlespoint north. Knowledge
gained from boiling distilled water at sea-level can tell us about
the quite different behaviour of sulphurous water in the hot
springs of

up-country Rotorua.

Because the mechanisms discovered by experiment,while

they affect outcomes in open systems, don't get it all their own
way, we need to distinguishvarious fault-lines between what
we experience and how nature is

really structured, which break
up the

unity implicit in the phrase 'the empirical world'. In the
first place, at the most minimal level of realism, Berkeley is

wrong: things can exist and eventscanoccurunperceived by us .
So much would be granted by empirical realists . But the above
account of experiment suggests two other fault-lines in 'the
empiricalworld'.Forthat phrase suggests, on the one hand, aworlddefined by its relation to our experience, and, on the other,
the only world there is (or at least the only one accessible to us).
Encapsulated in the phrase 'the empirical world' is the licencetoreduc.e questions about what there is (ontological questions) to
questionsabout what we can know (epistemic questions) . Ishall
have more to say about this epistemicfa llacy in the following
chapter ..\357\277\275ut

to
retur\357\277\275

to the fault-lines that vitiate the conceptof
the emprrical world: In open systems, mechanismsoperateand

\357\277\275ave\357\277\275ffect\357\277\275
other than those they would have in experimental

SituatiOns, due to the codetermination of these systemsby other

mech\357\277\275nisms
. That is just what makes such systems open, and

expenm:nt necessary. And finally, natural mechanisms
may

exist while they are not operating at all. An experiment (like a
natura! event) may make them operatewhen they were not
operating before, but that is not the same as making them come
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..\302\267.
\302\267..

being
where they did not exist before, otherwisethe

Ulto
\302\267m

\302\267
ent would be no discovery, but an invention. Hence

\357\277\275\357\277\275 .
d

1..;'\342\200\242\302\2678 have unexercised powers, and powers that are exercise
fulng

h 1'd \302\267
d

U]1l'ealiz ed, and powers t at are rea IZe unperceive .

Urt erceived
even\357\277\275s

are unproblem .
atic to anyone but a

aeXeleian,but it might be helpful to give examplesof the other

\357\277\275
. a batsman may have the power to hit the ball to the

b
two

\357\277\275dary;
this power is unexercised while he is sitting in theou

dhh'f' d..
ilion

\302\267it is exercised unrealize w en IS Ine cover nve IS
pav ,

hf'
brilliantly

fielded. These distinctions bear witness to t e rrst

kind of depth to be discussed in the nextsection.But first I shall

consider some possible objections.
It.might

be thought that I have chosen examples which

support my case, but that there are other.examplesof
scie\357\277\275tific

procedure
which would lead

t\357\277\275
different

c?nclusm\357\277\275s,

marginalizing
the role that I have attnbuted to expenment.First

of all,
\302\267
it might be said that experiment does sometimesalterthe

realities experimented on in ways which mislead science,and
have to be corrected by evidence of a purely observational, non\302\255

experime
ntal kind - by observing?pen syst\357\277\275ms,

not setting u
.p

closed ones. Animal ethology might be cited as the classic
example of this . If you study the behaviour of animals in a zoo,

you discover only how they respond to unnatural conditions of
life. Only when carefully concealed observers (people or

cameras) began to record how animals behaved when
unaffected by human intervention were misconceptions derived
from zoo studies corrected. For the same sort of reason, it might
be argued, a keenly observant realistic novelist will have far
more to tell us about human behaviour than an experimental
psychologist.

On the misleading nature of ethology based only on zoo
studies, this objection is of course quite right. But this does not

tell against the nature of experimentoutlined above . For while

the similarity of the laboratory to the zoo is obvious, it is also

superficial. Both are artificialsituationsset up for the benefit of

science . But it is not artificiality that makes an experiment,it is

closure. If the artificial situation fails to establish an
ap proximation to a closed system, it does not have the

significance of an experiment.And the artificiality of the zoo, so
far from eliminating irrelevant variables and allowing a single
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natural mechanism to be actualized, introduces an irrelevant

variable with devastating effect on the subjectmatter, i.e . on the
behaviour of the animals. To establish the closestpossible
approximation to closure in this case, the first necessity is to

eliminate precisely this factor: the interferenceof humans into

the animals' world . The sort of artifice which makes for a good
experimentin animalethology will therefore be just such things
as the careful concealmentof observers of animals in their
natural habitat. On the issue between novelists and

experimental psychologists, I shall for the time being hold my
peace .

Thereis another criticism of the crucial role I have given to

experime\357\277\275ts
. The work of scientific discovery in developed

science,It may be said, is primarily a work of theory. The

researcher (in modern physics, for example) spends much more
time .working

o\357\277\275
mathematical formulae than inspecting

expenmental equipment. The raw material of this theoretical

work is already existingknowledge,including doubtless the

results of past experiments, but these are made to yield

knowledge that they did not when they weredevised,sincethe

concepts needed for their (new) interpretation were not then
available . And sometimes, the product of such purely

theoretical work can gain the acceptance of the scientific

community
- and rationally so - even without new

experimentalverification. When experiments are required, the

reas\357\277\275n
why they are can only be given by the theory itself; they

are mternal to the theoretical practice of the scientists. Thus

Althusser argues that the difference between Priestley and

Lavoisier or Ricardo and Marx was not in their investigation of

their subject-matter, but in their mode of theoretical work; in

each pair, the latter made advances over the former, not by
devisingnew experiments,but by inventing new concepts (see
ReadingCapital, pp. 149-55).

It is not often noticedthat this 'theoreticist' account of science
makes science out to be more like ordinary pre-scientific

knowledge than the experiment-oriented account does.
Experiments - or, more generally, practices specifically

designed for the acquisitionand testing of knowledge
- play a

relatively
.
marginal role in everyday, pre-scientific knowledge.

We acqurre everyday knowledge largely in the course of
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activities whose aim is not knowledge.LikePicasso,we don't

seek, we find. But the experienceacquiredin such practically

oriented interaction with the world around us is then sifted,

criticized, ordered, explained, redescribed. I am not talking
about any unusual or consciously 'philosophical' self\302\255

examination. I am talking about virtually everything that we

normally call 'thinking'. Without such thinking, experience

teach es us very little . But thinking works on already acquired
experience.

Spinoza,
whose work is one of the sources of Althusser's

earlier philosophy (which in places, if not consistently,
exemplifies the theoreticism that I am discussing), is primarily

concerned with the knowledge involved in morality - i.e.not

scientific knowledge at al l, but knowledgeofoneselfand others

and our common life-worl d. About such knowledge, this

account is surely correct.This is 'rationalism', not in the sense of

constructing models of the world independently of experience,

but of recognizing that 'random experience' and the 'association
of ideas' based on it are as much the sourceof error as of truth,
and that the critical work of reason must winnow them before
we can get reliableideas.InBacon'swords:

The Empirics are like ants; they gather and consume.The

Rationalists are spiders spinning webs out of themselves. But the

bee combines both functions. It gathers its material from flowers of
garden and field, and digests and transforms them by a faculty of its

own. This is the type of true philosophy. ('Thoughts and

Conclusions', in Farrington's The Philosophy of Francis Bacon, p. 97)

Though Bacon is often regarded as the king of the ants, and

Spinoza of the spiders,both alike are on the side of the bees.
But now we must ask to what extentthis modelof gathering

first, transforming by thought afterwards, applies to scientific

knowledge. In the first place, scientific knowledge,like some
but not most pre-scientific knowledge, is the result of practices

designed specifically for the purpose of producing knowledge. It

seeks, and finds only because it seeks . It seeks by means of
'putting questionsto nature', i.e. ofsosetting up a sequence of
interaction with nature that the outcome of the sequence will be
X if nature is one way, Y if nature is another. But the sequenceof
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events that yields such an answerdoesnot have to occur after the

asking of the question. It is just as good if it has already

happened, whether as an experimentintendedto ask another

question, or as an action or event with no cognitive purpose . A
new theory can, soto speak,retroactively confer the status of

experiment on a past event,by asking a new question through
it . If we are lucky enough to have an already documented

experiment to test our theory, that is in no way epistemically
inferior to makinga new one. But in many cases we haven' t.
Ordinary interactionwith nature takes place in open systems,
and thereforecan rarely be made to answer one question; it

would usually yield a disjunction of possibleanswers,due to
the multiplicity of the processes involved, variations in any of
which might affect the outcome . And experiments designed to
put other questions to nature will answer a new question only

if

the two questions are closely related, or by accident. So

sometimes, at least, the classicsequenceof experimental science

is necessary: first we construct a theory, then we design an

experiment to test it, then we receive nature's answer to our

question.
Doesthis classicexperimentalsequencehave any precedence

over observation without intervention, on the one hand, and

'theoretical practice', on the other? I think it does, in that it

brings out what is crucial in the other two cases,but lessobvious

in them. It shows us by analogy just what it is that is so

important about watching animals in the wil d: the elimination of
the irrelevant variable, captivity.

It also shows us what is going
on in a really knowledge-bearing theoretical practice

- for

obviously enough, anyone can produce elegant formulae of no

cognitive value . Without the experimental paradigm, and the

analysis of observation and theoretical practice showing their
commonfeatures with it, it would be easy to infer empiricist,
antlike conclusions from instances of observation, and
spiderishlytheoreticistonesfrom theoretical practice .

The analysis of experiment, then, has acrucialillustrative role,

throwing light also on areas of science where experiments are

rare, inconclusive, or evenimpossible.Roy Bhaskar is at least as
interested in thoseareas- which include all the human sciences
- as in experimental science . It is probably true to say that his

work has been more influential onpeopleengagedin the human
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sciences than in any other disciplines. But without the results of

his analysis of experimental activity, that part of his workcould
not have got started.

This can be illustratedby an example that has features of both
the observational and the theoreticist models of the production
of knowledge. I refer to Marx' s method in Capital.

In the preface to Capital Vol . 1, Marx tells us that 'in the
analysisof economic forms neither microscopes nor chemical
reagents are of assistance . The power of abstraction must
replaceboth' (p . 90) . This may appear theoreticist, but of

c\357\277\275u.
rse

the 'power of abstraction' works on a mass of emptncal

material: some of it information that anyone who has lived in a
capitalist societywill be familiar with, some familiar to those
running capitalist concerns (Engels's experience as a factory
managerand jobberon the Manchester Exchange was doubtless
of value here), somefamiliar to workers struggling against its
tendencies (considerthe chapteron the working day); much

was derived from the famous reports of the factory inspectors
whom Marx praised so highly, and from many other historical
records . Years of research had gone into accumulating the
empiricalraw materialof Capital. None of it is experimental. By
virtue of the workof abstraction, Marx is able to put questions to
this mass of empirical data in terms of precisely defined
concepts,and to make it answer them, in some cases,as if they

were experimental in nature . Thus Marx'sentirely theoretical

argument against 'Senior's \"Last Hour\"' {pp.333-8) is tested

by the Ten Hours Act.
In additionto this,justasa physicist, when it is impossible to

make 'experiments under conditions which ensure that the

process will occur in its pure state'(p.90), will observe the

processes 'where they occurin their most significant form, and

are least affected by disturbinginfluences'(p . 90), so Marx gives
special significanceto 'Branchesof English Industry without

Legal Limits to Exploitation' (sectionheading, p. 353)
-

observing capitalism,so to\302\267

speak, in the wild.

Methodologically, the strength of Marx'swork is that he had
learnt something about the nature of science (including the

human sciences) from the role of experimentsin the natural

sciences, but did not imagine that experiments could be made

(i.e. closure established)in the human world .
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Three Kinds of Depth

I have referred to the type of realism defended by Bhaskar as

'depth realism'. This now requiresa fuller account. There are in
fact three related ways

in which Bhaskar's transcendental

arguments establish a depth to reality.

Three domains

The first concerns the distinction I have already discussed

between powers and their exercise,and the consequentfault\302\255

lines in 'the empirical world'. Berkeleian empiricism,once
Humehas exorcized 'spirits' from it, has a one-levelnotionof

what there is : there are experiences(interpretedasimpressions,
sense-data) . Berkeley abolishes the things experienced, Hume
thesubjectsexperiencingthem.But even such everyday notions
as losing something,finding something,orwondering whether

one was mistaken about something are very hard to sustain on
this account, and most empiricists assume another level, tacitly
or explicitly distinguishablefrom experiences : a level of things
and/or events,with events usually foregrounded as the terms of

(empiricist theories of) causality. Events can occur unexperi\302\255

enced, can be inferred from their effects, and so on.
But if events are caused by the powersofthings-

powers that

exist even when they are not causingevents- then we need to

recognize a third level of reality. In commonsense terms, we

recognize that, for instance, a motor bike may have the powerto
travelat 100m.p.h.,even if its careful and law-abiding rider will
never makeit do so. We may know about this power from what

the bike has done in the past, or what other bikes like it have

done, though it has not; but we may know enough about the
structure in which its working parts are organized, etc. to know
that it can do a ton without testing it . This kind of knowledge,
predicting powers from structures, is of a more advanced kind
and often presupposes a high level of science (thoughone ca\357\277\275

think of simple instances, as when a child can sometimes
foresee the uses or dangers of an object at first inspection,
without prior experience of similar objects). A good deal of

technological research is aimed at knowing how something will
work before it is made. The ideal of applied scienceis that the
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pro of of the pudding should be in the dietitian's analysis . This
ideal may never be fully realized - practical tests may often

reveal the unexpected. But if we had not travelled way beyond
the stage of 'suck it and see', there would be many times more

aeronautical and pharmaceutical disasters than there are.
Things have the powers that they do because of their

structure s, then, and we can investigate the structures that

generate the powers, and to an extentpredictthe powers from

the structures. Structures cause powers to be exercisedgiven

some input, some 'efficient cause', e.g. the match lights when
you

strike it . In asking about the structure generatingsome
power of some entity, we are asking about a mechanism

generating an even t. A mechanism in this sense isnotnecessarily
mechanicalin the sense of Newtonian mechanics. It could be an
animal instinct, an economic tendency, a syntactic structure,a
Freudian 'defence-mechanism'. The term 'mechanism' has a
useful disambiguating function in the philosophy of science .
When we talk about 'scientific laws', 'laws of nature', 'laws of

history ', etc. we may be referring to formulations in words or
symbols,whichconstitutepart of the discourse of a science; or
we may be referring to that feature of nature whichmakessuch
a formulation true . (This is an instance of what C.S. Lewis calls

'the methodological idiom' [Studies in Words, p. 20], whereby
the name of an intellectual discipline comes to be used for that

which it is about: hence 'Freud's psychology' can refer either to
his theories or to his personaltraits . A mechanism, in Bhaskar's
sense, is that to which a law refers.

Now it is well known that the laws of nature are, in one sense,
very far from 'laws that never shall be broken'. Nothing ever

behaves as a law of nature says
it should, since in open systems

other laws are operating as well. It does not bother us that

Macavity 'breaks the law of gravity', sincewe know that live

cats have other powers than those generated by their weight and
the earth's gravity . For a law to be true, it must hold when the
mechanism it designates works unimpeded

- i.e. in a closed
system.

And for a law to be useful, it must contribute to

explaining events in open systemsin which that mechanism is

operating alongside others.
In open systems, then, a multiplicity of mechanisms is

operating, conjointly bringing about a series of events, which
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Mechanism
Events
Experiences

Source: RTS, p. 13.
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Table 2.1
Domain of

Real
Domain of

Actual

Domain of

Empirical

would not have been brought about by any proper subset of
those mechanisms. The series of events that occurs can be called
the Actual (though this usage is nearer to the continental senseof

the term than to the more familiar English ones) . But the
mechanisms that codetermine it are just as real, even though
none of them is ever perfectly exemplified by the events.
Bhaskar sums this up in Table 2.1.

'The Empirical'(its claimto the world has been dropped) is

comprised only of experience s; not all events are experienced;
the Actual consists of events and experiences, but mechanisms,

insofar as they are not realized, do notbelonghere;nevertheless

they are real. Theories which relegate mechanismsto a lower
ontological league, as 'theoretical entities', 'logical constructs',
etc., are refusing to allow causal criteria for reality - i.e.they

will only let something through the ontologicalcustomsoffice if

it is a possible object of experience. Yet within the level of the
Actual we are employing causal criteria all the time, andwould

never get out of the Empirical if we did not: when we find the
garden muddy

in the morning, we assume a real rainstorm,
thoughwesleptthrough it; a murder-victim implies a murderer,
even thoughonemight never be identified. Rainstorms and
murderers are possibleobjectsof experience, but their existence
is in these casesassertedon causalcriteriaonly, since they are

not 'experienced' in the sense of perceived. Why should we not
likewise allow that mechanisms are real, though unperceived?
Furthermore, the barrierbetweencausaland perceptual criteria

cannot mark a frontier between different kinds of being, since

(a) things that were once only 'theoretical entities' are
sometimes later discoveredperceptually, and (b) we can in
various ways extendour senseorgans (microscopes, etc .), and
what we then see,we seeonly granted a causal account of the
working of the mic roscope.
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It might still be allegedthat since mechanisms can only be
evidenced by causalcriteria,they should not be given the same
reality-status as things that could in principle be perceived. This
takesusbackto the account of experimental closure . For just as
wecan- and do all the time - bringnon-empirical denizens of

the Actual into the domain of the Empirical (in short, we

experience events), so we can (experimentally) actualize

mechanisms. As Bhaskar puts it, 'Dr 2!Da 2! De' (i.e . the domain
of the real is greater than or equal to the domain of the actual,

which is greater than or equalto the domain of the empirical);
and 'the special case Dr

= Da = De, assumed to be
spontaneously satisfied by empirical realism, has in fact to be

worked for in the social activity of science' (RTS, p. 229). That is

to say, we can set up a situation in which the three domains

cqincide - in which a mechanism is actualized, i.e. is isolated
fromits usual codeterminants, so that it can operate as a closed

system, and be manifested as an event exemplifying the law to
which it corresponds . And such an experiment, of course, will

be observed. So within this highly circumscribed situation, the

three domains coincide. Experimentsare windows on to the

world of underlying mechanisms which usually operate

unactualized.

Note that Bhaskar remarks that empirical realism assumes this

coinciding to be spontaneously realized.That is to say, the

empirical realist denies that there are any underlying
mechanisms, yet also postulates laws of regular succession;
these must then be thought to be justified by the pattern of
events at the levelof theActual . Sequences that in fact normally
only occurunderconditions of experimental closure have to be
supposed to occurspontaneously

if causality is to be justified
without recourse to underlying mechanisms . So the distinction
of the three domains has to be assumed if the possibility and

necessity of experiments is to be accounted for.

Multiple strata

One consequence of the argumentfrom experiment is that there
is a multiplicity of mechanisms in nature . If there werea single
mechanism only, there would be a naturally dosed system,and
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passive observation would be enough to establish
la':Vs (or the

law) of nature (except that in such a world, there could be no
human observers) . Only because nature is an open system

are

experiments necessary. But since they are also possible,

mechanisms must be real and distinct, not just schemes
imposedby us on a 'buzzing and booming confusion'; for the

mechanisms (or some of them) canbe isolated in experimentally

established closed systems . Nature is neithera closedsystem

nor just one damned thing after another, it is a multiplicity of

mechanisms jointly producing the courseof events . So the

course of events is in principleexplicable,but not in terms of

any one science.
Sofar, I have referred to multiple mechanisms, but Bhaskar

also refers to strata. That is to say, thesemechanismsare,soto
speak, layers of nature, and are ordered,not just jumbled up
together.This will become clearer against the background of a

discussion of some features of the 'scientificworld-view'.This

view, as I shall describe it, is a set of very general conclusions

from the results of the sciences, not a philosophical
\302\267

argument

from their practice, such as Bhaskarprovides.But the familiarity

of the world-view will make it easierto situatethe philosophical
argument.

It appears that the material universe existedbeforetherewas

organic life, and that living organisms can only exist as

composed of and surrounded by matter.In this sense, matter

may be said to be more'basic'than life; life in tum may be said
to be morebasic than rationality (in the sense that we are
rationalanimals),and hence than human society and its history.
This suggests that the sciences that explain a more basic layer

may have some explanatory primacy over thoseexplainingaless
basic layer. Laws of physics and chemistry may in some sense

explain the laws of biology.Thereareimportant disagreements

about what sense. Some have speculatedthat a fully developed
science of matter could explaineverything, so that the laws of

biology (andlikewiseof 'higher' -level sciences like .economics or
psychology)wouldbe redundant. According to this view (which
may be calledreductive materialism), the less basic sciences exist
only because of the undeveloped state of the more basic
sciences;its idealis a single science of matter. As against this
view, othershave argued that though the more basic sciences
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may explain somethingaboutthe mechanisms of the less basic
ones, they cannot explainthemaway. The laws of biology are
irreducible to the lawsof chemistry, even though chemistry may
tell us why, for example, DNA molecules replicate themselves .
Suchviews may be called emergence theories. As we shallseeat
length in chapter 4, Bhaskar's theory is an emergencetheory,

not a reductive materialist one.
One word of clarification is necessary before moving on to

discussBhaskar'stheory of stratification. It is tempting to think
that the mineral kingdom is governed by the lawsof physics and

chemistry, the vegetable and animal kingdomsby the laws of

botany and zoology, and soon. But in the first place, animals do
not break the laws of physics and chemistry . They are after all

composed of atoms, and those atoms obey the same laws
whetherornot they are parts of living organisms. Soanimalsare
necessarily governed by both kinds of law, physico-chemicaland
biological. Minerals, while not governed by biological laws, are
neverthelessaffected by them. To explain what happens to
stonesin the garden,onemust know about the habits of ants; to
explainthe damagetotheozonelayer, one must know about the
laws of economics.In discussing the stratification of nature, one
must keep it in mind that it is mechanisms, not things or events,
that are stratified. As Bhaskar puts it: 'the predicates\"natural\",

\"social\" ', \"human\", \"physical\", \"chemical\", \"aero\302\255

dynamical\", \"biological\", \"economic \", etc. ought not to be
regardedas differentiating distinct kinds of events, but as

differentiating distinctkindsof mechanisms' (RTS, p. 119). And
hence also, not as distinct kinds of thing. There is a common
tendency,both in everyday discourse and in theory, to commit
what has beencalledthe fallacy of misplaced concreteness: to
treat as if it were a kind of concrete thing or event or activity or

institution what is in fact a kind of mechanism. Thus it is

commonly thought that only certain kinds of substance are

'chemicals ', and that there aren't any in natural foodstuffs; that

certain human needs are \302\267'biological' while others are 'social';
that certain socialinstitutions are 'economic', others 'political'
and others 'ideological'. If these last terms, for instance, are
treated insteadas applying to mechanisms, all of which may
govern any particular institution and codetermine its activities, a
lot of mistakescanbe avoided.
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If we say that the laws of chemistry explain the. laws of

biology, we are not saying that chemical mechanisms are
somehow more causally effective, that they outweigh biological
ones . Theproportionin which different mechanisms contribute
to the courseof events will vary from case to case. Itcanonly be

discovered empirically, by examining the concreteconjuncture
in each case; it can't be determined by any theory about the

stratification of nature and the consequentorderingof the

sciences.

So it is possible to distinguish horizontal explanation (the

explanation of events by mechanismsand antecedentcauses)

and vertical expla nation (the explanation of one mechanism by
another, more basic one). I have argued elsewhere (in Scientific
Realism and SocialistThought) that the most fruitful interpretation
of Marx's 'base/superstructure'modelof society, with its

hypothesis of the explanatoryprimacy of the economic over the

political and ideological,isasa thesis about vertical explanation.
Economic mechanisms explain political and ideological
mechanisms- but economic mechanisms do not explain all
historical events. Economic, political and ideological

mechanisms all contribute, in no fixed proportion, to such
explanation (as of course do mechanisms outside the social
spherealtogether

- geography, meteorology, etc.).
NowIcometoRoy Bhaskar's argument for the stratification of

nature, i.e. for an ordered series of generative mechanisms, in
which the lower explainwithout replacing the higher . It is
characteristic of science that the explanatory quest does not
cometo an end. When one mechanism has been identified and
described, and shown to explain various phenomena, it

becomes itself something to be explained. Bhaskar explains and

exemplifies this clearly in the following passage:

Thus the observable reactions of chemistry, which are represented
in the textbooks by formula[e) such as 2Na + 2HC1 = 2NaCl + H2,
areexplainedby reference to the atomic hypothesis and the theory

of valency and chemical bonding. Thepatterns which constitute the

explananda of the theory of valency are needless to say by no means
superficially obvious or readily available. Both the concepts and the
substancesand conditions had and have to be workedfor, produced

in the social activity of science. The theory itself sets out to describe
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the causal mechanismsresponsiblefor the overt behaviour of the
substances. Onceits reality has been established {which justifies our

assuming that chemical bonding occurs and the laws of chemistry

hold outside the laboratory) and the consequencesof the theory
have been fully explored, the next task consists in the discovery of

the mechanisms responsiblefor chemical bonding and valency. This
has been explained in terms of the electronic theory of atomic
structure . Once the reality of this explanation has been established,
sciencemoveson to the discovery of the mechanisms responsiblefor

what happens in the sub-atomic microcosmof electrons, protons,
and neutrons; and we now have various theories of sub-atomic
structure . The historical development of chemistry may thus be

represented by the following schema:

Stratum I 2Na +2HC1=2NaCl+H2
explained by

Stratum II theory of atomic number and
valency

explained by
Stratum III theory of electrons and atomic

structure

explained by
Stratum IV [competing theories of sub\302\255

atomic structure]

Mechanism 1

Mechanism 2

[Mechanism 3]

It should benoted that the historical order of the development of our

knowledge of strata is opposite to the causal order of their

dependence in being. No end to this process of the successive

discovery and descriptionof ever new and deeper, and explanatorily

more basic, strata can be envisaged.(RTS, pp . 168 -9)

Thus the progress of science is a process of deepeningour
knowledgeof nature . Underlying each mechanism there are
others which explain it waiting to be discovered. The metaphor
of 'digging deeper' suggests that we reach the upper layers first,

and Bhaskar has said as much in the penultimate sentence
quoted.This does not mean that, as a general fact about the

history of the sciences, an upper stratum must have been

opened up by sciencebeforea morebasic one can be . That
would seem quite implausiblein the light of the widely held

view, which Bhaskar seems to share,that the natural sciences

are in a historically moreadvancedstate (and not merely more

susceptible to rigorous testing) than the human sciences. The
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point is rather that in order to explain one (upper) n:techanism
by another(morebasic) one, we first need to discover the upper
one. We can't have an explanation until we know what is to be
explained.We can't predict the upper mechanism from the
lower.

Vertical explanation, like any explanation, requires two terms:
that which is to be explained (the explanandum)and that which

explains it (the explanans). Hence the explanationof the upper
by the lower mechanism does not explain away the upper; the
discovery of Mechanism 2 in the above schemadoesnot expose

Mechanism 1 as mere appearance. We are left with a permanent
ordered multiplicity of sciences, a 'tree' with distinct roots .and
branches, reflecting the real stratification of natural
mechanisms, within and between the objects of the various
sciences.The groundsfor and implications of this emergence
theory will be discussedin chapter 4.

The idea of scientificprogressas thedeepeningknowledge of

stratified nature serves as a rough markerof the distinctionof
transcendentalrealismfrom empiricism, on the one hand, and
relativistic theories of the object of science, on the other.For

each of these has its guiding metaphor too: for empiricism,

science collects discrete bits of knowledgeand accumulates them

in its mental bucket; for relativism, scientific changesare like
gestalt switches, 'coming to see the world differently'.Boththese
metaphorshave their place, but if transcendental realism is
right, the metaphorof digging deeper catches far more essential
features of the process.

The two dimensions of science

If transcendental realism is depth realism in that it looks beneath

the -course of events to the mechanismsthat generate it, and

beneath each layer of mechanisms to the one that founds it, it
also recognizesa depth dimensionin the object of science . As
realism, it recognizes that science is about something, and about

something that exists independently of the science; and as

fa llibilist, it recognizes that the science of any given time canbe
wrong about its object. The 'results' of scientific inquiry at any
time are a set of theories about the nature of the world, which
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are presumably our\302\267best approximation to truth about the
world;But the work of science at any time takesthesetheoriesas

its raw material, and seeks to transform them into deeper
knowledgeof the world. These theories are its transitive object;

that it seeks to transform them shows that its aim is knowledge
of its intransitive object, the world that exists independently of

it. However much science deepens its knowledge of its

intransitive object, its product remains a transitive object. This last

point enables Bhaskar to allow quite a lot of scope for 'the

sociology of knowledge', explanationsof scientific results as

produced by mechanisms quiteextraneousto the project of our

deepening our knowledge of nature . But it saves his theory from
the ontologicalrelativism that is often inferred from such social
studies of science. Rival scientific theories necessarily have
different transitive objects, or they would not be different; but

they are not about different worlds- otherwise how could they
be rivals? They wouldnotbe scientific theories at all if they were
not aimedat deepeningourknowledge of the intransitive object
of science. To discuss this morefully, we must move on to a
general considerationof Bhaskar's account of the work of
science.

The Work of Science

We have seen that to bring about the identity, within a limited
time and place,of the domains of the Empirical, the Actual and

the Real - to actualize and observe the workings of some
underlying mechanism- is a work of science . It is an active

intervention into nature, made by people with acquired

scientific skills, usually using special equipment. It is work, not

contemplation, not observation, not the taking up of some

special kind of scientific 'attitude' (eventhoughit may involve

these things, and indeed rnu st involve observation, as aspects of
the work process). Moreover, it is not the antlike work of
collection,nor is it spiderishcreation out of the scientist's own
mind . But here the metaphor of the bee, which works well

enough in contrast to the ant and the spider,begins to break

down. For, as Marx said of architects, scientists are
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distinguished from bees by the imaginative foresightthey bring
to their work.

But the production of experimental sequences of events \302\267is

clearly not an end in itself. The 'product' is not the new
arrangementof matter brought about by the experiment, for
instance the chemicalwhich has been synthesized, or the

reading on a measuringdevice.Itisthe deepened knowledge of

some mechanism of nature .
Hencescientific work in general (not only its experiments)has

the characterof production, i.e. of the transformation of raw

materials into (provisionally) finished products,usingmeansof
production that are themselves products (as are most of the raw

materials), and employing special skills. The transitive object,

the existing state of the scientific knowledge, forms the raw
material which is to be transforme d into a new theory yielding
deeper knowledge.

This looks, and is, much like Althusser's theory of 'theoretical

practice' . Indeed, when it is recalled that Althusser includes

experimental equipmentand techniquesaspart of 'theory', and

that Bhaskar himself says that 'science as a process is always
entirelyintrinsicto \"thought\"

'
(RTS p. 185), it might look as if

the two theories are identical. However, there are certain subtle
but crucial differences.

First, Althusser says almost nothing about the relation
betweentheoriesproducedby a science, the 'object in thought',
or 'object of knowledge',and what they are about, the 'real
object' . He

says a lot about the sort of answersto this question
that won 't do .1 But he ends up leaving us

looking for the

mechanism that brings it about that its product is knowledge, on
analogy with the mechanisms of social reproduction that bring it

about that what is reproduced is a
society; but society is not

society by virtue of its relation to some one thing that is not itself

society; knowledge is knowledgeby virtue of its relation to its
real object.We need to know what it is about the process of
production which ensuresthat the product is knowledge of its
object.The causal interactionwith the real obj ect, which takes
placein experimentasdescribed by Roy Bhaskar, might provide
the basis of an answer. Of course, it is not just any old causal
interaction.It is onewhich, on the basis of existing knowledge,
we have groundsfor regarding as informative about the real
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structure of things. But we cannot regard experiments, as
Althusser seems to, as just one device among others whereby
science checksits theories.Orrather,insofar as we are forced to
do without experiments in some sciences, science is only
possiblewherethereareprocedures that have at least this in
common with experiments: that we have good reason to

suppose that if one possible outcome occurs, one postulated
mechanismmust be real; if another outcome, another
mechanism. In otherwords,we must be able to put questions to
nature, and get repliesthat were not already implicit in the

questions themselves.
Furthermore,the conceptof a deepening knowledge of

stratified nature is absent from Althusser. This is shown by his
metaphorof the 'continents'of science - mathematics, physics
and

history
- which allows neither for the irreducibility of one

science to anotherwithin a continent(for instance, of biology to

chemistry within the continentof physics), nor the foundedness
of one continenton another (for instance, history on nature). I
have criticized this metaphor elsewhere (in ScientificRealism and

Socialist Thought), so here I shall only
add some remarks about

the relations betweenonepairof Althusser' s concepts and one

pair of Bhaskar's. Insofar as the 'transitive object' refersto the
stateof scientific knowledge at any time, and the 'intransitive

object' to the object which exists independentlyof the science,
which the science is about, they appear to be closelyparallelto
Althusser's 'object in thought' and 'real object' . But whereas

Althusser thinks of the object in thoughtprimarily as the res ult
of scientific work, Bhaskar thinks of the transitive object
primarily as its raw material. This might be considered a matter of
emphasis,sincefor both philosophers the product of science at

any one time becomes the raw material of the scientific work
that follows it. But I think this difference of usage is

symptomatic of the fact that Althusser thinks mainly in terms of
one 'epistemological break' which founds a science, and
thereafter of development without sharp breaks; Bhaskar thinks
of successive deepenings of our knowledge, as new layers are
uncovered.Hencefor Bhaskar the task of devising and testing
newexplanations is always before us; for Althusser, it appears

that all we need to do oncewe have got a science is to spellout
and

apply its original insights . So while the conceptionof
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scientific activity as a production-processis shared,Bhaskarian

theoretical practice can never forget about its intransitive object;

Althusserian theoretical practice often has done.
Bhaskar'sphrasefor his descriptionof the scientific work\302\255

process is 'the social production of knowledge by means of

knowledge'. This echoes the title of Piero Sraffa' s book
Productionof Commodities by Means of Commodities . In Sraffa 's

model of
.J?roduction

the input as wellas the output consists -of

commodities: raw materials, means of production, and goods
for the .sustenanceof the work-force.This suggests a model of
theoretical

prod\357\277\275ction
in which the input as well as the output is

knowledge, which
.
can also be divided up as raw materials,

means of production and, correspondingto goodsfor the

workers' sustenance, scientific training.

Th\357\277\275
necessity for a scientific training shows that knowledge is a

soc1a.l ..\357\277\275roduct\357\277\275nd
cannot be conceived as a purely individual

acqms1hon.
F\357\277\275r

It always stands to the individual as something that
must be acqurred to be used(for scientific work). (RTS, p. 187)

For _just
\357\277\275snat\357\277\275re

does not for the most part produce
manifestations of Its mechanisms in closed systems, it does not

produce . people spontaneously capable of
perceiving and

Interpretmg such manifestations. We not only have to work to
make the mechanism appear, we have to work to make
ou:s\357\277\275lve\357\277\275

capable
\357\277\275f

understanding the appearance . Scientific
training Is to the subjective aspect' of scientific work what

;xperi\357\277\275ent i\357\277\275
to

,
the 'objective aspect' . It produces suitable

kno':IngsubJ
.ec\357\277\275s

. It does so by induction into the theoryand
frachc.e of

ex\357\277\275sti\357\277\275\357\277\275
science . Hence, to become a scientifically

kno':Ing subJect.Isto acquirea historically specific set of ideas,
techniques and

s\357\277\275ills;.
little can be said about 'knowingsubj\357\277\275cts'

at any abstract, histoncally unspecific level, after the manner of

tradition\357\277\275 ep\357\277\275stemolo\357\277\275..
Non-scientific forms of knowledge are

equ\357\277\275yhis\357\277\275or\357\277\275cally
specific; our minds are formed by historically

specificsocieties,and that is the only way they canbeformedat
\357\277\27511.And of course, different societies will inculcate different

Ideas, practices, etc. Since at any given time we are full of all
sorts of ideas which will later turn out to be false, this also
means that no one can become a 'knowing subject' without
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being suckled on allsortsof fa lsehoods 'at the breast of the
universal ethos' (Hegel}. But that is no objection to such
suckling, without which our minds would not just be 'blank
sheets', but destined to stay that way forever. Onesometimes
encounters a sort of romanticized empiricism which supposes
that if only we were not subject to 'indoctrination' or
'conditioning'we would be able to see the truth. But those
words shouldonly arouse our anger when they are used to
meanthe intentional misleading of the young. For it is absurd to

imply that any society or culture or generation can do better

than pass on its own sincerelyheldbeliefsto its successors-
who may then be able to criticize, correctand improve on those

beliefs . A mind unsullied bysecond-handprejudiceswould be a

mind incapable of experience of a recognizablyhumankind, and

hence also of 'finding out for itself . In William Blake 's striking
metaphor:

Establishment of Truth depends on destruction of
Falsehood continually,

On Circumcision, not on Virginity, 0 Reasoners of
Albion!

('Jerusalem' , Complete Writings, p. 687)

So far as specifically scientific knowledge is concerned,

everyone will recognize the need for training . However, there is

perhaps a residual shadow of the anti-indoctrination fallacy in
the over-sharp distinctiondrawn by Kuhn and his followers
between 'normal' and 'revolutionary' science.For Kuhn,

scientific revolutions are discontinuous with other scientific
development,with training in 'normal science' being inherently
conservative, and somethingof an epistemic obstacle to
scientific revolutions. But somethingmay be an obstacle to an

activity, yet also a necessarycondition of it, like gravity to

highjumping. A training
\302\267

in normal science is a necessary
conditionnot only of normal science but of the revolutionary

science that overturns it. (It is true that scientific revolutions are

sometimes brought to a sciencefrom 'outside', but always from

another, usually closelyrelated,scientific discipline, and never

by thinkers unfamiliar with the sciencetransformed by them .}
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To recognize the character of scienceas 'thesocialproduction

of knowledge by means of knowledge' is to place it within

history, and so to allow that it shares the impurity and

questionability of all human history. One could not take
seriously a historian of, say, the English, French or Russian

Revolution who either denied that it was an episode in the story
of human emancipation, or denied that there were countless
accidentsamong its causes, vices among the motives of its
agents,and iniquities among its effects . And the history of the

sciences is no more 'the march of God upon Earth' than is the
history of states. On the one hand, the sciencesdodeepenour

knowledge of nature, and only because they do socanthey be

recognized as sciences, as distinct from other activities. But the
mechanism of knowledgeproduction which makesa science
what it is does not exist in a closed system. Psychological,
economic,political and ideological mechanisms codetermine the

history of the sciences with it . What does this meanfor 'social

studies of science' and the criticisms of sciencethat are

sometimes based on them?
It might be said: insofa

r as a science has succeeded in
deepeningits knowledgeof its intransitive obj ect, its process of

production is irrelevant. This may be admitted, but it has

nothing like the force that is sometimes thought by those who
dub any criticism of a product in virtue of its means of

production 'the genetic fallacy'. For our reasonableconfidence
that a science does give us genuine knowledgeis basedprecisely
onthe nature of the mechanisms by which that knowledge was
produced. To give a non-cognitive analogy: if a beer-taster

pronounced the product very fine, and then changed his

opinion when he learnt that some non-real-ale techniques were
used in itsproduction,onemight suspect he was in the grip of

the genetic fallacy; but there are somepeoplewho would ac\357\277\275use

you of the genetic fallacy if you refused to drink a substance

which you knew to have been producedby the method usually
used for making sulphuricacid.

In orderto be relevant to the assessment of the product, a
causal study of theoretical production must distinguish the
different kinds of mechanism which may have contributedto
the process.On the one hand, there are those that belong with

the intrinsic aspect of science- experiments and other forms of
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reality-testing which make the sciencewhat it is : an attempt to

deepen our knowledge of its intransitive object. On the oth:r
hand, therearethe ideological bias of, and political or econormc
pressureson, the scientific community. A study of the latter
may reasonably arouse our suspicions about a science,and

lea\357\277\275
us to double-check its reality-testing procedures and their
interpretation.Would racist theories of 'intelligence' ever have
been discredited scientifically

if it were not for scrutiny
motivated by suspicion of their political bias? But on the other

hand, any attempt to bypassthe intrinsic aspect altogether may
lead to rejecting well-founded views, simply because their

proponents had motives for wanting them to be true (the error
that C. S . Lewis has dubb ed 'Bulverism': Firs t and Second Things,
pp. 13- 18).

Bhaskar describes his position as 'epistemic relativism', i.e.
relativism about the transitive object, without relativism about
the intransitive obj ect . I shall discuss this matter further with

respect to the human sciences. For the truth is that
g\357\277\275nu\357\277\275\357\277\275e

ideologically motivated differences about the content of scientific
theory (asopposedto the ethics and politics of its application)
are hard to find in the natural sciences . In the human sciences,
though,they are frequent and intractable. Meanwhile, it can

\357\277\275e
said that Bhaskar's view (1) gives an honourableplaceto soCial

studies of science, but (2) gives no placeto any arbitrary choice

or subjective preference in assessing scientific theories,nor of

any selection of them purely on moral, politicalor aesthetic
grounds (even though such grounds may not be subjective or

arbitrary) .

Throughout this discussion of the work of science, it has been
assumed that the essentialfeature of the product of that work is
explanation . The mechanisms discovered by science explainwhat

happens, deeper mechanisms explain surface ones, and soon.It
might \302\267bealleged that this neglects prediction, which is widely
held to be, (a) theoretically speaking, symmetrical with

explanation, in that if A explains B, B could have been predicted
from A; and, (b) practically speaking, the aim of science,

without which explanation would lack any utility
. Let us

examine these claims.
The symmetry of explanation and prediction, l

.
ike much t\357\277\275at

empiricism holds to apply in nature generally, In fact apphes
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only in closed systems. Whatever a mechanism explains could
be predicted from that mechanism plus a given input or
stimulus, provided that other mechanisms were not interfering.
But in the world outsidethe laboratory (and aside from certain
astronomical events), that sort of prediction is not available to
science.And certain sciences, whose mechanisms operate only
in open systems, can achieve high explanatory power without
being able to make a singleprediction (evolutionary biology,
generative grammar) . This

inability is not a fa ilure; it is a

theoretically demonstrable feature of the real object of these

sciences that explanations of it will not generate predictions . In
the case of

evolutionary biology, natural selection only comes
into play upon randommutations which are not themselves
predictable; and no

syntactic theory could predict what will be
said,whichdependsonthe conversational situation, etc . (There
is a sensein whichgenerativegrammar is said to predict,

-but it

does not predict spontaneously occurring events, e.g. speechac.ts. It 'predicts' [synchronically] which sentences of a language
will be grammatical. This in turn predicts the results of

cha:acteristic linguistic 'experiments', i.e . questions put to
native speakers as to whether this or that sentence is acceptable.The use of 'predicts'here is slightly odd, and I suspect is
parasitic on the belief that predictions and explanations are
symmetrical.)

The
asymmetry of explanation and prediction means that

extravagant claims for
falsifiability as a necessary feature of

scienceare mistaken. Scientific theories are falsifiable in the
sense that they can be shown to be false, but not in the sense
that any given 'counter-example'will overturn them. Obviously
enough we do make somesort of forecasts about what will
happen in open systemson the basis of scientific theories, but
nothing that happens in an open system will of itself falsify a
theory. We take this for granted outside the classroom.If a

doctor tells her patient 'you are out of danger', \357\277\275ndthe patient
walks out of the surgery and undera bus, no one thinks the
doctor unscientific. In view of this, the Popperian case againstMarxismis forcedto shift its ground. For if we ask 'is Marxism
falsifiable by events in open systems?', the answer is 'no, no
theory is '; and if we ask 'is Marxism falsifiable in closed

systems', the answer is 'no, becausethereare no closed systems
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in social science - nor yet
in biology, meteorology, etc.' But it

does not follow that Marxism is without explanatory power.
It is obvious,though,that this does not make the problem go

away, for we need accounts of (a) how theoriescan be tested

when closure is not attainable (for Popper is surely right that an

untestable theory would be unscientific),and (b) how theories
can be usefully applied if they are not predictive . We will

encounter these questions again with regard to socialscience.
But first we must reach a clearer understandingof the nature of

explanation in open systems . To this end, I shall now discuss

the transcendental realist theory of natural necessity.

The Works of Nature

It will by now be clearthat transcendental realism involves a
notion of natural necessity that is not reducible to regular
succession.It agreeswith commonsense that to say that A
makes B happen is to say more than that A-type events are
generally followed by B-type events; so a real difference of

interpretation explained our laughter when, during my
schooldays,a teachersnappedat us 'every time I open my
mouth, some idiot speaks'.HereI want to spell out what the
'extra' is, and in doingsomeet the objection that any such extra
must be unwarranted by the evidence. For it was this objection
which made Hume think that his repeated conjunction account of
cause was unavoidable,even though he fully recognized its

paradoxical character. For it seemed that any other definition of
causehadtoincludea non-empirical element, and therefore an
element which could not be empirically justified. Non\302\255

empirical, in a sense, the element certainly is, but the 'therefore'

does not follow.
Bhaskar's first marker for this element is the word 'power',

which is itself empirical enough - it merely indicates what a

given kind of thing can do, given the right conditions : dogscan
bark,aeroplanescan fly, cricket balls can smash greenhouses,
and soon.Sofar, the objector is going to say, nothinghas really

been added: how does 'Rectory Ale sends you to sleep because

of its dormitive power' differ from 'Rectory Ale sends you to
sleep'?
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First, while the latter may count as an explanation of my
sleepiness, it doesnot step forward for the role of explanandum.
Such explanationsinducean intellectual slumber to match the

physical one inducedby the Rectory Ale. But once dormitive
powers arementioned,we are alerted to the question 'wherein
lie thesedormitive powers? What is it about the micro-structure
of the beer that generates this power?' One personmay claim it

is the high alcohol content, anothermay say no, cider is just as
strong and much less soporific,it must be the hops. So the
chemists get to work, testingthe alcohol content and that of the
soporificagent from the hops, and pharmaceutical research can
tell us about the effects of these substances, separately and
conjointly,on the human nervous system.

Thus the stratified nature of explanation, and the dynamic
nature of scientific inquiry, makingeachresult the next matter

for investigation, give empirically justifiable content to the non\302\255

empirical part of causal claims . Effects are ascribed to causal

powers, causal powersto the innerstructure (and place in larger
structures) of the causalagent.The 'extra' in the causal power is
just this structure,whichis unearthedonly by a second stage of

investigation, after the identification of causal power. And this
structure is, of course,no more an 'unmoved mover', an

unexplainable explanation, than the power it explained. We

may dig deeper to discover just what it is about C2H50H
(alcohol)which reactson the human organism in the way it
does. With this in mind, let us look at what Bhaskar says about
recent non-Humean theories.

At the beginning of SRHE, Bhaskar discusses other recent
criticsof the Humean account of natural necessity, the 'anti\302\255

deductivists'2 who

have sought to show how scientificpracticeyieldscognitive items -

whether dressed as models, paradigms, heuristics, conceptual
schemata or regulative ideals - which are irreducible to syntactical
operations upon sense-experienceand yet indispensable for the

intelligibility and empirical extension of theory . In this way such
items function, as it were, as social surrogatesfor natural necessity.

(SRHE, p. 3)

That is to say, they show that science in fact sets up explanatory

structures which are not reducible to Humeansuccessions;but
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these structuresareseenas part of the social practice of science
rather than as natural structures discovered by that practice;
they belong solely to the transitive dimension. The Humean
conception of the world (as 'the empirical world') is not
challenged;and just as for Kant, structures are supplied by us .

Bhaskar argues that such positions are inadequateon three
counts :

First, to the extent that the surrogate can be empiricallydescribed,its
independentcognitive role disappears ...conversely, to the extent
that its cognitive role is preserved, its epistemicwarrant crumbles

(since it now ceases to designatereal phenomena). (SRHE, p. 3)

This is a criticismwhichmight easily have been made from the

opposite direction, i.e. by a Humean: either the model (or
whatever)canbe cashed in empirical terms, in which case the
accountcollapsesback into Humean constant conjunction; or it

goes beyondtheempiricaldata - but in that case what empirical
groundscantherebe for it? But the Humean would think this

argument equally good against Bhaskar himself;hencethe use

of it here implicitly gives a promissorynotethat an account will

be given how theories which go beyond the data can be

empirically grounded. I hopethe above arguments show that

such a note is creditworthy.

The second and third points concern the anomalous
asymmetries, on this account, between a scientific theory and
the natureit

purports to explain: natural necessity must surely
exist, if anywhere, in things independent of us, yet it is being

presented as supplied entirely by the human mind; and it is

strange that we should have to positstructurednessto explain
a

supposedly unstructured real world. If the real structure of

nature, and its consequent necessities, do not make such
structured theories essential to their explanation, the structured
theoriesmust be more or less gratuitous. We must eitherretreat
to the flatlands of the Humean succession of impressions,or
advance to a theory of real structures generatingrealnecessities.

What, then, is the transcendental realist theory of natural

necessity? The four concepts that go to makeup this theory are

structures, powers, generative mechanisms and tendencies . So far, I
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have said least about tendencies; now they
must occupy centre

stage.
We have seen that things have the powers that they do by

virtue of their structures. As the gospel warnsus, we can't

gather grapes from thorns or figs from thistles, or, in Roy
Bhaskar's slightly revised version,

It is physically impossible for cabinet ministers to bear figs; that is,
nothing which bore figs could properly be said to be a cabinet
minister at all. (RTS, p. 223)

- despite the evident woodennessof some of that kind.
These structures can be

investigated independently of any
particular power which they generate;and the structures,and

therefore also the powers which they generate, existwhether

the powers are being exercised or not. Generative mechanisms,

Bhaskar says, 'exist as the causalpowersof things' (RTS, p. 50) .
This does not meanthat 'generative mechanism' is a redundant
equivalent of 'causal power' though . 'Power' is a non-technical
term, designating what something can do . 'Generative
mechanism'is a technicalterm,designating 'a \"real something\"
over and above and independentof patterns of events' (RTS,
p. 50), which normally endureslonger than any pattern of
events it generates. A generative mechanism, we might say, is
that aspect of the structure of a thing by virtue of which it has a
certain power. For example,that aspect of the structure of an
oxygen atom

by virtue of which it can combine with two
hydrogen atoms to form a molecule of water; that aspect of a
DNA molecule

by virtue of which it can replicate itself; that

aspect of a market economy by virtue of which it can go into an
overproductioncrisis;that aspect of a person's brain-structure
by virtue of which he or she can acquirelanguage.

A generative mechanism will operate when suitably triggered.
As we have seen, experiment consists in isolatingand

triggering
a generative mechanism so that it will operate unimpeded. But
in open systems, generativemechanismsarenot isolated;- when

triggered, they operate, but in conjunction with other generative
mechanisms,producing a complexly codetermined outcome .
This feature of natural necessity is captured by saying 'causal
laws must be

analysed as tendencies' (RTS, p. 50). Thingstend
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to act in certainways
: that is to say, if triggered, a tendencywill

come into play and have effects, though these effects may not be

the ones it would have had in a closed system.While the word

'power' draws attention to the existenceof unexercised powers,
the word 'tendency' draws attention to the existenceof

exercised but unrealized tendencie s. And the 'course of nature'

consists, for the most part, of the interplay of the tendencies of
things, exercisedbut incompletely realized because of their
coexistence - oaks tend to grow tall, but not in Beddgelert
Forestbecauseof the wet soil; yet their tendency to grow tall is

not without effects in Beddgelert Forest -
they do get taller than

the gorse bushes, and many of them do fall over.

It is by reference not just to the enduring powers but the unrealized
. activities or unmanifest (or incompletely manifest) actionsof things

that the phenomena of the world are explained.It is the idea of

continuing activity as distinct from that of enduring power that the

concept of tendency is designed to capture. In the concept of

tendency, the concept of power is thus literally dynamized or set in

motion. (RTS, p. 50) .

Now I have so far been following the usual practice of the
philosophyof science by saying that powers, once setgoing,will

be realized 'other things being equal' . But this clause is

unnecessary with regard to tendency statements . Such a clause

doesnot place a condition on explanation, for one can explain an

event in terms of tendencies when the latter are never realized.
Rather it places a condition on prediction and falsification. (RTS,
pp. 96- 7)

Explanation in open systems is in terms of tendencies. And in

closed systems, presumably, wedonot need to say 'other things
being equal', as we have taken good care that they are. So

a fully realist philosophy of science could in principle dispense

entirely with the CP [ceterisparibus, i.e . other things being equal]
clause.. ..For whatever is conveyed by 'This happens CP' can be

equally well conveyed by 'This tends to happen' . . ..This is not a
shallow, equivocal,sloppyor mean formulation; but the logical form
ofall the laws of nature known to science. (RTS,p. 97)
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A theory of natural necessity as .the
w?rking _

of .tendencies

enables us to avoid two oppositemistakesIn talking about cases

in which one tendencyoffsets and neutralizes another. The first

is committed by Millwhen

he argues that 'although two or more laws interfere with one

another, and apparently frustrate or modify one another's

operations, yet in reality all are fulfilled, the collective effectbeing
the exact sum of the causes taken separately'.Mill'smistake here is

to suppose that whenever a tendency is set in motion the effect must
be in some sense (or in some realm) occurring (as if every time we
ran fast we had to be in some way winning) . (RTS,p. 99)

The second is committed by Geach in supposing that 'because

neither tendency is fulfilled neither tendency canbe in play'

(RTS, p. 100) . Both are wrong.3It is not the same thing for

something to be stationary because it is at rest, and becauseit is
pulled with equal force in both directions; Buridan's ass,
hesitatingbetweentwo equidistant bales of hay, is not restive
for the same reason as a donkey with nodesiretogoanywhere

.
4

Bhaskar calls tendency-statements normic . It should be
obvious that he isnotusingthis word to refer to breakable rules,
in the sense that logic and ethics are said to be normic(i .e.

normative) disciplines. Neither is he using it to refer to

probability statements . A tendency may be manifested as a
statistical probability, but a normic statement is universalin a
way that probability statements are not. A statement such as
'bodies tend to persist in a stateof rest or uniform motion in a
straight line' has strict universality, even if no body has everso
persisted.A tendency is having effects when it is not manifested
as well as when it is; so a normic statement can be true evenif

the tendency it refers to is never manifested because it is
curtailed by offsetting tendencies(perhapspreciselybecausethe

tendency is known to, destructive to and frustratable by

humans). Finally, a normic statement is not a hypothetical

statement, 'if A then B'; it will entail hypotheticalstatements,
but in itself it is a statement about what is actually going on.

Natural necessity, then, may be characterized as : the
necessary working (alongsideothers) of tendencies once they
have been triggered. (I postponediscussionof the distinction

between tendencies in this sense and two other kinds of
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Figure 2.1 Horizontal Explanation, Vertically Unexplained

tendency, i.e . liabilities - e.g . paperbacks with 'perfectbinding'
tendtobreakin two when opened

- and ontological preference
-

e.g . robinstendtoeatworms . I believe there are some problems
with these distinctions, which I shall discuss in chapter4.)Just

how necessary is natural necessity so conceived,and in what

sense?

It is clearly a necessity in the things themselves,not in our

judgements about them. It is neithera subjective necessity in us

to make such judgements nor a logicalnecessity
in the

judgements themselves. It is the necessity that a tendency

cannot but work, once the conditions for its working are there:
make water hot and it willtendtoexpand- and if trapped in a
sealed container, the tendency

will still work, even if the

expansion is inhibited.
Somelight may be thrown on the relation between the

transcendental realist theory of necessity and some classical
onesby looking at what Bhaskar calls the Humean,Lockeanand

Leibnizian levels in the development of a scientifictheory(RTS,
pp. 171\302\243\302\243). First (the Humean level) some sort of regularity is

identified: whenever A then B -
though contra Hume, this will

generally have to be experimentally set up . Also contra Hume,
'The scientist never doubts for a moment that something is
generatingtheeffect in question. His problem is : what is?' (RTS,
p. 172).The state of science at this stage is illustratedin Figure
2.1. The Lockean level is reached when the queryis answered.
Then we know the structure of some entity that generates this

regularity:

Now it is contingent that x has the nature (e.g. constitution or

structure) that it has. But given that it has, it is necessary that it
behaves the way it does. (RTS, p. 172).
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But in the course of scientificdevelopment,the entity whose

structure has been discovered may very well come to be defined
by that structure. It was discovered that water = H20, but we
would not now call anything 'water' unless it was H20. Granted

that the molecular structure of water generates various

tendencies, it might be asked whether these natural necessities
do not turn out, at this Leibnizian level, to be instancesoflogical
necessity.

At the Leibnizian level statements of law are substitution instances

of necessary truths about the individuals to which they refer. (RTS,

p. 174).

On this matter I refer the readerto the section of RTS called

'Objections to the Account of Natural Necessity Proposed' (p .

199ff). This section is both longish (seventeen pages) and lucid;
it requiresno commentary, and to precis it would destroy its
clarity. However, I shall make one brief pointfromit: the logical

necessity of a statement and the causal necessity of what it

describes are independent questions. Bhaskar says 'Some causal

statements expressing necessary connections are logically

necessary and some are logically contingent' (RTS,p. 201)and

quotes Davidson in support: 'The truth of a causal statement

depends on what events are described; its status as analytic or

synthetic depends on how the events are described' ('Actions,
Reasons and Causes',p. 90) .

Scientific truths are contingent and discovereda posteriori
even at the Leibnizian level; they could have been otherwise,
and they were not always known. They become 'analytic'
becausewe make them definitions . However, we do not do this

arbitrarily in science, though we canalways substitutean analytic

for a synthetic statement: 'the American President who
betrayed the Iraqi opposition betrayed the Iraqi opposition' is
analytic, though it refers to the same fact as 'President Bush

betrayed the Iraqi opposition', which is not . But in science, the
Leibnizianuse of analytic statements is a special one; it is

justified only with regard to a particular kind of truth : about

inner structures of a thing or kind of things, generating the

specific tendencies of that thing or that kind of things. There
couldbenoLeibnizian level to the definition of jade, sincethe
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various stones called'jade'donot share an inner structure; they
share onlya clusterof perceptible qualities (colour, smoothness,
hardness, etc.) the boundariesof which are drawn on aesthetic/
commercial grounds by dealers in semi-precious stones. But
because water, for example, does have a defining inner
(molecular) structure, which necessarily generates certain

tendencies (e .g. to boil at 100\302\260Celsius), 'water tends to boil at
100\302\260Celsius' can be treated as analytic - i.e. if anything doesn't

tend to boil at 100\302\260Celsius, it isn't water.
It is now possible to say a little more about explanation.

Clearly explanationdoesnot consist in subsuming that which is
to be explainedunder a generalization. If 'all ravens are black'
seemstobesome kind of answer to the question 'why is that bird

black?', that is only because it emptily indicates a possible
e%planation, perhaps by suggestingthat genetics may be

consulted. A generalization, however strict, which failed to

suggest where we might look for its explanation would never be
considered an explanation('why is that tea mug dirty?'

- 'all
the tea mugs in my study are dirty' !).On the other hand, even
the loosest generalizations of everyday gossip, which makeno
claimto exceptionlessness,may indicate the presence of some

underlying tendencies,and sobemore helpful than the tea mug
generalization ('Englishpeopleeatboiledvegetables ', 'referees

of academic publications don't understandirony' - presumably

there must be some socio-historical explanation for these

remarkable facts). However, generalizations only gesture
towards the explanatory work, which begins when a mechanism
generatinga tendency has been located.

It is important to seehow this differs from the way some other

philosophers of science have accountedfor the 'surplus
element' over and above generality that makes one

generalization explanatory, another accidental. The difference
has sometimesbeenthought to consist in the applicability of a
theory in the explanatorycase,the absenceof such a theory in
the accidental case. But what, it must be asked, does the theory
contributethat the original generalization did not? Is it just a

higher-level generalization? Then the quest for the surplus
element is just pushed one step further back: we still want to
know how the higher-levelgeneralization differs from an

accidental one . Or is it perhapsa model? If so, then we can ask if
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the model is meant to representa realmechanism that generates
the phenomena about which the generalizationhasbeenmade .

If it is, then we can set about investigating it in other ways; in
the courseof the dynamic process of scientific development the
hypothesizedmechanismmay be discovered to be real, or not.
In this case, 'model' is simply a word for a hypothesized
generativemechanism,and we are on transcendental realist

ground.
But the model-buildermight reply 'my model is only an

imaginative construction; it makes things clearer to us, and
helps to predict the phenomena;but it makes no sense to go
lookingfor it - it is not that kind of thing' . Theremay be some

peripheral place for such fictions in science,but it should be

noted (1) that they don't give us a real surplus element, since

nothing is being postulated (as opposedto imagined)beyond the

original phenomena; in a world without scientists,therewould

be nothing corresponding to such models; so they can be said

not to explainwhy the phenomena are as they are, but only to

ease our mental labour. (2) While at a given time a model may
have no justification but that it makes given phenomena
intelligibleto us, in the development of science what were once
just such models often come to be discoveredas realstructures

underlying those phenomena, and identified in terms
independent of those phenomena . They may even come to be
perceived, with the aid of new equipment extendingour sensory

powers . As Bhaskar puts it, 'the hypothetical mechanismsof

yesterday may become today' s candidates for reality and

tomorrow 's phenomena' (RTS, p. 159).
It is ultimately Bhaskar's conception of the development of

science,in whichyesterday's explanation becomes what is to be
explained, in an ever-deepeningstratified account of nature,
which warrants - and on thoroughly empirical grounds - going
beyond empiricis m.

Notes

1. I am referring primarily to Althusser's account in Part I of Reading

Capital . Althusser deserves great credit for having got the question right
here. If he then circles round the question like a cat round a bowl of hot
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porridge, I think it is because he has no solution to the dilemma that

while experiments are the only mechanism that meet his requirements
of internality to the science, and causal power to produce the

'knowledge effect', they do not exist in the science he is most

concerned with: historical materialism.
2. Bhaskar lists 'Kneale, Waismann, Hanson, Scriven, Polyani,

Toulmin, Hesse and Harre'under this description (SRHE, p. 2).
3. Thereferences are to Mill's A System of Logic, Bk. III, chapter 10,

section5;and Geach's'Aquinas'. For the record, it seems to me that

while Geach sometimes commits the mistake identified by Bhaskar (i.e.

when he is telling us what Mil lshould not have said), at others his

position (orhis reading of Aquinas 's) is identical with Bhaskar's. Thus:

A tendency is indeed specifiable, always and exclusively, by describing what

happens if the tendency is fulfille d; but not all tendencies do pass to
fulfilment, as we readily see if we refuse to muddle ourselves with talk about

.'sum of effects ', as Mill did. (He was even ready to say that if nothing

happens at all, this nothing may be the 'sum' of actual effects that are equal
and opposite !) We must rather say: Given the natural agents involved, we
know their tendencies; given all the tendencies involve d, we know what will

actually happen. (Th1,1s,given the members of a structure, we know what

stresses will be setup; and given all the stresses,weknow what deformations

will be produced.)'('Aquinas', p. 103).

A tendency for something to happen is different from its actually happening;
but yet a tendency is somehow actual, not a mere potentiality, a 'would

happen if'.
Even though the other tendencies involved in a given situation prevent the

actual fulfilment of a given tendency, its presence will always make a
difference to what actually happens; and the procedure of scientific

explanation is to infer natural tendencies from what actually happens, and
then predict what will happen from the natural tendencies of the agents
believed to be operative .' (ibid, p. 104)

4. The text of RTS has 'Balaam' for 'Buridan'; somehowthe talking

biblical donkey has been substituted for the indecisive medieval

donkey.



The Impossibility of

Empiricism and Idealism

Machiavelli said: 'Madre di Dio, now I've seen
everything', neatly presenting in a single sentencea
conceptual impossibility and a denial of the external
world.
(Michael Westlake, One Zero and the Night Controller, p. 186)

No
p\357\277\275ilosop\357\277\275yexist\357\277\275

in a vacuum; there are always particular
opposing philo\357\277\275ophies which coexist in any historical period,
and every

p\357\277\275ilo.sophy engages, implicitly or explicitly, in

\357\277\275ontrov\357\277\275r\357\277\275y
With Its opponents. Philosophy may seek truth, but

It seeksItIn an adversarialas wellasin an investigative manner.

Bhaskar's main contentions are with empiricism and idealism.

In the present chapter I shall (1) sketch the historical role of
empiricismand the flaws that vitiated it; (2) discuss the epistemic

(a
llac\302\245

(Bhaska:'s
phrase), the common fallacy of empiricismand

Idealism;(3) discuss the nature of idealism as the mainmodern
alternative to empiricism, with particular reference to its
twentieth-century forms. These three sections will include

longish passages with little explicit reference to texts by Roy

Bhas\357\277\275ar,
but all presuppose the arguments discussed in the

prev10u\357\277\275
chapter. The remaining section, on the other hand,is

clos\357\277\275lytied to a text by Bhaskar.In it I briefly expound Bhaskar's
detailed and intricate critique of one version of empiricism
namely positivism.

'

The
Legacy of Empiricism

Th?ugh empiricism has long beenthe blightofEnglish-speaking
philosophy and social science, it is salutary to recallthat it was
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once part of a great liberating movement of thought. This

movement had many aspects in different spheres of life and

thought, each initially liberating, each flawed in much the same
way, and ending as an obstacle to understanding and
emancipation.The whole movement may be described as a
rejectionof the authority of tradition: of established laws and
customs,ancient texts, and so on, in favour of turning to 'the
greatbookofthe world', and judging for oneself. This attitude,
which was later to becomeone of the features of the

Enlightenment, is particularly noticeable in seventeenth-century

England. One can see it at work in Baconian science, Leveller
politics,Quakerreligion.In its extreme forms, it leads to the
demand that the slate of received ideas be wiped clean,sothat

we can start from scratch. In politics,for instance, this gives rise
to the ideaof a real social contract, as in the Levellersand Locke
(rather than a hypothetical one as in Hobbes and Rousseau),
and hence to the idea that certain individual powers couldbe
'reserved',kept out of the remit of the body politic.1

Now it is easy to see why a 'clean slate'approachappealsto
radicals. Instead of having to criticize received authorities
piecemeal,they are all swept aside to make way for 'thinking for

oneself'. But this approach is wrong-footed for analogous

reasons whether in politics, morality orepistemology.Forin fact

we cannot think for ourselves productivelyuntil we have had
longpracticein thinking other people's thoughts after them; and
we think for ourselves precisely in order to resolveproblemsset
by received opinions. The mistake comes with the idea that

thinking for oneself would be made easier (rather than
impossible)by starting with a clean slate - rather as if a

swimmer were to imaginethat, sinceit is the resistance of the
water that slows the pace of swimming, one could swim much

faster with no water at all.
Thecleanslatefallacy can take the form, as in Descartes, of a

projectof wiping the slate clean - of disbelievingwhatever can

be doubted. But for Descartes and rationalism generally, when

the chalk is all rubbed off the slate, we find something written in
the slateitself- some innate ideas or common notions or truths
of reason that did not need to be derived from experience. For

the empiricists, on the otherhand,thecleanslate(or wax tablet,

in the time-honoured metaphor) is a datum; it is taken for a
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simple fact that our individual minds start off blank1and that all

we need to do is to let nature writeonthem.This denial that the

mind actively contributes anything to knowledge is a rejection of
ideas with which the mind comes into the world already

endowed . But it also amounts to a systematicrepressionof the

fact that we learn from others how to learn from nature . In

consequence, empiricism makes people too radicalin oneway

but too conservative in another. Too radical in that it may
undervalue old authorities (as Aristotle was undervalued in the

Enlightenment) . But too conservative in a much more
fundamental way: that it makes one uncritical towards .one's
own experience,and towards one 's own concept of experience.
It fails to see how 'received authorities' have moulded our
experience,and its own conception of experience. It treats
experienceas self-authenticating and the concept of experience
as self-explanatory.It does not recognize that what we

experience is determinednot just by what is there, but by what
we have already learnt. Hence it can take experience itselfto be
an authority above criticism, 'unaware of the way experiencecan
confirm our prejudices, since we may see what we have been
taught to see.

Now the foregoing is a general account of empiricism as an

instance of the 'cleanslate' attitude; the hat does not entirely fit

the two great seventeenth-century 'empiricists ', Bacon and
Locke.Baconin particular, with his metaphor of the bee,
stressedthe active work involved in knowledge, and the need
for new writing on the 'wax tablet' of the mind before we can
erase the old. Strictly speaking, he was not so much an
empiricistas an ancestorof classical empiricism, and also, by a
different line of descent, of transcendental realism. It took a
whilefor the basic flaw in the empiricist attitude to mature into a
whole erroneous philosophy.But in Berkeley and Hume it does

so.

Take Berkeley. He shows no particular interest in science,

seeking rather to explicateour everyday knowledge of the

world. But in doing so, he uncritically assumes a certain

scientific model of perception.He assumes,in the first place,
that an account of sight can stand in for an account of all the

senses; that the paradigm case of sight is the case of 'just
looking' (not, for instance, 'looking for ...', or any other
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practically oriented caseof sight); and that what we actually see
is colouredshapes. He does not discuss the knowledge, for
instance, that we acquire of a tool by using it; he doesnot

consider the effect of our possession of language on our

experie nce. (For instance, the fact
.
that a pe .

rson wit\357\277\275no

ornithological vocabulary sees only brrds, not p1edwagtails or

dunnocks . You only see pied wagtailsand dunnockswhen you

have heard about pied wagtails and dunnocks.) He seems

unaware that it takes a high levelof philosophical sophistication

to think of our visual field as composedof coloured shapes
rather than of continuous particulars,and indeed,even given

that sophistication, it is impossible for a sane person with

normal eyesight to see the world as composedof coloured

shapes.

My point here is not 'silly old Berkeley
didn't notice these

obvious phenomena'; obvious phenomena are often very

difficult to notice . My point is that he was precluded from

noticing them becausehe thought that a particular conception of

experience was unproblematic,when in fact it was historically

specific and learnt. .The empiricistconceptof experience can be characteriZed as
follows: (1) it comes through the senses; (2) it is passively
imprinted by nature; (3) that on which it is imprinted

\357\277\275\357\277\275s

previously and would otherwise be a blank page; (4) 1t 1s

individualistic, in that each person's experience can be
understood without reference to other people's; (5) it is

atomistic, i.e . each experience is only externally related to other

experiences, and so can be understood without reference to

them - and consequentlyit is one-dimensional, i.e. experiences
are successive in time and thereforenot combined in any
structures (though they may fall into linear patterns) .

With the possible exception of atomicity, experience has to
have thesefeatures if it is to be the foundation of an objective

knowledge which owes nothing to authority. But (a) this

account of experience misreads everyday experience . It has

nothing in common with what we meanwhen we call someone

an experienced carpenter or soldieror lover . One important

tendency of twentieth-century philosophyhas devoted itself to

replacing this inadequate account of everyday experienceby one

that does justice to its practical orientation and structured
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character. I refer to the existentialphenomenolqgy(whethercalledthat or not) of John Macmurray, Martin Heidegger and
Maurice

Merleau-Ponty. This tendency of course has quite
different preoccupations from those of transcendental realismbut I believetheir

critiques of empiricism are for the most par\357\277\275

comple\357\277\275en\357\277\275ary
rather than contradictory. (b) This conception isalso

quite Inadequate to account for science, for it treats

kno\357\277\275ledge
as simply the accumulation of sense-impressions :

but In that case, why are some thingssignificant for science, and
not others, why do we needto experiment,not just observe,and why do we need training to becomescientists? It is

s?metimes said to be a strength of empiricism that it gives a
SI\357\277\275gle

account of knowledge for everyday knowledge and
SCience; I regard that as an error, but it is compounded by thefact that it misrepresents both the one and the other.So far I have discussed empiricism as an attitude and as a

conc\357\277\275ption
of experience. But it can hardly avoid some otherdoctrinesabout the world. In particular, Hume 's account of

caus\357\277\275
ne

.cessity
se\357\277\275\357\277\275\357\277\275

unavoidable once we have posed the
question In an

emprricist way: 'as we have no idea that is not
derived from an impression, we must find some impression that
gives rise to this idea of

necessity, if we assert that we reallyhave such an idea' (A Trea tise of Human Na ture, pp . 153-4).
But

necessity is not a coloured shape or a soundora smell. An
analysis o! any complex practicalactivity might yield a conceptof necessity, but not, of course, if one 'analysed' it into a

suc\357\277\275ession
of impressions . So Hume proceeds to derive the

\357\277\275otzon
of necessity from the fact that the conjoiningoftwoevents

IS repeated.

Did we never see any but particular conjunctions of objects entirely

different from each other, we should neverbeable to form \357\277\275nysuch

ideas.

But, again, suppose we observe several instances in which the
same objects are always conjoined together, we immediately
conceive a connection between them, and begin to draw an
inference from one to another .' (ibid ., p. 161)

.
This is a p:etty inaccurateaccount of our experience. We often

Infer necessity from a single case - if a light goes on when I
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press a button, for instance . Of course, the inference may be
mistaken,but so may it when based on many cases . Anyway,

correctness of judgement is not at issue here; we are talking
about how we get a concept.Moreover, repeated conjunction
does not always convince us of necessity. If we can think of no
possiblecausalconnection, we dismiss it as coincidence . So
wheredo we get the concept of necessary connection?Well, if

it's a matter of learning the concept, from our mums and dads. If

it's a matter of
justifying it, from various forms of practical

interaction with the world, of which I have already discussed

one (scientific experiment) in the last chapter.
Hume' s failure to distinguish these two matters bringsus to

oneof the most enduring and damaging legacies of empiricism:

its tendency to ask questions of the form 'how do we know
about x?' and think that the answer settles the question 'what is
x?' I shall discuss this tendency in the next section.But first let

us summarize the points on which, if the transcendental

argume nts of the last chapterarevalid, empiricism as described

here is refuted.
(a) The argument from the necessity of experiment shows that

the 'spectator' conceptionof experience as passive observation
is inadequate to accountfor scientific knowledge.

(b) From this also followsthe needto distinguish epistemi\302\255

cally significant from insignificant experience . Empiricismcan't
dothis, since experience is simply the succession of impressions

cast by nature : the moreimpressions,themoreexperience, the

more knowledge; great knowledge of nature would be a
function of old age .

(c) The incapacity of mere successive experiences to ground a
theory of causation, since constant conjunctions rarely occur
exceptwhenproducedexperimentally by us, shows the non\302\255

actuality of causation - i.e. causationcannot exist as no more
than a relationbetweensuccessiveevents; it must involve the

generation of events by enduring structures. Empiricism is

irretrievably actualist in its\302\267account of causation.

(d) The account of science as an inherently social activity,
carried out by collaboration in institutions which transmit and
transform information from one generation to another, rules out
the empiricist assumptionthat knowledge is essentially an
individual product and possession.
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(e) The idea that the mind is a blank page a\357\277\275birth is an

empirical hypothesis, though one on which the weight of

evidence seems to be goingagainst empiricism. But the necessity
of scientific training shows that scientific knowledge at least can
only be acquiredby a mind that is already very far from a blank

page .

The Epistemic Fallacy

In the last section I said that Hume asks how (orwhether) we

can know about necessary connection, and thinks that the

answer tells us what (if anything) necessary connectionsare.
This shift is so common in the philosophy of the last three

centuries that it often goes unnoticed, and it is an important
achievement of Bhaskar's philosophy to pick it out, name it, and

(I think) refute it . Such a refutation offers an end to what

Bertrand Russell has called 'the subjectivistic madnesswhichis
characteristicof most modern philosophy' (A His tory of Western

Philosophy, p. 773). (Russelloften uses such phrases in this

connection; he also suggests- correctly, I think - that there is a
sortofhubris vis-a-vis nature in this attitude . Nevertheless,the
philosophicaltendenciesinfluenced by Russell have not

escaped this madnessand hubris.)In fact this epistemic fallacy

pervades not only classicalempiricism,where it originates

(though Descartes must take much of the blame for setting
philosophy off in this direction),but also Kant, the absolute

idealists, Schopenhauer, Nietzsche, pragmatism, logical
positivism, linguistic philosophy, poststructuralism, and, in a
rather different form, phenomenology and existentialism.

Bhaskar defines the epistemic fallacy as 'the view that
statements about beingcanbereduced to or analysed in terms of
statementsabout knowledge' (RTS, p. 36) . In castingmy mind

round for examples of this fallacy, it strikes me that it takes
several forms, for example: (1) the question whether something
exists gets reducedto the question whether we can know that it

exists; (2) the question what sort of thing something is gets
reducedto the question how we know about it; (3) the question
whether A has causal/ontological primacy over B gets reducedto
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the question whether knowledgeof A is presupposed by
knowledge of B; (4)the question whether A is identical to B gets
reduced to the question whether our way of knowing A is

identical to our way of knowingB.
We do not for the most part commit any of these fallacies

outside of 'philosophical' contexts (in a non-technicalsenseof

'philosophical', that is; I suspect they are committedin the
'nocturnal philosophy' of scientists at least as often as by

professional philosophers, and they crop up in non-specialist
discussionsof fundamental issues, too) . For instance, it will

doubtless never be known whether (assomepre-historians have

contended, but most denied) all ancient societieswentthrougha
stageofmatriarchy, but we have no difficulty in understanding
the statement that they did, and recognizingthat it may be true
or false, and that whether it is true does not depend onus. We

do not assume that there is any intrinsic difference between

pebbles that have been perceived and thosethat have not, but

whose existence we infer from geological knowledge . We may
learn that there has beenagalewhen we see a fallen tree, but we
do not assumethat the tree falling caused the gale - or, if the

epistemic ordering here seems too contingent:we may know of

a magnetic field because piecesof iron are moved, but we do not
assume that their movement caused the magnetic field. And if I

think a burglar has been becausemy bike is missing, and you
think so becausethe gatehasbeenforced, we do not conclude
that there must have been two burglars

- a bike-stealing one
and a gate-forcingone. Let us look at philosophical instances of
these fallacies in reverse order.

4. Descartes's proof that he is two distinct substances, a mind
and a body, involves many questionable metaphysical
assumptions that I can't discusshere;but I think that one aspect
of it is an instance of the 'two burglars' fallacy. Having 'proved'
that he is a consciousbeing(mind) at an early (and supposedly
indubitable) stage of the argument, and that he is an extended
being(body) only at a later stage and with theaidof theology, he

takes the conscious and extended beingsto be two beings,

instead of concluding that he is a being that is both conscious

and extended.
3. The instanceI have chosen of the form of epistemic fallacy

that passes from the order of knowledgeto theorderofbeing is
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one which comes from a philosophy which_ bypasses
epistemology in the usual sense. By this I hope to show that the
epistemic fallacy does not depend on the epistemological
problematic,so that those who reject that problematic still need
to be on their guard against it . The 'epistemic fallacy without

epistemology' in the form under discussionmeanstreating what

is closer to us as therebyprior in itself.I take the examplefrom

the undeservedly neglected philosopher John Macmurray,
becausehis text is clearenough to let us see the fallacy easily.
But I would argue that Heidegger also fell into the samefallacy,

thus constituting one of the many parallels between
Macmurray's philosophy and continental existentialism.

Macmurray divides all changes that occur into actions (which
have reasons) and events (which have causes) . He then asks:

What then do we mean by a 'cause'? We mean the source of an
occurrencewhich stands to an event as an agent stands to his act,
but which is not an agent. Sincein any attempt to understand events
the conceptionof cause must be thought positively, we must say

that a cause is a source of occurrences which is a non-agent; an
existent which is other than an agent.

The conception of 'cause' is inherently self-contradictory. It is the

conception of an agent that is not an agent, the negation of agency.
The negative, we know, cannot exist independently, but only as the

negative aspect of a positive in the form of the personal. Within

action, which is a personal concept,there not merely can, but must
be a

negation of action; but this negation is in the last analysis a self\302\255

negation. If the negative aspect is thought as existing independently
of the positive, the result is a contradiction. (The Self as Agent,
pp. 152-3)

In otherwords:our understanding of cause is arrived at by
subtractingsomethingfrom our idea of action. Therefore, causes
cannot exist in themselves,but only as aspects of actions . But
this doesnot follow. Causes much like the ones we learnabout

in this way were operating before we existed.(Mter all, our

conception of what it is to be an animal is arrived at by
subtractingsomethingfrom our idea of what it is to be a person,
but it would be absurd to think that animals can only existas
aspectsof people .)
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Macmurray applies this account to experiments:

Now consider the experimental situation without abstraction. To

determine the law which governs the movement of the pendulum, I

erect a pendulum, and I set it swinging. Then I begin to take the
measurementsI need.But during the experiment I do not interfere
with its motion. My practical concern is to keep the conditions
constant throughout

- to prevent interference.When I have made
al lthe measurements I require, I stop the pendulum, and sit down
to study the measurements I have noted. Thewhole experiment is

an action of mine: I do the experiment. But the pattern of movement
I observeand the law that I elicit, refer only to what happens within

my action. I leave out of account my starting the pendulum when I

begin and stoppingit when I have finished. The law of the particular

instance refers to what happens betweenthesepoints; to that aspect\302\267
of my doing the experiment which I do not do; that is to say, the

negative aspectof my action. If now we call this a causal process, we
realize in another way that causality is the negative aspectof agency,

and falls within action. (pp. 159- 60)

There is much about this account of experiment which is

excellent: it grasps the dialectic between active and passive in
the experimentalsituation . But as we have seen in the previous
chapter,the experiment would have no point unless it told us

what would happen in non-experimental conditions. The
uninterfered-with swinging of the pendulum in between the
experimenter'sactionsmay be 'abstract' in the sense that in fa ct,

in this instance, it is part of a process which, consideredas a
whole,is an action. But it is not abstract in the sense that it could

not occur outside that whole - and if that were so, the

experiment wouldtellus nothing about nature . Actions may be

prior to events in that our access to the knowledge of events is
through knowledge of our actions . But that proves nothing
about events in themselves being action-dependent.

2. The case in which things known in different ways are
treated as different kinds of thing is already familiar from the
caseof 'theoretical entities' . As we have seen, the tendencyto
treat entitiesknownonly by causal criteria as less real than those
known by perceptual criteria is rendered suspect by the frequent
use of causal criteria for postulating things of a kind that could
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also, under other circumstances,beperceived (the cat that tore

open the dustbin liner in the middle of the night); and the
repeated discovery, in the history of science, of techniquesfor

perceiving what had previously been 'theoretical entities'ought
toundermine anyone 's confidence in distinguishing this kind of

entity from other kinds .
There is perhaps a faint reflection of this version of

the epistemic fallacy in 'commonsense', in the tendency to
think that, whereas newscasters can lie, TV cameras can't, and
in phrases like 'experience is worth a hundred books'
(understand : '

my experience is worth a hundred other
people's'). '

1.
Finally, the case in which questions of existenceand non\302\255

existence are reduced to questions of knowability or
unknowability . The verificationist theory of meaning, espoused
by logical positivists, generates many striking instances of this.

For example, A.J. Ayer's claim that, since God is not
constructibleout of sense-data,the word 'God' is meaningless,
and the question of His existence does not even arise (see
Language, Tru th and Logic, chapter 6). While Ayer claimed that
this view is neitheratheismnortheism,sinceboth are defined in
terms of a meaningless word, it is

effectively a peculiarly
dogmatic and a priori form of atheism . The fact that rational
dialogue is possiblebetween atheists who believe that the
concept of God is intelligible but uninstantiated (whereas
perhaps 'Mother of God' is unintelligible), Catholics who
believe God's existencetobe

rationally defensible and Kantians
or fideistic Christians who believe that, though God can be
proved neither to existnornot to exist, the issue is of vital.moral

importance should be enough to refute Ayer's view. 'These
lar:guagegamesare played' is a bad argument for

anything 's

existence (another case of the epistemicfallacy, in fact); but it is
a good argument against settling questionsof what exists by
narrowing the sayable to the knowable .

Of course, a logical positivist with a wider definition of

experience might arrive at different conclusions from Ayer' s,
though not more defensible ones. I oncehad a friend (sadly no
longer with us) who had a

tendency to logical positivism in
philosophy and to mysticismin religion,and who claimed that
God is a logicalconstructionout of mystical experiences . But I
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suspect that this has the unwanted consequence that we ought
to worship a subsetof our own experiences.

Now we need to askwhy the epistemic fallacy is so convincing
to so many, and, given that it is so, whether Roy Bhaskar has

really refuted it.
It might be argued: whenwediscuss,say, causation, we are

necessarily using our conceptof causation.We may change our

concept of causation, but the new conceptwill still be ours.

Whatever our concept is, it must be one that we canlearn, since
it is one that we have learnt. So it makes no sense to ask what
causationis in itself, quite independently of what we can know
of it. Hence the question 'what can we knowaboutcausation?'
really does answer the question 'what is causation?',insofaras
any answer can be given. And if we are told: but causation

might be quite different in itself from anything we can know
about it, we can readily allow this empty Kantian gesture
towards 'things in themselves'- but as Wittgenstein has said,
what we can't talk about, we should shut up about.2

What are we to say to this? Well, first of all, it is obviously true
that when we talk about causation we are using our concept of

causation - what else could we be doing? But we are not talking

about our concept of causation; we are talking about causation,

using our concept, and that is something different. For we can
talk about our conceptof causation; we can say that it differs

from Hume 's, that it seems to be inadequateto copewith the

behaviour of sub-atomic particles, and so on.3 But that is

different from talking about causation,just asapoemabout the

poet's beloved differs from an (almost certainly bad) poem
about the poet's love.

It might still be asked: Does this distinction have any practical
import for the theory of knowledge? Are we not as trapped
insideour concept of causation when we are using it as when we

are talking about it? For we can't compareour concept of

causation with causation itself, sincewhatever concept we had

of 'causation itself' would just be another concept of ours.

The last sentence mustbeaccepted,but this doesn't mean that
we can't make an epistemologicallyusefuldistinctionbetween
talking about cause and talking about our conceptof it. For the

criteria for deciding what to say,howto test and perhapschange

what we have been saying, and so on,arequite different in the
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first-order discourse (talking about causation) and in the meta\302\255

discourse (talking about our concept of causation). In the

former, we focus upon the world through our practical

interaction with it; in the latter, wefocuson the history of ideas

through our reading of its texts.The former can lead us to revise
our conceptof causation, to replace it with another one because
it is inadequate. The latter can give us no goodreasons for

revising our concept.
Now someone might reply that with my talk about criteria for

revising our concepts, I have slipped into talking abput the
concept of cause that we currently have, and may revise,
whereasthe claim is about any concept of causewemighthave,
sinceany such concept would be ours, i.e. humankind's.But

what is the force of this claim? I concedethe tautology that we

have whatever concept we have.But if this is to throw any light
on theconceptof cause that we must have, it can do so only by
reference to someknowledgeof the untranscendable limits of
human knowledge for all time, set by some contingent facts of

our nature . Yet we know a lot more about cause than we do
about any such limits .

But we can say something general about our having of concepts
of causation, and it is nothing to do with our species-sp ecific

limits. We can examine what would be a good reason for
replacingoneconceptof causation by another. Such reasons will
have to do with the inadequacy of the discarded concept to
accountfor what happens quite independently of our applying
any concept.

In Bhaskar's terms, the claims that I have beenconsidering
amount to saying that at any given time ourknowledgebelongs
to the transitive dimension (which is true), and that this in some
sense 'traps' us . But if we are trapped inside the transitive

dimension, this is only for the reason that whatever new

knowledge we produce belongs by definition to that dimension.

This is no real trap, sincewe can always change the transitive

dimension, and that we do so in the ways that we do is (in the
best case)explainedby the fact that the transitive dimension is
not an end in itself, but produced entirely in order to explain
what occurs in the intransitive dimension.4

Now I want to draw attention to another slippage in the
I

defence of the epistemic fallacy' outlined above. Is the claim
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about what conceptswe couldlearn,or about what knowledge
we could have? It often appears to be the former, and only

derivatively the latter (sincewe can'thave knowledge
.\357\277\275ithout

concepts). But in the first place, we shouldbe very suspicious of

arguments from how we could learna concept.They are often

genuinely guilty of the geneticfallacy, as Professor
M':ndle

has

pointed out (A Critique of Linguistic Philosophy, esp . section
\357\277\275\357\277\275

\302\255

i.e . they treat the question how a conceptIS learnt
.

as deCldmg
the question what it means. Yet the process of learning

\357\277\275oncepts
is complex and often I

devious', in the sense that we rmght have

to misleam some conceptsbeforewecancorrectthis inadequate

knowledge and get it right, as every teacher knows. In some
cases,we may have to learn some concepts (e.g.

similarity a\357\277\275d

continuity) before we can learn anoth\357\277\275r (identity) which IS

logically prior to them.
Further, the obsessionwith asking how we could learn a

concept, which dominated philosophy teaching in the UK

during the third quarter of the twentieth century, was unhelpful
because we know and will probably always know much less
about how we acquire concepts than about what they

\357\277\275ea\357\277\275,.
and

indeed because we seem as a speciesto be almost Infinitely

fertile in the production of concepts, most of which have no

application in reality.
Finally,

if it really were proved that we could not possess the

concept of, for example, real necessaryconnection,too much

would have been proved, since if this concepthad not been
taught by philosophers and taken for

gr\357\277\275nted\357\277\275ymos\357\277\275pe?ple,
there would have been no point in Humes arguing against It . So

we must come backto the question:how can we know when to

correctly applyourconcepts?Itisa question about what we can
know about the world, not about which conceptswe can use .

And this already takes us out of the more extreme versions
.
of

the epistemicfallacy, e.g . verificationism. For we can quite
intelligibly (if not intelligently) ask how many angels can dance
on a pin,without having a hope in hell of findingout.We may

make many coherent statements which may be true or false
without our ever being able to find out which.

If this is so, the question 'what can we know?' is far
fro\357\277\275

being answerable in advance of claims about what there.Is,
which it could then arbitrate. The point is rather, by keeping
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questions about what there is open, to put our current

knowledge constantly in question; to keep us asking:Is this

really true? Does it match the real world better than other
theoriesornot? Let us test it, let us put questionsto nature and

revise our beliefs in the light of the answers.
So far in this section I have been trying to dispel the

pl\357\277\275usibility
of the epistemic fallacy, rather than confronting it

w1th a knock-down refutation. But if the central transcendental

\357\277\275rgument
discussed in the previous chapter is valid, the fallacy

IS al
.ready refuted. For one conclusionof that argument was the

realtty of structuresin nature,independent of us, which endure

longer than the experimentsby which we test them.

However, Bhaskar also has an argument from the nature of

perception, which, without necessarilycommitting one to the

whole
transcende\357\277\275tal

realist ontology, shows that the epistemic
fallacy prevents Its adherents from accounting even for this

mode of experience.

If
c\357\277\275a\357\277\275ging\357\277\275xp\357\277\275rience

of objects is to be possible,objectsmust have

a distmct
\357\277\275emg

m space and time from the experienceof which they
are

.
the obJects. For Keplerto see the rim of the earth drop away,

\357\277\275hileTyc\357\277\275o
Brahe watches the sun rise, we must suppose that there

IS somethi\357\277\275gthat they both see (in different ways). S\357\277\275ilarlywhen

modern sailors refer to what ancient mariners called a sea-serpent as
a s

\357\277\275hool
of porpoises, we must suppose that there is something

which they are describing in different ways. (RTS,p. 31)

Notethat here, as in my response to the reasonsthat, I have

sug\357\277\275ested, \357\277\275ake
the epistemic fallacy plausible, to some, the

\357\277\275ruCial
pr

,en:tss
of the realist argument is change. A static,

snapshot
\357\277\2751ew

of perception may well appear to be adequately

analyse\357\277\275
Without reference to beings independent of us. But we

can neither
de\357\277\275cribe

nor justify cognitive change without
reference to Independently existing objects. If while

approaching a landmark on a walkI say, 'I thought that was a
barrow, but it has turned out to be only a clumpofbracken' the

'that' and 'it' in the two clausesmusthavea commonrefer\357\277\275ntif

th\357\277\275senten\357\277\275e
is to make sense; and it must have definite, initially

m1srecogn1zed characteristics to justify my change of judgement.
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This dependence of the rationale of realism on the fact of

cognitive change will crop up again. We shall see that modern
idealism results from trying to take change seriously while

remaining within the epistemic fallacy.But onlythe rejectionof that

fallacy can make possible a coherent account of change .

Empiricist versions of idealism, on the other hand, rest on a
twofold perceptual stasis: perception is taken out of its normal

context of practical activity; and change in the content of

perception is ignored. The same dependenceon a static vision

can be seen in that shadowy idealism which is sometimes
encounteredin popular 'nocturnal' philosophy : the hippie at

the party who would scoff at objectivity, saying 'if I want I can

regard this glass of wineas a rose'. For a few seconds he (always
'he') would stare at the glass contemplatively, having rosy or
wjny sensations- who is to say? But once action resumed,he
would be far more likely to drink the glassofwinethan to put it

in his buttonhole .

The Triumph of Will: ModernIdealism

Once upon a time, a valiant fellow had the idea that men

were drowned in water only because they were

possessed with
\302\267
the idea of gravity . If they were to knock

this notion out of their heads, say by stating it to be a

superstition, a religiousconcept, they would be

sublimely proof against any danger from water. His
whole life long he fought against the illusion of gravity,
of whose harmful results all statistics brought him new

and manifold evidence. This honest fellow was the type
of the new revolutionary philosophers in Germany.

(Marx and Engels,from the Preface to
The German Ideology, p. 37)

The response of the uninitiated to classical idealist philosophy -
to Berkeley or Kant - is to think that they are saying that it is up
to us what the world is like,in the sensethat we could change it,
not by hard practicalwork, but by seeing things differently . In
fact,theyheldthatitisdowntous,butnotuptous-thatisto
say, that it is because of us that the world is as it is (or appears as
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it appears); but we could not make it be (or appear) cJ.ifferent by
anything we might (cognitively)

do .

Berkeley, for instance, thought that there was nothingin the

universe except minds and the ideas that they perceived. But

finite minds did not choose what to perceive; he was quite aware
that what we see when we open our

eyes does not depend on
us . Indeed, if when I look in a given directionIcanseea herd of

fallow deer, then you will
normally see a herd of fallow deer if

you look in the same direction; Berkeleyexplainsthis by the

infinite goodness of God, who makesyou and me see the same
things, so that we have got something to chat about, and don't
quarrel.Berkeley's account of perception makes it every bit as

passive, and knowledge every bit as objective,asdoesLocke 's.

The case of Kant is morecomplex.Hethought knowledge was

a product of our minds; that they imposed its form as ordered in
space and time, conforming to the categories of causality and
substance,etc.Its content depends not on us but on the things\302\255

in-themselves which are themselves unknowable. We have no
choiceabout what the things-in-themselves are, or how they
affect our senses. And though our minds 'work' on this content

and transform it, this work all takesplace,soto speak, behind

our backs : all we know is its final product . And that final

product is the same for all of us, because we necessarily apply
the samespatio-temporalgrid and the same categories to raw
material receivedthrough the sensesfrom the same things-in\302\255

themselves . So for Kant, too, there is neitherany choice of what
to experience, nor any variety in the forms of knowledge,
contributed by the different working of different minds . Just as
for Berkeley, conscious experience of the world is passive,
knowledge is objective, and choice has no placein

any cognitive

process.

So whatever may have been the justicein Marx and Engels's

jibe against the Young Hegeliansin the above quote, it does not

apply to classicalsubjectiveidealism,any more than it does to

Hegel himself. In the twentieth century, though, the kind of
idealism that treats the world as dependent on our cognitive
choices(whether those choices are regarded as free, or as
determinedby our historical situation) has really come into its
own.Modern idealism is, in this sense, much more idealist than

that of Berkeley or Kant or Hegel: it sees the world as more
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subj ective, mind-dependent in a strongersense,than any

previous philosophy. \302\267Bhaskar calls it 'superidealism' . For the
first time, it has become respectable to write sentenceslike:

or

Objects of discourse do not exist. Theentities discourse refers to are
constituted in it and by it. (Hindess and Hirst, Mode ofProduction and
Social Formation, p. 20)

A fish is only a fish if it is socially classified as one, and that

classification is only concerned with fish to the extent that scaly

things living in the sea help society define itself. After all, the very
word 'fish' is a product of the imposition of socially produced
categories on nature. (Keith Tester, Animals and Society, p. 46)

It is a curious fact that transcendental realism and super\302\255

idealism, which both owe something to Kant, and which have

moved away from him in diametrically opposed directions,
nevertheless take leave of Kant for very similar reasons, and
imply very similar critiques of him. Their commoncritique of

Kant (which indeed has its forerunners in Hegel and Marx)

would be along these lines: Kant is rightto seeknowledge as a

product of a cognitive work, which transforms its raw materials .
But he is wrongto think that that work goes on within each
individual mind, and in the same way for all. It is work in a
muchmorestraightforward sense than that - time-and

energy\302\255

consuming work that goes on in the publicworld,andworkson
historically specific raw materials, with historically specific
means of labour, organized in historically specific institutions .
Hencethe products are different in different times and places,
and these differences do depend on our activity

and on the

particular nature and situation of its agents .

What, then, is the point at which these two critiques come

apart? One might say that -they dispose of the 'thing-in-itself' in
different ways. The super-idealistsleave it on one side as

something we can't talk about, and take the knowledge that we
produce(the transitive object, in Bhaskar's terms) to be the only
object;Bhaskar argues that without reference to the intransitive

object, we cannot make sense of our activity of knowledge-
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production. For knowledge-productionis unlike many other

human activities which also result in discursive produ,cts
-

poems, sermons, jokes, and soon.Thesedonot seek to explain
what goes on in the world independently of them; knowledge
does. Hence we produce knowledgeby a process that

essentially involves taking soundings from the intransitive

object, which - sinceour knowledge of it is thereby deepened- isnottoberegarded as a Kantian thing-in-itself '= x' (asKant

says) .

What this difference amounts to is that the superidealists seek

to incorporate an accountof the variety and change in human
beliefs into an outlookthat remains within the epistemic fallacy.
Hence variety and change come to be seen as applying to the

world that is known, not just to the knowledge.Not, of course,

just in the sense that there is variety
and change in the world,

which obviously there is; but in the sense that there is variety

and change between worlds, depending on the variety and

change in our beliefs . As againstthis, Bhaskar argues that one

cannot describe variety or accountfor change without reference

to the intransitive object; they require us to abandon the

epistemic fallacy. For it is only 'Once we constitute an
intransitive dimension' that 'we can see how changing
knowledgeof unchanging objects is possible' (PN, p. 11).

We already have here the means to refute the sort of
superidealismexpressedin the quotes from Hindess and Hirst
and from Tester - the sort which involves explicit denial of the
relation of knowledgeto anything outside it . For it fails to give
any satisfactory means of differentiating knowledge from other
human products. It leavesoneasking

what the point of any
specificallycognitiveproductionis, since it can't be to widen or
deepen our knowledge of anything. The answer, I suspect, is
that such views are usually motivated by an opportunisticstyle

of politics : ideas function politically, in fact, byreferringtosocial
realities; but if a politically expedient discourse is challenged
with the claim 'that is not so, the facts are different', a meta\302\255

discourse like Hindess and Hirst 's which disavows objective

intent serves to protect it, to immunize it against criticism. The

'two science' theory ('there is bourgeoisscienceand proletarian

science') was used in this way to defend Stalin'spatronage of

Lysenko 's pseudo-science .
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While such pragmatism couldbe hitched to any political

wagon, the implicit idea that to change discourse is to change
reality has a closeaffinity with the bureaucrats' instinct for

euphemism: don't start treating pauper lunatics decently, start

calling them 'rate-aidedpersonsof unsound mind', and

everyone will think you have started treating them decently.
Tester's remarkssuggest

a wonderfully cheap way of solving
two problems of maritime ecology at one stroke: we could
reclassify lumps of untreated sewage as 'fish' .

But there is a very much more intellectually serious version of

superidealism, which arises from philosophicalwork doneon
the history of science, of which Thomas Kuhn's is the most
significant. Kuhn's The Structure of Scientific Revolutions does not
includeontologicaldenialslikeHindess and Hirst' s; it is not a
\357\277\275orkof militant, drum-beating anti-realism, but a

ground\302\255

breaking study in the way science has progressedby way of

sharp breaks between old and new paradigms. However, he

claims that the different world-views involved in different

paradigms are, or can be, incommensurable, and hence that their
adherents live, in a sense, in 'differentworlds'.Kuhn is usually

quite cautious about using this kind of language,but the

doctrine that most readers seem to comeaway with is that there
are only our incommensurableinterpretations of nature,

nothing outside them for them to be moreorlesstrue of. This

view is three steps removedfrom the old empiricist or positivist
view that there is a core of agreed 'observationstatements'by

which to judge our theories . It is important to recognize that

these three steps are separate;it is sometimes thought that if

you take the first two you must take the third, which would
leaveno roomfor the transcendental realist position. The first
step, sharedby transcendental realism and indeed most recent
philosophies of science,is to say that the empirical dis\302\255

confirmation of a theory is not a two-placerelationbetweena
theory

and the disconfirming data, but a three-placerelation
between two theories and the data that disconfirm one theory

relative to the other. Thus, one doesnot abandona
theory until

one has got a better one. Thesecondstep,also widely shared, is

to admit that the data are themselvestheory-dependent. This

does not by itself, as is sometimesalleged,disqualify them for

their critical role in relation to the theories, for the two theories
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may agree about the data, which may still be shown to support
one \302\267

of them against the other. The third step is to say that

between incommensurable theories there can be norelation,and

no agreement about data. Hence the transition from one theory
to another can only be a leap,pushed by the internal anomalies
of the old theory, and landing among new 'data' concerning a
different 'reality' .

Now let us consider how Bhaskardealswith this problem of

incommensurability, which he does in the chapterof SRHE

called 'Incommensurability and the Refutation of Super\302\255

idealism' (pp . 70 -93) . He startsby pointing out that the issue is
not necessarily an all or nothing one between the strict

incommensurabilty of two languageswith no shared meanings,
and meaning-uniformity, in which there are no problemsof

mutual comprehension.

Rather, these are only limiting cases of meaning-variance (some
degree of divergenceof meanings) and meaning-filiation (some
degree of mutuality of meaning) . These normally coexist.
Bhaskar mentions in a footnote that he has argued, in PN,
chapter 4, that the extreme cases - incommensurabilityand
meaning-uniformity

- are nonsensical.

Communication is impossible unless some descriptive and practical

pre-suppositions are shared in common; unnecessary unlessthere is

the possibility of discrepancy (non-identity in objective content)
between them. (PN, p. 153)

So if in what follows he assumes a state of incommensurability

for the sake of argument, we may take it that that argument is
intended as a reductioad absurdum.

Bhaskar accepts what he calls 'epistemic relativism', i.e. the
recognition that our beliefs are socially produced, transientand
fallible .5 But he claims that this does not commit us to
judgemental relativism, i.e . the idea that 'all beliefs are equally

valid in the sense that there are no rational grounds for

preferring one to another' (SRHE,p. 72). (See the discussion in

chapter 6 below, whereI suggest that 'rational' should read

'cognitive', though it is arguable
- but not obvious- that the

two are equivalent in this context.)
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In order to show how judgementalrelativism can be avoided,
Bhaskar asks whether, if there were two incommPnsurable

theories, there could be grounds for rational choice between
them. To answer this, we needto distinguish the sense of the
two theories - the meanings, definitions, etc . of the terms used
- from their reference, i.e. their referring to some object,their

'referent' . This is a familiar distinction whichgoesbacktoFrege:
two expressions with a different sense may have the same
referent,e.g. 'theQueen of England in 1990' and 'the eldest
daughter of George VI'. The referent need not be a concrete
object;it could be a causal mechanism (as in Maxwell's criterion
of scientific reality6), or even a mathematical number('the even

prime' does not mean the same as 'the square root of 4', but
both refer to the number2) .

Bhaskar argues that in cases where incommensurabilityof

sense is claimed, there will nevertheless be a commonreferent;
the sense belongs to the transitive dimension of the theory, the
referent to the intransitive dimension. This makes possible a
rational choicebetweenthe theorieson the grounds: which

theory explains more of the same phenomenaunder its own

description. For instance, what Priestley called 'de\302\255

phlogisticated air', Lavoisier called 'oxygen'; Lavoisier could
explainmoreby his theory about oxygen than Priestley couldby

his theory about de-phlogisticated air. Hence it was rational to

choose Lavoisier's theory.
Bhaskar goes on (SRHE, p. 73) to anticipate the obvious

objectionthat he is assuming two things which are just what are

at issue, namely (1)that there is an intransitive object for the two
theoriesto referto, and (2) that a 'subject' could be in a position
to choosebetween them. For the superidealist use of the
conceptof incommensurability typically involves claiming that
there is no object outside the incommensurable theories, and that
any 'subject'must be too 'inside' one theory to operatewith the

other.

But Bhaskar argues that, while the superidealistmay make

such claims, they necessarily proceed as if those claims were

false; for if there is nocommonreferent,the theories don't clash

at all, and the 'incommensurability'ceasesto be interesting.

Nobody bothers to say that astrology is incommensurablewith

monetarism or generative grammar with acupuncture . They are
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just about totally different things. Incommensurability,in any

interesting sense, is supposed to be a speciesof conflict between

theories . And if two theories have no sharedmeanings, they

cannot clash by virtue of oneincludingnegations of propositions
asserted by the other;7 they can only clash about something, as

Priestley's and Lavoisier's theoriesclash about the gas which
the one callsde-phlogisticatedair, the other oxygen.

Where two theories lack a commonreferentand hence do not

clash, there is no problemabout someIsubject'operating
with

both theories. There is nothing paradoxicalabout being both a

Kleinian psychoanalyst and a Sraffian economist. But what of
the case of clashing incommensurables, i.e . theories incom\302\255

mensurable in sense but having a common referent? There
might be good reasons for preferring one to the other, but, it

might be argued, no one could ever have those good reasons,
since understanding one of the incommensurable theories

would preclude understanding the other.
In thefirst place, it may be said that, as a psychologicalclaim,

this is rather implausible.Just as one can switch back and forth

between seeing a duck and seeing a rabbit in the famous duck/

rabbit gestalt switch, so one may switch, if uneasily, between
different world-views, and have no difficulty in understanding
the one that one is currently not in. It has been suggested that

King CharlesII slippedbetween Catholicism and scepticism in
this way, or PierreBayle between Protestantism and scepticism.
So far from being impossible,this is quite common . But the
superidealistmight claim that incommensurability precludes

understanding not merely psychologically, but logically or
semiologically or

I
conceptually'; and therefore that the casesI

have mentioned are either misdescribed, or the two world\302\255

views are not really cases of incommensurability.But if

incommensurability is understood in such an extremesense,it

becomes impossible for the situation which gives rise to the

problem of incommensurability ever to occur. For it is precisely
in the situation in which a scientistor scientific community is

changing from one theory to another, or comparing their theory
with an alternative, that these phenomenaaresaidto occur(or
alternatively when two contemporaneous cultures encounter
each other in such a way that mutual understanding about

something becomes an issue for them) . Maybe such situations of
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theory-comparison and cross-culturalencounter never occur,

but if they occur, they occurfo r someone and about something. The
realistis not committedto denying

that there could be complete
incommensurability, only that anyone could ever be confronted

by it . Hence Bhaskar does not preclude

the possibility of two epistemic communities travelling on, so to

speak, semantic world-lineswhich never meet and know nothing of

each other. (SRHE, p. 74)

They could even be described by a third party. But the
incommensurabilist is interestedin the incommensurability

between different mundane, i.e. historically realized, human

. cultures at [some] or over time, especially within science. Moreover

the choice situation which excites him or her is not the 'external' one

open to a prospectivethird party, but that actually confronted from
within by the communities concerned. (SRHE, p. 74)

And the case in which there could be no subject capable of

rationally choosing is the casein whichtherecouldbenosubject

confronted by the choice at all. The argument againstobjectless
(referentless) incommensurability is a conclusive one : if

incommensurability is a kind of clash, there must be something

to clash about; two theories that are not about the samething

can't clash. But the argument against subjectlessincommen\302\255

surability is an argument about its importancein thephilosophy

of science; two communities might conceivably have no overlap
of sense in their theories, and hencenot know that they were

referring to the same thing.Of such a case, one could still give
somesort of account, drawing on Kuhn's idea that the main way
that the scientific community changes its opinion is not by the

individuals who compose it changing their opinion, but by their

dying off, and being replaced by a new generationcommittedto
a new paradigm.However, (1) there are surely numerous
instances when we do understand the reference of a sentence
whose senseis alientoour own world-view . There is a tale of a
citizenof a police state walking down the streetmuttering Ithe
hypocritical, lying, murdering, double-crossing swine ', and
being overheardby a secret policeman who promptly arrests
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him for insulting the authoriti\357\277\275s. And in any argument about,
for instance,economics,onemay find oneself using phrases like
'what you would call \"disguisedunemployment \"', 'what you
would call \"growth'\", or 'what you would call \"an economic

rent\"', using concepts absent from one 's own conceptual
scheme (and arguedlyso)to designatephenomenaidentifiable

by both parties.

(2) Further if science did changein the way described in the

previous paragraph, the change would be a matter of fashion
rather than progress. Probably much intellectual change is like
this :whendidBritish analytical philosophers ever get the better
of British idealist philosophers in argument, or French
poststructuralists of French structuralists? One might as well
talk about arguments between short and long hair. But (a) if

Kuhn's description of the motives of scientific change is right,
this account can't be true of science, for according to Kuhn, a
paradigmis not abandoneduntil it has gone into crisis through
the accumulationof anomalies; and those anomalies accumulate
in the course of applying the paradigm to explain the
phenomena. If what we can reasonably say were not
constrained by nature, we could keep a paradigm afloat

indefinitely. The 'fashion' theory of scientific change belongs
not with Kuhn's account of science, but with Feyerabend' s (of

which more presently). (b) While fashion may be an imp ortant

determinant of intellectual change outside science,this is surely

to be regretted. For all it produces is an 'eternal recurrence' of
opinions, while criticism of a theory that has first been
understood and assimilated sometimesproducesa better

theory. Intellectual progress through criticism is sometimes
possible,and the law of fashion - that the last generation's
fashions are self-evidently ridiculous,and theonesbefore that

unknown - is the chiefobstacleto such progress .

Before passing on to the more overtly voluntaristic

superidealism of Feyerabend, it should be said that the realist
case against incommensurability does not involve any playing
down of the real difficulties confronted by translators, migrants,
anthropologists,historians of ideas, or participants in dialogue
between widelydiffering world outlooks . But these are practical
problemswhichcanat least partly be solved by skill, ingenuity
and hard work. When it is said that a translation of a given text
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is 'impossible' (as has been said, to give a philosophical

example, of Heidegger's Sein und Zeit), this is true if by
'translation' we mean a smooth,linear text conveying all the

meanings of the original. But such things as extensive footnotes

explaining the connotationsof the originalcanget much of the

meaning across (as translators \302\267
Macquarrie and Robinson

demonstrate in the instanced case). As Bhaskar concludes his

case against the argument from 'subjectlessness',

no agents could find themselves in the situation described by the

super-idealist, so that the philosophical fancy of inc[ommensur\302\255

ability] must cede to appreciation of the real difficulties of meaning\302\255

variance-in-filiation in and around science. (SRHE,p. 75)

Now I come to Feyerabend' s frankly voluntaristic position
- a

celebration of the 'subjectivistic madness' deplored by Russell.
Feyerabend'sdata from the history of science often look like
Kuhn's, but the lifelines left by Kuhn whereby much of his

theory can be retrieved from a realist standpoint have been cut

by Feyerabend. This he can do with equanimity, and indeed

pleasure, because his aim is not really to provide for science a

philosophy that does justice to its history, but rather to
undermineits epistemic authority . As Bhaskar puts it in an early
article (contemporary with RTS):

Like an undercover agent who works on both sides of the fence,
Feyerabend plays the game of reason in order to undermine the
authority of reason. His position is not self-refuting becauseit is

clear that Feyerabend is in fact committed, in Against Method, to

higher-order values.Thesemay be summed up as: fo r freedom and

against science.('Feyerabendand Bachelard: Two Philosophies of

Science', p. 41)

It is instructive to consider the use Feyerabend makes of John

Stuart Mill's 'On Liberty! in this connection. Mill defends

freedom of thought and expression on the groundsthat the free

clash of different ideas is the bestguarantee of the progress of
human knowledge . Feyerabend supports this plausible idea
with evidence from the history of the sciences. But Mill has a
fairly .clear idea what he means by 'progress'. He expects our
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ideas to get closer to the truth by this means. This conceptionis
not available to Feyerabend; when he talks as if he means this,
his arguments must be treated as ad hominem(in that they
argue from premisses of Mill's that are not Feyerabend's own) .
It is the freedom of thought itself that he values, not any
epistemicprogressthat might come from it. Now in a certain
senseof 'freedom of thought', Mill and indeed most of us value
it as an end in itself; freedomof thought, that is, as a civil right:
freedomto holdand express our opinions without interference
from the police.But Feyerabend means something else as well:
that we can choosewhat to believe, independently of any
grounds for thinking it true . We will have motives for choosing
our beliefs of course, but these may be boredom with our old
beliefs, nationalistic pride in the ideasof our compatriots, or
indeed anything whatever.

Now this seemstometomisrepresent what belief is; believing
something entails thinking that there are good grounds for
believing it . Otherwise we are only pretending to believe,evenif

we manage to fool ourselves too. Feyerabend'sconceptionof

belief devalues and degrades human thought; it also

undermines one of the strongest arguments for freedom of

thought: that since we cannot choosewhat we believe, we
cannot be commanded to believe

anything . Finally, it
undermines our other, non-cognitive freedomstoo:

For Hume, 'reason. is and ought only to be the slaveof the passions'.

But in Feyerabend the passions lack their necessary complement: an
efficient slave. Knowledgemay not be the most important social

activity, but it is the one upon which the achievement of any human

objective depends.Freedom, in the sense Feyerabend attaches to it,

depends upon knowledge (praxis presupposes theory); we can only
be as freeas our knowledge is reliable and complete. We are not free
to choose what we believe if we are to attain the kinds of objectives
Feyerabend mentions. Only if belief-in-itself was the sole end of

human action would Feyerabend be warranted in such an

assumption. (ibid ., pp. 42 -3)

Of course, one may reject the purely instrumental relation of

knowledge to freedom characteristic of the utilitarianism

referred to in this passage. Bhaskar'sown accountof freedom is
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a much richer one (seechapter6 below) . But any plausible
alternative to the utilitarian view will make the relation between
knowledgeand freedommore intimate than this (and Bhaskar's
does so).

It will be useful at this point to considerBhaskar'sprolonged
critique of one version of superidealism, illustrating the way in
whichMarx'sjibequotedat the beginning of this section fits it .
This critique constitutesthe larger part of Bhaskar's book

Philosophyand the Idea of Freedom (PIF), and the versioncriticized
is that of Richard Rorty, often regarded as the main
representative of 'postmodernist' philosophy in the English\302\255

speaking world.
8 The title Philosophy and the Idea of Freedom -

backedup by a cover picture of Jacobinical jollifications-
may

seem strange for a book which is three-quartersa critique of

Rorty, one-quarter an account of critical realism and its relation
to Marxism. But itscentralthemeisa confrontation between two

conceptions of freedom - an 'in-gear' and a 'freewheeling'
conception, held by Bhaskar and Rorty respectively .

From what I have saidso far, the 'ideal case' of superidealism
might be describedas a voluntaristic and discursive remake of

Berkeley's philosophy. Discursivein that the 'mind' which 'it is
all in' is linguisticrather than perceptual in character. And
voluntaristic in that what there is depends not just on us but on

our choices . It is possible, though, to hold a version of

superidealism which, while having the same voluntaristic and

discursive character, resembles Kant in leaving 'the starry

heavens above' in the realm of scientific determinism,and
claiming for freedom only 'the moral law within', realized
within the limits of pure discourse .9

These positions are both
criticized by Bhaskaras heldby Rorty at different stages of his
work (if not sometimes at the same time).

First as to Rorty' s version of Kant's dualism of 'the starry

heavens above and the moral law within'. Like many

philosophers who are concerned to keeppositivist science at bay
with regard to the human world, Rorty concedes 'the starry
heavens above' to it too easily (the same could be said of Winch

and Habermas) . Science is seen as beingmuchasthe positivists

describe it - actualist, predictive,likely to arrive at a one-level
determinist account of everything in terms of Humean laws
governingphysical processes . A good deal of the desireto keep
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science at bay stems from assuming that this misdescription of it

is true, and recognizing how devastating the consequences
would be of reducing our account of the human world to such
terms. Once this model of natural science has been showntobe
false, there is much less cause for concernat the thought that it

might have somethingto say about the human world. And if
Bhaskar's centralargumentsarevalid, that model of science has
been refuted.

Bhaskar calls one chapter of his book 'A Taleof Two Rortys',

and this positivistic Rorty is one of them. Theotheris the one
who seems to matter most to Rorty himself, the 'existentialist'
Rorty (spirits of Heidegger and Sartre hold your peace!), the
advocate of what I shall call out-of-gear freedom. This

metaphor, I hope, is clear enough: in-gearfreedomis a matter of

interacting causally with the world in order to realize our
intentions; it is threatened by any view which denies the

efficacy of our intentions in bringing about changesin the real
world; out-of-gear freedom is precisely a matter of disengaging

our choices from causal interaction with the world, to ward off

the threat that the nature of that world might limit or determine
them. One instanceof an out-of-gear conception of freedom is
expressed by Rorty: 'Man is always free to choose new
descriptions(for, among other things, himself)' (Philosophy and
the Mirror of Na ture, p. 362n).

Rorty's position as summarized by Bhaskar is as follows:

1. All things may be redescribed, even if they do not change,
possibly in terms of an incommensurable vocabulary.

2. All things may exhibit novelty, and so require a new, potentially
incommensurable discourse.

3. Only human beings can discourse (normally or abnormally,

literally or metaphorically) . And:
4. Only human beings can overcome themselves, their past and

their fellow human beings - and they do so in and by (creating a
new) discourse in terms of a new incommensurablevocabulary.

(PIF, p . 62)

This is the only freedomthat Rorty allows us : to redescribe the
world, each other, ourselves.But his fundamentally super\302\255

idealist view means that this freedom is sufficient, since it
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changes the 'world' iri the sense that a Kuhnian paradigm shift

does.

The final victory of poetryin its ancient quarrel with philosophy -
the final victory of metaphors of self-creation over metaphors of

discovery
- would consist in our becoming reconciled to the

thought that this is the only sort of power over the world that we can

hope to have. (Contingency, Irony and Solidarity, p. 40, quotedPIF,

p. 64)

One is reminded of Freud's distinction between health, neurosis

and psychosis (in 'The Loss of Reality in Neurosis and

Psychosis '). The healthy person changes the world by action,
the neuroticwithdraws from the world and changes himself, the
psychotic 'changesthe world' in a more lordly manner, by
changing his own perceptionof it. Here Rorty is presenting
psychosis as our true freedom.

However, some sort of Rortian practiceis at least recognizable
in the inter-personal sphere. While we may redescribe anything,
our self-redescriptionbecomesself-creationif we can get others
to accept it and thus give it the only sort of 'truth' admissible by
a superidealist. So that if, I suppose, the word 'gay' for
'homosexual' comesto be generally accepted, society will be
transformed in the only way in our power, and as a resultbigots
and thugs willlearnto indulge

in gay-bashing instead of queer\302\255

bashing. Some of us might have thought that liberation meant

more than that. But if Rorty' s out-of-gear freedom is the only
onewe'vegot,suchredescriptionisthe best we can hope for. By
the same token,the agonies of the oppressed must appear as
'not drowning but waving'.

Granted, Rorty recognizes that freedom even in his senseis
threatened by scarcity of food, and secret police,but this is seen

primarily in terms of their deprivingus of the leisure and peace
of mind necessaryif we are to engage in such 'higher' (or self\302\255

indulgent) activities as redescribing ourselves.
Bhaskar's alternative (in-gear) conception of fre edom is

defendedin his chapter'HowisFreedom Possible?', but I shall
not expound it here because I do so fully in chapter 6. My
intention here is only to show the inadequacy of Rortian
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freedom. The only human emotionit couldbeused to gratify is

vanity.
If Rorty' s account of science is flawed and his notion\342\200\242.of

freedom unsatisfactory, these faults are compoundedby the fact

that the two are not even compatible.For as Rorty fully

recognizes, even such relatively freewheeling actsas talking and

writing and indeed thinking involve some motion of matter
which issubjecttothe laws of physics. If natural causality is the
mechanisticand one-levelthing that he takes it to be, even a
purely discursive freedom is impossible. As Bhaskar puts it:

The problem for Rorty, as for Kant, is how, if the lower-order level is
completely determined, what is described in higher-order terms can
have any effect on it. And of course, the fact is that it cannot. If the

intentional level, at which we cite reasons for actions and offer

justifications and criticisms of beliefs, is merely a redescription of

movements which are alreadysufficiently determined by antecedent

physicalistic causes, then the causalirrelevance of reasons for the states
of the phenomenal world of bodily movements and physical
happenings (including the production of sounds and marks)
immediately follows. (PIF, p. 53)

Finally, alongside this 'Kantian' dualism, there is a different

dualism, or series of dualisms, runningthroughRorty' s work, of

which both poles are within discourse : between metaphysics
and irony, normal and abnormaldiscourse(generalizedfrom
Kuhn's normal and revolutionary science), or between scientific
and

literary cultures . In each case, as Bhaskar puts it, Rorty's

philosophy is a 'continual posing of dichotomiesbetween,\302\267on

the one hand, a hard fundamentalist demandusually steeped in

actualist folklore and, on the other, a soft deflationary option,

usually with voluntaristic overtones or leanings. (PIF, p. 133) .

However, Rorty underdescribes science, playing down both its
non..discursivefeatures (e .g . experiment) and its specific
differencesfrom poetry or biblical exegesis . In principle, it is
treated as no more objective or truth-seeking than other
discourses, i.e. it is treated in the voluntaristic way characteristic
of superidealism. But it is in the other, 'softer' zonesthat Rorty

really wants to give this voluntarism free play . He is a good
enough pragmatist to let science get on with its job of providing
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prosperous North American academicswith their cars and

computers and intercontinental air trips. The sort of discourse

which finds no room in Rorty's inn is that which seeks to inform
the hard work of transforming recalcitrant social realities, which
neither technologicalinnovation nor redescription will budge .

Positivism as Ideology

The last of the three long chapters that constituteSRHE is called

'The Positivist illusion' . It is an
explanatory critique (see chapter

6 below) of positivism,extremely intricate in structure, and

requiring a detailed commentary rather than the brief
introductionwhichisallI have space to give it here . But I should
s\357\277\275ysomething about what Roy Bhaskar is doingandwhereheis
going in this, the first-fruits of that series of sustainedcritiques
of philosophicalideologieswhich he has long promised us.

We need to be quite clearat the outset about the aim of this
critique. First,itpresupposesrather than proves that positivism
is false. It aimsto show how that theory functions, why it has
seemed plausible to many, how it affects the practice of the

sciences, what placeit occupiesin the kind of society with which
it is associated. That it is false followsnot from the arguments in

this chapter but from Bhaskar's arguments which I have
outlined above in chapter2, if they are valid.

Second, the positivism that is attacked is not just the explicit
positivism of the schools of thought that have used that name .

Bhaskar is claiming (as others have beforehim)that positivism is

the dominant ideology (at least of those ideologies relating to

science) in capitalist cultures. Positivism as an explicit
movement has never remotely approachedto that. Both the

Comtean positivism of the nineteenth century
and the logical

positivism of the Vienna Circle in the twentieth have been fringe
phenomena - and indeed politically distinctly to the left of

centre . Comte had been associated with the utopian socialist
Saint-Simon, and his own followers are always turningup in the
history of the nineteenth-century left. The Vienna Circlewere
for the most part progressive democrats in a national culture
where reactionwas strong; one of them, Otto Neurath, was a
revolutionary socialist. But it may still be the case,and Ibelieve
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that it is, that certain key doctrinesassociatedwith p\357\277\275sitivism

have been implicit, in a variety of different ways, in much of the
culture of capitalism insofar as it relates to the sciences.
Positivist assumptions are often taken for granted by scientists
themselves, even when their own scientific practicerequires a
realist analysis, not a positivist one . More importantly, in the
human sciences, positivism has not only been a common
'nocturnalphilosophy' but has influenced the diurnal practice
of the workers in these fields . For they assume that natural

science is as described by the positivists,and try to imitate this,

hoping thereby to match its impressiveachievements. It is a

recurring theme of Bhaskar's work that the human sciences
have been misledby a positivist misunderstanding of the
natural sciences;and this hasbeenthe basis of several valuable
interventions of transcendental realism in the work of the
human sciences,as we shall see in chapter 7.

Finally, the anti-positivist strand in the culture of capitalist

societies, from the romantics through neo-Kantianismto Rorty,

is often parasitic on positivism, both in the way that
I
anti-'

reactions often are, as mere inversions,and in that it usually

accepts the positivist account of natural science, treating it either
as an enemy or as Ialright

in its place' but irrelevant to the
I

things that matter'; they rarely have any interest, as Bhaskar

has, in rescuing natural science from its positivist strait-j acket .

In all these ways (positive or negative) the influence of

positivism is much wider than the ranks of its adherents .

As to the kind of entity he is tracking down, Bhaskar tellsus:

I shall be treating positivism as an abstract but transfactually

efficacious (and so real)cognitive structure, mechanism or apparatus
- areal tendency of thought which, when I considerit abstractly, I

will simply designate as 'P'. (SRHE, p. 229)

Despite my general dislike of acronyms and abbreviations, I

think that this one is useful since it helps us to avoid

misidentifying or riarrowing the objectof Bhaskar's critique .

In the first instance, and accordingto its own self-image
altogether,Pis an epistemology. It teaches that

Particular knowledge is of events sensed in perception; general

knowledge is of the patterns such events trace in space and over
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time which, if it is to be possible,must be constant (the Humean

theory of causal laws) . Sense-perception exhausts the possible

obj ects of knowledge. Converselyany obj ect of
sense-p: rcept\357\277\275on

constitutes a possible object ofknowledge.Thus the cogmhve clarms
of theory, metaphysics, morality, ethics, politics, religion and
hermeneuticsalike are rejected; and man is located squarely as an

obj ect within the system ofobjectsin which he acts. Pis a limit form

of empiricism. (SRHE, p. 230)

Now this epistemologyis not only false in content; its claim to
be a freestanding epistemology, unsupported by any

presupposed ontology or
sociology.

or co
_ncepti?\357\277\275

of
\357\277\275ow

philosophy may arrive at such conclusiOnsas It has, IS Incredible

given what we know about the nature of knowledge as at once a
socialproduct,a discovery of independent realities, and so on.
This raisesthe question of how a false theory operates and has
effects in the neighbourhood of the realities which it
misrepresents;how does P function as an ideology for scientific

practices which in reality have transitive and intransitive

dimensions? In fact, it has tacit and unrecognized accounts of
thesedimensions. Itssociology of science (transitive dimension)
is an individualistic, mechanisticand behaviouristic one, and its

ontology is an empiricalrealist one (a one-level ontology of

material objects, despite the tensionbetweensuch an ontology
and its belief in sense-data as the basicbuilding blocks of

knowledge) . As for Imeta-critical' questions about
.
what

philosophical practice yields P as its result,, t\357\277\275\357\277\275y

are
ra\357\277\275Ically

repressed; Bhaskar includes a section on P s
I\357\277\275eology

In the

meta-critical dimension' - a sectionwith a heading but no text
(SRHE, p. 292).

p therefore leads a double life : consciously, it is a (false)

epistemology; unconsciously it is a (contradictory)
\357\277\275ys.

tem

covering much wider issues . Ithidesitsrepressed
cont\357\277\275a\357\277\275Ictions

by a peculiar inversion in its tacit accounts of transitive and

intransitive dimensions, knowledge and being.

p cannot sustain either the idea of an independent reality or that of a

sociallyproduced science.Instead, these ideas, which constitute

preconditions for an adequate account of science,
.

.
:

.
be\357\277\275ome

crossed, resulting in a de-realized reality and a de-soczalzzed sczence.

(SRHE, p. 252)
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Reality is de-realized by a radicalform of the epistemic fallacy,
phenomenalism, for which we know only our sense\302\255

impressions, which constitute 'the empirical world'. Scienceis
de-socializedby the reification of facts, according to which
nature,soto speak, presents itself to science on a plate, ready

cooked and sliced into 'facts' . Thus the epistemicfallacy is

complemented by an 'ontic fallacy', reducingknowledge to its

object, effacing its process of production. This role reversal
between science and nature is the central feature of P as
described by Bhaskar.

This system of errors is presented as ideology,in the sense that

they are not just mistakes, but ones which function in the

interest of a particular social system. Results of the social

process of sciencearepresentedasuncriticizable natural givens,
rather as orthodox economics presents historically specific

effects of capitalism as universal features of the human

condition. 'Normal science' in Kuhn's sense is reinforced,
scientific revolutions inhibited. The discontinuity of science
from 'commonsense' knowledge is suppressed, as the specialist
characterof scientific practice (training, experiment) is passed
over, while the specialcharacter of its results (closed systems,
quantitative explanations)is generalized.

It [P] can generate an ideology of technocraticexpertise and
managerial authority as well as, and perhaps to go with, its quasi\302\255

egalitarian mystique of commonsense and everyman. (SRHE,
p. 272)

.

Notes

1. See the 1647 'Agreement of the People ', in which powers are
vested in the elected representatives to do 'whatsoeveris not expresly,

or implyedly reserv\357\277\275dby the represented to themselves' (Morton, ed. ,
Freedom in Arms, p. 140) . Reserved items includereligiousliberty and

freedom from conscription. My criticismof the Levellersisnot that they
wished to incorporate constraints on the powers of government in the
constitution - a wise movewhich we would do well to imitate in the

UK today; rather that the notion of 'reserving' presupposes pre\302\255

political powers possessed by individuals.
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2. 'Wovon man nicht sprechen kann, dariiber mussman schweigen.'

Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus, p. 150.
3. However, I have noticed a use of 'concept'in managerial jargon

which seems to be analogouswith the methodological idiom in using a
transitive dimension term to refer to the intransitive dimension, as in
'we must develop the conceptof public lavatories', meaning we must
build more public lavatories, or more likely, in the current economic
climate, 'we must get used to a radical new concept around public

lavatories', meaning we must close them down. I don't know whether
this usage is widespread enough to cause misreadingsof philosophical

texts .

4. On the idea that the dynamics of scientific progress refutes the
notion that we are trapped within appearances, compareEngels's brief

remarks in 'Ludwig Feuerbach and the End of ClassicalGerman

Philosophy', in Marx and Engels, SelectedWorks in One Volume, p. 605).
5. Since 'epistemic relativism' has been held by virtually every

philosopher of the last hundred yearswithout calling it 'relativism', the

phrase strikesme as an unnecessary concession to the relativists. But it

may be that there is more than a verbal concession since Bhaskar says
that epistemic relativism involves rejecting the correspondence theory

of truth . Since it is mainly in the social sciences that relativism is a live
issue, I shall keep my criticisms of this rejection for the final chapter.

6. Maxwell 's criterion of scientific reality:

If a concept can be embeddedin the network of laws such that together they

yield alternative definitions of the concept, couched in logically independent
terms, not built into its original definition, then we feel that the concept tells
us something about reality. (cited by Michael Ruse in his paper 'Definitions of

Species in Biology')

7. I am not saying that conflicts between theories with shared

meanings need not be about something.The point is rather that those
who deny the intransitive object can still give an accountof clashes

between theories with shared meanings in terms of logical
contradictions between their propositions. Not an adequate account

though, since the notion of contradiction presupposes the notion of

truth .
8. I quarantine the term 'postmodernist' in quotes, not just because

of its oxymoronic character, but because the term is applied to
phenomenaas different as the proverbial 'dog-star and the animal that

barks' (Spinoza) . In architecture and related disciplines,

'postmodernism' is anti-modernism, and so, in an entirely non\302\255

pejorative sense (for it is to be welcomed),reactionary; in literature, it is
at most reformist in relation to modernism, with which it has many
continuitie s. In philosophy, it is sometimes one and sometimes the
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other .
.
Alasdair Macintyre gets calleda postmodernist on account of

\357\277\275hatstaunchly pre-modernist book After Virtue. Rorty 's postmodernismIsof the reformist kind: his work is an outcome- not to say a reductio
ad . absurdum - of the 'subjectivistic madness' of post-Cartesian

philosophy and of the linguistic idealism of its twentieth-centuryversions.

9.Itmay\357\277\275e .
said

. tha\357\277\275
the terms 'voluntarist' and 'discursive' applyalsoto Kant s Idealism Itself. But they do so in quite a different - and

more metaphysical -
way than in the recent remake.

== ==============4== ==============

Stratification and Emergence

The Irreducibility of Emergent Strata

We have seen in chapter 2 that nature is stratified . Science is
stratified in that it is divided into distinct sciences - physics,
chemistry, biology, economics,etc. - which are mutually

irreducible, but which are ordered . Physics is in this sense more
basicthan chemistry, which is more basic than biology, whichis
morebasicthan the human sciences.

This differentiation and stratification of the sciences is not due
to any historicalaccidentssuch as which emerged first or how
university departments are organized. Considered as a social
institution, science may well be divided up partly on thebasisof

such accidental criteria, but there are also intrinsic divisions

based on real stratific ation of the aspectsof nature of which

these sciences speak.
I haveyet to expound Roy Bhaskar's arguments for thisview.

But before doing so I shall say moreaboutwhat is being claimed.

The aspect of the stratification of nature most easily grasped is
that while everything can be studied (under some description)
by physics, and every material substance by chemistry, only

some of these things are studied by biology (the vegetable and

animal kingdoms), and only someof these again by psychology,
and so on. This canbe depicted as in Figure 4.1. The relations
between the morebasic and less basic domains are one-way
relations of inclusion: all animals are composed of chemical
substancesbut not all chemical substances are parts of animals,

and so on.
This means that animalsare governed both by biological and

by chemical laws.An animal can do all sorts of thingswhichthe
chemicalsof which it is composed could not do were they

obeying not the biological laws governing the organismbut only

107
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Figure 4. 1 Stratification of Kinds of Being

'their own' chemicallaws.But of course the animal is not ableto
break the laws of chemistry or physics . As an animal, it has got
active powers to do what, as a conglomeration of chemicals, it
has only got a passivepowerto 'do'. If the law of gravity really
prevented Macavity (considered as a heavy object) from
springingonto the shed roof, there is no way he coulddoit. It
doesnot, but, considered as a heavy object, he only has the

passive power to do it. Consideredas a live cat, he has this

active power.

Anything belonging to a higher stratum of nature will be

governed by more than onekind of law, which is as much as to
say more than one kind of mechanism is operatingin it. Let us

recall here what Bhaskarhas said about the objects of the
various sciences:

the predicates 'natural', 'social', 'human', 'physical', 'chemical',
'aerodynamical', 'biological', 'economic', etc. ought not to be
regarded as differentiating distinct kinds of events, but as

differentiating distinct kinds of mechanisms. For in the generation of
an open-systemic event several of these predicates may be
simultaneously applicable. (RTS, p. 119)

As I have pointed'out, if it is wrong to apply these predicatesto
events, it is equally wrong to apply them to entities. For
'biologicalbeings'are also physical beings, and so on . The
strictestway to conceive of the stratification of nature is as a
stratification of mechanisms . There can be no biological
mechanismsunlesstherearechemical ones, while the reverse
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does not hold. Soat the level of mechanisms, too, there is a one\302\255

way hierarchy .

However, at the level of the Actual, relations between strata
are not all one-way:they all muck in together. Chemistry can't
explain 'more of what happens' than biology - or not

necessarily so . Being a more basic stratum does not necessarily
mean beinga stratum whose effects ar\342\202\254more widespread . For

though animals are governed by zoological laws while inanimate

things are not, anything and everything may be effected by
zoologicallaws, sinceanimals have effects on the inanimate
world . It is becauseof the cat' s powers and tendencies that the

(inanimate) contents of my dustbin liner are strewn across the

pavement .
The schema and passageI quoted on pp . 48 - 9 indicatethe

relationsbetween mechanisms at different strata : the theory of

electrons and atomic structure explains the theory of atomic

number and valency. This is not just a relation between two

theories; the theories denote real mechanisms and the relation
between those theories maps a relation between those

mechanisms. These mechanisms are not spatially locatable

objects or events; they are tendenciesof certain natural kinds,
and operate wherever thosenaturalkindsareinstantiated. Each

mechanism exists at a different stratum of nature, and the one
stratum explains the other. Here we have a problem of

ambiguity in the word 'explains',which has
\302\267
to serve to refer

both to the relationbetween one theory and another, and to that

between the real strata to which the theoriesrefer.If we lived in

the Middle Ages it wouldbe natural to refer to the real relation
betweenthe mechanisms at different strata as one of cause;the
morebasic mechanism causes the less. But in modern usagethat

would be misleading. The two mechanisms are simultaneous,
not successive; neither is an event or action; there isnoquestion

of one 's being the other's efficient cause - the only kind of cause

with which most modern philosophy is happy. It is important to

distinguish the way in which onemechanismexplains another

(which we may call vertical explanation) from the way in which a

mechanism plus a stimulus explain an event (horizontal

expla nation).
Having made this distinction,it is alsoimportant to avoid the

temptation of thinking that a mechanism which explains
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another explains it away, so that the higher-levelmec;hanism

drops out of the scientific account . In the quoted passage that I
am referring to, Bhaskar points out that we are never in fact able

to predict a higher-level mechanism from our knowledge of a
more basic one. We always have . to discover the higher-level
mechanism first; it then becomes the phenomenon to be
explained in the next stage of ever-deepening scientific

knowledge . There is a tendency in empiricist philosophy of

science (unavoidable given its actualist assumptions) to denythe
status of explanation to any but the most basic explanatory

stratum. Explanations in terms of higher-level mechanisms\357\277\275are

seen as mere 'explanation-sketches', standing in for explana\302\255

tions not yet achieved. But this misrepresentsthe development

of science . This is so, in the first place, because when an

explanatory mechanism is discoveredat a given level, a stage in
the work of science has been completed - it does not await the

discovery of the next layer down before it can claim to have

explained its initial explanandum; in the second place, because,
if it did have to await that next stage,explanationwould never
be achieved, since the newly discovered mechanism always lies
opentoa further explanation in terms of a deeper stratum in the
next stageof scientific discovery. We never reach rock-bottom -
so the prejudice that only rock-bottom explanations are real
oneswould leave us for ever without real explanations. Finally,

the fact that a particular explanation (in termsof a mechanism at

a given stratum) is itself a good candidate for an explanandum is
a point in its favour; an explanation for which the prospects of

finding a deeper ,explanation look bleak is unlikely to be a true
one. Therefore, far from rendering an explanation redundant, a
deeperexplanationunderwrites it and reinforces its position in
the structure of science .

Bhaskar refers to the relation between a higher-level
mechanismand the underlying one in terms of rootedness and

emergence. The higher-level one is rootedin, and emergent from,

the more basic one . The term 'emergence'has a philosophical

history that indicates that Bhaskar does not regardrootednessas
reducibility. Emergence theories are those that, while

recognizing that the more complex aspects of reality (e.g. life,
mind) presuppose the less complex (e.g. matter), alsoinsistthat

they have features which are irreducible, i.e. cannotbe thought
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in concepts appropriate to the lesscomplexlevels - and that not
because of any subjective constraints on our thought, but
becauseof the inherent nature of the emergent strata.

Now some emergence theories postulate a teleology or goal\302\255

directedness implicit in the lower strata, by which they tend to

give rise to higher strata (e.g. the 'anthropic principle'). Bhaskar

makes no such postulates. Higher strata may have arisen, for all
we know, by accident; their historical emergence may be
accountedfor entirely as a by-product of processes describable
in fully lower-level terms . But that does not mean that the

emergent strata are 'nothing but' those from which they

emerged.

Let us supposethat we could explain the emergence oforganic life in

terms of the physical and chemical elements out of which organic
.

things were formed and perhaps even reproducethis process in the

laboratory. Now would biologists losetheir object of inquiry? Would

living things cease to be real? Our apprehensionof them unmasked

as an illusion? No, for in as much as living things were capable of

acting back on the materials out of which they were formed,biology

would not be otiose. For a knowledgeof biological structures and

principles would still be necessary to account for any determinate

state of the physical world. Whatever is capable of producing a

physical effect is real and a proper object of scientific study. (RTS,

p. 113)

In other words, the descriptionof the world even in purely
physical terms will be different from what it would have been
had no living creatures existed and hence no biological
mechanismsoperated.This difference cannot be explained in

purely physical terms: referenceto biological laws is an essential

part of its explanation.Thus if we want to explain the
proliferation of brightly coloured objects (flowers, colourful
birds, etc.) at a certain stage of natural history wehaveto appeal
to the laws of natural selection (the value of colours for

pollination, mating, etc.); the laws of physics will tell us
nothing.

Emergence theories such as Bhaskar's are fighting on two

fronts: against dualist or pluralist theorieswhich assert the

complete independence of higher strata on lower,and against

reductionists who assert the ultimate unreality of the higher

strata. He distinguishes three possiblesensesof 'reduction' , two
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of which are acceptable to him though not to a dualist,and one
ofwhich is unacceptable to him but acceptable to a reductionist.

There is first the idea of some lower-orderor microscopic domain

providing a basis for the existence of somehigher-order property or

power; as for example the neuro-physiologicalorganization of

human beings may be said to provide a basis for their power of

speech . There is secondlythe idea that one might be able to explain

the principles of the higher-order sciencein terms of those of the
lower one. This depends upon being able to undertake at least a
partial translation of the terms of the two domains.... There is

finally the sense in which it is suggested that from a knowledge of
the state'sand principles of the lower-order science we might be able

to predict behaviour in the higher-order domain. It is important to

see that it is to this claim that the strong actualist is committed, if he

is to eliminate complex behaviour in favour of its atomistic

surrogates. (RTS,p. 115)

Bhaskar has a convincing empirical case against the 'strong
actualist' (i.e. one who believes all reality can be reduced to a
singlebasicstratum at which actualism holds). For predictions
of this last type have not been forthcoming, and translations of

the type which have have never ledto the higher-order language

becoming redundant (for reasons to be discussedshortly) . There

is also an argument from the fact that the scientific activities
which alonegive us access to the more basic strata themselves
belongto the higher strata:

The only way of reconciling experimental activity with the empiricist
notion of law is to regard it as an illusion; that is, to regard actions
performed in it as subsumable in principle under . a complete

atomistic state-description. . . . Now this has the absurd
consequencethat the apparent discovery of natural laws depends

upon the prior reduction of socialto natural science. Or to put it

another way, in an actualist world there would be no way of
discoveringlaws which did not already presuppose a knowledgeof

them. (RTS, p. 116)

I am not sure that this argument,in its present form, is as

watertight as it seems. One might have a pre-scientific,
provisionalexplanation-sketchof scientific activity

- or indeed
onemighthave scientific activity without theorizing that activity
at all; having arrived by that activity at a rock-bottom
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explanatory science, \302\267one might afterwards redescribe the
scientific activity

in terms of the newly discovered laws,
'throwingaway the ladder one had climbed' . But this will not

really save the reductionist's case, for one could not justify the
scientific activity under its physicalistic redescription . The
unreduced descriptionof the scientific activity as a scientific

activity is necessary for that.

Now let us consider Bhaskar's arguments against the
reducibility of emergent strata to those in which theyarerooted.
He sums them up (RTS, p. 181) as (a) 'the needfor a well\302\255

defined reductans', and by claiming (b) 'that a reductionleft the

reality of the higher-order entities intact, at least in as much as
they were causal agents capable of acting backon thematerials
out of which they are formed' . The former means that the

e\357\277\275ergent stratum could not be predicted or constructedfrom

the one in which it is rooted; on the contrary, only when the

emergent stratum has itself been well describedcan it be

explained in terms of a morebasicone.We could never predict
consciousness from however highly developeda neuro\302\255

physiology. We may now be able to ascribeit to an organism on
the basis of a knowledgeof that organism 's neurophysiology,
but only because we have first learnt what consciousness is and
then correlated it with and explained it by certain neuro\302\255

physiological formations. If we did not already know about

consciousness we would be quite in the dark about what

neurophysiology was explaining and why certain

neurophysiological facts were significant.I take it that it is at
least a fact of the history of science that discovery doesproceed
in this direction.

The reductionist' s next move might be to say that while we

need to describe the emergentstratum first, once we have

explained it we can substitute the more basic description for the
emergentone.Oncewe have learnt that pain is explained by C
fibres firing, we can say 'my C fibres arefiring'instead of 'I am

in pain', just as we have earlier learnt to say 'I am in pain'
insteadof 'yaaaah!'

Bhaskar's response to this in the passage in questionis, I
think, elliptical. He says that insofar as the emergentstratum

acts upon the stratum out of whichitwasformedandhaseffects

in it, it cannot be dispensed with: becauseI am in pain, I take
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aspirins, which affect my neurophysiology . This certainly gives
some kind of criterion of the reality of a stratum - i.e. if a

postulated stratum has effects at a realstratum, it too is real. We
have alreadyseenthat there can be causal as well asperceptual
criteriafor reality (and indeed perception itself is only evidence
for the reality of its objects because it is causedby them) .

However, the reductionist may admit that my pain causes me
to take the aspirin,but say that that is just a loose way of saying
that my C fibres firing causes me to take the aspirin.Our reply

must be along the lines : it only has that effect because it is pain,
not becauseit is C fibres firing; just as, if I read a joke and laugh,
I laughbecauseit is a joke, not because of the configuration of

ink on paper. This latter example has the advantage of

watertightness
- no one will deny the effectivity of the joke,

whether written or spoken,and the inefficacy of the inkmarks
seen by an illiterate . But it has the disadvantage that the 'vertical

explanation' of humour will certainly not be in termsof ink and

paper. The vertical explanation of pain, on the other hand, will

be in terms of C fibres firing . But it is plausible that the effects of
pain are ratherlikethe effects of a joke in that it is features
mentionedin the mentalistic description of pain, and not in its
neurophysiologicalone,that make me take an aspirin. Simply
knowing that my C fibres were firing would no moremakeme
take an aspirin than seeing a joke written in Chinese(whichI
cannot read) would make me laugh.

Roy Bhaskarusesthe following example in PIF (p . 48),arguing
against Rorty' s statement that 'Physicalism is probablyright in
saying that we shall someday be able, \"in principle\", to predict

every movement of a person's body (including those of his

larynx and his writing hand) by reference to microstructures

within his body' (Philosophy and the Mirror of Na ture, p. 354):

Suppose A goes into a newsagent's and says to the proprietor B,
'The Guardian, please', and B hands him a copy of it.

Physicalism as stated by Rorty seems to involve saying that B

would have handed A a Guardian

even if A had performed some quite different action, such as asking
for the Independent or for a packet of chewing gum or Bto marry him

or dancing a jig, and even if A had not been present at al l.
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Bhaskar's conclusion from the absurdityof such a supposition is
that a person's neurophysiologyis not a closedsystem

- it is
affected by that person's interaction with others. That is true
enough.But the further point can be made that the social and

semantic nature of the interaction between A and B is

irreducibly what causes the action.Nophysicalistic description

of sound waves proceeding from A's vocal cords to B's
eardrums would explain how A got the Guardian .

Suppose the reductionist says: but we cantranslate the soda\302\255

semantic description of the interaction into a physicalisticone,
and whatever X explains, a translation of X explains.

But here the metaphor of translation breaks down. A

translation from one language into another gives, in the ideal
case,the same sense. The translation can be understoodwithout

any reference to the original. But the case here is morelike

speaking in a language in which one is not fluent, suchthat one

composes sentences in one's mother-tongue and translates
them mentally before speaking. For we are not fluent in

neurophysiologese, and can only explain socialinteractionin its

terms by translating into it word for word from social\302\255

interactionese. And we could not acquire fluency in the former,
for it is not just a matter of our greaterfamiliarity with the latter.

Here Bhaskar's 'causal criterion' is crucial.It is features of the

A- B interchange which are only picked up under a social\302\255

interactionese description that explains what happens, just as a
joketranslated may lose the power to cause laughter . Thereis
nothing funny, in English, about the Italian lady's responseto
Napoleon'sstatement that all Italians danced badly: 'Not all,
but a goodpart' (buona parte) .

On Living in a Stratified World

Stratifica tion and Compos ition

I have just noteda distinction between two ways in which one
stratum may presuppose another: the written joke presupposes
the chemicalreality of inkmarks on paper, but it is not rooted in

or emergent from them, in that they donotexplainthejoke.If we
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want a vertical explanationof the joke (i.e. an account in terms
of some more basic level of reality of why it is a joke) we would
haveto go,perhaps,toFreud 's theory of primary processes, etc.
in Jokes and Th eir Relation to the Unconscious. In general, a
mechanismatonelevel will presuppose many levels - perhaps
alllevelsthat are more foundational than, or 'below ', it. But it

will usually be rooted in one or at most two levels; society, for
instance, is rootedin

biology and not in physics or chemistry,
though it presupposes the reality of the world that physics and

chemistry explain to us .Rootednessisarelationa stratum has to

the one directly below it, or occasionally perhaps to two

adjacent strata immediately below it (as it is arguable that

psychology is rootedinboth thebiological and the social levels) .

Having made thesedistinctions, it is worth pointing out that

many (thoughnot all)casesof rootedness -
emergence relations

are also relations of composition . Biological organisms, for

instance, are composed of chemical substances. It is because

they aresocomposedthat they are rooted in chemistry. But they
are alsoemergentfrom it: they obey laws other than chemical
laws, and cando

things that could never have been predicted
from chemical laws alone .

From what has beensaid about relations between adjacent
strata, it will be clear that the biological organism and the
moleculesofwhich it is composed will each be governedby its

own set of laws, biological or chemical,which are mutually
irreducible . And the same will apply in other cases of

part- whole relations,for instance (if it is
a\" part

- whole

relation, which is doubtful), people and society. People are not
mere aspectsof . soci\357\277\275ty,\357\277\275\357\277\275-\357\277\275'!\357\277\275so}uteide\357\277\275ist\357\277\275E!lilo\357\277\275\357\277\275f\357\277\275-\357\277\275\357\277\275\357\277\275\302\267e,,.

\357\277\275ometim\357\277\275s!!!-!&ht, \357\277\275-\357\277\275
is

soci\357\277\275!L\357\277\275.ll!er\357\277\275collecti\357\277\275E-\357\277\275!J
\357\277\275\357\277\275\357\277\275ople, \357\277\275\357\277\275

\357\277\275\357\277\275
\302\255

the _il l\357\277\275thod.ologicaLindi ridualis.ts_hald .._ L \357\277\275\357\277\275!_of human

behaviour and o\357\277\275_!.\357\277\275ci!l.Pl'\357\277\275 \357\277\275-\357\277\275\357\277\275s wiJ!J?.\357\277\275disjiD\357\277\275!\357\277\275.ang1I_\\Y.J.!L:t t2.L
oe pos\357\277\275\357\277\275E\357\277\275\357\277\275on\357\277\275&Q!J?!.\357\277\275\"g!cton\357\277\275 \357\277\275\357\277\275JPthe \357\277\275\357\277\275h\357\277\275.\357\277\275

Ieveris autonomous in the sense of havl! !gits own irreducible

sa of mechanisms, arid distinct sciences using different

concepts.and discovering different laws will be required to study
them.

This immediately rules out two methodologies which have
often seemed the only alternatives, and have consequently
divided the field betweenthem:atomism,which claims that .a
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reality is only understood when it is resolved into its smallest
components;and holism, which makes the opposite claim, that

the part is only, and is entirely,explicablein termsof the whole

of which it is a part. Both these programmes are reductive,

denying the autonomy of one or other level.Indeed,if either is

taken as a methodology with generalvalidity,
it will generate a

regress, reducing wholes to greaterwholes of which they are

parts, or parts to smallerparts of which they are composed,
until we reach either One Big Whole (Schelling's Absolute, a

night in which, as Hegelsaid,all cows are black), or a mass of

literal atoms, differing only numerically and related only

mechanically .

Hostility to reductionism (an entirely legitimatehostility) has

most often been directed against atomistic reductionism,so that

th\357\277\275threat from the holistic side is often playeddown.Thereare
exceptions, such as Kierkegaard' s protest against Hegel's
(alleged)holistic reduction of the individual. But when
Marxism,or certainMarxists, are accused of reductionism the
accusation is almost always coupled with that of 'mechanism'

(generally an atomisticphilosophy),thoughin fact I think it is

precisely the least mechanistic- most holistic - Marxists who
are guilty not only of that 'sl!ppression of particularity'(Sartre)
which says that Flaubert is\302\267\"\"apetty bourgeois without noticing
that not every petty bourgeoisis Flaubert, but also of the
reduction oL g_eogr_!Pl!y_

and biology to the sod'! ! (with

coo\357\277\275uent ecological insensitivity) . The 'mechanists' Engels
and Timpanaro give both nature and human individuality a

much better run for their money.
As against atomism and holism, Bhaskar's emergence theory

allowsus to conceiveof real, irreciud15te wholes wht \357\277\275fiare 6oth

composed of parts that err.\357\277\275th\357\277\275ms\357\277\275lvesreal irredu\357\277\275,

and are in turn parts of larger whole.s,with each ievel of tnis

hierarchy of compositionfiaVi ifg1tsownpeC\\i iiarmechanisms
and emergent powers. This in turn allows us to understand
dySfuncfions-:i if111ose whole s that are functional in character,
sincetn e parts ar\357\277\275__not pure functions of the whole, but gotheir
own way as well. One word for sud\\ a theory of pOfenltally

dysruilc fional wholes is 'dialectic'.
\357\277\275\357\277\275-\357\277\275\302\267\357\277\275\357\277\275--\302\267\357\277\275----

r/
'Hoifsm,. ;orfg\357\277\275Il allya technicalterm coined by General Smuts,

has comeinto popular parlance in connection with 'holistic'
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medicine, etc. It is worth notirtg that the rejection o_f holistic

methodologies does not discredit such practical holisma priori,
nor doesrejection of atomism vindicate it. Rather, since this
'dialectical'conceptionboth views a human being as a real
whole,and asserts the autonomous reality of our parts, it allows

for the coexistence of holistic and analytical approaches . Of

course, it does not pronounce on any particular medical or other

discipline; they must prove themselvesin practice.

Stratified Freedon1

Human freedom, on this view, if it exists, would not be

something that somehow cheatsscience(asit is normally

conceived) or, on the other hand, something that belongs
in a realm apart from science; but something whose basis
would have to be scientifically understood.

(RTS, p. 112)

For science to be possible men must be free in the specificsense of

being able to act according to a plan, e.g. in the experimental testing
of a scientifichypothesis.(RTS, p. 117)

The theory of stratification makesit possible to situate a freedom
which is compatiblewith these two statements. We have

emergent powers, riot reducible to physics or
chemistry

or

physiology. These involve, among other things,thepowertoact

on the ground of reasons . If we did not have sue\357\277\275a power, we

could not make experiments, and scienceits-elf would be

undermined. If our reasoned actions in planning and carrying

out experiments were reducible to physiological teflexes,they

could not be assessed as rational or irrational procedures, good
orbadorir relevant experiments,for it is preciselythepresence
in them of rational as opposed to merely physiological
mechanismswhich makes them subject to such judgements . It is
not enough that they can be described in rational terms; it must

\"'-- be features captured only in such a descriptionwhich are
effective in making them what they are . In otherwords, our

rational powers must be genuinely emergentif scientific work is
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to be possible. These powers must be causes of some of our

activities, and irreducibleto any subrational causes.

What kind of freedom doesthepossibility of science demand,
and the emergence theory allow? 'Liberty of spontaneity',

certainly
- i.e. the powerto act in accordance with our own

natures (in this case, as rational beings), rather than being
constrained by the nature of something alien. 'Liberty of

spontaneity' has sometimesbeen contrasted (e .g. by Leibniz)
with 'liberty of indifference', i.e. freedom to choose between

alternatives with nothing, inside or outsideof us, making us

choose one way rather than the other. This 'liberty of

indifferenc e', which seems to me (as it seemed to Spinoza and

Hume) more like randomnessthan like any liberty we would
care to have, is not requiredas a condition of the possibility of

s<;ience; and neither, I think, is it shown to be possible by the
theory of stratification and emergence, since what emergesare
new causal powers, not causal gaps. So to return to liberty of

spontaneity : it will be useful to say somethingabout what is

unique to us about the sortof liberty we have got, and what is
shared with other creatures.

Emergent powers exist at every stratum. There is a sensein
which a tree is 'free' from mechanical determination.It doesn't
break mechanical laws (neither do we) but it grows accordingto
its own nature in ways impossible for something subjectonly to

mechanical laws, and it has effects at all strata (on lower strata

through its transformation of matter, but also by making

possible birds' nests, human aesthetic wonder, and so on).It
hasthereforegota degreeof 'liberty of spontaneity'. And this is
very much more obvious in the case of an animal, sinceit is

conscious, mobile, and has the powerto initiate action relatively

independently of external stimuli, and to relateto itsownkind.
Possessionof liberty of spontaneity is not (as liberty of

indifference is) an ali-or-nothing thing. It comes with the

possibility of restraint, unfreedom, oppression. Hence it makes
sense to talk of the freedomand oppressionand liberation of

animals,
1 as it would not if they were Cartesian machines.To

treat animalsas if they were machines, denying their emergent
powers as isdonein factory farming, is therefore an infraction of

natural freedom and so prima facie objectionable.Toa degree,it
even _makes sense to talk of restraint of the freedom of plants,
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rivers, etc. But liberty of spontaneityis quitea different thing at

each stratum, and generates a correspondinglydifferent notion

of what is harmful in treatment of creatures governed by the
laws of that stratum.

To return to ourselves (humans) : our liberty of spontaneity
does not exist at one level only. We are living..being s,_p.rimate.s,_

an\357\277\275px.op.er-k @edo.m.is-thaLp.x:,_o\357\277\275e .rJ9_ ]2rimates . We

are also socialbeings,membersof organiz ed societie_s_who ha\357\277\275

many powers attendant on being. suc_h_memher\357\277\275..Society is an

emergent stratum - societiesare governed by social laws not
natural ones, and may to a degree control by their organization
the mechanismspresupposedand the forces generated by social
existence. A society that is highly organized and takes
authoritative decisions may be freer than one whichlets things

take their course, just as the fish that can swim upstream is freer
than one that can only float down it. And as membersof society,

we may participate in and benefit from the freedom inherent in
such organization and authority. So that at one level, the power
and freedomof the individual varies in proportion to the power
and freedomof society, not inversely with it as liberalism
supposes. However,as individual agents we have powers
which are not reducibleto, but emergent from, biological and
social ones, e.g. the powerto listen and talk, to reason and to act
upon our reasons. We have the power to act on our reasons
whether they are good ones or bad ones,and alsothe self-critical

power to put right our bad reasons in somemeasure.
Each stratum in which we have our beinghasits own proper

powers, irreducible to those at lower levels,and generating a

liberty of spontaneity which can be subjectto greateror less
limitation or transgre ssion. So our freedom is a complexthing

-

stratified freedom, in fact. And there is no in-principle\302\255

untranscendable 'ceiling' to the levels we inhabit. If I have

stopped this upwards-moving survey at the level of the

reasoning powers of the individual, that does not mean that I

deny the possibilityof higher strata with their corresponding
freedoms . Just as we cannot know that physics (our most basic
scienceat present) is in any absolute sense a 'rock-bottom',so
thereisnoa priori limit to the emergence of higherstrata.But for

reasons which will become clear in what follows, it may be

difficult to say anything precise about any such strata.
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Problems of Sciencei'n Higher Strata

A stratified world, as we have seen,is an open world - a world
whichdoesnot naturally produce closed systems . But it is alsoa
world in which we canproduceclosedsystems

at some strata .
The 'lower' the strata in the hierarchy of rootedness and

emergence, the closer we get to aclosedsystem. For it is possible
to isolate, for instance, a chemical process from the
interruptionsof organic processes, but it is not possible to isolate
an organicprocessfrom the effects of chemical processes, since
it is rooted in them. A science such as evolutionary biology deals

with systems which are inherentlyand in principleopen,since,

on the one hand, 'random' mutations (i.e. thosedeterminedby

a purely physico-chemical process, not a biologicalone)are
presupposed;and, on the other hand, the environment which
determineswhat constitutes 'fitness' is governed by geological,
meteorological and socialprocessesas well as biological ones. It
is often possibleto isolatea system from processes generated by
'higher' strata, but neverpossibleto isolateonefrom those

generated by 'lower' strata. Hence the further up the hierarchy
we go, the more distant our approximations to closure
become .

Naturally this presents problems for the scientificstudy of the

upper strata. Since these problems for the most part affect the

human sciences, much of the discussionof them must be held
over to Part II of this book, on critical naturalism. However,
theseproblemsarenot generated by the distinction between the
natural and the human sciences as such. Somenatural sciences
arehigher up the hierarchy than others, and hencefurther from

closure. Likewise some human sciences are higherthan others,

and further from closure . Granted that all human sciences are
further up than all natural, there is neverthelessnot one Great

Divide, but rather many gradations.Evolutionary biology has no

experiments, as physics and chemistry have, and while it has
considerable explanatorypower,it has little predictive power.

Among the human .'sciences', economicsand (sinceChomsky)

linguistics can at least claim scientific status without making

people laugh . It is doubtful if as much can be said for psychology
or semiology. (I have elsewhere coined the term 'epistemoids'
for approximations to sciences in these areas, but since Roy
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Bhaskar has not adoptedthis usage,I shall say no mor\357\277\275about it

here. 2
)

Explanation in Open Systems

In the remainder of this section I shalldiscusswhat Bhaskar says
about explanation in open systems, and how the ideaof the

stratification of nature affects it.
He notes(RTS, pp . 121 - 2) that the typicalcausalexplanation

in ordinary life is of a 'transitiveverb'kind : 'Tania pushed the
door open.' Thisdiffers from 'Tania observed the door open' in
that it is a causal statement, and from 'Tania pushed the door
hard' in that it implies that the door is open at the end of the

process. The explanationis deductive,and involves action-by\302\255

contact, as in classical mechanics. However, thismodelneedsto
bemodified since in open systems there will be a multiplicity of

causes. Bhaskar gives an example (p. 123)of a historical

narrative in which a multiplicity of transitive verbs maps a

complex causal sequence . The pattern of explanationof such

complex sequences is a four-stage one, which Bhaskar calls

RR RE: resolution, redescription, retrodiction,elimination.

Resolution : the process is analysed into its various causal

components;

redescription : granted that we have a background of theory

about the various mechanisms operative in this open
system, we can redescribe the causal components in terms
of this theory. We will then be in a positionto

retrodict the causes of these components . However,sincewe
are in an open system, there may be any numberof
possiblecauses that could have codetermined these
events . We need to

eliminate such of these as wecan,by means of independent
evidence about the antecedentevents. Skills in RR REare

precisely the skills of a detective(preferably assisted by a

forensic laboratory) .

Although Bhaskar'sexampleisfromahistoricalnarrative, the

RRRE model is meant to apply in allopen-systemicdisciplines.
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Hence the applied scientist,in the natural sciences too, has to
have quite different .skills from those of the pure scientist,who
is trained in theory and experiment rather than in RR RE.

The applied scientist must be adept at analysing a situation as a
whole, of thinking at several different levels at once, recognizing

clues, piecing together diverse bits of information and assessing the

likely outcomes of various courses of action.(RTS, p. 120)

While the pure scientist abstractsfrom levels of reality he or she
is not concernedwith, the applied scientist always keeps a
weather eye on them.

Itmay be noted in passing that many of the misapplications of

science that are sohazardoustohealth and the environment are

c\357\277\275sesin which the open-system-oriented skills of the applied
scientist have not been duly exercised: where the purescientists'
discovery has been transferred straight from the laboratoryto
the factory, without proper consideration of the 'side effects'of

the discovered mechanism on other strata.
Finally, on the stage of redescription: this seemstopresuppose

some pure-science account of the causal mechanisms involved .

These may of course be at a variety of strata. And mechanisms at
lower strata than the ones immediately concerned may be

relevant, in that the active powers available to an entity under
one stratum cannot exceedthe passive powers it possesses at
lower strata (e.g. an animal can't do what its chemical
componentscan'thave done to them, etc.). Nevertheless, if we
are explaininga processin human history and the only pure
sciencesthat we can draw on are the natural sciences,weare
going to be very under-informed at the redescriptionstage.This

problem will be discussed in chapter 5.
NowI shall pass to the discussion of what seemtomeseveral

unresolved problems about stratified determination.

Problems about Tendencies, Conditionsand
Determinism

In an appendix to chapter 3 of RTS, Roy Bhaskar distinguishes
two kinds of tendency: we are already familiar with the first, a
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I
power normically qualified' (p. 229) such as (perhaps)dogs

tendto bark when they hear burglars breaking in. The second
kind

(tendency2), Bhaskar metaphorically (as he puts it)

characterizes as
I

ontological preference '.

To attribute a tendency (in the second sense)is not just to normically
qualify the exercise of a power; but to say that some of the intrinsic

enabling conditions of a relatively enduring kind for the power's
exercise are satisfied; that the thing is predisposed or oriented

towards doing it, that it is in something of a stateor condition to do

it. (p. 230)

Fido tends2to bark - i.e.he is a vociferous cur. Bhaskar notes
that a tendency2 is typically ascribed to some of those possessing
the tendency1 to do the same,as in this case, in which some

dogs tend2 to do what all dogs tend1 to do, i.e. bark.
Thisdistinctionis intuitively plausible, but I doubt if it can be

consistently maintained as a distinction of kind outsideof
human affairs . It is the distinction between, for example,
someonewho will do something if appropriate circumstances
arise, and someonewho will do it given half a chance. Bill will

go to the pub if a good friend calls and invites him,hehasn'tgot

any more pressing engagements, and he is not short.of money;
Joe will go there anyway unless he is skint. Where human

actions are concerned, the distinction canI think be maintained

in terms of desires : BUl's desire to go to the pub is arousedby

events, Joe's is never absent. But when applied to non-humans,
I think it breaks down:

the way in which Fido expresses his generic tendency2 to bark may

depend upon the particular factor that excites it. He may bark

viciously at an intruder but conventionally at the postman, fearfully

at the moon but affectionately at another dog, arrogantly at a cat and

playfully at an ol\357\277\275shoe. (p. 233)

And if Gelert barks only at intruders, we are probably inclined
to attribute only a tendency1 . Yet I can see no difference in

principle . Maybe Fido is just waiting for the excuse to bark, but
then maybe Gelertis too, only he requires a better excuse .
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It is still clearerthat the distinction breaks down for inanimate
objects. The match has the tendency to light if struck, but a piece
of phosphorus will ignite if removed from the water. It is easy

for us to think anthropomorphically of the phosphorus being
prevented from lighting while the match needs a specialstimulus

to make it do so. But one can imaginea world in which

everything was normally under water,and we would say about

phosphorus what we now say about the match.
In both cases, things will exercise a tendency in appropriate

circumstances,and not otherwise . There is a difference of

degree only, and external to the nature of the thing, between the
two cases. Inshortit is only the anthropomorphic metaphor that
sustains the plausibilityof the distinction .

I think this should alert us to a moreseriousproblemin Roy

Bhaskar's account of causality. He wantsto makeanontological,
not just an epistemic or methodological, distinctionoen:\\T een

causes anaco odilions:-For while-he does
-\357\277\275

say in one place
'COilaru ons is an eptstemic,not an ontological category' (RTS,
p. 78), he immediately says something which implies the

opposite: 'conditionschange,but they do not have the power to
change'. Whether a kind of entity has a given kind of power or

not is not an epistemicquestion.And elsewhere, he always
treats the \357\277\275nditions distinction as

o\357\277\275tologJs\357\277\275

grounded.

First let us note that the usagein which we refer to the cause of
an eventis promptedby practical concerns, it is not constrained
by scientific ones. 'The cause of the fire was a lightedcigarette
enddroppedonthe carpet' (the combustible carpet was only a
condition). But if it were an ashtray which was so readily

combustible that it caught light when a cigarettewas put in it, it
wouldbe the combustibility of the material that was 'the cause'
of the fire. In itself, aside from our forensicor other practical

concerns, there is nothing that is '_the .caus\357\277\275..:,._ori1y causes. And
these includeIconditions'.

\357\277\275-model of causation that separates causes and conditions
may be called the interoentionist model. It is a model of idling

conditions suddenly stimulated into operation by an agent:
thereisa living room, wood laid out in the grate,Susansitting in

her armchair; then Susan gets up, strikesa matchand lightsthe
fire,bringingthe wood'stendency to burn into play.
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But in reality Susan is no 'unmovedmover';the room has

been getting chillier, Susan has been getting less and less

comfortable, till she is movedto action.If tendencies were not

always in motion, nothing would ever get startedat all.But

many of these tendencies would naturally be classed as
conditions(the chilly room) . And cases of human interventions
into nature, likethis fire-lighting one, are the cases in which the

causes/conditionsdistinction seems most plausible. In nature

itself, mostcausalprocessesare almost imperceptible operations

of almost indiscernible, and complexly interacting, tendencies .

And the same applies at the macro-sociallevel. Outstandirig

human actions may appear like 'causes' in the midst of

'conditions ': Caesar crossing the Rubicon, Luther nailing up his

Ninety-five Theses, the storming of the Winter Palace . But the

'conditions' were themselves composedof thousandsof (largely

routine) human actions in which (easilyoverlooked)tendencies
operated.

Ifitisatal l
possible

to produce an account which saves the
causes/conditionsdistinction, that account must make a place
for three points arising from this discussion.

1. Causeshave causes; there are no 'first causes' on earth.
2. A cause of the obvious 'agent intervening' kind may have as

its cause a long-operating tendencywhich,to the casual view,

fades into the furniture of 'conditions'.
3. That which, in relation to a given cause, may appear as a

mere condition may in itself be the site of miscellaneous

tendencies at work .

This suggests that the notion of conditions is a relative one:
conditions are such in relation to some agent's intervention to

which they form the background; in themselves, they always

involve tendencies already at work, whichwill codetermine the

outcome with the 'cause' . Thelimit-caseof pure conditions - in
which no tendency is actualized - cannot be instantiated:the
law of inertia is itself a tendency. I am not surewhether even

this relative distinction can be given a definition unrelatedtoour
expectationsor interests.

Before passing on to consider Bhaskar's critique of

determinism, though, something should be said in mitigation of
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the above criticisms.
\302\267

The project of providing an adequate
philosophy for science, for the human sciences, and for the

work of human emancipation that can be based on them,
requires,according to Roy Bhaskar, more and subtler distinc\302\255

tions to be made than those offered by classicalidealist or
empiricisttheories.In distinguishing between different kinds of
causal factor, tendency, power, etc., he is avoiding over\302\255

simplifications and mapping what is perhaps a gradation of
realities. There may be distinctions of degree here, even if not

distinctions of kind. And it is possible(asIhave suggested in the

case of tendency1 and tendency2) that what is only a distinction
of degreein the natural world may become a distinction of kind
in the human world.

Now let us consider the various deterrninismsthat Bhaskar

discusses. In the first place, there is one kind that he accepts:

'ubiquity determinism '. Thisisa versionof the old principle that

nothing happens without a cause, the 'principleof sufficient

reason' . It should be said that this is not to be regarded as an a
prioriontological principle in Bhaskar's philosophy, for it
contains no suchprinciples.The case is more like a Kantian
'regulativeidea', that we must treat 'as if' true for the purposes
of cognitive inquiry. It is possiblethat there are aspects of nature
in which indeterminacy holds - in which 'God plays dice', in

spite of Einstein.: But we couldnot know that there are, though
we might suspect it; we continueto regardunanswered causal

questions as just that - not as proven cases of indeterminacy.

(Of course indeterminacy, as a theory in physics, is beyond the

scope of philosophicalcriticism,thoughBhaskar is right to reject
appeals to it in making the case against determinism. If the stake

in the debate about determinismis the realeffectiveness of our

rational powers, indeterminacy is quite irrelevant to that

debate .)

So much for ubiquity determinism. But there are other
versions of determinism which, while presupposing ubiquity
determinism, make more\302\267far-reaching claims . One we have

already seen refutedby Bhaskar's arguments, namely actualism.

According to this, the actual, observable course of events occurs
in \302\267constant conjunctions, 'whenever A happens, B happens '.
This we have seen to be false, since were it true, scientific

experiment would be incomprehensible . But there is another
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kind which, while it seeks closure, does so, as it were, with a
nostalgiafor actualism. This is regularity determinism - adoctrine
which Bhaskar often slips into calling simply 'determinism'.

Regularity determinism is defined as the view that

For every event y there is an eventx or set of events x1 . . .Xn such
that x or x1 \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242xnand y are regularly conjoined under someset of

descriptions. (RTS, p. 69)

In other words, it seesallcausationasbeing describable in terms

that in fact apply only
in closed systems. That is to say, that for

all events (since all are caused) some closed-system-like
description can be found . So the regularity deterministholds
that, although there is no one kind of event that always

precedes, or is alwaysfollowed by, a squirrel running up a tree,
onecouldinprinciplespellout the events involved in any given
caseof a squirrel running up a tree, and its antecedents,in such

a way that the one could be explainedby the other as an
instance of an exceptionless'wheneverA then B' generalization.
Such a project would involve including all relevant factors in the

description. It involves, so to speak, a purely descriptive

accomplishment of closure - closurewithout experimental

intervention . Is such closure possible? It might indeed happen
that that a particular set of things constituteda Iclosedsystem'
in the sense of being cut off from non-constant external
influences(seeRTS, p. 69) . And unle ss and until the description
reaches such a cut-off point, it is necessary to go on extending it

to include all relevant factors . But such a
I
closure' would not be

enough to set up a closurein Bhaskar'ssense;it would not

generate constant conjunctions. For such a system might beI
internally open' by virtue of including some complex entity

whose behaviour could not be predicted from its environmental

stimuli alone (e .g. a squirrel). Any system including (and that
means also affected by) a person, animal or any otherbeingwhich

is complex enougn to initiate action not fully determined by its

immediate environment will be an open system.Hencethe

regularity determinist programme will have to involve

eliminating complex entities by reducing them to their atomic
componentswheneverthey cannot be physically excluded, just
as it will have to 1

eliminate
' external factors by internalizing
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Table 4.1 Limit Conditionsfor a Closure, i.e\357\277\275for the Stability
of Empirical Relationships

Conditions

for a Closure

(A) System

(1) Epistemically (2) Epistemically
Dominant Case RecessiveCase

Isolation Constancy of Extrinsic
Conditions

Atomicity Constancy of Intrinsic
Conditions

129

(B) Individuals

(C) Principle of
Organization

Additive Constancy of Non-Additive

Principle

Source: RTS, p. 76.

them, whenever it cannot physically isolate the system. And

reducing complexbeingsto their atomic components will be no
use unless a purely additive account can be given of the
organization of those atoms . If complex beings have really
emergent powers, they cannot be taken into account . The
regularity determinist's norm is set out in Table 4.1.

If these conditions are not generally realized in the world,the
regularity determinist account of causes collapses . But isolation,
atomicity and the additive principle are not generally realized,

i.e. things generally interact, there are really complex beings
which can initiate action without external stimulus, complex
beings really do have emergent powers, and so on. So the

regularity determinist is thrown back on the secondchoice,the

I
epistemically recessive case' . But

it is easy to see that once an actual isolation and an atomistic

description are set up as norms two regressesare initiated, viz . to

systems so vast that they exclude nothing and to individuals so

minute that they include nothing . (RTS, p. 77)

The case against regularity determinismis a strongone. But it

sometimes looks as if Bhaskar is claiming to have shown that the
world is evenmore

'open\357\277\275
than he actually has .

Laws leave the field of the ordinary phenomena of life at least
partially open. (RTS, p. 111)

If this is read as saying that particular laws leave things open, it is
true. But it certainly has not been shown that the totality of laws
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leaves things open. What is not caused by one mechanism is

caused by another . In the end, Bhaskar recognizes this :

Thus the behaviour of e.g . animate things is not determined by
physical laws alone.But that does riot mean that their behaviour is
not completely determined:only that an area of autonomy ismarked
out which is the site of a putatively independent science . And

because the forms of determination need not fall under the classical
paradigm this in tum situates the possibility of various kinds of self\302\255

determination (including the possibility that the behaviour of men

may be governedby rational principles of action) . (RTS, p. 114)

That is indeed what the theory of stratified determination
shows.But I think that a very natural reading of the section on

'autonomy and reduction' up to this quoted passageis as

depicting a world in which, while thingsdonot break the laws of

nature, they do behave in ways unaccounted for by any laws .
One of my aims in this section has been to show that Bhaskar's

'anti-determinist' arguments should be read with care not to
jump to conclusions which are ultimately incompatible with
ubiquity determinism. His arguments establish 'liberty of

spontaneity' at various levels- animal and human, individual

and social. But they donot establish'liberty of indifference' . For

the most part, the impressionthat they do so comes from the
use of words to the effect that laws constrain but do not

determine events - expressions which can and should be read

as meaning that particular laws do so . But Bhaskar also says that

it is an error 'to think that because something happened and
because it was causedto happen,ithadtohappenbeforeit was

caused' (RTS, p. 107). If my remarks about causes, tendencies
and conditionsarecorrect,the phrase 'before it was caused' is a
very odd one.

TheBattleoftheTrees

The idea of the stratification of nature implies that there is a

definite answer to the questionshow the strata are ordered,
which presuppose which, which explainwhich, etc. Bhaskar
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says relatively little about this matter, though the following
passage lays down one principle for approaching it:

Now
.

in general a reduction [i.e. a vertical explanation
- A.C.] is

possiblebecause the entities in terms of which the behaviour of the

thing is explainedoccupy a different volume of space, either larger

?r
(more usually)

s\357\277\275\357\277\275l\357\277\275r.
Thus the possibility of a reductionimplies

m general that the mdividuals of the different kinds cannot be saidto

occupy
th\357\277\275sa\357\277\275e

place at the same time and one not be part of the
other. This gives us a general criterion which imposes limits on

regresses of strata, i.e . upon the possibility of a sequence of

(explanatory) reductions.For one could define a branch of scienceas
a seriesof theories within which this criterion is satisfied.On it,
quantum mechanics and chemistry would belong to the same
branch . But electromagnetism and mechanics, neurophysiology and

. psychology and (it will be argued) psychologyand sociology would

belong to different branches . (RTS, pp . 181-2)

This idea of ordering in various branches seems to referto cases
whereentities at one stratum are composed of those at another
-

yet the relation of psychology to sociology, which might be
thought to b

_
e such a case (insofar as sociologyis about societies,

psychology IS about people, and societies arewidely believed to

be composed of people), is explicitly excluded. And relations

betw\357\277\275en
different branches are not discussed, though such

relation\357\277\275
there must be - psychologyand sociologyat least

onto\357\277\275ogically
presuppose one another, of which more shortly.

It IS helpful to distinguish three relations which may hold
betweenstrata.The mostgeneralis ontological p.res.up position .
One stratum ontologicallypre\357\277\275UJ2,}2PSes__another if it could not
exist unless .the other

e\357\277\275isie\357\277\275.
I have s\357\277\275gested\357\277\275I- h\357\277\275pe

uncontroversially, that biological strata3 ontologically pre\302\255

suppose physical and chemical ones, and social strata

ot;!ologically
presuEpose biological ones: fiFthese cases, flte

presupposea strata existed first, but this is not necessarilythe
case:two strata, one of which ontologically pre-supposes the

?ther, may
\357\277\275ave

come into being simultaneously . This is

Im\357\277\275rta\357\277\275t
as It allows for the

poss\357\277\275
\357\277\275that two strata may

ontologicall presuppose eachother. -- ---- -- --

-
e c

on\357\277\275,
there- IS the refation . of 'l!E!tical explanation:

mechanisms at one stratum explain those at another. Obviously,
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?

psychological and semiologicalsciences
socialsciences
biological sciences

molecular sciences
?

Figure 4. 2 Tree of Sciences and TheirObjects
(Source: Scientific Realism and Socialist Thought, p. 45)

the explained stratum in such a caseontologically presupposes

the explaining one, and all those that the latter ontologically

presupposes (ontological presupposition isa transitive relation) .

7
But vertical explanation is

n_o
t a transitive relation: ch\357\277\275misgy_

explains biology and biology ex\302\243la\357\277\275gy, but_chell
listry

\357\277\275oes
not explain soc\357\277\275Third, we have seen that there is the

relation of composition: living organisms are composed of

chemical compounds, etc. Clearly any stratum ontologically

presupposes any from whichit draws its components. In some

cases (as in the last mentioned)the component stratum also

vertically explains the compositeone,but that is not always the
case, as we shall see.

InmybookScientific Realism and Socialist Though t, I suggest the
treeof the sciences (and their objects) illustrated in Figure 4.2.
At a conference on 'Realism in the Human Sciences'
(Southampton, 1990), Caroline New pointed out that an
alternative tree has been suggested (with some plausibility,
sinceit seemscloser to the 'tree of composition')) in which the
order of the top two layers is reversed. She herselfproposed
situating those two on a level, as separate branches.How
shouldwe go about resolving these questions?

My reason for proposing the ordering in Figure 4.2 (whichI
did introduce with the clause : 'Oversimplifying a lot, it would

presumably contain some such ordering asthis')was that I think

that some psychological and semiologicalmechanismsare
vertically explained by social ones, but not vice versa. Social
mechanismsarenot what they are because of any psychological
or semiologicalones.This does not mean that the nature of

human individuals places no constraints on what social
mechanismscanexist,but it is our biological nature that does so.
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Facts such as our long childhood and our need to produce in

ways not given by instinct explain some of the more general
mechanismsof human society . Of course there is no questionof

every social mechanism having a direct biologicalexplanation:
mostof them are specific to particular kinds of society.Attempts

to vertically explain social mechanisms in terms of psychological
ones,onthe otherhand (e .g. 'applied psychoanalysis'), are all
wildlyimplausible,while many psychological mechanisms are

specific to certain societies, and hence presumably socially

determined. Of course all these statements are empirical
generalizations,and this is not the place to prove them;I only

mean to make it clear that my ordering principle is vertical

explanation.

But the relations between the levelsare morecomplex than

\302\267this suggests . The vertical explanation of the psychological and

semiological levels must be in terms of biological as well as social
mechanisms . And where ontological presupposition is

concerned, the social,psycholo_gical and semiolo\357\277\275cal levels all

on.!f>.!ogically presuppose each other. (Icertainly didnofmean .to

suggest that society existedbefo re language or mind; the three
could only emerge together .)

Finally, as regards composition:it is not implausible to say
that society is (at leastpartly) composed of people (though there
is much moreto be said about this in the next chapter) . So
Figure 4.2 suggests that vertical explanation is not alwaysfrom

parts to whole, it can be from whole to parts . In the case of

language, the levels to which its parts belongseemto have no

particular explanatory role, for it can be composedof virtually

any elements, just as long as they can be distinguished from
each other: sounds, gestures,letters,ideographs,and all with

infinite possible variations . Languageis vertically explaine d not

by its elements but
by biology and society; it ontologically

presupposes some elements, of course, but since any elements
would do, it does not presuppose any particular ones. These
componentsget their value entirely from the structure of the
language. In that sense, language comes as near as can beto a
holistic system.

4

I conclude that any realistic 'tree' is goingtobean untidy one,

and perhaps not representable in two dimensions, sincethe
orderof composition does not coincide with the order of vertical
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explanation; some strata are vertically explained by mor:e than
one other stratum; and relationsof ontological presupposition
are not all one-way. I hope this discussion will have prepared
the ground for an account of Roy Bhaskar's social ontology,to
which the nextchapteris devoted.

Notes

1. In defending the philosophical coherence of the notion of animal

liberation, I am not committing myself to the movement that calls itself

by that name. In general, the measures proposedunder the
nam\357\277\275

of

'animal rights' are much more defensible, though that concept itself is
less so (philosophically speaking) .

2. See chapter 4 of my Scientific Realism and Socialist Thought, which

Roy Bhaskar refers to in the Postscript to PN (p. 176,second edition) .

3. Throughout this section I use the 'methodological idiom' (see

p. 43) freely. But I don't think it creates any damaging ambiguities,

since the hierarchy of sciences maps the hierarchy of strata, and
whatever can be saidabout one, something parallel can be said about

the other.

4. For this reason, linguistic structures should not be usedasamodel

for the understanding of social structure s: the error of structuralism.

== ============PART II == ================

Critical Naturalism



== =============5== =============

Social
Being

and Social

Knowledge

From a certain point of view, it might seem strange to place
sectionson social being before sections on social knowledge.
SinceDescartes,it has been customary first to ask how we can

\302\267know, and only afterwards what it is that we can know. But this
Cartesian orderinghas been a contributory factor to the

prevalence of the epistemicfallacy:
it is easy to let the question

how we canknow determine our conception of what there is.
And if in a certain respect the epistemicquestiondoesseem

prior, in another it is secondary to the ontologicalone:
knowledge exists as an aspect of our being in the world, and

before we can know how we know, we needto have some idea

how we interact with that world in such a way as to acquire

knowledge of it.
Bhaskarstatesat theoutsetofthechapterof PN on 'societies',

I shall concentrate first on the ontological question of the properties
that societies possess, before shifting to the epistemologicalquestion
of how these properties make them possibleobjectsof knowledge

for us. This is not an arbitrary order of development. It reflects the
condition that, for transcendental realism, it is the nature of objects
that determines their cognitive possibilitiesfor us; that, in nature, it

is humanity that is contingent and knowledge, so to speak,

accidental . (PN, p. 25)

Of course, in orderto ask 'what properties do societies and people
possessthat might make them possible objects of knowledge fo r us ?'

(PN, p. 13), we need to have some idea what societies and

people are. Forwe must be able to distinguish these questions
from the questions what language or God or leeksoupmust be

in order for us to have knowledge of them. But we do after

137
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al lhave some implicit knowledge of what societies and _people
are, sincewe are people and people are social beings. It is the

task of some transcendental arguments to makethis Iconnatural
knowledge'1explicit .

For the possibility is bound to arise of posing transcendental

questions of the form 'what must be the case for \357\277\275to be possible?'
for social practicesother than science . (PN, p. 7)

RoyBhaskar'sconceptionof social being is, I take it, the resultof

such transcendental arguments. Their premisses are observa\302\255

tions which would command widespread assent; but they
involve transcendental refutations of widely held alternative
views of social being.

The Relational Conception of Society

The foregoing chapter will already have led readers to expect
that Bhaskar's account of society will not be an atomistic one -

that knowledge of society does not reduce to knowledge of

people . For the conceptionof the stratification of nature
involves the recognitionof real complex wholes, with emergent
powers not predictablefrom the powers of their parts . Insofaras
1methodologicalindividualism' stems from a general assump\302\255

tion that complexity is ultimately unreal, that complex wholes

must be resolved into \302\267

simple parts before they can really be
understood,Bhaskar'sargument for stratification and emerg\302\255

ence has already undermined it. But methodological
individualisminsocial

theory
has other motives too. Indeed, as

Bhaskarpointsout, if methodological individualism is really just
one instance of a generaltheory

of explanatory atomism, the
reductive programme would not stop at human individuals,

who are themselves complex wholesabout whom we
may

ask

the question whether their powers arereducibletothoseof their

simpler components
'
. 'Seldom does it occur to subscribers to this

[methodological individualist] view that an identical train of

thought logicallyentailstheirown reducibility, via the laws and

principles of neurophysiology, to the status of inanimate
things!' (PN, p. 26). Methodological individualism has mainly
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been popular becauseof the philosophical underpinning which
it seems to give to certain substantive (and false,as Bhaskar

would_ argue) social theories : utilitarianism, liberal political
theory,

and neo-classical economics. But it also gains plausibility
from its starting point in the important truth that

1
society is

made up orconsistsof - and only of - people'(PN, p. 30), or,
as Bhaskar amends this formula

I
the material presence of society=

persons and the (material) results of their actions' (PN, p. 30) .
Now if one reads methodological individualist texts, one finds

that they tend to assume that once this point is conceded,
methodologicalindividualism follows (see, e.g., A.G .N . Flew's
Thinking About Social Thinking, pp . 42-3). Thisassumptiononly

looks plausible on the further assumption that there is one and

only one alternative to methodological individualism, namely
some form of methodological collectivism which treats groups as
the fundamental, irreducible social reality and the 'bedrock' of

social explanation. There have sometimes been such theories.
Someof the English and Italian Hegelians tended to treat
nations as somehowmore fundamental than individuals.

Among Marxists, Milton Fisk, while resistingthe
tendency

to

see individuals as mere aspects of groups, and pointingout its
dangerous(fascistic) political consequences, seems to treat

groups (i.e. classes)as the fundamental social entity (see his
Ethics and Society).

Bhaskar'scaseagainst methodological individualism starts by
pointing out that there is a third possible social ontology:

Sociology is not concerned, as such, with large-scale, mass or group
behaviour (conceivedas the behaviour of large numbers, masses or
groups of individuals). Rather it is concerned, at least paradigm\302\255

atically, with the persistent relations between individuals (and

groups), and with the relations between these relations (and
between such relations and nature and the products of such
relations) . (PN, pp . 28-9).

Compare Marx:

Society does not consist of individuals, but expresses the sum of
interrelations, the relations within which these individuals stand.

(Grundrisse, p. 265)
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In the light of this relational model of society, the examples
considered by methodological individualistsas likely candidates

for irreducibly social entities look quitebesidethe point
- riots

and orgies, for instance. The use of such examples shows that

methodological individualists think that irreducibly social
entities could not exist unless individuals had somehow
sacrificed their individuality . The relational model suggests
quite different examples : one is a worker only becauseof one's

relation to an employer, a husband only because of one's

relation to a wife, a
buyer only because of one's relation to a

seller,a property-owneronly because of one's relations to non\302\255

owners . Our social being is constituted by relationsand our

social acts presuppose them. Yet relations and the related
individuals may be ontologically independent, in that, for
example, the relationsbetween the head of the philosophy
department at Southampton and the members of the
departmentexistedbeforeI entered into them in a new way by
becominghead of department

- and of course I alsoexisted

before . Such relations can form the subject-matterof specifically

social sciences (as distinct from the wider category of human

sciences), without 'melting down' individual
reality. The critic

of methodological individualism can deny that there can be de\302\255

socialized people without asserting that there could be a de\302\255

populated society.
Once it is seen what the relational alternative to atomistic

models of society does and does not imply, its superiority is

easily shown by its capacity to cope with the counter-examples
that have often been presented against methodological

individualism: 'A tribesman implies a tribe, the cashing of a

cheque a banking system' (PN, p. 28) . In short, the problem is
'how one couldevergive a non-social (i.e. strictly individual\302\255

istic) explanation of individual, at least characteristicallyhuman,
behaviour!' (PN, p. 28) .

If an atomism of individuals is untenable,an 'atomism of

relations' would oe equally so. Relations presuppose other

relations, relations are related to other relations.The lattice\302\255

work of relations constitutes the structure of 'society' . It is

possible to focus study on the relations (which may endure

through changes of the related individuals), or on individuals
(who may circulate around the network of relations that is
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society) . The social
\302\267

sciences and the psychological sciences
therefore have distinctsubject-matters.But if these two groups
of sciences \302\267arereally to get off the ground, we needto know

something about the distinctive kinds of generativemechanism
they each discover. Above all we need to know how thesetwo

kinds of being (social and personal being),of whichneithercan
existwithout the other, can be governed by two kinds of law,

and how these different laws are themselvesrelated.Bhaskar

gives us such an account, which in tum will provide new
grounds for accepting the relational model of socialbeing.He
calls this account the transformational model of social activity

(TMSA). This model forms the core of Bhaskar's social ontology,
with which the rest of it stands or falls .

The Transformational Model of SocialActivity

As in the case of the relationalmodelof social being, Bhaskar

introduces the TMSA polemically,as an alternative to three

other models . However, it is not just a plausible alternative : it
accountsfor the facts by which each of the other modelsdefends
itself.It is consistent with all these phenomena in a way that

none of the other models is. It is the conclusion of a

transcendental argument from the premisses of its rivals, and

hence a transcendental refutation of those rivals . It should be
clearby now that this does not mean that it claims to be a priori
or indubitable . But it does, I think, show it to be the best
available model to date.

Thereare two opposite conceptions of social explanation
related to, thoughnot identical with, methodological individual\302\255

ism and collectivism. They may loosely be describedas
humanism, which sees human agency as everything, and
structuralism, which sees social structure as everything. Eachcan
appealplausibly to a set of widely agreed facts. Letus consider
the 'widely agreed facts', divided into two lists:thosethat seem

by themselves to support humanism and those that seem by
themselves to support structuralism, respectively.

(A) Whenever we look at social reality, we see nothing but

human actions and their effects: acts of producing, exchanging
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and consuming, of voting and issuing decreesand storrping the

Winter Palace, of investing and goingon strike and repossessing

houses, of preaching the gospel and committing simony and

burning heretics . In every case theseactions are carried out by
people, separately or in groups. They may sometimes be acting
in an official capacity on behalf of an . 'artificial' or 'corporate'

person, such as a limited company or a government

department, but these artificial or corporate persons do nothing
without 'naturalpersons'acting for them. There cannot be a war
without soldiers fighting, a slump without bosses sacking
workers, inflation without sellers raising their prices, a crime
wave without villains assaulting and robbing people, a
revolution without people taking to the streets. 'Structures
don't take to the streets .'

(B) Whatever happens in society happens as it does because
social structures are as they are : one cannot be a producer
without a mode of production, or a seller without a market;one
cannot vote without an electoral system or pass lawswithout a

constitution. And this is not just a matter of enabling conditions;
the social position one occupieslargely detennines what one

does: a worker must work,a sellermust sell. And the social
structure largely determines the developmentaltendenciesof

the society: a capitalist economy must progress technologically,

undergo inflation and periodic recessionsand soon.One can

sometimes predict a crisis from the tendenciesinherentin the

structure, even though everybody is trying to avert one. One
can explain the bourgeoisoutcomesof the English and Fren\357\277\275h

Revolutions in terms of the structures of the societies that gave
rise to them, irrespectiveoftheir 'agents''ideasabout the rule of

the people or the saintsor the enlightened. One can explore the
causes of crime and the conditions of its increase without

investigating 'the criminal mind ', and, anyway, no knowledge
of 'the criminal mind' could tell you why there were more of

them about in 1990 than in 1970.In general,facts about human

agency don't tell you why peopledo different things from one

epoch to another, while facts about the social structures which
differentiate those epochsdo.

Indescribing list (B), I am already slipping into sayingthings
which seem to entail

'structuralism' . Forthesefacts suggest that

we could dispense with the concept of human agency for the
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purposes of socialexplanation:Robespierreis but the 'bloody

instrument ', not indeed of Rousseau's philo sophy, as Heine

thought, but of the balance of class forces in France andEurope.
From this point, it is an easy step eitherto analyse agency,

reasons and motives as mere effects of the structure, even its

epiphenomena; or to present the consciousbelief that we are

purposive agents as an illusionthat lubricates the wheels of the

structurally determinedprocessof which it is an aspect. This last
has beenthe view of some Althusserians, and it is a natural

reading of some passagesin the work of Althusser himself.

But, on the other hand, if we take group (A) by itself, it would
be easy to conclude that society is 'nothing but people',and that

the concepts that we need for social explanation are those of

purposive action, motivation, rational deliberation, and so on.
From thispoint of view, the phenomena picked up by list (B) are

to be seen either as mere shorthand summariesdesignating the

cumulative effects of many human acts;or, if they are admitted

to be genuinely explanatoryphenomena,this is seen as the
result of a kind of 'alienation' or 'reification' by which people
submit to inherently unreal necessities; unreal in that since there
is nothing to (for instance) the state of the market but a mass of

individual acts of exchange, that state is wholly created and
sustained by our agency, which it consequently cannot
constrain. 'Alienation', in this sense,is seenas being like the

child who paints a picture of a ghost and then becomes

frightened of it.
Humanism and structuralism, as I have presented (and

perhaps caricatured)them,can'tbothbetrue . But further: there
is some difficulty even in making them engage in debate. Like
Carthageand Rome, it is the war of the whaleand the elephant.

Yet it is actually not difficult for the same person to alternate
between thesetwo views, as in a gestalt switch: indeed,it is
difficult not to, and this, I think, is significant.

Clearly, we need a theory which will accommodate both

groups of facts, a 'both and'
theory, not an 'either/or' one.

Suppose we were to say: both kinds of causality are real -
purposive agency has effects and so does structural causality,
peoplemakesocietiesand societies make people . Roy Bhaskar
presents this third model,which he attributes to Peter Berger
and his associates(Berger aand Pullberg, 'Reification and the
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Tindividual

Figure 5.1 Model1:The Weberian Stereotype, 'Voluntarism'

(Source: PN, p. 32)

society

jindividual

Figure 5.2 ModelII:The Durkheimian Stereotype, 'Reification'

(Source: PN, p. 32)

Figure 5.3 Model III: The 'Dialectical'Conception, 'ffiicit Identification'

(Source: PN, p. 32)

SociologicalCritique of Co\357\277\275sciousness), along with the other
two in Figures5.1to 5.3.

Now in one sense of the word 'make' it is quite true that

societies make people and people make societies.However,

they do not make ',each other out of nothing, or with nothing;
and society does not make peoplein the same way as people
make society.Societyproducesus as the people that we are,
'out of' a biologicallygiven raw material, and it continues to
transform us throughout our lives . We in turn make new
societies out of old societies by our actions, whether
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Society
II \342\200\242A

II II
socialization

II
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reproduction/

I
transformation
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\342\200\242'
Individuals
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Figure 5.4 The Transformational Model of the Society/Person
Connection (Source: PN, p. 36)
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or not, and to whatever extent the new society

etther replicates the old one or is radically different. Societies

(composed as they are of relations between people, and
ramifications of thoserelations)canonly exist as the outcome of
human agency. If we were not reproducing/transforming social
relations all the time,they would not exist: that is the truth of

'humanism'. But all human action presupposes the pre\302\255

existence of society and makes no sense without it. Its social

context determines what actions are possibleand what their

outcomes will be . That is the truth of structuralism . But this
accountdiffers from Model III (Figure 5.3) in that the total social

process is not a single linear sequenceof causes(some social,

some individual), but rather the interaction of two distinctkinds
of entity, societies and people . So the study of social structures

may be an autonomous 'structuralist' one, and the study of

personal agency another autonomous 'humanist'one.Bhaskar

represents the TMSA in Figure 5.4. He distinguishes this from

the other three models on the groundsthat 'on Model I there are
actions, but no conditions; on Model II conditions, but no
actions; onModelIIInodistinction between the two' (PN, p. 37)

But since societiesand people are mutually ontologically
dependent, separable only by analysis, there is more to be said.
For an interactionist account of the relation between

inseparables presents problems (with whichwe Spinozistshave

long been bothering our .heads: see my 'The Materiality of

Morals') . Bhaskar's solution is to say that there is a real

(analytical) distinction,not only between human practice and
social structure, but alsobetween two aspects of each.

Society is both the ever-present condition (material cause) and the
continually reproduced outcome of human agency. And praxis is both
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work, that is, conscious production, and (normally unconscious)

reproduction of the conditions of
\302\267

production, that is society. One
couldrefer to the former as the duality of structure, and the latter as

the duality of praxis . (PN, pp . 34-5)

Language is a good example. Unless we have learnt a pre\302\255

existent language with rules that exist independently of us we

could not talk at all (structureas condition). We talk not as a nile
to reproduceor transform the language but for personal ends of

which we are conscious (practice as production). But our

language only continues to exist becausewe talk, for it has no

existence apart from people talking (structure as outcome) . So
our acts of talking do reproduce and transform the language,
without our for the most part intending it to do so. For example,
our childrenpick up the languageto a largeextentwithout its

being taught (reproduction); and the language they learn is

different from the one we learnt,sinceourusagediffers (mostly

without our noticing it) from the usage we learnt - e.g. the

disappearance in current English of the distinctions
\302\267

between

\357\277\275haven'tgot' and 'don't have ', and betweenperfecttenseand

past historic, with the latter in each casesupplantingtheformer
(transformation) .

There is, I think, a certain asymmetry between the two

dualities as they relateto the two groups of sciences (social and

psychological). Society as the condition of action and societyas
its outcomeboth belong to the subject-matter of social science,
which is concernedwith the mechanisms whereby the former
develops into the latter.So far as people are concerned, the

distinctively personal concepts consciousness(and

Unconscious in the Freudian sense), agency, reason, motive,
desire,belief- are all connected with the aspect of action as
production.Action as reproduction/transformation is generally
action as takenoverby social mechanisms. The only exception is
when productionand reproduction coincide, i.e. when people
intentionally reproduceor transform their social structure . The

duality of practice, then, is a duality between social and
personalaspectsof practice :

Now the autonomy of the socialand the psychological is at one with

our intuitions . Thus we do not suppose that the reason why the .
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garbage is collected is necessarily the garbage collector's reasonfor

collecting it (though it depends on the latter) . (PN, pp . 35-6)

This distinctionbetweenpsychological
and social knowledge is

not arbitrary . We are concerned here with two distinct strata,

though mutually ontologically dependent ones. This is a real
ontologicaldifference:peopleare not relations, societies are not
conscious agents. Different strata, as we have seen, are
characterizedby different kinds of mechanism . Social scienceis
centrally concerned with structural explanation because this
correspondsto the kind of being that society has, as a network
of relations. Purposive explanation, if it appears in it at all, does
so only

in exceptional circumstances, when a whole social
organismis organized around some conscious purpose, like
Bntish societyin World War II . On the other hand, intentional

action is absolutely central to the study of people.Structural

explanation here appears only at a second level,when one is

explaining intentions . But I shall discussintentions further in

the following sections: here I am drawing attention to what

Bhaskar calls 'an ontologicalhiatus between society and people'
(PN, p. 37).

The importance of distinguishing categorically between peopleand
societies,and correspondingly between human actions and changes
in the social structure, should now be clear. For the properties

possessed by social forms may be very different from those
possessedby the individuals upon whose activity they depend.
Thus one can allow, without paradox or strain, that purposiveness,

intentionality and sometimes self-consciousnesscharacterizehuman

actions but not transformations in the social structure. The

conception I am proposing is that people, in their conscious activity,
for the most part unconsciouslyreproduce (and occasionally

transform) the structures governing their substantive activities of

production. Thus people \357\277\275onot marry to reproduce the nuclear
family or work to sustain the capitalist economy. Yet it is

nevertheless the unintended consequence (and inexorableresult)of,

as it is also a necessarycondition for, their activity . Moreover, when
socialforms change, the explanation will not normally lie in the

desires of agents to change them that way, though as a very

important theoretical and political limit, it may do so. (PN, p. 35)
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This has the consequencethat differences that are cru\357\277\275ialat the

personal level may be of no account at the social one, and vice
versa.Marrying contributes equally to reproducing the nuclear
family whether it is done for love or for money or, like Luther,
'to spite the Pope and the Devil'.A miser in a pre-capitalist
world and a financial magnate in a capitalist one may be driven
by the same psychoanalytically 'anal character', but with quite
different consequences.

At this point I would liketo answerapossibleobjection to the

transformational model of social
activity . The idea that human

activity is production,i.e. the transformation of raw material
with tools, is familiar from Althusser' s Marxism, and indeed
implicit in the work of Marx himself. This model has been
criticized as

indicating an objectionable technologism. Thus

Heidegger, criticizing Marxin his 'Letter on Humanism' (Basic
Writings, p. 220), says:

The essence of materialism does not consist in the assertion that

everything is simply matter but rather in a metaphysical \\

determination according to which every being appears as the

material of labour. .. .Theessenceof materialism is concealed in the
essence of technology, about which much has been written but little

has been thought.

Elsewhere (in 'The Question Concerning Technology', Basic
Writings, pp. 283 -317), Heidegger expands on this notionofa
technologicalworld-view which ends by reducing everything,
nature and human nature,to raw material for the economic

production-process. And this world-viewprecedesindustrial\302\255

ism by a couple of centuries . The world-view that Heidegger
describes is, I think, real enoughand dangerousenough. But t}:l.e

following should be noted.
(a) It isonething to say that human action typically takesthe

form of production with and out of pre-existingentities,quite

another to say that these entities are nothing but a stock of raw
materials for our use . The former follows from the kindofbeing
we are - we are not the sort of animal that can live without

producing, nor are we gods that can create out of nothing .
Heidegger's own excellent account of our work-world in
Division One of Being and Time presupposes as much.
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(b) Is it not significant that the world-view in question pre\302\255

dates the technology that most clearly embodiesit? Is not the

determination to treat all being asnothingbut a stockpile of raw
materials a feature of production for the market, of capitalist
relations of production rather than industrial forces of
production?

(c) If there is a single philosophical idea which reflectsmore
closely than any other this commercial (rather than
technological)spirit, it is the epistemic fallacy, which reduces
nature to our cognitive appropriation of it, just as this spirit
reducesit to our economic appropriation of it. This epistemic
fallacy has dominated philosophy for just the same period.In
offering us the chance to break decisively with this fallacy and

the consequent anthropocentric world-view (Russell's 'three
c\357\277\275nturies of subjectivistic madness'), Bhaskar's realism makes
possible (thoughit doesnot actually entail) a much greater
respect for the integrity of things independent of us .

If there is an ontologicalhiatus between society and people,
Bhaskar nevertheless holds that:

we need a system of mediating concepts,encompassing both aspects
of the duality of praxis, designating the 'slots', as it were, in the

social structure into which active subjects must slip in order to

reproduce it; that is, a system of concepts designating the 'point of

contact' between human agency and socialstructures. Such a point,
linking action to structure, must both endure and be immediately
occupied by individuals. It is dear that the mediating system we
need is that of the positions (places, functions, rules, tasks, duties,
rights, etc.) occupied (filled, assumed, enacted, etc.)by individuals,

and of the practices (activities, etc.) in which, in virtue of their

occupancy of these positions (and viceversa), they engage . I shall
call this mediating system the position-practice system. Now such
positionsand practices, if they are to be individuated at all, can only
be done so rela tionally. (PN, pp. 40-1)

This last sentence, while.I believeit is true, is perhaps not

obvious . The non-obviousness is due, I think, to a pervasive

tendency to reify relations. While no one forgets that

parenthood is constituted by a relation to a child,it ispossibleto
forget that holding a job is a relationto an employer (and others

whom the work serves) since muchof the practice of the job
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may not involve direct interaction with them. And it is very
common (both in everyday consciousnessand in political

theory) to forget that ownership of property is not a binary

relation of owner to property, but a relation to all those whom
one's ownership excludes from access to the property.
However,as Bhaskar goes on to point out, while al lrelations

include interaction between the related, they do not allconsist in

such interaction . The relation between a citizenand the state,
for example, comprises a whole range of rightsand dutieswhich

are by no means always being exercised.
Sothis conception of 'my station and its duties'2givessupport

to the relational model of social being, of which Bhaskargoeson
tosketchin a few details . From the standpointof social science,

the relations to be studied are those between 'positioned\302\255

practices' rather than those between individuals (though the
latter there must be, and they may be studied by the
psychologist and the historian) . For it is the relations between ,

positioned-practices that endure through changes in individual
\302\267

bearers . Bhaskar also gives a brief discussion \302\267ofinternal

relations, i.e . relations such that the related being is what it

essentially is by virtue of the relation.Many philosophers have

denied the existence of internal relations, while others have
claimed that all relationsare internal. Bhaskar very reasonably
takes the view that some relationsare internal and others not,
and points out that a relation may be internal on one sideand
externalon the other.

Two more points must be noted before summing up and

passing on to the accountof human agency. (i) Bhaskar hints in
PN at various ways in which this relational and transformational

view of society will be important for politics and other

potentially emancipatory practices. This part of his theory is

developed fully
in SRHE, and I shall devote my next chapter to

it. (ii) Bhaskar claims that his relational and transformational
view entails certain differencesbetweensocialand natural

structures . I shall criticize this view in the final chapter, but it

behoves me to note the differenceshere,which I shall do by the

following quotation :

1. Social structures, unlike natural structures, do not exist
independently of the activities they govern.
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2. Social structures, unlike natural structures, do not exist
independentlyof the agents' conceptions of what they are doing
in their activity .

3. Social structures, unlike natural structures, may be only relatively

enduring (so that the tendencies they ground may not be
universal in the sense of space-time invariant) . (PN, p. 38)

In general, the TMSA(with its associated relational model) as

presented by Roy Bhaskar looks a very well-founded theory. In
the first place it is unembarrassed by the data which support
either atomismor collectivism, humanism or structuralism,
while each of those theoriesis embarrassedby the data which

support its opposite . Indeed none of those theories would

command credibility were it not for the incredibility of its
opposite. Confronted with a credible alternative, they lose their

\302\267attraction. And this alternative is a genuine dialecticalsynthesis

in which the truth in each of the surpassed theories is
preserved.

But the TMSA is no mere compromise . It is an originaltheory

which can ground the autonomy, coexistence and conjoint
application of the psychological and social sciences. Above al l,it
givesan accountof how we interact with society, being both its
effects and its causes, yet not mere linksbetweensocialcauses
and social effects, but the beings by which a unique kind of
causalpowercomesinto the world: the causal power of reasons.
It is to this that I now tum.

Agency: Reasons as Causes

Bhaskar'schapterin PN on agency (pp . 80- 119)is concerned

with the explanation of human action in terms of reasons,and

the place of such explanation in a stratified account of

explanation in the human world. He aimsto show both that the

human power of acting on reasonsis irreducible,and that it is

'naturalistic ' in the sensethat this is a kind of causal explanation
which takes its placeamong others, as an emergent power.

The conceptof reasonsfor actions belongs in a 'mentalistic'

language which includesconceptslikethoseof beliefs, desires,

intentions. If the psychological sciences areto beautonomous in
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the sense of having their own subject-matter - a
spec:ific

set of

emergent powers - thesementalistic concepts will be central to
those sciences.

Bhaskar introduces this mentalistic language, somewhat

unfortunately in my view, by saying:

The powers most naturally invoked here are those that involve

consciousness, that is, those states of persons in virtue of which

mentalistic predicates are applicable . (PN, p. 80)3

In fact, the mentalistic concepts which Bhaskarusesarenot tied

to the concept of consciousness, as he himself argues in this

chapter and elsewhere . Onemay act on reasons, desires, etc. of
whichoneis unconscious. So while the zone that Bhaskar stakes
out for psychology is not reducible by redescription in
physicalistic or behaviourist terms, it is not a Cartesian
'pychologyof consciousness' either. In this respect as in many
others, Bhaskar'sphilosophy is particularly welcoming to

psychoanalytical approaches.
The centraltenet of the non-reductive naturalism defended

here is an affirmative answer to the question 'Can reasonsbe
causes?' (PN, p. 80) . This requires defence on two fronts. For
reductionisttheoriesdispense with the notion of reasons for
actions,and explainactionsby other types of cause. And several
twentieth-century philosophical positions (both in the

Anglophone world and in continental Europe)treat reasons and

causes as different sorts of explanation,whichcannotoverlapor
cohabitin the same explanatory account.

What does it mean to say that reasons can be causes?Bhaskar

suggests that

When something is citedasacauseit is, I think, most typically being

viewed as that factor which, in the circumstances that actually

prevailed, 'so tipped the balance of eventsas to produce the known
outcome' .[4]Clearlysucha concept is non-Humean and generative .
But any full transcendental realist defence of the naturalistic status

of reason explanations will need to show not only that reason

explanations function in our discourse in a causal kind of way, but
that reasons are analogous to the causal structures of nature and that

empirical knowledge of them is possible. (PN, p. 83)
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Intentional actions involve beliefs and desires . In explaining
suchactions'ifa cognitive item, such as a belief, is mentioned,a
conative one, such as a desire, is presupposed, and viceversa'
(PN,p. 83) . It is hardly open to dispute that, givena desirefor

something, coming to have a belief about the way to get it may
'tip the balance', and so be naturally described as 'the cause'. If

the belief was already held, coming to have the desire may tip

the balance . In any adequateexplanation,both factors would

have to be mentioned ascauses.Why then should anyone want
to deny that reasons for actions, which are generally specifiedin
terms of beliefsand/ordesires,can be causes? A reductionist

might want to drop talk of reasons altogether and explain
actions in terms of some physicalistic system, but we have

already seen that this won't work (re buying the Guardian) . But

\357\277\275anyphilosophers seem to think that by denying that reasons

can be causes, they somehow preservethe autonomy of rational

action from causal reduction. Someof thesephilosophers might

want to accept that it may be a reason that 'tips the balance',so
that what is done would not have been done without that

reason. In this case, the denialthat the reason is a cause can only
expressa peculiardefinition

\357\277\275f
cause - generally a Humean

one.And we have already seen that a Humean notion of cause
won'tdo. But if they are prepared to deny that, in this ordinary

sense of cause, reasons can be causes, then they are 'saving'
reasons by removing them from the world of real events . Hence
on such views

the very distinction on which the language-stratum theorist pitches
his brief, between things that we do (a), like catching buses, and
things that happen to us (b), like catching colds,becomesimpossible
to sustain. For it is only if we are the cause of somebut not other of

our bodily movements that such a contrast can be maintained; and

that we can properly be saidto act at all.
For the transcendentalrealist there is no problem in sustaining

such a contrast, and such a concept.For in the (a), but not the (b)
case, the agent's reasons .are a necessary condition for the bodily
movementsthat occurred, in the straightforward sense that had the

agent not possessed them (and unless the bodily movements were
overdetermined) they would not have occurred. (PN, p. 89)

And as for the claim (very common amongBritish analytical

philosophers a few years ago) that reasons could not cause
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actions since cause and effect must be logically distinct, 'Logic
connects statements, not events, actionsand the like,which are

connected, when they are, by relations of natural necessity'

(PN, p. 85).
That reasonscanbecauses is also a necessary condition of the

phenomenonknown as ra tionalization (in the Freudian sense)\357\277\275

This occurs when the reasons sincerely given for an action by
the agent are not the real reasons . Thus we may suppose that

Henry VIII sincerely believed that he had his marriage to
Catherine of Aragon annulled because it was contrary to canon
law, whereasthe rea l reason was that she had not providedhim
with a male heir, or perhaps that he fanciedAnn Boleyn. What

is the force of 'real reason' here?Surely, causally efficacious

reason.

Now someone might want to claim that rationalization is \357\277\275

fringe phenomenon
- after all, the word only came into the

language with Ernest Jones's paper 'Rationalization in Everyday
Life' (1908). But Bhaskar wants to claim that the distinction

between a real reason for a belief or action (one which is causally

efficacious) and a possible reason (that is, I take it, something
that has the logicalstandingof a reason for it, whether or not it is

anybody's reason), is fundamental to ourwholeway of thinking
about thought and action. For any self-critical thinking depends
on recognizing the possibility that one is in error; doubt,
conjecture and hypothesis about one's own and others' mental
states must be possible.

In this way the logical possibility of error about, misdescription and

misrecognition of one's own state ofawareness,and hence inter alia
of one's reasons, is a condition of any reflexive intelligence. (PN,
pp. 91-2)

In questioning one's mental states in this way, one is, among

other things asking whether one's putative reasons areone's
real reasons, i.e . ,the reasons that are effective. For instance,I
may come to question whether my believing a scandalousstory

about an odious political leader is really causedby the evidence

for the story or my desire to vilify that leader, or whether my

depression is caused by the state of the world or the state of my
digestion.
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The case of practical reason is similar :

unlessareasoncouldfunction as a cause, there would be nosensein
a person evaluating (or appraising) different beliefs in order to

decide how to act. For eithera reason will make a difference to his/

her behaviour or it will not. In the former case it counts as a cause. In
the latter case it is logically redundant, and deliberation,
ratiocination (and indeed thought generally) become practically
otiose. (PN, p. 92)

Now a reason may provide the 'balance-tipping'causeof an

action when it is the new element - as when someone

convinces you of the truth of some belief, which then

precipitates an action. (Openness to effect of such reasons on
one's behaviour is surely what we mean by freedom, when we
contrastfreedomwith the compulsive action of a psychopath, or
of a normal person in an abnormal state,suchas sleepwalking or

post-hypnotic suggestion.) But a reason may alsohave effects as

a long-standing disposition.

Thus the possessionof a reason, conceived as a more or less long\302\255

standing disposition or orientation to act in a certain way, may itself
be a cause- asbeing a social democrat gives an agent a reason for

voting Labour . (PN, p. 93)

Such reasons 'have to be analysed normically, that is, as
tendencies' (PN, p. 93) - tendencies which can exist

unexercised or be exercisedunrealized,like any tendencies.

And like other tendencies too, they can themselvesbeexplained

in terms of deeper structures, and soon.Thus one's tendency to

vote Labour may itself be normically explained: one is a trade
unionist, and trade unionists tend to vote Labour . This

tendency of trade unionists may in tum be explainedin terms of

theories about class and politics,and so on.
Soreasons belong to the causal order, cohabit and interact

with other causes in the open system of the world. They are

explicable in terms of, but irreducibleto, deeperstrata of the

social (and also ultimately the natural) world.

This conception of reasons entails a certainkindof philosophy

of mind, and a non-Humean one . Reasonsare beliefs, but
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beliefs are not externalto the ongoinglife of desiring and acting;
for desires, emotions and intentional actions all presuppose
\357\277\275\357\277\275.

'

Reasons, then, are beliefsrooted in the practical interests of life.And

a person's essence consists just in what she is most fundamentally

disposed to do (or become): that set of effective beliefs that

determines her psychic (and behavioural) identity, and fixes her in
her particularity as a kind. (PN, p. 96)

Synchronic EmergentPowersMaterialism

What is the relation of mind to matter in this stratified

conception of nature and our placein it? For Bhaskar, it is an
instanceof non-reductive materialism, which he calls by another
unpronounceabletetragrammaton, 'SEPM' (synchronic emergent
powers materialism).

SEPM is actually a very open-ended and 'permissive'theory.
Its main point is that mental powers are emergentpowers,not
occurring in the absence of matter, but not reducibleto material

powers . He explicitly leaves it open whether these powersare
(a) not the powers of any substance, but emergentfrom complex

forms of matter; (b) the (non-material)powersof a material

substance (perhaps the brain); or (c)thepowersof an immaterial

substance (PN, p. 98) .
In what sense then, it might be asked, is SEPM materialist?

Indeed, Bhaskar often uses the word 'materialism'pejoratively

in philosophy of mind contexts, as if the term were not included
in the title he gives to his own position . When he does so, I take
it that 'materialism' is really short for 'central state materialism',
i.e . neurophysiologicalreductionism.I think that SEPM is

materialist only in the sensethat, while it does not rule out mind
as an immaterialsubstance,it would insist that any such
substance ontologically presupposed material substances. But

why, one may 'ask? Probably because the criteria for the
existenceof any imperceptible entity (which an immaterial
entity must presumably be), must be causal criteria - the

capacity to produce effects on matter. The criterion for the

existence of a poltergeist is that it breaks the china. More

seriously, the criterion for the existence of a belief in social
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democracy is that the believer votes Labour. (In passing: we
should beware of the epistemic fallacy here. An immaterial

substance which did not have material effects could not be
known by us; but we can'tassumea priorithat everything that

exists can be known by us.)
Finally, SEPM is a theory of synchronic emergence. Emergence

theoriesfirst emerged in connection with 'emergent evolution'
-

clearly a diachronic notion. According to such theories,new
higherstrata emerged from lower ones at certain timesin natural

history; and an account is sometimes then given why they

should have emerged, for instance some sort of immanent

teleology in the lower strata as in the Hegeliantradition, or a

tendency of life forms towards greatercomplexification, as in

Freud 's Eros (see 'BeyondthePleasurePrinciple '). By dubbing

h!s emergence theory 'synchronic',Roy Bhaskar brackets off (a)
questions about temporal priority. In principle (though the

empirical data generally indicate otherwise)an emergent

stratum could have existed from all eternity alongsidethe onein

which it is rooted, just as for Thomas Aquinas it was in principle
possible (though the data of revealed theology indicated

otherwise) that the universecouldhave existed for all eternity
alongside its Creator.

Thisis not a purely academicquestion,forwhile all the strata

that we know aboutdo seem to have emerged at some particular
time, there are instanceswhere it is arguable that two or more
strata, one of which is rooted in and emergentfrom the other,

must have emerged simultaneously, since they ontologically

presuppose each other. I have suggestedthat society, mind and

language are related in this way.

Bhaskar is also bracketing off (b) questionsabout the causes of

emergence. There is nothing in the nature of synchronic

emergence which answers the questionwhethera givenstratum

emerged by accident, design, or some sort of immanent

teleology or teleonomy.
The defence of SEPM against central state materialism can be

summarized briefly, since it is an instance of a general case
against reductive programmes, which has already been
discussed.The 'reduction'of B to A could be taken to meanonly

(i) that A provides a basis for B; this is acceptable: it is

uncontentious that the brain provides a basis for (is a condition
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of the possibility of) the mind. If 'reduction' is taken to mean (ii)
that A explains B, we must distinguish between explaininghowcB

came to be ('diachronic explanatory reduction' - e.g.
speculations about the origin of life) and a synchronic
explanatory reduction which would 'explain it away' .

Diachronic reduction is compatible with synchronic emergence:
even if we could show the origins of life in the chemical

structure of the primal soup, that would not mean that life is
nothingbut primalsoup;it is only synchronic reduction which

SEPM needs to refute. This it can do along the lines of the need
for a well-defined science-to-be-reduced, which I have already
discussed.Just as we have to identify an action in socialterms
(for instance, as an act of voting Tory) before we can explain it

psychologically (for instance, as an expressionof an

authoritarian personality), so we must identify a psychological

phenomenon in psychological terms beforewe canexplainit in

terms of neurophysiology - and this prerequisite is not a ladder
that we can climb and then throw away, since inter-stratum

explanation involves constant accessup and downthe ladder.A
third type of explanatory reduction, which tries to predict B on

the basis of A, is ruled out as requiringclosurewherenoneisto
behad.

Bhaskar sets out two criteria for successful synchronic
explanatory reduction, and claims that neither of them is
satisfied.The first is that if the individuals of the two kinds
occupy the same place at the same time one must bepartofthe
other.I doubt whether this criterion is very helpful . Some
important examples meet this criterion yet reduction does not
succeed:a union meeting and the members present are related
in this way, yet one cannot be reduced to the other;likewise an

organism and its cells . And there is not a lot of point in saying
that reduction holds betweena pint of beer and the four gills of
which it is composed. Furthermore, this criterion does not help
in the presentinstance : Bhaskar claims that it does because 'it

makes no sense to locatean economyora setofbeliefs at some

point in space' (PN, p. 99). But of course this means that these
examplespass this test, since it implies that beliefs and brain\302\255

states (or people and economy) do not occupy the same space at
all, and hencedo not occupy it without one being a part of the

other.
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The second criterion is that the terms of two sciences must be

partly intertranslatable or their referencestates must overlap .

But social states, psychological states and neurophysiological
states possesspropertiessuch that the attribution of higher\302\255

order properties to lower-order entities makes literal nonsense.I
may be angry about the plans to privatize BritishRail, but the

anger-rhythms mapped by my EEGcannotbeabout anything . In

general, Bhaskar holds, social processes are teleonomic,
psychological processes teleological and neurophysiological
processes mechanical (PN, p. 100). This argument against

physicalistic reduction is elaborated very effectively in the

section of PN 'In Defence of Transcategorial Causality'

(pp. 101 -7). As this title suggests, Bhaskar is defending an
interactionist account of the relations between mental and

pl).ysicalstrata .
SEPM is significant in that it safeguards the irreducibility and

effectivity of reasons in social life . But one shouldnot confuse it

with either of two other conceptionsof the place of reason in
social explanation. In the first place there are theories which
treat 'rationality' (e.g. 'economicrationality') as itself an

explanation of social activity . The conception of rationality
involved is almostalways instrumental rationality towards goals
that themselves lie outside rational determination, and are

generally taken to be the maximization of some sort of utility .

Bhaskar's section on 'Rational Explanation' (PN, pp. 107-14)
shows such theories to be (psychologically) either trivial or false,

and (sociologically) irrelevant since socialrelationspre-existand

do not express rational agency . Humanagentsarelocated in and

both empowered and constrained by socialstructures (plural),

which often place inconsistent demands on them.

It follows from the theoretical dislocation of societyand persons and

the hypothesis of the stratification of mind that in the field of the
human sciences one is dealing, in opposition to sociological
individualism and psychologicalempiricism (or rationalism), with a
double decentring

- of society from man, and of mind from
consciousness.(PN, p. 112)

Now it follows from this second decentringthat though psychic

unity may be a goal, and is certainly an accomplishment, it is not
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(and cannot be) a presupposition of any science of psychology.
(p . 113)

-

Bhaskar's own conception of rationality is a much deeperone,
as we shall see in the following chapter.

Second,therearetheories which quite simply exaggerate the
powers of human reason, either in socif>ty as such or, more
commonly, in some projected ideal society . Such theories
neglectfour limits to rationality which are to a greateror lesser
extent present in all human action. These Bhaskarlists(SRHE,

p. 126) as unintended consequences (sometimes of a systematic
nature: 'alienation', 'counterfinality'); unacknowledged conditions

(i.e . aspects of the socialworld which enable the action but are
unknown to the agent);unconscious motivation (as in Freud); and
tacit skills (e.g. the rules of syntax or rhetoric, which we use
wheneverwe speakintelligibly or effectively, yet could not spell
out). Sothat, while we may know under one descriptionwhat

we are doing - and must do so if it is really an action - there
may be other true and relevant descriptions under whieh we
(literally) do not know what we are doing.A public speaker may
know that he is insulting a

visiting potentate before a large
audience . He may not know that he is sparking off a diplomatic
incident (unintended consequence), using the newly installed
amplification equipment (unacknowledged condition), re\302\255

enacting a childhood trauma (unconscious motivation), and
usingmetonymy (tacit skill) . 'Corresponding to each of these
cognitivelimits,human scientific knowledge promises a distinct
emancipatory benefit' (PN,p. 126).

SocialKnowledge

Bhaskar's aim in the passages discussed in this chapterso far

has been to fill in the ontological background to social
knowledge - to say what sort of thing society must be if

knowledge of it is to be possible,and what sort of knowledge of
it is possible. And we have arrived at someanswers to these

questions : the life of society is governed by laws which can
interact and codetermineevents with other laws; these laws

operate at a multiplicity of emergent strata, rooted in but
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irreducible to naturcil strata . Since social entities presuppose a
natural environmentand natural components,and since they
exist only in symbiosis with social entities at other strata

(societies with people, and so on), we can find only open

systems here. So social sciencemust searchin the open systems
of social life for the various emergent mechanisms that
codetermine them. Sincewe areourselves the social beings, our
own social consciousnessmay be the starting point -. albeit the
corrigible starting point

- of our inquiries(of which more later) .
The social sciences, it may be said, are (a) explanatory

sciences; (b) sciences without closure; (c) sciences with
hermeneutic premisses . This sets the scene (and some of the
problems)for social epistemology. But it may also be said: this
supposedly preliminary, hypothetical and purely philosophical
inquiry has actually yielded some results for social science. The
relational structure of societies and their irreducibility to
individuals, the effectivity of reasons and their socially
conditioned nature, the in-gearfreedomof human agents and

their non-transparency - aren't theseall substantive, if rather

general, social scientificresults,aboutwhichdifferent schools of

social science contend?
I think in fact that they are, and that this is not surprising. For

the inquiry was not into how knowledge in generalis possible,
but how knowledge of society is possible . Theobject,society, is

among the premisses of this argument.Someacquaintance with

society is presupposed. It was not purelyin jestthat I referred to

the Thomist conception of connatural knowledge (i.e. for

example, the knowledge of virtue that a virtuous person has,
not through having studied ethics,but through being virtuous).
And if we can acquiresome(very general) theoretical knowledge

by spelling this out, might we not acquiresomemore specific

knowledge about societies and people using similar

transcendental (or at least retroductive) arguments from more

specific premisses in social practice (the labour contract,
exchangeof goods for money, usury), by asking 'how are these
possible?'

First, though, to the bad news : socialsciencesare sciences
without closure . They cannot do anything like shutting off the

effects of processes which are not being tested, in order to

isolate and test a single mechanism.They can't even secure
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\357\277\275onstancy of other proce sses . At most they may think <:onstancy:
if other factorswereconstant, the rate of profit would fall, or
whatever.Theremay be efforts towards statistical neutralization
of variables,suchas arebeloved of 'empirical psychologists',
but statistics brings its own problems(and I would argue that

they are much worse than usually imagined) .

The impossibility of closure means that there can be nothing in
the social scienceslikethe testbetween two theories seen in the

elegant experiment with needle, cork and glass of water
described in chapter2. It alsomeans that while we may
postulate quantitative variations, we can'tmeasurethem. Any

attempt in the social sciences to imitate the use of maths that is

so central to the natural. sciencesis a blind alley.
Howimportantisallthis?

Surprisingly, given the central place
of the argument from the possibility of experiment in Bhaskar's
philosophy, he doesnot think it need worry us too much. For
the socialsciences can

(A)

(B)

(C)

inquire into open systems in the same way as the concrete
orappliednatural sciences do, in the manner dubbed RR RE
(resolution, redescription, retrodiction, elimination);
find a partial analogueto experiment;and

find a compensator for its absence.

We have already (in the previous chapter) encountered the
RRRE model, which Bhaskar introduces, using an examplefrom

historical explanation, in RTS. As he expressesit in PN (p . 129):

Now explanation in open systems is in general accomplished by a

four-phase process:
1. Resolution of a complex event into its components (causal

analysis).
2. Redescription of component causes.
3. Retrodiction to possible (antecedent) causes of components via

independently validated normic statements .
4. Elimination of alternative possible causes of components.

I mentionedearlierthat RRRE normally presupposes a stock of
conceptstestedunder experimentally controlled conditions : the

'pure' science which RRRE applies ('independently validated
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normic statements '); In SRHE, Bhaskar contrasts the procedures
of theoretical and practical(applied) sciences, in that the latter is
RRRE while the former is 'DREI', that is:

description of law-like behaviour; retroduction, exploiting analogies

with already known phenomena, to possibleexplanations of the

behaviour; elaboration and elimination of alternative explanations;

issuing (ideally) in the .empirically-controlled identification of the

causal mechanism(s) at work. (SRHE, p. 68)

Elaboration and elimination (a single stage)appearin both

models . DREI starts with description whereas RRRE has

redescription as its second stage, indicatingthe presenceof an

already established stock of concepts, well enough defined

(presumably by pure, theoretical science) to justify using them

for revisionary description.
Retroduction (not to be confused with retrodiction) we have

already encountered (in chapter 1) as the genus of which

transcendental argument is a species. Bhaskar has characterized

it in these terms:

Typically, then, the construction of an explanation for, that is, the

production of the knowledgeof the mechanism of production of,
some identified phenomenon will involve the building of a model,

utilizing such cognitive materials and operating under the control of

something like a logic of analogy and metaphor, of a mechanism,
which if it were to exist and act in the postulated way would account
for the phenomenonin question (a movement of thought which may
be styled 'retroduction'). (PN, p. 12)5

And identification appears only in connection with theoretical
science,sinceit is tied to experimental closure (at least'ideally').

Now if we apply these models to the socialscienceswhere

closure is inconceivable, what do we find? In the first place, the

second and third stages of RRRE seem to contain sockets into
which leadsfrom pure science need to be plugged. In thenatural
sciences,we have got such leads: leads from physics and
chemistry can be plugged in to engineering and meteorology,
leadsfrom biology and chemistry into medicine, and so on.In
thesocialsciences, apart from the ontological premisses that we
have derived from our transcendental arguments, we seem to
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R
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Figure 5. 5 Procedure in Social Sciences

lack such leads. Do we have to substitute speculative

redescriptions and retrodictions for scientific ones, guidedand

constrained only by these ontological premisses? Suchwas my

suggestion in Scientific Realism and SocialistTh ought, where I

coined the term 'epistemoids' for such practices, but Bhaskar

rejects this epistemic pessimism. The alternative is that

something may be left of DREI in the social sciences, even
without experiment . And in fact the first three stages of it do
seemto stand without necessity for experiment. At the fourth
stage,leadingtoI,however, we have got a loose plug. Figure5.5
illustrates what we get if, in accordance with the maxim that in

the social sciences the applicationsare the only 'experiments ',
we plug ORE in to RRRE 's two empty sockets and the
conclusion of RRRE into I. We remain without 'crucial
experiments', and without accurate measurements, but not
without everything:

oncea hypothesis about a generative structure has beenproducedin
social science it can be tested quite empirically, although not

necessarily quantitatively, and albeit exclusively in terms of its

explanatory power. (PN, p. 49)

Now let us come to Bhaskar's 'analogue'and' compensator'for

the absent experiments (PN, p. 47). He says rather little about

the analogue, though I believethe idea could be developed to

great profit.

It might be conjectured that in periods of transition or cnsis

generative structures, previously opaque, becomemore visible to
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agents . And that this, though it never yields quite the
epi\357\277\275temic

possibilities of a closure (even when agents are self-consciously

seeking to transform the social conditionsof their exi
.stence), . do\357\277\275s

provide a partial analogue to the role playedby experrmentahon m

natural science . (PN, p. 48)

Here Bhaskar refers in a footnote to a passage of mine (in R. D .

Laing, p. 132)whereI introduce a phrase that Bhaskar has also
adopted elsewhere, 'the methodological primacy

\357\277\275f
the

pathological '. By seeing how somethinggoeswrong we find out

more about the conditionsof its working properly than we ever
would by observing it working properly. Neurotic human
beings,asFreudsays, are more instructive psychologically than
normal ones. An economy in crisis is more 'transparent' than a
smoothlyfunctioningone- it 'reveals codes',

s\357\277\275ows
its

.
works

\302\267

like the pipes in the Pompidou Centre. Mechanisms which are

normally disguised by their close interactionwith other ones

break loose and so are actualized,whereas they normally

operate unactualized - just as the law of gravity operates
unactualized in your houseuntil oneday the roof falls down on

your head.
Finally we come to the 'compensator' for. the lack of

experiments, to which this section has been leadingup. In the
first place, it is .clear that we need some

accoun\357\277\275
of theory

construction in the social sciences, since otherwise we are

confronted by a mere mass of data. But we have in
f\357\277\275ctalw_ays

got 'proto-scientific' or ideological theories about
\357\277\275ociety,

si
.
nce

such theories are an essential part of social practice .
Hermeneutic accounts of social science often take those proto\302\255

theories as themselves authoritative for the testing of a social\302\255

scientific theory: economists must use the same conceptsas
businesspeople, and so on. But it is essential to transcendental
realism that theory canbe counter-phenomenal. The question is

therefore how to transfo
rm proto-theories into scientific theories

which can explainand possibly contradict their own theoretical
raw material. Bhaskar says (using P for proto-theory, T for a
socialscientific theory) :

The first step in the transformation P- T will thus be an
at:emp: \357\277\275t

a

real definition of a form of social life that has alreadybeenIdentified
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under a particular description. Note that in the absence of such a
definition, and failing a closure, any hypothesis \302\267ofa causal

mechanism is bound to be more or less arbitrary. Thus in social
science attempts at real definitions will in general precede rather
than follow successful causal hypotheses -

though in both cases

they can only be justified empirically, viz. by the revealed
explanatory power of the hypotheses that can be deduced from

them. (PN, pp. 49-50)

Thus the process of theoretical transformation includes

empirical testing, and for that reason among others nothing in
its premisses is unrevisable.But more theoretical work needs to
be done to setup a test by explanatory power in an open system

than to set up a test by predictive power in a closed one . The
power of abstraction, as Marx said, must replace chemical
reagents.

The sort of theoretical work that Bhaskar has in mind here
consistsof transcendental arguments:

Now the substantive employment of an essentially apodeictic

[demonstrative - A .C.] argument should occasion us no surprise.
For transcendental arguments are merely a species of which

retroductive ones are the genus, distinguished by the features that
their explanandum consists in the conceptualized activities of agents
and, as becomes an arena characterized by a multiplicity of causes,
that they isolate necessary not sufficient conditions for it. (PN, p. 50)

Thesetranscendentalarguments belong to social science, not to
philosophy, for the supplementary considerations which 'will
be needed to establishthe validity of the analysis' will

include the provision of independent empirical grounds for the
existence (and postulated mode of activity) of the structural
mechanisms concerned,whereas,in philosophy, in the nature of the
case, this is impossible . (PN, pp . 50- 1)

I take it that this is Roy Bhaskar's central positivecontribution

(alongside the important negative one, the exclusionof the quest
for closure) to the methodologyof the social sciences : the idea
that a great part of their theoretical work will consist in
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transcendental arguments from premisses familiar
\357\277\275om

social

practice. He cites Marx's Capitalas an instanceof this method:

Capital may most plausibly be viewed as an attempt to-establishwhat

must be the case for the experiences graspedby the phenomenal

forms of capitalist life to be possible. (PN, p. 51).

Bhaskar's account of social scientific workcanbehighlighted

by contrast with the two main rivals, positivism \357\277\275nd

hermeneutics, to the discussion of which he devotes the final

chapter of PN. Like hermeneutic theorists.but unlike
posi\357\277\275ivists,

he holds that the study of any socialpracticemust start with the

agents' conceptions of it . But
u\357\277\275iket\357\277\275e

hermeneuticist and like

the positivist, he holds that social science can go on to refute
theseconceptions. He holds social explanation to be both causal
(\357\277\275sdoes the positivist) and

interpretiv: (as does the
hermeneuticist),denying their shared premiss that these two
notionswill not cohabit . And he rejects their sharedacceptance
of a Humean account of causality.

In the next chapter I will consider the account of the role of

social science in human emancipation which Bhaskarbaseson
this account of social science . I shall then lookat the way his

theories have been used in particular
human sciences. And in

the final chapterIshallraisesome critical questions about critical

naturalism.

Notes

1. See,for instance, Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologiae, Secunda

Secundae, Quaestio XLV, Articulus II. .
2. 'MyStation and Its Duties' is the title of the crucial chapter m F.H.

Bradley'sEthical Studies . . . .

3. A better definition of mentalistic predicates rmght be as

characterized by intentionality in the sense of essential reference to

something ontologically independent of them. Bhaskar uses the
ter\357\277\275

intentionality in the ordinary sense of purposivenessrather than this

technical sense, though he calls mental states 'referential' which is

essentially the same.
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4. The phrase quoted by Bhaskar is from Scriven, 'Causes,
Connectionsand Conditions in History', p. 245 .

5. Bhaskar refershere to Durkheim, The Rules of SociologicalMethod,

p. 2, and to Berger and Pullberg, 'Reification and the Social Critique of
Consciousness'.

== =============6== =============

Explanation
and Emancipation

Schopenhauer .. . would have sickened, becomea
pessimist (which he was not, much as he would have

liked to be) had he beendeprived of his enemies: of

Hegel, of woman, of sensuality, of the human will to

survival .

(Nietzsche, The Genealogy of Morals, p. 241)

Whether or not Schopenhauer was a pessimistpersonally,

Schopenhauer 's philosophy, which entails that the only
emancipationfrom misery is extinction, and that the moon is to
bepreferredto the earth since there is no life on it, is, by almost

general consent, the epitome of pessimism. But Bryan Magee,

early in his book on Schopenhauer,says:

Even professional philosophers tend to see him in this light, as is
evidenced by the title of Frederick Copleston's book Arthur

Schopenhauer: Philosopher ofPessimism. Yet this is odd, becauseit is an

elementary point in logic that no truth claim can entail a value\302\255

judgement. If a valid argument has a value-judgement anywhere in

its conclusions this can only mean that the same value-judgement
was already to be found somewhere in the premisses: you cannot
derive an 'is bad' from an 'is' . No general philosophy - no
ontology, epistemology or logic - can entail pessimistic conclusions.
Professional philosophers ought always to have known, without

having to read Schopenhauer to discoverit, that in this sense his

pessimism is logically independent of his philosophy; and so it is.

(The Philosophy of Schopenhauer, p. 13).

I thought it worth quoting this at lengthbecauseit shows how

an intelligent and fairly representative modern philosopher
couldbesoconvinced of this dogma that you can't argue from a

fact to a value as to be led to say ridiculous things by it.

169
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For this reason, I want to start this chapterby plunging
(almost) straight in to an argument of Roy Bhaskar's which
seems to me to make a clear and irreparable breach in the
Hadrian 's wall which modem

philosophy has built to keep
,

those nasty Pictishfacts from marauding within the boundarjes
of the empire of value . Once this breach is made, the invasion

can be extended in all sorts of directions .

But one preliminary point needs to be made.The
arguments

from facts to values are more like evidential or scientific than
deductive arguments -

unsurprisingly, for values exist in open
systems, and value-judgementsarenormic, always (or almost
always) holding other

things being equal. Introducing a previously
unrecognized premiss may vitiate a validly derived conclusion
from a true premiss.In deductive

reasoning, if P implies Q, then
P and R

implies Q (e .g . if 'the sheep's in the meadow' implies
'the sheep isn't in the fold', then 'the sheep's in the meadow,
the cow's in thecorn'

implies 'the sheep isn't in the fold'). But
in evidential reasoning, 'he was seen running from the scene of
the murderwith a smoking gun' may imply 'he probablydid the
murder';but add 'his gun could not have fired the bullet that
killed the victim', and the conclusionno longerfollows. It has
often been pointed out that moral reasoning is more like \357\277\275

the
latter: 'taking money from that Coca-Cola machine would be
theft' may imply 'you shouldn't take money from that Coca\302\255

Cola machine' - but combineit with 'it is the only way to getcoinsto phonethe President and stop a nuclear war', and thecaseis altered (I allude to the film Dr
Strangelove) . Bhaskar takes

this into account by includinga ceteris paribus ('other things
being equal') clause in the conclusionof all his fact-to-value
inferences .

Explanatory critiques in socialscience

Inthissection,then, I want to concentrate on a singleargument
that establishes the credentials of explanatory critiques as
breaching the fact/value divide .

1 In Bhaskar's texts, this
argumentis embedded in a general account of fact- value

relations (in PN), or of the ways in which theory can affect

practice (in SRHE). But I focuson the central argument, on the
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principle that if we \302\267
can first sto

.
rm the castle, these

\357\277\275ower

terraces can easily be taken. To this endI state the case 1n my
own words; and concludeby quoting the passage where Roy
Bhaskar sums it up most lucidly .

Social science, like any science, presents ideas, claimed to be
true of the object studied, i.e . of society. Unlike the objects of
natural sciences,the objectit studies,society (or any concrete

society), includes ideas. For societycan only exist insofar as

human agents act, reproducing and transforming the social

structure . And human agentsactin accordancewith ideas. Even

though ideas may be causallysecondarytoeconomics(at least in

the dimension of 'vertical explanation'),and history may be the

history of class struggles, as Marx claimed, there can

nevertheless be no understanding of the English Civil War and
Commonwealth without understanding Puritanism, or of

\357\277\275adem Iran without understanding Shi'ite Islam, or of

American foreign policy without understanding B movie
westerns. Soan account of the ideas prevailing in a societywill

be an essential part of a social-scientificaccountof that society.
Now many of the mostsignificantideasin any society will be

ideas about features of that society. For instance, in Britain in the

1980s, a large number of people believed that unemployment
was the result of the fecklessness of the unemployed. Any

account of social attitudes, political behaviour, etc. in that

period would need to mention that fact. But it would also need

to mention the real causes of unemployment in the structure of

British financial institutions, the world market, government
policy,etc.Hencethe explanations that were part of the social\302\255

scientific study, and the explanations that were part of the

society studied, would contradict. If the socialsciencehadgotit
right, then the people it described who had the opposite
explanation must have got it wrong. Hence the socialscience
criticizes(part of) its object. There can be no equivalent of this in

the natural sciences. Blackholesmay be unpleasant things to

contemplate, but that is no criticismof them. They exist - or
don't- and there 's an end of it.

Further,thesocialscientist will not be content with noting the
existenceof a false belief in the fecklessness of the unemployed;
he or she will want to explainit.And whether the explanation is

something subtle and socially pervasive, like the atomistic
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nature of social relations in a commercialsociety,or something

crude and contingent, like lying press-lords, the criticismof the
beliefwill rub off on to its cause. To say that some institution

causes false beliefs is to criticizeit. Given that (other things

being equal) it is better to believewhat is true than what is false,
it is alsobetter(other things being equal) that institutions that
cause falsebeliefsshouldbe replaced by, or transformed into,
those that cause true ones.

Further still, particular institutions and false beliefs about
them may be in a functional relation, such that the false beliefs

serve to preserve the institutions that they are about. Where
institutions oppress a substantialnumberof people,they will

only be stable if protected by suchfalsebeliefs. In such cases, to

propound the truth is not just to criticize, but to underminethe
institution .

Hence, the production of explanations of social institutions is

not only, as a general rule, a
precondition of criticizing and

changing them; sometimes, it is criticizing them, and beginning
the work of their subversion. One classic example of thiskind of

explanatory critique to which Bhaskar refers is provided by

Marx's account of the wage form. Wage-labour only occurs
wherethe workers do not possess the means of labour (tools,
workplace,raw materials), and therefore have to sell their
power to work to someone who does. This initial separation of

means of labour from worker is not given by nature,but the

result of history. It perpetuates itself, sincethe productof the
worker 's labour belongs to the owner of the means of labour,
and only a portion of it is paid to the worker- in general, too

small a portion for the workertobeabletoacquire the means of

labour.

However, because the worker'spay takes the form of the price
of the labour-powerheorshehas sold, it appears as if 'exchange
is no robbery', and, while pay levels may be the subject of
negotiation,somewage level or other would be 'fair' . Wage\302\255

labour spontaneously generates this ideology of 'wages as
payment for labour ', which, however, is fa lse, in that (a) what is
actually paid for is labour-power, (b) labour-power can only be a

commodity when labour is not possible for the worker without
such an exchange,sincehe or she is deprived of the means of
labour,and (c)only a portion of the product of labourgoesto the
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wo rker - and the surplus accruing to the owner ensures that

the worker's deprivation of the means of labour is perpetuated.

In this case, not-only does the institution of wage-labour cause

false beliefs about itself, it also protects itselffrom the wrath of the

workers by this illusion. To expose it is to criticize the wage

system (i.e. capitalism),and to spreadthis word is to stir up
dissent from capitalism, which of course is just what Marx
intended.

Another sort of case - slightly lessclear-cutas an instance of

fact-to-value argument, but very importantfor social science and

its political implications - is that in which the causally

efficacious institutions or distinctions in society are not the

emotively charged ones. Levi-Strauss reports that Bororo

villages are arranged in circles and divided between two

moieties the Cera, who live in the northern half, and the

T\357\277\275gare,
\357\277\275holive in the southern ..The men of each moiety must

marry into the other one, funerals must be conducted by

someone from the other moiety than that of the deceased, and
elaborate mythological

and ritual distinctions are associated

with this division. Cutting across it is the division between the

'upstream' (eastern)and 'downstream'(western) halves of the

village . And within each moiety,therearedifferent clans, each

with their traditional functions . Al lthese distinctions are highly

charged, and regulate the culturaland sacredlife of the village.

They give the villagersa self-understandingbasedonsymmetry,

complementarity, fraternity. Yet cutting across all these three
charged distinctions, there is the division into three unequal
endogamous groups, upper, middle and lower.

Three societieswhich, without realizing it, will remain for ever
separatedand isolated,each imprisoned in a kind of pridewhich is

concealed even from itself by a smokescreen of institutions, so that

each is the unconscious victim of devices, the purpose of which it

can no longer discover.(Tristes Tropiques, pp . 319- 20)

And as the Bororoare,soare we Europeans, with our 'Europe
of fatherlands' and our national prejudices, trailing a bloody
history, and obscuringevenmoreeffectively than the wage form
the class lines alongwhich our interests really divide .
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The dissonance between causal power and emotive

chargedness of institutions does not of course involve a formal

co
.
ntradiction between two beliefs;so it is possible for someone,

without formal inconsistency, to recognize,for instance, thai

Britain is only nominally a monarchy, yet to get excitedabout

royalty. However, this is a phenomenon very close to
displacement in the psychoanalytic sense, which I shalldiscussin
two sections' time as susceptible to explanatorycritique.

The hardened fact/value dichotomist might respond : c\357\277\275he

argument jumps from fact to value when it introduces the

assumption that it is best to believe what is true . Howeverthe
questions 'what should I believe about x' and 'what is true
about x' are not logically independent questions . In fact they are

equivalent, in the sense that the answer to one is necessarily the
answerto the other. It

simply doesn't make sense to say 'that is
true,but I shouldn 't believe it' or 'I shouldbelievethat, though

it is not true' .
This may seemto prove too much.Forit looks as if it implies

\357\277\275hat
true belief is always better than false belief,andit was only

Intended to prove this other things being equal. It is better that a
would-bemurderershould have fa lse beliefs about his victim 's

whereabouts.

But the absolute character of the inferencefrom 'it is true' to 'I
should believeit' appliesonly

in the first person case. I cannot
separate the questionof something's truth from the question
whether I shouldbelieve it, but someone else, who has reason
to believethat I might misuse the knowledge to do evil, or even

just be deeply hurt by it, may judge that it would be better if I

had false beliefs on a subject. (Therelationbetweenthe tight

argument from 'it is true' to 'I oughttobelieve it' and the looser

argument from 'it is true' to 'heor she ought to believe it other

thi\357\277\275\357\277\275s
being

\357\277\275qual'
looks tricky. Deductions do not change

validity according to who makes them. But the point is that since

to believe something is to hold it true, 'I ought to believe it' can
have no othergrounds than 'it is true' has; 'he or sheought to

believe it' can. I should note that this form of the argument is
mine rather than Bhaskar's.)

As I have given this account of explanatorycritiquesin my
own words, I shall now conclude it with a longish quote from
Roy Bhaskarwhich sums it up lucidly:
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If, then, one is in possession of a theory which explains why false
consciousness is necessary, then one can pass immediately, without
the addition of any extraneous value judgements, to a negative

evaluation of the object (generative structure, system of social
relations or whatever) that makes that consciousness necessary

(and, ceteris paribus, to a positive evaluation of action rationally

directed at the removal of the sources of falseconsciousness).Might

it not be objected, however, that the fact/value distinction only
breaks down in this way because one is committed to the prior
valuation that truth is a good, so that one is not deriving a value
judgement from entirely factual (natural) premises? But that truth is
a good (ceterisparibus) is not only a condition of moral discourse,it is

a condition of any discourse at all. Commitment to truth and

consistency apply to factual as much as to value discourse; and so
cannot be seized upon as a concealed(value) premise to rescue the

autonomy of values from factual discourse, without destroying the
\302\267

distinction between the two, the distinction that it is the point of the

objection to uphold. (PN, p. 63)

I have lifted this argument about explanatorycritiques out of its

context for the sake of clarity. Now it has to be said that the

section in which this passage occurs is supposedto defend

arguments both from facts to values and from values to fa cts .

Indeed, he starts by saying that it is 'now often concededthat

the facts are in some sense tainted by, or contingent upon, our

values' (p. 55). He intendsfirst to support this view, then to
show, morecontentiously, that some fact-to-value arguments
can alsobe valid.

But this raises a doubt as to whetherhe may not be cutting off
the branch he is sitting on. For if facts are already valuey,

it is no

great matter that they entail values. If we can argue from values
to facts and thenbackto values again, the conclusions of the
whole argument will be of the same evaluative nature as the
premisses,whichwill not surprise anyone. In this case it will be

quite plausible to argue that the intervening,supposedly factual

stages are a bit valuey. Either the fact/value gap has not been

bridged, since the wholeargument is valuey, or it has not just
beenbridged,but the distinction abolished altogether, which is
not what Bhaskaris claiming. Letus considerhis argument.

He discusses value-to-fact arguments under the following

heads:
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(a) from the standpoint of the subject of investigation
(i) concerning the selectionof problems,

\302\267

(ii) concerning the conclusions,

(iii) concerning the standardsof inquiry;

(b) from the standpoint of the object of investigation;

(c) from the standpoint of the relation between subject and
object.

I shall argue that his argument is inconclusive since (as we

shall see) under (a) (i) and (ii)he arguesagainst those kinds of

value-to-fact argument; under (a)(iii)he subsumes this value-to\302\255

fact argument under relativism, and then defends one, very

restricted form of relativism, while refuting the more general
kind; however, the kind of relativism he defendsis not the kind

that licenses value-to-fact arguments. Under(b)he doesdefend

value-to-fact arguments
- but in a way that only works on the

assumption that there are no valid fact-to-value arguments .
There is no separatediscussionof (c); instead, he goes on to
defend fact-to-value arguments, in the manner summed up in
the last quote above .

My reason for criticizing Roy Bhaskar'sargumentnow, rather

than sticking to paraphrase and expositionand leavingcriticism
tillafterwards, as elsewhere in the book, is that this criticism

defends the radical and far-reaching nature of his fact-to-value

argument, against concessions that would tend to weaken it.
(a) (i) It is sometimes argued that, in the socialsciences,the

complexity of the subject-matter forces us to be selective,and

the selection is value-determined; Bhaskar argues that such

complexity is equally to be found in natural sciences,and is
selectedfrom on practical criteria only in the appliedsciences,
whether natural or social. In pure sciences, principles of
selectionare not imposedbut discovered. 'Thus while it is

practical interests which determinewhich out of the infinite
number of possible compoundsof carbon are studied, it is
theoretical interests which motivate the identification of its
electronic structure' (PN, p. 56). The evaluative selection

argument confuses the natural/social distinctionwith the pure/

applied distinction. So this case for value to fact arguments
doesn't work.
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(a) (ii) A stronger case is argued on the basis of 'interference

between the subject's interest in the objectand its knowledgeof

it' (PN, p. 56) . If human interestswerebound up with geometric
theories, said Hobbes, we would fight wars about them. In the
case of social-scientifictheories,they are and we do . But if we
are conscious of such interference, we can correct it; if we are not,
it is no use stating our evaluative premis ses, since we will be
misled about them. Henceexplicit evaluative premisses for

social science are either unnecessary or misleading.'Inter\302\255

ference' remains as a problem to be overcome,but not as a

source of acceptable premisses.
(a) (iii) This view 'posits a relativity in the methodological

normssecretedby different conceptual schemes or paradigms,
together with a value-dependenceof such conceptual schemes

of .the sort alreadydiscussedunder (ii) '. Bhaskar does not say
why he treats this view more favourably than (ii) . On the
surface,it would seem that in this case, too, wecouldcorrectthe

interference of interests if we were conscious of it, while
unconsciousinterference would be a problem to be overcome.
But his strategy is to describe it as a specialcaseof relativism,

and to criticize anti-relativist arguments for confusing 'epistemic

relativity, which asserts that all beliefsare socially produced',

with 'judgemental rela tivism, which asserts that all beliefs

(statements) are equally valid, in the sense that there can be no

(rational) grounds for preferring one to another' (PN, p. 57). (It
may be useful for the present argument to substitute'cognitive'
for 'rational' in the last sentence, since the value-to-fact relativist

typically claims that there are moral or political, but not

cognitive, reasons for preferring one theory.)
It seemsto me that Bhaskar has misread the polemical

situation here. Those who are called or call themselves
relativists generallyhold that epistemic relativity does imply
judgemental relativism. Once these are distinguished, as

Bhaskar does, the characteristic position of relativists is

undermined. The epistemic relativity which Bhaskaracceptsis
widely held by anti-relativists . And this epistemicrelativity is of

no help at all to those who want to argue from values to facts.
I concludethat none of the arguments from the nature of the

subject to value-to-fact inference work .

(b) The issue here is whether some features of the object
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studied in social science require .that it use evaluatiye language .
That values are

among the objects studied does not by itself
require their descriptionto be couched in valuey language, as
Bhaskar rightly notes; a student of canine behaviour does not
have to bark.But certain features of the object may requir\357\277\275such

language, Bhaskar claims. Now of courseif the argument which
I have already set out (thoughin PN it comes after) succeeds in
showing that we can arguefrom facts to values, some social\302\255

scientific language will indeed be value-laden. But it will be so
not in advance of or in addition to but just by virtue of being

d\357\277\275scr.iptive and explanatory. In this case,thereisno questidn of

bnngmg values to the discourse, and henceno realvalue-to-fact

inference.

It seems to me that both the exampleand the general
argument which Bhaskar gives to show the needfor evaluative

language are really cases of fact-to-value, not value-to-fact

argument. Thus he cites Isaiah Berlin'sexample,that of the

following four true statements about what happened in Nazi

\357\277\275er\357\277\275a,
ny .

:
\357\277\275the

country was depopulated', 'millions of people
dted , milhons of people were killed', 'millions of peoplewere
massacred'- the fourth is both the most evaluative and the
mostprecise and accurate; it gives more of the truth than the
others . That is so, but the evaluative force arises entirely out of
the factual content. It is not that by bringing values into the
disc\357\277\275urse

one makes it a fuller statement of the truth, but that by
maktng a fuller statement of the truth one implies more values .

At the theoretical level, the argument is that there is an
irreducible, but corrigible, hermeneutic moment in social
science;that one cannot get started without understanding the
meaning that actions had for their agents, that institutions have
for their participants, etc. But thesemeaningsmay be systematic
delusions . To understand the Bolsheviks'actionsat the timeof

'War Communism ', one has to understand that they thought
they were initiating a rapid transition to a

fully communist

society; but one must also understand that, in fact, they were
irreparably destroying the worker-peasant alliance on which
the prospect of socialismin Russiadepended,and transforming
themselves into a self-perpetuating elite. By incorporating both

understandings into one's account, one
inevitably criticizes their

self-understanding and consequent actions - and hence
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becomes evaluative . What is this but an explanatorycritique?
The problemhere is that Bhaskar has not at this stage
introduced the notion of an explanatory critique as a way of

arguing from facts to values; hence he is producinggood
arguments against people who insist that social sciencesmust
have no evaluative conclusions; and treating these argumentsas
if they showed that social sciences may have evaluative

premisses
.

Bhaskar does not discuss (c)separately,but goesontodiscuss
fact-to-value arguments instead. If my assessment of his
argumentsiscorrect,hehasfound no real place for value-to-fact

arguments - and so has not undermine d the far-reaching
consequencesof his notion of explanatory critiques for ethics
andpolitics. Why was he so keen to find defensible value-to-fact

arguments?
He wants to take his distancefrom two mistaken views, each

of which he sometimescalls'scientism'.The first is the idea that
a theory could,soto speak,create values where none had been
before. Theories can have practical consequences, but only
because we are all already valuing various things, as an
inevitable part of living . His argument about the value of truth

does not deny that truth is a value for us, but claims that it is a

value that is presupposed by allour doings as cognitive beings .

Non-cognitive explanatory critiques - to which I shall come

shortly - likewise depend on our having values - needs,
wants, desires, emotions- which may indeed be radically
transformed by the work of theory, but can in no way be created
by it ex nihilo. It is doubtful whether anyone ever thought it

could; the Fabian examplehe quotes3 is a telling instance of the
Webbs'elitist arrogance, but does not fit the description since an
evaluative input is assumed(the masses can describe their

grievances, though not prescribetheir remedies). But at least

Bhaskar is forestalling a possiblemisreadingof his own work by
criticizing this view .

The secondmistaken view from which Bhaskar is taking his
distance is that which denies the legitimacy of sociological
studies of science, and the political struggles over sciencethat

may arise from them. While we cannot understand science
without understanding that it is an attempt to deepen our
knowledge of its intransitive object, the scientific community is
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also a socialgroupsubject to similar constraints and pressures to
other suchgroups . This may affect its findings. At worst1 there

are cases of deliberate falsification, as in some studies of

supposed racial determinants of intelligence,or in Soviet

biology in the Lysenko period. Even when this is absent,it is

possible to find what you want to find, and easierstill to miss

what you don't want to find . And even assuming all the results
of a research projectare

objectively true, the area chosen for

investigation may
be determined by contentious ideological

assump\357\277\275ons
or practical interests . Thus it is likely that drug

compantes have concentrated on artificially synthesizeddrugs
to the detriment of research into those occurring naturally in
plants;and it is certain that military might and commercial profit
are the chief determinants of which secretsof nature get

uncovered. In a world where sciencewasfunded with a view to

satisfying human needs and conservingplanetary resources,

quite different discoveries might be made - neither more nor

less objective than the findingsofmodernscience,but useful for

different purposes. (I am certainly not belittling intellectual
curiosityas a legitimatemotive for science - but its economic
efficacy is minimal .) Hence social studies of sciencemay

be of

value in alerting us to likelysourcesoferror;in well-established

experimental sciences, this is a marginalrole,but in the human

sci\357\277\275\357\277\275ces
it is very significant . And such studiesmay inform

pohttcal struggles over allocation of resources, and over the

applications of science .
But these pointsdonot mean that we can argue from valuesto

facts . Research is motivated, but it is not the motivating values

that determine its factual findings (or if it is, they are placed
under suspicion of being 'false facts '); here, Bhaskar's
formalization of the issues is less than helpful;he setsout to

defend both 'F-V' and 'V- F' arguments,but the arrows do

not mean the same in the two cases. As he says himself (using
'F' for facts, 'V' for values, 'T' for theory, 'P' for practice) :

the asymmetry between the F- Vand T- P relationships, on the one
hand, and the V-F and P-T relationships, on the other, stems

from the consideration that whereas factual and theoretical
considerations not only predispose and motivate, but, in favourable

epistemic circumstances ...and subject to the operationof various
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ceterisparibus clauses, logically entail value and practicaljudgements;

value. and practical commitments, while they may (and in general

will) predispose and sometimes motivate, do not (non-trivially)
entail factual and theoreticaljudgements. (SRHE, p. 173)

But this is to acceptwhat hehadrejectedin PN (pp. 54- 5), that
'no factual proposition can be derived from any value

judgement', and 'any factual conclusion depends upon

premises containing at least . . . onefactual proposition' .

My exposition of Bhaskar's account of cognitive explanatory

critiques in social science, and my defence of their status as
unilateral fact-to-value arguments, is now complete . In the
following section I discuss some approximations to and
extensionsof explanatory critique, with wider implications for
social science,politicsand ethics.

Otherkindsofexplanatory critique

Now that the fortress of non-naturalism(thedoctrinethat facts

can't imply values) has been taken, it is possible to extend the
notion of explanatorycritique,and thus to begin to develop a
naturalistic theory of practicalreasonin general. In this section, I
shall discussthreeways

in which this can be done.

(A) There are other and worse ills than cognitive error and
inconsistency;

social sciences can also uncover them. Roy

Bhaskar writes of extending the pattern of argument 'to

accommodate more interestingly specific forms of false

consciousness, and indeed more generally of defective
or

unfulfilling being' (SRHE, p. 178, my italics) . Social sciences

may generate values and motivate practices by exposing

these phenomena too.
(B) Explanatory critiques based on knowledge (not necessarily

scientific knowledge) of human emotions have sometimes
been presentedas the basis for a practice of personal
emancipation- without the concept of an explanatory
critique being explicitly formulated - notably in the ethics
of Spinozaand in Freudian psychoanalysis. An explicit
theory of explanatorycritiquessuchasBhaskar'scanthrow
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light on these projects,andperhapsform the groundwork
of a naturalistic moral philosophy.As Bhaskar puts it: 'A
transcendental realist ontologyrequires,it will be seen7 as
much readjustment in ethics as in epistemology'(SRHE,

p. 187) .

(C) Having loosed the strangleholdof non-naturalism, it ,
may

be possible to construct a generaltheory of practical reason
in all its varieties, showing the differences as well as the
similarities of familiar kinds of practical reasoning to that
involved in explanatorycritiques. Bhaskar lists seven levels
of rationality and discussesthem (SRHE, pp . 181ff) .

In these ways, it can be shown that Tolstoy's remark quotedat
the head of the chapter on facts and values (SRHE,p. 169)is
mistaken:

Science is meaningless because it gives no answer to our question,the only question important to us, 'what shall we do and how shall
we live?'

Bhaskar shows how science,and moregenerally knowledge, can

help us with this question, and thus resumes the great tradition

of philosophy exemplified by Socrates and Spinoza, which
endeavourstobe at once logical and scientific in method, and (if

I may be allowed the word) existentialin content.
(A) 'But the human sciences are not onlyconcernedtoexplain

\"cognitive ills\"', says Roy Bhaskar, and goes on to listnumerous
others under the categories practical ills, communicative ills,
irrationalitiesand injustices(SRHE, p. 191). Insofar as these all
involve some avoidable frustrations of human needs, one can
draw a parallel with the explanatory critiques alreadydiscussed:
socialscience does not only bring into view beliefs, their
falsehoodand their causal relations with the social structure; it

also reveals human needs, their frustration, and the relation of

those needs and that frustration to the socialstructure.This

aspect of social science is also critical of its object. For while
there is no formal contradiction involved in admitting that

something is a human need but denying that it should (other
things beingequal)besatisfied, such a position can be said, in a
looser way, not to make sense. One could here appealto an
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(inverted) use of G.E .
Moo:e's

famous
ar?\357\277\275\357\277\275ent\357\277\275gains\357\277\275

naturalism in ethics . Moore clatms that any def1n1b0n of good
must be mistaken, since it always makes sense to say (for
instance, to a utilitarian) 'I know this action will promote .th\357\277\275

gre atest utility, but is it good?' It seems to me that, once 1t 1s

conceded that, for example, children have a basicneedto play

(wil l have wretched childhoo\357\277\275s and
bec?me \357\277\275\357\277\275bited

and

miserable adults, lacking in skills and socialskills if they are

prevented from playing), then it
n;akes

no senseto ask
.
'but

ough t children be allowed to play?
- unless on the basis of

someexceptional'otherthing' that is not equal (e .g. 'in the
presentfamine, we will all starve if the children don't spend all
their time helping to getfood').

Social sciences, then, generate practical emancipatory projects
b.y showing there to be (a) a need, (b)some

ob\357\277\275taclepreventing
its satisfaction, and (c) some means of removing th1s obstacle .
This is not a matter of mere technical imperatives, coming into

play only if you want the projected good; given that a social

science can tell us not only about the meansof satisfaction but

also about the need itself, it may ground assertoric imperatives,
i.e. since you need this, removethat obstacle thus.

As in the case of cognitive explanatorycritiques,theremay be

a functional as well as a causalrelationbetween the frustrated

need and the frustrating institution.The frustration of the need

may be not only generated by some social institution, but also
necessary fo r the reprod uction of that institution. So the

exploitation of frustrated needs is not always a mere
epiphenomenon of the frustration (like .

commercial

pornography for the sexually frustrated); for Instance, the
frustrated need of workers for possession of the means of their

labour is the essential foundation of the system (capitalism) that

perpetuates that frustration, sinceit is what drives them to sell
their power to workto a capitalist.Thus there is an exact parallel
with the cognitive explanatory critique, with frustrated need

replacing false belief. . . .
A few words are required here about the Marxmn notion of

'contradictions of capitalism' . It is clear that Marx's intention in

using this concept is to provide an explanatory critique of

capitalism; his claim to be a 'scientific socialist' largely means

that his case for socialism consists entirely in an explanatory
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account of capitalism - and this explanation _is a critique
because it unearths contradictions in capitalism.

Some of these contradictions are cognitive, as wehaveseen\302\255

involving 'contradictions' in the logical as wellas the dialectical
sense. But there are also what may appear at first to be two otherkinds:(1) contradictions between the requirements of capitalismand thoseof human needs - e.g. 'alienation',exchange-value/
use-value contradictions, exploitation; and (2) internal
contradictions,causingcapitalism to malfunction, in its own
te7ms: for example, the falling rate of profit, overproduction
c71ses..Infact I think that all contradictions have both aspects,stnce(1) (a) the needs with which capitalism contradictsare not

abs\357\277\275\357\277\275ct
human needs in general, but the historically com\302\255

ple\357\277\275t\357\277\275d
needs of people in capitalist societies, and {b)

capttahsm presupposes for its own functioning these needs
which it frustrates. In both these ways, the needs are

internally
related to capitalism, though this does not mean that they are
wholly constituted by it. Furthermore, (ii)internalmalfunctions

(a) are
argua\357\277\275ly

only
.
possible given that people are not

infinitely
malleable, stnce therr needs are rooted in biology,and hence
have a 'coefficient of adversity' to full incorporation into the
functionality of the system; (b) are only objectionsto the system

given their adverse effects on human needs. I wouldn't worry at
all about a stock marketcrashif it didn't lead to unemployment,etc.

Hence, accountsof the contradictions of capitalism are a
subset

(probably\302\267 the most important subset) of need-based
explanatory critiques.And the cognitive contradictions of
capitalism are essential to that system precisely because theyobscure the need-basedones.It should be added that Bhaskar
regards it as unlikely that a unified notion of contradictioncanbearrived at (SRHE, p. 197); rather, a numberof kinds of non\302\255

cognitive contradiction may be 'clustered around' the notion of
logicalcontradictionfrom which they derive their name, united
perhaps by a sort of 'family resemblance' .

(B)Spinoza's ethicsis
noteworthy as being, on the one hand,a system of

ontology and psychology motivated entirely bymoral concerns,and, on the other, a system of morality entirelyin the indicative; Spinoza does not say 'we ought to ...' but 'the
free person/one who is led by reason will ...'. This is made
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possible by the following triad of doctrines: (a) that an emotion

can only be overcomeby another emotion; (b) that emotions are
not simply data, which cannotbe criticized - they involve

beliefs, which may be moreor lessadequate,
and the emotion

consequently more or lessrational;and (c)that we are free to the

extent that we have rational emotions, based on adequateideas.
This we achieve not by an 'act of will', taking sides with existing

rational emotions against existingirrational ones, but by a work

of reason transforming irrational into rational ones, by
substituting adequate for inadequate ideas .

This may be restated in these terms: the work of personal
liberation is a workof transforming one's emotions by means of

explanatory critiques of them. As one comes to understand
one's emotions better, one can eliminatecontradictions and

misconceptions from them. This understanding is never
achieved by pure 'introspection' , for our emotionsare what

they are because of our interaction with the world.Theincrease
ofself-understanding is equivalent to the increase of ourpowers
both to act on the world, and to be affected by it through the

senses .
For Spinoza,the explanatory critique, if genuinely seen to be

true, of itself transformstheemotion;for once we see the beliefs
involved in an emotionto be ill-founded or inconsistent, those

beliefs are necessarily changed, and the emotion thereby

transformed. Here at least, explanation is emancipation;
however,theproductionof the explanation is a process that also
occurs under a non-cognitive description:an increasein

interactive powers .

If Spinoza' s idea of the work of moral thinking is that of

explanatory self-critique,his caseagainst rival moral outlooks is
also a sort of explanatory critique . For he regards, for instance,
the kindofmoralblamewhich assigns ultimate responsibility to

agents as of a piece with vindictive emotions, and to be
undermined along with them by an understanding of human

motivation.
Roy Bhaskardoes not explicitly draw parallels between his

theory of explanatorycritiquesand Spinoza' s approach to moral

questions, but I believe Spinoza provides the best historical
paradigm for that 'readjustment' of ethics that transcendental
realist ontologyrequires,and I think that the possibility of a neo-
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Spinozist ethics opened up by critical naturalism is a fruitful and

exciting one. And Bhaskar does refer, as an example of

explanatory critique, to another project of personal self\302\255

emancipation the similarity of which to Spinoza's has often

been noted: psychoanalysis . Freud himself wrote 'I
readily

admit my dependence on Spinoza's doctrine ', and though

\302\267

he

'did not seek philosophical legitimation', he 'never claimed
priority' (letter to Dr Lothar Bickel, 28.6.1931, quoted in
Hessing,ed., Specu lum Spinozanum, p. 63) .

Let us considera longpassagein which Freud explains to his

patient the Rat-man how psychoanalytic treatment works . If the
passage lacks the finished look of some of Freud's accounts
sinceit is an informal exposition in response to the Rat-man' \357\277\275

questions, it has the advantage of beingat onceaconcretepiece
of therapeutic work with a concrete symptom, and an explicit
applicationof Freud'sgeneraltheory of our mental structure .
The mismatchedemotionwhich sets off the discussion was the
Rat-man's self-reproachat not having been present at the
moment of his father'sdeath - a reproach so intense that it

made him unable to work.

When there is a mesalliance, I began, between an affect and its
ideational content (in this instance, between the intensity of the self\302\255

reproach and the occasion for it), a layman will say that the affect is
too great for the occasion - that it is exaggerated - and that

consequently the inference following from the self-reproach(the

inference, that is; that the patient is a criminal) is false. On the

contrary, the physician says: 'No . Theaffect is justified. The sense of
guilt cannot in itself be further criticized. But it belongs to another
content, which is unknown (unconscious), and which requires to be
looked for. Theknown ideational content has only got into its actual

position owing to a mistaken association. We are not used to feeling
strong affects without their having any ideational content, and

therefore, if the content is missing, we seizeas a substitute upon

another content which is in some way or other suitable, much as our

police, when they cannot catch the right murderer, arresta wrong

one instead. Moreover, this fact of there being a mistaken

association is the only way of accounting for the powerlessness of
logical processes in combating the tormenting idea.' I concluded by

admitting that this new way of looking at the matter gave immediate
rise to some hard problems; for how could he admit that his self-
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reproachof being a criminal towards his father was justified, when

he must know that as a matter of facthe had never committed any

crime against him?
At the next sitting the patient showed great interest in what I had

said, but ventured, so he told me, to bring forward a few doubts. -

How, he asked,could the information that the self-reproach, the

senseof guilt, was justified have a therapeuticeffect? - I explained
that it was not the information that had this effect, but the discovery

of the unknown content to which the self-reproach was really

attached. - Yes, he said,that was the precise point to which his

que stion had been directed.- I then made some short observations

upon the psychological differences between the conscious and the

unconscious, and upon the fact that everything conscious was subject
to a process of wearing-away, while what was unconscious was

relatively unchangeable; and I illu strated my remarks by pointing to

the antiques standing about in my room. They were, in fact, I said,
\302\267

only objects found in a tomb, and their burial had been their

preservation : the destruction of Pompeii was only beginning now

that it had been dug up . - Was there any guarantee, he next

inquired, of what one's attitude would be towards what was

discovered? One man, he thought, would no doubt behave in such a

way as to get the better of his self-reproach, but another would not.
- No, I said, it followed from the nature of the circumstancesthat in

every case the affect would for the most part be overcome during the

progress of the work itself. Every effort was made to preserve
Pompeii,whereaspeoplewere anxious to be rid of tormenting ideas

like his. ('A Case of ObsessionalNeurosis ', pp . 313 - 15).

Let us take this point by point. (1) We start with an

inappropriately intense emotion.It is recognizedly irrational,

since the affect (the feeling of self-reproach- hereafter 'F') is

recognized to be stronger than warrantedby the idea to which it
is attached (of his absencefrom his father's deathbed -
hereafter 'Y'). (2)Freudpostulatesanother idea, X, which is the
realcauseand objectof F, since something must explain it, and Y

does not. (3) X, since it is unknown yet effective, must be
repressed;thereby F, dissociated from it, was displacedon to Y.

(4) In reply to the question 'how will the discovery of X (to
which ex hypothesi F was appropriate) help get rid of F?', Freud

answers that only the unconsciousnessofX enabled it to persist
unaltere d. Once conscious,it would be subject to 'wearing\302\255

away' . Freud goes on to identify the unconsciouswith the
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infantile, preserved by repression.X turns out to be an infantile
wish that his father would \302\267die.Once the infantile wish is

brought into adult consciousness,it loses its terrors; the original
emotion Y + F has disappeared, and the infantile residue X+F

can be coped with when brought into the contextof an adult's

sense of reality and proportion.
This constitutesa kind of explanatory critique in which the

emotionY + F is (a) characterized as mismatched,(b)explained
as a displacement of X+F, (c) replaced by abreactionof X+F,

which is then (d) weathered away by the 'daylight'of reason.

It is worth mentioning that, along with the often discussed

assumptions that there are mental causes and unconscious

ideas, there is here the interestingassumption that ideas and

feelings can be mismatched, and underlying this an idealof
rationality as the alignment of the relation of mental phenomena
to their causeswith their relation to their objects . When it is

revealed that the object of an emotion or belief is not its cause,
rectification is in order. In this respect, Freud is a card-carrying

Spinozist. But in two ways his accountis less'cognitivist' than

Spinoza' s. First, in that for Freud the mereknowledge of the true

origins of the mismatchedemotionin repression and displace\302\255

ment will not by itself undo these processes;unless that

knowledge has so to speak come up from the unconscious,

complete with its attendant feelings,assentto it will merely be a
'second registration' of the knowledge, not an abreaction

capable of effecting a cure. Second, in that the emotional tie with
the analyst, 'transference', is one effective element in the

process of bringing unconscious ideas into the light of day,
which can often succeedwherepureSpinozist reflection would

fail.

(C) In the section 'Reason and the Dialecticof Human

Emancipation' (SRHE, pp . 180-211), Bhaskar lists and dis\302\255

cusses seven levels of practical rationality. The fourth is

explanatory critical rationality of the sort already discussed. The

fifth and sixth strike me as beingspecialcases of it rather than
distinct levels: under level V, 'depth-explanatory critical

rationality', he discusses Marx's accountof ideology, with its

characteristic elements of theoreticalideology(therival explana\302\255

tory account) which reflects and rationalizes the practical
consciousnesswhich is itself a mystifying reflection of the social
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re ality of which it is a necessary element.Thepassageonlevel
VI, 'depth-rationality', is an account of a possiblekind of depth

inquiry undertaken by two people with a view to understanding
and remedying some frustration to which one of themis subj ect.

This looks built to accommodate psychoanalysis,though the
account isgeneralizedto include the case where the frustrating
agency is an externalcircumstance rather than a neurotic

symptom. The open-ended nature of this quest, with its

possibilities of discoveryand disillusion,is brought out.These
two levels are grouped together as emancipatory reason,
presumably because both set out to explain with the explicit
intention of thereby helping the work of emancipation.Level

VII, 'historical rationality', is concerned with questions about
the unactualizedpowersand transformative tendencies already

present, which may generate the possibility of human

emancipation. It is mentioned only to say that these questions
can only be answered in the contextof some theory (presumably
a theory of history as the progressive realization of human

potential, after the manner of Kant, Hegel or Marx) .
I now turn to the 'lower' levels,for even these familiar forms

of practical reason foreshadow the critical and emancipatory
reason that has been our concernso far. The first is technical

rationality - the only sort of practical rationality known to
positivistic 'neutral science': instances of this concern means to
some external end. Bhaskar says that they only seem to domore
than this if they implicitly suppose human purposes. It

may be

noted in passing, though, that if human sciencesprovide an
explicit account of such purposes, they may transform technical

into assertoric imperatives by supplying an extra (factual)

premis s, and are then on their way to the level of non-cognitive
explanatory critiques. However,Bhaskar makes a different

point about the potential of instrumental rationality, which

takes us to level II: 'explanatory knowledge increases the range
of real (non-utopian)human possibilities,which may of course

also mean decreasing the range of imaginedones,by showing

certain of these to be purely imaginary' (SRHE, pp . 181 - 2).
Such knowledge is empowering to a movement of the
oppressed. Of course, it may also be empowering to the
oppressors, but not unambiguously so, for the latter have an

intere st in obscuring the realrangeof available possibilities from
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the oppressed, hiding possibilities of a betterlife that depend on

transformed structures, and holding out unrealpossibilitiesof a

better life within existing structure s. This is not necessarilya

cynical dodge: the oppressors may equally obscure the
unwanted possibilitiesfrom themselves. But all this means that

even purely instrumental knowledge (including, it might be

added, somesuppliedby the natural sciences) is not necessarily
neutral. As Althusser put it: 'true ideas always servethepeople;
false ideas always serve the enemies of the people' (Lenin and

Philosophy, p. 24).
Finally, there is levelIII,intra-discursive critical or practical

rationality: every theory implies criticism of incompatible

theories and the practices based on them. 'X is false' entails

'don't believe X', and, otherthings being equal, 'don't act on X'.
This point, which is the first condition of explanatory critiques

proper, also has somepracticalimport
even in the absence of an

explanationof the disproved or contested beliefs.

All seven of these levels share a commonstructure, in that

they are ways in which an already existingand ongoingpractice
is transformed by a theory which supplements or contradicts
someof the ideasimplicit

in the practice . None of them can
createa practice out of nothing, but all of them can transform

practices in ways that could not have occurredwithout them.

The 'primacy of practice' holds, historically and ontologically.
But it does not imply that theory is redundant or
epiphenomenalormerely explicative or neutral as to ends.

A Non-Cognitive Model of Emancipation;
A Cognitive Model of Ethics?

It is clear that Roy Bhaskar is anxious to avoid the misreadingof

his theory of human emancipation which, on the basis of the

prominence 'given to explanatory knowledge in that theory,

would take it as a purely cognitive process.Thereareof course

special cases where it is . When it is just a set of false beliefs that

enslaves, their replacement by true beliefsis liberation.But the

vast bulk of human bondage, miseryand oppressionis not like

that. The extension of explanatory critiquefrom cognitive error
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to unsatisfiedneedsmakesit clear that false belief is not the only
chain that binds us, and it is massively outweighed by othersin
termsof urgent human problems. Peasants who grow food they

cannot afford to eat, unemployed workers, homelessfamilies,

bullied wives, tortured prisoners, may all know exactly what

would make them free, but lack the powerto get it. And Roy

Bhaskar has something to say aboutthe nature of emancipation,
based on his conception of the way we interact with the

structured world outside us .
But first it should be said: (1) that though the oppressed may

understand their oppressionquitewell,they may not. In the

example from Marx,workerswho takewagestobepayment for

work done may or may not perceivetheirwagesas unj ust, and

would most likely welcome a rise, but will not recognize their

sy\357\277\275tematic exploitation, rectifiable only by a change of social

structure. They will not undertake politicalactionto take over

the means of production so longas they see the existing system
as only accidentallyexploitive. Theircognitive deception is the

first line of defence against their socialemancipation. Hence

cognitive enlightenment is a necessary, though not a sufficient,

condition of their emancipation.
(2) It should alsobe said:that workers who have seen through

the wage form to the relations of exploitation that lie behind it

are so far unfree, that they have an uphill struggleahead,and

may be less 'happy' in a superficial sense than the forelock\302\255

touching Tory Working Man; 'dissonance, not liberation...may
be the immediate result of enlightenment' (SRHE, pp . 204-5).

Yet to a degree they are already more emancipated.Noone
with any self-respect would prefer to be a contenteddupethan a

clearsighted dissenter. But it remains true that the main part of

the work of emancipation is not cognitive,but consists in toil

and trouble, conflict, changesin powerrelations,the breaking

up of some social structures and the buildingup of others.

The etymology of the word 'emancipation', almost always

favoured by Roy Bhaskar over its near-synonym'liberation',
emphasizes more than the latter the idea that it is always from
some previous bondage that one is emancipated. Hence it is

distinguished from simple empowering, which may also, of

course, be the result of (applied)new knowledge.
Bhaskar characterizes emancipation in the following way:
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It is my contention that that special qualititative kin,d of becoming
free or liberation which is emancipation, and which . consists in the

transformation, in self-emancipation by the agents concerned, from an

unwanted and unneeded to a wanted and neededsourceofdetermination, is

both causally presaged and logically entailed by explanatory theory,
but that it can only be effected in practice. Emancipation, as so

defined, depends upon the transformation of structures, not the

alteration or amelioration of states of affairs. In this special sense an

emancipatory politicsor practice
is necessarily both grounded in

scientific theory and revolutionary in objective or intent . (SRHE,

p. 171)

Therearea number of points to ponder here.
1. Theitalicized phrase 'from an unwanted and unneeded to

a wanted and neededsourceofdetermination' encapsulates a

theory of what freedom is. It is 'nomore the simple recognition

[of], than escape from, necessity' (SRHE, pp . 170-1). That is to
say (taking the points in reverse order), freedomcannotmean
that we escape the causal order of the world,notonly because of

the intrinsic incredibility of such a notion,but because (a) an

uncaused action could no morebe my action than something
that happened to me without my will would be . My actions are
those that I - my character, opinions, desires - cause.

Certainly, as has often been pointed out, an actionhasreasons,
not just causes - otherwise it would not be an action. But those
reasonsmust also be the causes of the action; for if they are not,
then either .that 'action' is uncaused, i.e. an accident, and
therefore not an action,or it is caused by something other than
the reasons for it, in which case the 'reasons' are mere
rationalizations , and the 'action' once again a merehappening,
that we mistakenly think we cause. We are free only if our

reasons have effects - and what has effects is a cause. (b)If we

are either to know or to act upon the world - and neither is
possiblewithout the other - we must both be affected by the

world through our senses, and affect the world through our

bodily movements . To do either,we must be no disembodied

spirits, but made ofthe samestuff as the world about us, subject
to the samecausallaws.

So freedom must be 'in-gear' rather than 'out-of-gear'
freedom; it is not a matter of disengaging ourselves from the
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world so that it gets no grip upon us - for by the same token,
we would get no grip on it. We do not escape from necessity in

that what we do we do in ways governed by causal laws .
If we could disengage ourselves mentally from the causalnexus

(for it hardly makes sense to think we coulddisengageourselves

physically}, we would actually not be escapingfrom necessity, but

rather simply recognizing it - the former of the notions Bhaskar
dismisses . Such recognitionof necessity would no more be
freedom than the prisonerwho 'comesquietly' is freer (though
he may be less bruised) than the one who resists arrest.

However, it is worth mentioning in passingthat Engels, to

whom Bhaskar attributes this conception of freedom, meant

something else by this phrase 'recognitionofnecessity'.Hedid
not mean accepting being dragged along willy nilly; the imageis
rather of the yachtsman, whose knowledge and skill enable him
to sailnearthewind, while the person who does not knowhow
to usetheforceofthe wind will be driven in whatever direction
it happens to be blowing. 'Necessity' here, as for Bhaskar,

stands for the necessary tendencies of things, not some

inevitable fate .
2. Theideaof a 'wanted and needed source of determination'

is sostrikingly discordant with 'out-of-gear' concepts of freedom
that it warrants comment. The adherent of 'out-of-gear'freedom
may see this idea as just as inadequateas the 'comingquietly'

idea of freedom. To extend the metaphor:you get arre sted by a
decent cop instead of by a real pig. But this rests on the
misunderstanding of causation as a kind of compulsionby an

outside agency. In special cases, indeed, a causalmechanism

may be an alien force, conquerable or not. But among the

'sources of determination' are the laws of our own being, and of
the environment which makes it possible for us to be.Totakean

everyday example, I have not chosen the fact that tea refreshes

me, while coffee sets off a slight allergic reaction. But given this
fact, I am freer if I can find somewhere that serves tea than I am
if I can only get coffee \357\277\275While this is not an instance of

emancipation, the following may be . (a) (At the personal level) if

I am cured by psychoanalysis of a disabling obsession or
inhibition, I am no lessnecessitated to act without it afterwards
than to act in accordancewith it before . Yet I am surely freer.(b)
(At the micro-social level) if I am part of a strife-torn household
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that makes daily life a nightmare for me, I am less_ free than as
part of a loving one, and may emancipatemyself by getting out

of the former into the latter;yet each will involve its own kind of

constraints (and corresponding enablements). (c) (At the macro\302\255

social level) different kinds of .societyare govern\357\277\275d by different

kinds of laws . I don't only mean legislative enactments (though
of course that is also true), but social mechanisms generating
different possibilities and tendencies. The future of the area
whereI live may be determined by market forces, or by plans

made by a neighbourhood meeting. In the lattercaseI can

participate in determining my future environment, and live in
someconfidence that it will not become uninhabitable. Of
course, I losethe possibility of speculating on the property
market.But in both cases, there is a generativesocialmechanism

determining what happens
- and in both cases, that

mechanism works only through the actions of human agents .

And of course, in both cases,therearematerial constraints :

build a house upon subsiding subsoil,and it willcrack.Yet the

transition from market forces to neighbourhoodmeetingwould

clearly be experienc ed by most people as an emancipation.
It should be evident that emancipation into such 'in-gear'

freedomcan'tbe achieved either by pure cognitive enlighten\302\255

ment or any other purely 'inner' or 'mental'change . It 'can only
be effected in practice',i.e. it requireshard work, transforming
recalcitrant structures, with the technical and socialmeansat

our disposal, into other, more congenial structures. This brings

us to the third point .
3. Thereisan important distinction between 'amelioration of

states of affairs
'

and 'transformation of structures' . Therecanof

course be freedom-enhancing ameliorations of states of affairs. I

would like a holiday in Greecenextyear, but can't afford it; if I
had a risein salary, I could afford it, and so that amelioration of

my state of affairs would to a degreeincreasemy freedom.

Furthermore, it might take practical activity to achieve this,
whether collective (trade union militancy) or individual (getting

promotion) . But it would be absurd to call this 'emancipation'.
This term implies that there are objectively existing, effective,

relatively enduring, but alterable structures constraining one's
possibilities:politicaltyranny, class exploitation, apartheid,

patriarchy, bureaucracy, press monopolies, the property
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market, and so on. Emancipation involves transforming them;
and the whole depth-realisttheory indicates that there is a real
hiatus betweenreformsat the level of the actual, retaining
existing structures (e.g. pay claims, tax reforms, electoral

reform, a bill of rights) and structural changes (e .g. the
socialization - or privatization - of theeconomy,the transfer

of political power from one classto another,thebreakup of the

nation-state). There is a hiatus in the sensethat one will never

change structures by the cumulative effect of reforms in
accordance with those structures: tax reforms will not abolish

class privileges, and so on.
I should say here that, though I have given examplesthat I

considerplausible, realist philosophy cannot as such tell us
which changes are structural, which not; only empiricalsocial\302\255

scjentific inquiry can do that. And there are disagreements
about this issue. For example, I have heard it said that the

replacement of patrilineal by matrilineal inheritance of

surnames would have deep structural effects, though I myself

doubt whether any linguistic reforms will even amelioratestates
of affairs, let alone transform structures - morelikely they will

preserve them by obscuring the fact that nothing has changed.
Nevertheless, there is a certainkindof reformist politics which

does presuppose that whatever social transformations are
requiredcan be made without at any stage implementing
'structural reforms'. In the ironic words of Leon Rosselson' s
song, 'We'llchange the country bit by bit/ So nobody will notice
it/ Then ever after, never fear/ We'll sing TheRed Flag once a

year' . Depth realism,by contrast, draws attention to the same
facts asTawney'sremarkthat you can peel an onion leafbyleaf,
but you can't skin a live tiger claw by claw.If some changes can

only come gradually, there areothersthat can only come all of a
sudden.Hence,'emancipatory politics or practice is necessarily
... revolutionary in objective and intent' . 'Revolution' here
refersto the necessarily deep and sudden changes; it does not

necessarily imply violence\302\267 (except in the sense of the ancient
distinctionbetweennatural and violent motion), though no one
but a pacifist or a Hobbesiancandoubt that violent revolutions

are sometimes necessary. But it is clear that this notion of
structural transformation sits easier with Marxist than with
Fabian politics.
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One reservation needs to be madeherethough\357\277\275There is a

certain kind of Marxistpoliticswhich sees emancipation as an

ali-or-nothing thing; it is assumed that nothing short of socialism
is any sort of emancipation worth having, while the
achievementof international .socialism would emancipate al l
and completely,\302\267sothat thereafter only ameliorations of states of

affairs would be required. Bhaskar's definition of emancipation
cannotbetiedto any such ali-or-nothing conception. One can
transform some of the many unwanted and constraining
structures, without transforming them al l; and this can still be

distinguished from mere amelioration of states of affairs . We

have many instances of such partial emancipations : the great

bourgeois revolutions which emancipated Europe from

feudalism, but delivered it over to capitalism; the national

liberations of the twentieth century, which oustedcolonialrule,
yet often replaced it by military regimes or corrupt
bureaucracies;the overthrow of fascism, which everywhere
replaced it either by bourgeoisdemocracy or bureaucratic 'state

socialism'; the political emancipation of Eastern Europe in

1989 - 90,whichhas for the most part led to economic and social
developments which are the opposite of emancipatory . As yet

we have no instance of 'total emancipation',and it would be

utopian to predict its possibility. Most likely, emancipation will

always occur as a multiplicity of partial emancipations . This
does not preclude the possibility that some repressive
mechanisms may be explainedin termsof qther, more basic

ones: imperialism, and modern forms of sexism, may be

explained in terms of capitalism, for example. But this is a
substantiveissueforsocialscience, and cannot be resolved by
philosophy. At most, Bhaskar's theory may suggest a
framework into which we can fit the Marxist notion that the
economic structures are 'determinantin the last instance ',
though not necessarily'dominant', should concrete research

justify it. I mean the notionthat generative mechanisms are

stratified, so that, on the one hand, they conjointly determine

events, in no fixed proportion;yet on the other, one of these
mechanismsmay be rooted in, emergent from, and explainedby

another.

4. In the passage quoted from SRHE,p. 171,Bhaskar
\302\267
also

says that emancipatory politics is necessarily 'groundedin
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scientific theory'. Why should this be? The argument so far has

shown such grounding to be possible, rather than necessary.

But if emancipatory politics means transforming structures, it
must be basedon knowledge of those structures. It is such
knowledgethat transforms the will to ameliorate states of affairs

- which is after al lthe necessary motive of emancipatory politics
- into the project of transforming those structures which

generate the unwanted states of affairs . Social evils may stare
one in the face,but social structures don't. One can see people
sleepingon the streets, and listen to their complaints; but one
hastodoresearch to understand the market mechanisms which
cause this tragedy, and how they can be changed. William

Morris is reported to have said that he didn't need Marx's

Capital to tell him that the rich robbed the poor; if he
n\357\277\275vertheless read his copy of Capital until it fell apart, perhaps
that was because the mechanisms by which the rich rob the poor
needtobe analysed and understood if we are to abolishthem.

If it is clear by now that Bhaskar's conception of human

emancipation is not a cognitive one, I think it is also becoming
clear that his paradigmof practicalreasoning- ofethics - is a

cognitive one.Forwhile 'thereareother good things in life apart
from explanatory knowledge'(SRHE, p. 171), and most of
ethics will be talking about those good things, not about

explanatory knowledge,its kind of talking will be describing and
explaining,not simply prescribing or evaluating . We talk most
usefully about values whenwe do soby talking about facts.

Unless people had values already, no amount of 'edifying
discourses' could induce them, but given that people

unavoidably have values, the way to changethosevalues for the

better is by increasing knowledge,both descriptive(e.g.what it

is like to be a forest-dwellerturned out of one's home and

livelihood by a rancher), and explanatory (e .g . how come
ranchers have the motive and the powerto tum the forest\302\255

dwellers out?). Bhaskar has not elaborated this idea of a

cognitive paradigm of ethics, which, so far as personal ethics is

concerned, might look very like Spinoza's. But the possibility of
such an ethicsis implicit in his thought.

Some of the essential points of Roy Bhaskar's view of

emancipation are summed up in hislistof five conditions of the

possibility of emancipatorypractices(SRHE, pp . 210- 11).
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First, rea sons must be causes,or discourseis ontologically redundant

(and scientifically inexplicable).
\302\267

As we have seen, our reasons for acting must have real effects

through our action,co-determining events in the open systems
of the worldwith diversothercauseswhich pre-exist them and

operate alongside them.

Second,values must be immanent (as latent or partially manifested

tendencies) in the practices in which we engage, or norll lative

discourse is utopian and idle.

This precludesthe 'theoreticism'or'scientism'criticized above,

according to which theory can conjurevaluesout of its own hat,
where none existed before. We are all engaged in practices prior
to the initiation of theory, and all practices necessarily involve

and secrete values; the initial motive both for theory and for the
transformations of practices that it effects must lie in those
values. This alsoprecludesthe Platonist or Kantian location of
values in an idealornoumenal world distinct from the world in
which we live, alongwith 'Cheshire Kantian' views such as
emotivism or prescriptivism. And at the political level, it

precludes the utopian projectof basing programmes on how

people might be in the future, rather than on what they need
now.

Third, critique must be internal to (and conditionedby) its objects, or

else it will lack both epistemic grounding and causal force.

That is to say, if it is to have emancipatory effects, an explanatory

critique must be part of the society of which it is a critique. An

explanatory critique of the institutions of ancient Babylon will

hardly be emancipatory in modern England, or even modern
Iraq;a Martian sociologist could report back on the state of the

modern world without it having any effect on the world at all.
And if the critique must bemadefrom within, it is subject to all
the samepressuresthat distorted the ideas that are the objectof

its critique . Hence it must always be ready for self-critique, and

consequent self-revision. The point about 'epistemicgrounding'
is more contentious, and extraneous to the issue of
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emancipation. It suggests that the explanatory critique of

Babylon by a modern or Earth by a Martian are not just
ineffective, but impossible.

Fourth, at the emancipatory moment, there must be a coincidence of
subjective needs . .. and . .. objective possibilities, already at or close to
their historical conditions of realization, as the articulated and
achievable goals of groups, rather than merely the abstract

properties of structures .

This specifies one of the non-cognitive,or only partly cognitive,
conditions of emancipation. People must actually fe el the need
for change - andfor just that change that is a real emancipatory

potentiality of the time . Only then can an emancipatory

pr:ogramme that is at once realistic and popular - and hence

actualizable - be projected.

Finally, for emancipation to be possible, knowable emergent laws must

operate.

This is perhaps the most surprising claim, for it amounts to
sayingthat idealist and reductive materialist philosophies are

incompatible with human emancipation, in that, if they were

true, that emancipation would not be a possibility. Let us take

reductive materialism first.
Suppose that, while everything is governed by physical laws,

thereareno laws at the level of social existence, i.e. that there

are no irreducibly social mechanisms; what wouldbephysically

possible would be socially possible, and the only way to apply
knowledgein transforming social institutions would be by
redescribing them as physical entities, explaining them

physically and acting upon theirphysical structure . But (a) for
most examples one canthink of, such a manner of transforming
socialstructuresis inconceivable;(b) even if possible, it would

presuppose a prior identification of the entities to be
transformed under a social description, and a decision to
transform them becauseof what they are under that description
- without the aid of any explanatory theory of them under that

description; (c) such a transformative practice, even if possible,
would be systematically indifferent to the social properties of the
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entities affected by the transformation process,_ and hence

manipulative rather than self-emancipatory.
For the most part, the political effect of denying emergent

sociallaws is to uncritically use pre-scientific theories full of

unexamined assumptions about social causality, and at thesame
time assume that anything that is physically possibleis socially

possible . Thus the crucial fact that some physicallypossibleand

humanly desirable outcomes (e.g . the bringing together of

unused resources, unemployed workers and unmet needs)may

be impossible within a given social structure (e.g. a market

economy) is obscured.

Idealism is, on the one hand, theoretically, unable to explain
the constraints which make emancipationnecessary,and, on
the other,practically, destined to preserve real constraints from
whichwecouldhave emancipated ourselves, by proclaiming an

emancipation entirely internal to 'the mind' or 'discourse'. In
times of difficulty for liberation movements, there will always
occura secessionof erstwhile partisans of emancipation into
such movements for 'inner' liberation, and this was noticeably
the case in the 1980s.It is for this reason both that realist

philosophy has beenvery much against the stream in 'radical'
circles in this period,and that it has itself been a major political
intervention as an antidote to this 'retreat to the innercitadel'.

Philosophyand Socialism

While Roy Bhaskar makes no secret of his socialist beliefs, his
account of human emancipationis in very general terms, not

specifically socialist ones. The question has often been posed,
what is the relationbetween 'criticalrealism' and socialist

politics? In this section I try to answer this question. The first

thing to say is that the relation is not one of entailment.It is
perfectly logically possible to' combine such a realismwith right\302\255

wing or middle-of-the-road politics. Indeed, no philosophical
position -

according to the conception of philosophy in

question - entails any specific political position. Political

positions, if rational, are arrived at by means of explanatory
critiquesof the societies they pertain to; these are the work of

empirical social sciences. Marx was right to think that the
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grounds for socialist politics were in the 'critical analysis of

capitalist production' . Whether or not the contentof his politics

was correct depends on whether that analysis was correct. This
is a substantivesocial-scientificissue,which cannot be resolved

by philosophical argument .
However,thereare two ways in which the realism and the

socialismare linked.First, there are a number of arguments
commonly used for certain non-socialist positions, or for
versions of socialism which hope to avoid confrontation with
and transformation of existing structures, which arguments are
undermined by transcendental realism. We have already seen
two of them: the gradualist argument that states of affairs can be

ameliorated in al l requisiteways without transforming any
structures; and the idealist'radicalism'which seeks to liberate

the world by changingthe colourof our discursive spectacles . I
will mention one morehere: certain sections of the political
right, sometimes called the 'libertarianright',alsoclaim to be

working for human emancipation. There is another kind of

rightism, which appeals not to liberty but to law and order, the

national interest, traditional values,and soon.Sincethis kind of

rightism
- which may very well be realist - doesnot use the

language of emancipation, I do notneedto discuss it here. The

'libertarian right', however, would find it very difficult to make
a plausible chiim to be on the side of emancipationwithout

presupposing a specific theory of human nature and social
structure: that people are autonomous individuals, and society
existsonly by virtue of their voluntary or compelledrelations
(i.e. relations that are in each case the expressionof someone's

will, so that one person's unfreedom always results from

another's bullying) . Now the transformational model of social

activity refutes this position,while taking into account the facts
that lend it plausibility vis-a-vis holistic conceptions . It thus
leavesthe libertarianrightist without any ontological ground to
stand on; an alternative defence of libertarian rightism would
have to be found if that position were to remain in thefield,and
it is difficult to imagine what such a defence might be.

In addition to these \302\267refutations of alternative political

positions, there is another relation between Bhaskar' s

philosophy and a certain kind of socialist politics . I am referring
to the

homology which exists between the transcendental realist
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world-view and a certain politicalmodel.I am mindful of the

fact that homologies can be misleading,and we do well to treat
them warily . Somehomologieshave been very important in the

history of ideas, yet of no philosophical impprtance; the fact
.thc\357\277\275.t

one set of ideas is homologous with another, true, set of ideas is
no evidence for the truth of the former set. For instancethereis
a homology between Newton 's atomist mechanics and the
'abstractindividualist' conception of society; yet Newton's
mechanics was an excellentscientific theory, which enabled

much new knowledge to be discovered,even though it finally
turned out to be inadequate,and in some respects was even

contradictory; abstract individualism, on the other hand, has

generated nothing but intellectually infertile and humanly
destructive errors . Moreover,Newton'sjustified prestige has

lent credence to these errors.
However, in the present case, I shall suggest that, while there

is certainly a homology, there may be more than that in the
offing . But fir st, the homology: accordingto transcendental
realism,there are hierarchies of structures in the world, e.g.
moleculesare composed of atoms, cells of molecules, organisms
of cells, societies of people - and in nocaseare these 'wholes'

reducible to their parts, or thepartsto their wholes. There are

irreducible mechanisms existing at each level,which could not

for the most part be predictedfrom knowledge of the higher- or
lower-level mechanisms.This view contrasts with a number of
one-levelontologies,which claim either that parts are mere
aspects of some whole, so that ultimately there is only the

Absolute, of which everything is an aspect;or that wholes are

mere collections of parts, understood only when broken down

into their components, which aloneareultimately real; or that

some intermediate level of entity (e .g. 'selves') are the only
reality, their parts beingmereaspects, and the larger entities
which they make up being mere collections. The common

assumption of these threeontologies- that there must be one
and only one ultimately real level - is homologous with a

common assumption in political philosophy, namely the ideaof
sovereignty.

It is assumed by many writers - Hobbesand Rousseau,

Hegel, but also modern political commentatorsdiscussingsuch

issues as Britain's place in Europe, or home rule for Scotland
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and Wales - that there must be sovereignty at some one
politicallevel,and that if, for instance, it is located in the nation\302\255

state, neither smaller local units nor international organizations

can have any but a derivative and retractable power. Likewise,
in debates about the politicsof economics (public versus private
ownership, centralization versus de-centralization, market

versus planning, etc .) it tends to be assumed that there must be
onelevelof units: that while the 'firm' may be a multinational

corporation, a government department or a backyardworkshop,
theremust be some one level at which power i1; Jocated, outside

which there are relations of the market,and insidewhich there

are relations of management. This assumptionsets the agenda

for debates about possible variants of socialism:it generates the

dilemma 'either a command economy, or market relations

b\357\277\275tweenseparate co-operatives' .

Yet it is no more obviousthat such managemental monism is

necessary than that some one-level ontology must be true. Even
the corporate structure of monopoly capitalism includes

relatively autonomous subsidiaries,and modelssuch as guild

socialism, though untried, are not obviously impracticable.
Theremay be an alternative to market and commandeconomies
alike,in genuinely multi-levelled democratic structures, with
real powers located at eachlevel, adequate to deal with the

problems of that level.

Likewise with regard to political structures:federalsystems in

which powers are really located at morethanonelevel (not just
devolved from one level to another)havelongexisted.In other

words, even now 'sovereignty' is not in reality absolute. If it is

necessary for world peace and ecologicallysoundplanning that,

on the one hand, international agencieswith real powers be set

up and that, on the other, units much smaller than mostnation\302\255

states (in United Kingdom terms, cities and counties)takeover

wide fiscal, legislative and economic planning responsibilities,
then the illusion of sovereignty as an absolute is a pernicious
one.

The homology between such multi-levelled structures of
economic and politicalpower,and Bhaskar'sconceptionof a

real plurality of causal mechanisms, scientific strata, enduring
structures,.mustbe obvious . Is it more than a homology?If we

understand political and economic agencies not as mere
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repositories of legal legitimacy but as enduring_
structured

entities (government departments, firms, trade unions,political
movements, armies), with real powers and tendencies

generated by their internal structuresand theirplacesin \357\277\275wider

structures, then it is plausible to suggest that multi-levelled

social organization is an instanceof multi-levelled causal power.
The myth of sovereignty- of the nation-state or of the economic
firm - may (over and above its obviousapologeticfunction on

behalf of nation-states and firms)be nomorethan an instance of

the same epistemic 'idol' (in Bacon'ssense)as the discredited

one-level metaphysical systems : Hobbes's particles, Leibniz 's

monads, phenomenalism's sense-data, Bradley's Absolute.
And the visionof a pyramid of democratic loci of political and
economicpower,from the street and shopfloor meeting to the
planetary plan, may have no inherent impracticability -

only

the uphill task of overturning the vestedintereststhat oppose it.

Notes

1. I am not claiming that Roy Bhaskar is the only philosopher to have
shown how we can argue from facts to values. On the one hand, his
arguments vindicate the practice of many philosophers beforeHume

and Kant who argued validly from facts to values without having to

defend this against anti-naturalist critics - as indeednon-philosophers
do all the time. On the other hand, there have been a number of
defences of fact-to-value argument in recent philosophy; most, I think,

rely on some notion of specificallymoral facts, and hence are not really
naturalistic . One, however, anticipates some of Bhaskar'sarguments:

Roy Edgley, in his book Reason in Theory and Practice and his article
'Science,Social Science and Socialist Science: Reason as Dialectic' .

I concentrate on Bhaskar's versionof the argument because of the

purpose of this book; I also think it is the fullest and most fruitful

version.

2. we have little faith in the 'average sensual man', wedonot believe

he can do n;tuch more than describe his grievances, we do not

think he can prescribe his remedies. (B . Webb, Our Partnership,
entry for 24 December 1894, quoted in SHRE, p. 170n)

\357\277\275= =============7== ==============

Interventions

Following Locke, Bhaskar has describedthe work of philosophy
in relation to scienceas that of an underlabourer. This may be a
humblerolecomparedwith the claims of rationalist philosophy
to be a master-science,whether (as in classical rationalism) as
the method or magic key which unlocks al l the doors to
knowledge,or (asin theHegeliantradition) as the sum mation and

apotheosis of al lknowledge. But the job of underlabourer is also a
useful, indeedessential,one. Sothis conception of philosophy is
not that of a 'purely academic'(in the popular sense) discipline,
which 'leaves everything as it is', as Wittgenstein required.

In fact it is clear from the whole toneofBhaskar'swriting that

he believes his philosophy can make a difference,can do
something valuable for the sciences, and in particular for the
humansciences.And as we shall see in this chapter, a number
of people working in the human sciences share this view. How

is a theory such as criticalrealismto beusedin these sciences?

First, there is a commonway of posing this question which can
onlygiverisetomisconceptions. Itissometimes asked: how can

critical realism be applied to (or in) the human sciences? The

problem with this it that it suggests preciselythe classical
rationalist notion of a master-method: as if we could first sit

down and study critical realism in our armchairs,and then go
out into the world or the laboratory and apply it to our chosen
subject-matter.A comparison with the way Bhaskar treats the
natural sciences should show the error of this conception..He

looks at their actual practice, and asks questionsabout the

conditions of its possibility . He arguesfrom ongoing scientific

practices, not to some norms whichthosepracticesarerequired
to conform to . And since he holds that the human sciencesare
in principle sciences in the same sense as the natural ones, this

ought to be the relation of philosophy to them too.

205
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Nevertheless, there seems \302\267
in practice to be a_ difference

between philosophy's relation to the human and to the natural

science s. It may be expressed in this way: while in both natural
and human sciencescritical realism is of use in helping to
answer questions alreadyposedby them, rather than prescribed
for them in advance,it is nevertheless the case that the natural
sciences do not for the most part need, for their everyday work,
to ask thesequestions.Itisrather the 'nocturnal' questions and

reflections of the scientists into which critical realism can
intervene . It may certainly show some accountsby scientists of

the implications of their ownpracticetobefalse. But if so, those
accounts are falseofthescientists'practice . The premisses of the
critical realistcritiqueof science 's 'nocturnal' philosophies (for
instance, positivism)areprovidedby the 'diurnal

'
practice of

those same sciences.Into that diurnal practice, the

underlabourer' s interventions are rarely required. His or her
task is, so to speak,tosweepup after the laboratory is closed for
the night. Two exceptions may be made to this division of

labour. First, on the frontiers of theoretical science,the
nocturnal/diurnal distinction sometimes breaks down. We enter
a twilight world of highly technical thought-experiments and

metaphysical speculation . Here, realist or subjectivist or

positivist or operationalist assumptions may affect the outcome.
Second,mistaken nocturnal reflections on science may affect the
ways in which science is applied. Not a mistakenscience,but a

mistaken conception of that science, may be held partly

responsible for our present ecological crisis (though I would

argue that in the last analysis its causesaresocio-economic) .

In the human sciences, on the other hand, the pictureis
notoriously different. Their best practitioners encounter urgent
philosophicalquestionsright in the heart of their work. Their
worst practitionersmake unquestionedphilosophical assump\302\255

tions at every step, often unaware of the philosophical origins of
those assumptions .

A word on the history of the relationsbetweenphilosophy

and the sciences is in order here. It is often remarked that

philosophy once covered the subject-matterof all the sciences,
and that as the sciences became truly scientific, they declared
independenceand went their own way, rapidly losing the
marks of their origin . In the case of the human sciences,
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however, while they\302\267may have declared their independence in
the loudest tones, they continue to be guided (one might say
'trapped') in each caseby some approach borrowed from

philosophy at the momentof their birth, and thereafter taken for
granted.Theso-called'immaturity' of the human sciences is not
a matter of their youth

- they have been aroundfor about as

long as the natural sciences. But they have seemed unable to
sever their umbilical cords, substituting an unconsciousness of

their philosophical assumptions for an independence of their

philosophical origins. The history of economic theory, for

instance, while it is markedby a number of theoretical breaks, is
also marked by the philosophical character of those breaks .
Without its philosophically traine d or philosophically inclined
recruits- Adam Smith, the Mills, Marx, Jevons, Keynes, Sraffa

--: where would it be? 'Experimental psychology' is virtually

defined by its imitation of the positivist picture of natural

science .

In this situation, a philosophical intervention in a human

science need not be anunwarranted interference in the affairs of
a sovereignstate;it may be welcome assistance in the struggle
againstthe 'neo-colonial'dominance of another philosophy.

The persistence of philosophicalconstraintson work in the

human sciences partly explains -
given the plurality of

philosophies - thepluralism of contesting theories that prevails
in these disciplines. Forinstance, not only positivism but also
existential phenomenologyhassetup colonies on the terrain of

psychology. The critical realist interventions that I shall be

discussing in this chapter take placeon such disputed ground .

However, it is no part of the project of critical realism to set up
its own colonies. That would be to fall back into the rationalist
searchfor 'applications' (rationalist in origin, though it has often

been positivist in content) . I know of no such critical realist
theories in the human sciences,and I hope for no such thing as a
critical realist psychology or economics or linguistics. Where a

critical realist intervention has been made in defenceof one

human-scientific theory against another, the theory is one that

has already established itself, prior to or independently of the

critical realist intervention (as with Chomsky's linguisticsor
Freud's psychoanalysis) . By the same token, critical realismis
not in itself committed to any one theory in any given human-
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scientific area. Philosophical \302\267criticisms of Freud or Chomsky
from rival theories in their respective fields may

\302\267

have been

refuted using critical realist arguments; it doesnot follow that

these theories are true, or the best theoriesin their fields . And

there could very wellbemorethan one theory in a given field,
mutually contradictory, yet each able to use critical realist

arguments against other contestants and critics.
Nevertheless,the use of critical realist arguments to defend a

theory from attacks based on (for example) positivist or
subjectivist assumptions is one legitimate and important form of

intervention. Another is that in which critical realismisnot used
to sponsorany particular theory, but takes on a purely critical
function, attacking the (overt or covert) philosophical premisses
of an existing theory. In this case the benefit might be to facilitate
the development of work in the discipline concerned away from

its philosophical strait-jacket in positivism or whatever,
breaking the ground for the emergence of a new autonomous
science,without prescribing its content. Such cases are perhaps
what Bhaskar means when he says that philosophy can
occasionallybe not only the underlabourer but also the midwife
of a science : cutting the umbilical cord. We should be cautious,

however, about extending this metaphor;it couldeasily lead us

to exaggerate what philosophy can contributeto the birth of a

science .
In what follows,I shall discuss examples of intervention made

in various disciplinesin thegeneralareaof the human sciences,
either by practitioners of the sciences with an interest in critical
realistphilosophy, or by critical realist philosophers who have a
specialinterestin a particular scientific discipline . In restri\357\277\275ting

myself to disciplines with a putatively scientific character,and
predominantly human-scientific in reference, I leave out some
interestinguses to which critical realism can be put in other
contentioustheoreticalareas,such as politics, biology, ecology
and feminism (seebelow).Nosectionof this chapter is meant to
be a full accountof critical realist contributions to the discipline
in question. In eachcase I have taken a single writer as an
example of how critical realist interventions can be made in a

given discipline .
Before moving on to the particular disciplines, however, I

would like to mentiontwo critical .realist texts which address the
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social sciences more generally : Peter Manicas's A History and

Philosophy of the Social Sciences,and William Outhwaite's New

Philosophies of Social Science:Realism, Hermeneutics and Critical

Theory.

Linguistics: Trevor Pateman

Trevor Pateman is a philosopher by training (and a critical
realist),with a wide knowledge of modern linguistics. The
theoreticalpositionthat he defends in his book Languagein Mind

and Language in Society is that of Chomsky'sschool.While critical

realism has no unique or unbreakable relationship with any
substantive human-scientific theory, it has, I think, a fairly
obvious natural affinity with Chomsky's theories, which is
reflected even in the terminology both approaches use . For
critical realism, science discovers generative mechanisms

underlying and explaining the phenomena. Chomskydescribes
his work as 'generative grammar', and aims to discover
'underlying mechanisms'of speech. Of course, Chomsky's
early work predatesBhaskar's,and has perhaps influenced the
critical realist terminology.But the agreement is not merely
verbal. Chomskyan linguists take speakers

' intuitions as their
data to be explained,exemplifying the 'hermeneutic moment'

that critical realism leads us to expectin every human science;
and they then explain those data in terms of mechanisms that are

no mere 'constructs' from the data,but transphenomenalcauses
of them, opaque to the speakers themselves -

just what critical

realism says a human scienceshould do.
The main explicit references to critical realism in Language in

Mind and Language in Society (LMLS) are in defence of
Chomsky'spracticeof science against the attacks of positivism
on the onehand, and hermeneutically oriented philosophies, on
the other.Nineteenth-centurylinguistslookedfor exceptionless

regularities and were disappointed to find that there were none.
'Then as now, acceptanceof this assessment was seen as a
threat to the very existence of linguistics' (LMLS, p. 6). But the

threat is unreal since this situation only reflectsthe opennessof

the systems linguistics studies, and an explanatoryscienceof
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open systems is possible. Like critical realists, Cho\357\277\275sky argues

that

just because many faculties and competences interact in the

production and understanding of speech, which is consequently the

joint product of an (open) set of complicated mechanisms, that does

not mean that as scientistswe shouldnot have as a primary goal the
isolation and descriptionof the powers and liabilities of individual

mechanisms (see Chomsky 1980 [Rules and Representations]). The fact
that we have to work largely non-experimentally just makes our
tasks that much more difficult.

This all amounts to saying that realism breaks the link positivism
insists upon betweenscienceand prediction. The two central tasks
of scienceare now seen to be these : (1)isolating and describing the
real causal mechanismsat work in producing the world of events; (2)
reconstructively explaining past events in terms of the conjunctural

operation of particular mechanisms. (LMLS,p. 8)

How this works out is explored in Pateman's chapter 'A Realist

Theory of Linguistic s' (LMLS, pp. 18- 42) . This takes the form
of a critiqueof the philosophical parts of an important bookon
historical linguistics, On Explaining Language Change by Roger
Lass. Pateman'sclaimis that however committed they are to
positivism as a meta-theory, linguists in practice assume

something like critical realism, on two counts :

First, most linguists both assume [that] and seek to show how

languages (in the Saussurean sense) or grammars (in the Chomskyan
sense) are structures, systems or causal mechanisms neither

reducible to nor inductively inferrable from the speech events or
systemsentenceswhich realize them, or are their effects. (LMLS,

p. 20)

Second, he argues that linguistic events quite obviously occur in

open systems where counter-instances do not disprove the

operation of a tendency, sincecounter-tendenciesexistand it
cannot be predicted which will prevail .

Pateman then considersan argument of Lass's which
illustrates 'the havoc positivismcan wreak on science, havoc

from which Lass never extricateshimself despite his own later
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disavowal of positivism - in the end, he is left not with an
alternative to positivistmetascience,but only the discontents of
a failed would-be positivist' (LMLS, p. 23) . The gist of the

argument is that laws must be deductive-nomological,that is,

universal laws from which predictions of instances can be

deduced. But laws of linguistic change admit many counter\302\255

examples. So their claim has to be merely probabilistic; but since

probabilistic laws are not falsified by counter-instances,they

cannot really be explanations at al l.
Pateman' s point-by-point reply to this (LMLS,pp. 24 -

9) is an
account of how the critical realist analysis of laws appliesin the
caseat issue- that is, the law that speakers tend to prefer
combinations of sounds that are easy to articulate . This law is

quite compatible with instances of actual historical changes

occurring in the opposite direction,sinceothertendenciesmay

also operate. (Indeed, one of the most noticeablerecentchanges

in British English pronunciation must surely be the move
towards pronouncing every letter - for example one

increasingly hears the 'a' in 'holiday', the 't' in 'often' and even

the 'd' in 'sandwiches' . Presumably there is some such

explanation as: the petty bourgeoisie favours 'spelling

pronunciation' , and other classes tend to copy petty bourgeois

speech
- for which in turn there are doubtless sociological

explanations.)
Patemanpoints out that ease of articulation is definable

independently of what speakers do, and that a tendency\302\255

statement (such as 'speakers tend to prefereaseof articulation')

is not the same as a probability-statement(suchas 'moreoften

than not change is in the directionof easeof articulation') .

Having used a positivist account of explanatoryscienceto
arguethat historical linguistics is not one, Lass goesontoreject
positivism as inapplicable to historical linguistics. This doesnot
strike me as it does Pateman as 'bitingthe hand that has fed you
for half your book' (LMLS, p. 39). We have already seen that it

is a common anti-naturalistic move to accepta positivist account

of the natural sciences the more plausibly to plead that the
human world is altogetherinsusceptibleto scientific explana\302\255

tion. Lass wants to make way not for hermeneutics, as is so
often the case with such anti-naturalist positions, but for 'free
will'. Patemancomments:
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Lass derives the false conclusionthat linguistic change is uncaused
from the true claim that human choice operates in the domain of
linguistic change. For if human choice operates, it is itself a (or the)
causeof change, and that choice is in tum causally explicable by the
conscious or unconscious reasons agents have for the choice they

make, except in the limit - and rare - case where they 'just
choose '. (LMLS,p. 40)

Apart from the avoidance of the positivistscience/noscience
dilemma, another way in which critical realism is useful for
work in linguisticsis that its doctrines of the stratification of
nature and the multiple determination of events in open
systems justifies the coexistenceof several distinct sciences

studying the same phenomena and explaining them through
different mechanisms, such that the adequ.ateexplanationof
what happens must be interdisciplinary.

One virtue in Bhaskar's arguments is that if they can be sustained,
then the prospectsfor a unified linguistics are rather brighter than

they must appear at the moment, when natural science oriented

linguists are inclined to go off to study the brain; social science
oriented linguists end up doing sociology or politics rather than

linguistics; and those who want nothing to do with either -or
choices tum linguistics into a mathematical science of Platonic

entities. For Bhaskar wants us to think of the world as complex and
stratified but essentially unified, not bifurcated into nature and

culture, brain and mind, mind and society. Hence, our explanatory
structures must (for example)allow for interaction between body
and mind, nature and nurture, mechanism and rationality. (LMLS,

pp. 13- 14).

This is a salutary correctiveto the departmental arrogance that is

a besetting sin of theoristsin the human (and, to an extent, in
the natural) sciences . This arrogance expresses itself in that
series of errors1 often designated by appending

I-ism' to the
nameof the offending discipline : psychologism, sociologism,

biologism and so on. We encounter it in I
applied psycho\302\255

analysis' with its accounts of social institutions in terms of
unconsciousmechanisms,and in that common error of Marxists
which Lenindubbed Komchvanstvo:
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Whenever any Marxist attempted to transmute the theory of Marx
into a universal master key and ignoreall other spheres of learning,
Vladimir Ilyich would rebuke him with the expressive phrase
'Komchvanstvo' ('communist swagger' ). (Trotsky, Problems of
Everyday Life, p. 221) .

All these errors -
psychologism, sociologism, biologism,

applied psychoanalysis, Komchvanstvo - are alive and well in

the neighbourhood of linguistics.
Now it might be thought that these inter-disciplinary

aggressionsand colonialisms were nothing but personal failings
in their perpetrators:exaggeratedclaimsfor the importance of

one's own work such as is found not only
in the ranks of

professional theorists but also among fishmongers and

po!iticians and dentists and signwriters.Thecorrective,then,

would not be critical realism so much as commonhumility
.

However, the assumptions of actualism make it very easy to

slip into this attitude, and indeeddifficult not to . For to assume
that the actual world is a closedsystem (which is what the

expectation of spontaneouslyoccurringconstant conjunctions

amounts to) is tacitly to deny the multiplicity of strata. And one
will then naturally tend to think that the stratum which is one's
own field of expertiseis the explanatory stratum. If, for instance,

sociology were to be-a predictivescience,it would have to deny
that the mechanisms of biology, linguistics, geography or

psychoanalysis could interferewith that course of events which
would be the siteof itspredictions,since if they did interfere,

they could deflect that course of events from its sociologically
predictedoutcome. For a sociologist to abandon 'sociologism' is
to abandon the claim to discoverHumeanlaws or to make

historical predictions. And if the sociologistis alsoan actualist,

he or she would see such a moveas giving up all pretensions to
science . And what istrueforsociology is also true for each of the
otherdisciplinesmentioned- as indeed we have seen in the
case of historical linguistics.

If, on the other hand, criticalrealismis right in claiming that

since open systems are
multiply determined, one can explain

them in terms of many mechanisms belonging to different
scientific strata, and cannot predict them at all, then sociology,
linguistics and all the others can

safely allow each other
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autonomy and their explanatory power in human history,
without giving up their own claims to be sciences\357\277\275

-

In fact one of the most common and helpful of the

interventions of critical realism in the everyday work of the

human sciences is precisely this insistencethat the republic of

knowledge has a federal constitution.It is particularly valuable

in concrete, practical and interdisciplinary studies - in areas

such as human geography, sociobiology, ecologyand feminist

studies.

The unravelling of social and properlylinguisticmechanisms

is essential to Pateman' s programme of defending the

Chomskyan thesis that there is an innate and hence socially

invariant tendency in all human beings to learn language- a

tendency which also constrains and influences the structureof

the language learnt . At the same time, he defendsthe view that

a language
- somethinglike Englishor Welsh or Urdu - is a

socialfact, not a linguistic fact. This means, amongotherthings,

that the demarcation between two languages is neitheramatter
of arbitrary 'nominalist' choice, nor something inherent in the
nature of the languages, in the way that the distinctionbetween
two natural kinds (such as chemical elements or zoological
species)is inherent in their nature . Whether Hugh
MacDiarmid'searly poems are written in English or in Scots
coulddependonthe success or failure of Scottish nationalism.

The main criticisms of Chomskyan linguistics from within

Anglophone philosophy come from the followers of

Wittgenstein, and Pateman devotesa chapter,'Wittgensteinians

and Chomskyans' (LMLS, pp . 120- 46) to this debate. He

formulates and replies to five Wittgensteinian allegationsagainst
Chomskyans :

'Chomskyans treat something essentially social as if it were essentially

individual .' (p . 122)

'Chomskyans trea t something essentially public (outer) as if it were

essentially private (inner).' (p. 132)

'Chomskyans trea t something we ascribe on the basis of successful practice

as the cause of that success .' (p. 136)

'Chomskyans treat something rule-like and normative as something law-like

and predictive.
'

(p. 140)
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'Chomskyans treat something open-ended (creative) as something closed.
'

(p. 144) .

The first two of these objections are based on versions of the

private language argument and are the most essentially

Wittgensteinian . The last three can all be calledanti-causal

objections, and are based on the commonhermeneuticview that

the positivist account of cause works for the natural sciences,
but that all causal talkis out ofplacein the human sciences . The
first of these three also restson anti-realist, verificationist

assumptions which exclude underlying mechanisms in general.
Patemansuggestsa natural science parallel :

suppose someone said, 'We say someone is suffering from

.consumption when they grow pale, weak, thin, clear headed, cough
blood and die - and that's what consumption is.' This attitude

would rightly be regarded as anti-scientific; had peoplethought to

take it seriously, we should all be dead of tuberculosis. (LMLS,
pp. 137-Sn)

The last two belong with the Wittgensteinian denialthat reasons

can be causes, to which we have already seen some obj ections .
But they also involve the a priori rejection of anything mental
but not conscious;as Patemanputs it:

Under some descriptions [speech] is properly explained in

causal-mechanical terms -
yet the nature of what is beingexplained

will dictate that the causal-mechanicalexplanation includereference

to inaccessible rules or representations -
exactly the position for

which Baker and Hacker [Wittgensteinian critics] reserve the most
delicate weapons in their armoury of adjectives: 'nonsensical' and
'absurd'. (LMLS, p. 141)

Realist positions already argued for undermine these views,

though Pateman' s arguments are alsopartly of an empirical
nature . In the case of the private language argument, on the
otherhand, the issueis not realism v. non-realism but the share
of explanation of language-learning which falls to social
mechanismsand that which falls to innate mechanisms . Indeed
the datawhich Pateman presents against the Wittgensteinians
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may also require some amendment to be madeto the \357\277\275ccountof

language reproduction/transformation that I outlined on p. 146
(though it does not undermine the illustrative function of that

account, for reasons which will appearshortly) .

The point of contention is this : accordingto the modelof

language-learning generally derived from the private language
argument,the input to the language-learning process must be a
language. And obviously enough, in order to learn an existing
languagelikeEnglish or Welsh or Urdu one must be exposedto
that language in adequate measure. But there are also cases,
Patemanclaims,in which a language is acquired (produced)
without adequate linguistic input. The first case is that of
creolization . When a linguistically fragmented community
comes to use a pidginfor communication between people for
whom it is not their mother-tongue, the coming generationwill

sometimes be exposed only to this pidgin - a simplified and

impoverished language. However, they will not become
speakersof such a truncated language, but will transform it into
a much richer, syntactically more complex, flexible and creative

language . (Thistransformation process is known as creoliz .atio\357\277\275,
since linguists use the term 'creole' for a language created 1n th1s

way, 'pidgin' for the truncated language from which it arose.)

This case, of course, while it suggestssomeinnate tendency to

acquire a language in the full sense (the sense in which a pidgin
is not a languageand a creole is), does not involve the language
beingin any sense private; it is the product of a generation, not

an individual . But the othercasetakes the matter further: deaf
children of hearing parents who do not teach them sign\302\255

language will create their own sign-language; they do this with

no linguistic input, though (importantly) not without socialinput;
wolf-childrenare in quite a different case. (It is for this reason

that I say that my exampleon p. 146still serves its illustrative

function. ) These examples do not show the possibility of a

private language if that is taken to mean a language that is in

principle private'. Others may learn the deaf child'sprivate

language . Hence the use of the private language argument

against (for example) sense-datum theories is not impugne d.

Nevertheless, some Wittgensteinians do read the private

language argument as ruling out as impossiblea priori these
caseswhich are a posteriori actual.
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As I have said, realist philosophy as such doesnot give

reasons for taking one side or the otherin this dispute . The

Chomskyan case is empirical -
though the Wittgensteinian

counter-case is not. The relevanceof critical realism here is that
the Wittgensteinians, in this case as in the anti-c ausal

arguments, are placing a priorilimits on the number of possible
strata. They are insisting that a phenomenon be explainedin
terms of an already familiar stratum (the social), though there
are empirical grounds for postulating a distinct stratum

consisting of innate, rule-following but unconscious

mechanis ms .

Psychoanalysis : DavidWill

The Scottish psychiatrist and psychoanalyst Dr David Will has

published several papers in professional journals using critical
realism to defend the scientific status of psychoanalysis, to
criticize developments within psychoanalysis which he sees as

retreating in the face of fundamentally misconceived criticisms

from outside, and to make some suggestions about which

directions in psychoanalytic theorizing are likely to prove
fruitful and which not.

In 'Psychoanalysis as a Human Science ', David Will starts by

noting that many claims that psychoanalysis is unscientific are

inspired by a Popperian accountof science . Psychoanalysis is

said to be unfalsifiable, yet, if Bhaskar is right, strict falsification

cannot be had except in closed systems, and thesecannot be had

in the human world . David Will outlines the critical realist case
againstthe empiricalrealismtowhich Popper adheres (a case by
now familiar to readers), and thus defends the possible
scientificity of psychoanalysis; of course, it has still got to prove
itself by its explanatory power:

any adequate critiques of psychoanalytical hypotheses must demon\302\255

strate empirically a greater explanatory power. That is they must

render intelligible all the significant phenomena that are rendered

intelligible by the psychoanalytic hypothesis and in addition must

render intelligible significant phenomena that are not so renderedby
it. (p . 210)
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However, he makes a number of points which
mal_<e psycho\302\255

analysis look at least a likely candidate for a science. First of all,

there are parallels between the way it proceeds and the way
critical realism describesnatural science as proceeding . He
summarizes Bhaskar's accountof this as follows :

Phase One.The first empirical stage. A phenomenon is empirically

identified utilizing antecedently existing cognitive materials....
Phase Tw o. A plausible explanation for this invariance is invented .
Plausible generativemechanisms are imagined which could account
for the phenomenain question.

Phase Th ree. The reality of the generativemechanisms imagined in

phase two is subject to empirical testing. (The natural and human

sciences differ in the nature of the empirical testing. . ..)
(pp. 205 -6)

David Will suggests that Freud's postulationand later rejection
of his 'seduction theory' instantiates this; the ready\357\277\275to-hand

explanation 'memory of a real event' turns out not toexplainhis

patients' reports of their childhood seduction by theirfathers,.so
another mechanism is postulated (infantile fantasy explained by
the OedipusComplex) .

1

Furthermore, the schema for the deepening of scientific

explanation quoted on p. 49 above is paralleledby the following
schema suggested by David Will (p . 208) :

Stratum I Seductive behaviour of a female

hysteric in relation to a male
analyst.

explained by
Stratum 2 Repetition of previous experiences

(theory of transference) .

explained by
Stratum 3 Projection of unconscious

material.

explained by
Stratum 4 (conflicting theories of the nature

of conscious)

Mechanism 1

Mechanism 2

[Mechanism 3]

It should be noted that this example also indicates that psycho\302\255

analysis is not a closed system of fixed beliefs and that indeed it

is at this most basic level that major conflicting theories (e.g.
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Freudian, Kleinian, Fairbairnian and Lacanian) do disagree most

fundamentally.

Second, Will suggests that mistaken criteria of scientificity have

led to the separation of research from the practice of

psychoanalysis .

All too often it has been assumedthat 'research' must be a distinct

field of activity and that 'scientifically meaningful' work cannot take
placewithin the clinical setting. I have argued that such views are
incorrect since they imply that the scientific study of open systems is

impossible. (p. 208)

The objection to clinical practice as the site of discovery is only

th.at it does not establish closure - but neither do the

supposedly experimental practices which are therefore quite
wrongly privileged as 'more scientific '. Often suchstrategiesare
blind alleys in which 'a great deal of effort is necessary to
achieve very little' (p. 209) . Anyone who has ploughed through
such painstaking but peculiarly unfruitful work as that
contained in Fisher and Greenberg'smonumental volumes The

Scientific Credibility of Freud's Th eories and Therapy and their
edited collectionTh e Scientific Evaluation of Freud's Theoriesand

Therapy will surely agree .
In 'TheProgenyof Positivism: The Maudsley School and Anti\302\255

Psychiatry ', David Will traces the effects of the positivist

misunderstanding of natural scienceonpsychiatric practice . The

Maudsley School, which has been deeply influential on British

psychiatry, has quite explicitly appealedto Popperianconcep\302\255

tions of science, and this has givenit a certaindirection both in

theory and in practice - a directionwhich therefore has a

philosophical rather than a psychiatric rationale;and the

philosophy is a mistaken one . Thus Sir Aubrey Lewis, a central

figure of the School, states that objectivity in psychiatry is to be
obtained by 'measurement\357\277\275 systematic observation and experi\302\255

ment, as in the natural sciences', that unless 'a generalization is
stated in such terms that it can be tested and possibly falsified it

may serve pragmatic ends but is hardlya scientific hypothesis ',

and that psychoanalysis fails this test (on which he cites

Popper) . He claims \"'thata processof methodological cleansing
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is in train \", whereby scientific psychiatry will be cleansed of

psychoanalytic residues' . (All quotes cited by David Wil lon
p.52of this paper .) This surely shows that philosophy is not

innocuous : the near-absenceof psychoanalysis from English

psychiatry is partly to be explainedby the prevalence of

mistaken philosophical views .
David Wil lfurther argues that one important reaction against

the Maudsley School,the 'Anti-Psychiatry' movement, (Laing,

Cooper, Ingleby and others) shares many of its assumptions; it

has abandoned the field of natural science to positivism, and has
then argued that the human sciences, like psychology,are radically
distinct from the natural sciences and must be based on a distinct

hermeneutic epistemological framework . (p. 50)

It also has its own versions of three aspects of the Maudsley
School's outlook that Wil ldescribes as the price that has been

paid for the Maudsley School's undoubted contribution in

certain areas of psychiatry. This pricecomprises

1. 'uncertainty about the validity of applied science';
2. 'the proscription of certain areas of knowledge and

investigation as forbidden';and

3. 'the denial that mental events can have causalefficacy'

(p. 53).

1. Positivism has \302\267
problems accounting for applied science at

al l, since the rare conditions under which positivist assumptions
seemto obtain (that is, in closed systems) are not the conditions
in which the appliedscientist is working . Wil lclaimsthat this

has practical effects in an 'uncomfortable dichotomybetween
the psychiatrist-as-scientist and the psychiatrist-as-clinician'
(p. 54). If one is a positivist under the former descriptionone
will be a sceptic under the latter. Clinicalresearchitself becomes

'forbidden knowledge '.
2. As an exampleof forbidden knowledge, Wil lrefers to the

conclusionsdrawn from studies of asthma in children, under
the psychiatric aspect. The statistical correlation between
asthma and 'maladjustment'was small, and comparable with
that in other physical disabilities.But a psychoanalyst might
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well argue that 'asthma is itself a psychiatric disorder, a
suggestion which explains why asthmatic children show no

signific ant excess of other psychiatric symptoms' (p . 56). Yet the

conclusion drawn was the Popperian one, that the question 'is

asthma a psychiatric disorder?' gave riseto 'no unambiguous

testable predictions'; so the question is effectively dismissed.

Wil lcomments :

The peculiar poignancy that this example carriesis related to the

quite massive gap betweenresearchand practice that it implies. For
clinicalchild psychiatrists, the forbidden question of whether or not
asthma is a psychiatric disorder in its own right, is a vital one.

Certainly no child psychiatrist could possibly afford to overlook this

possibility in his clinical work. Yet, when Graham, Rutter et al. [the
. authors of the paper on asthma] becamemen of science, 'hard'

researchers, they must dismiss this question as unanswerable . To
paraphrase Wittgenstein, it is as if they are saying 'Whereof we
cannotmake falsifiable hypotheses, thereof we must remain silent'.

Rather than admit that the reality of asthma is perhaps too
complicated to be fully studied by positivistic research protocols,
they prefer to proscribe that reality in all its complexity, rather than

alter their research protocols. (p. 56)

3. For the 'strongform of Maudsley School positivism',
reasonsfor actions,whetherconsciousorunconscious, would be

just one more forbidden subject,sincethey are mental rather

than physical or behavioural . It is concernedonly with causes

which are not reasons. But there is alsoa 'weakform' which is

prepared to allow talk of reasons, as long as they are not saidto
be causes.Adherents of this view

make a distinction between mechanisms and meanings, or between
reasonsand causes, and divide up the field of scientific inquiry

accordingly. For such writers, the natural sciences, which are
conceived of in a positivistic way, are applicable to the study of

mechanisms and causes. Human sciences, such as psychoanalysis,
are seenasbeing concerned with 'meanings' or 'reasons', which are

held to exist in a logically separate domain from 'mechanisms'or
'causes',and the human sciences are seen as being basedon a
hermeneutic epistemology. (p. 58)
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This creates a space for psychoanalysis,but it is not th\357\277\275space of

an explanatory science . What sort of psychoanalysis is left? The
answer is perhapsprovided by the Anti-Psychiatry movement,
which accepts the 'weakMaudsley' account, with an inversion
of value-judgements : while the latter relegatesnon-causal

studies to a lower, non-scientific league, the anti-psychiatrists

revel in their abstention from causal explanation, as more
'humanistic'.But this makes it impossible for them to
distinguish between a reason and a rationalization (for a
rationalization is preciselyanagent's reasonfor an action which

is not the reason that caused the action); and this leads 'to the
assumption that when the experience of a patient has been
madeintelligible it has been shown to be rational and not at all
sick' (p. 62).

Thesegregationof reasons from causes also disables the anti\302\255

psychiatrists from describing the real multiplicity of causes in

psychiatric matters, for some of these causes are reasons while
some (for example, genetic factors in schizophrenia) are not.
Once the evidencefor a genetic factor is admitted to be

conclusive, the anti-psychiatristcannot say that genetic and

social factors conjointly cause schizophrenia. So they end up
consigning the whole causal explanation to the genetic
reductionists, in order to preserve a socialphenomenology

which disowns its own explanatory power, or evenpostulating
two types of schizophrenia, one which has causes and one
which has reasons (see David Will's elucidation of 'The Progeny

of Positivism' in his short paper 'Science, Psychotherapy and

Anti-Psychiatry').
This denial of multi-level causality is Anti-Psychiatry's own

version of 'forbidden knowledge '. Will also claims that the anti\302\255

psychiatrists share the Maudsley School's conflation of

epistemology and ontology; in the Maudsley School this
conflation is the familiar empiricist form of the epistemicfallacy,

while for David Cooper 'analytic rationality mustbereplacedin
the human sciences by Sartrean 'dialectical rationality'. He
claimsthat, in sl.lch a dialectical rationality, epistemology (the
act of knowing) and ontology (the existence of the objectknown)

are one and the same' ('The Progenyof Positivism', p. 59) .
I now turn to a rather different use which David Will makes of

critical realism, in his paper 'Psychoanalysis and the New
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Philosophy of Science'. Herehe is primarily concerned not to
defend psychoanalysisagainstexternalcritics,but to find a way
of arbitrating some of the controversies between different
schools within the psychoanalyticalmovement,usingthe notion

of the stratification of reality. These rival theories, he suggests,
'are not homogeneous' (p. 164) . They are not al l

conflicting

theories about the same subject-matter; some of them may be

theories about different strata, which couldin principlebefitted

together into an integrated theory of psychoanalysis. He
mentions two attempts to fit them together which are not

satisfactory: the idea that classical Freudian theory is about

three-person relationships while object-relations theory is about
two-person relationships;and the assignment of different
theories to different chronological stages of development (for
example, Kleinian to pre-oedipal, classical Freudian to oedipal) .
ffut if there is a genuine distinction of strata within the subject\302\255

matter of psychoanalysis, different theories might be referredto
different strata and thereby integrated into a consistentgeneral
theory .

Lacan's distinction between the Imaginary Order and the Symbolic
Order first provides a means of situating different theories: classical
Freudian theory takes the Symbolicas its main frame of reference
while the various object-relationstheories are primarily concerned
with the vicissitudes of the Imaginary Order. (p. 165)

Will goes on to discusshow certainschoolsof psychoanalysis,

in trying to assimilate philosophical conceptionsofscience,have

distorted the content of psychoanalysis, with reference to the
respectiveplacesof reality and fantasy in mental life.On the one

hand, Bowlby is overly influenced by positivism:

Thus, as a result of a processof epistemological identification with
the aggressor Bowlby progressively abandons the inner world and

fantasy, in favour of observable behaviour. Thisabandonment of the

inner world and fantasy necessitates an ultra-realist theory of

psychopathology which then becomes explicable in terms of real
traumata (e .g . all neurotics are victims who were really subject to an

experience of abandonment). (p. 167)
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On the other hand, hermeneuticserrsin the opposite direction.

It 'paves the way for solipsism, for the return of the
transcendentalsubjectand for a universal theory of symbolism'

(p. 167). For it treats a person as {ultimate guarantor of the

meaning of his own reality' (p. 168),an infallible authority on

the truth about himself. This eliminates the psychoanalytic
notion of resistance, and the distinction between rational and
irrational, sanity

and madness . It presupposes just that

Cartesian view of the subject whose death-knell Freud's

discovery of the unconscious had struck. Furthermore, it makes

it difficult to apply general conceptslikethe OedipusComplex
or the (Kleinian) paranoid-schizoid and depressive positions,
which are clearly explanatory concepts going beyond and often

contradictingwhat the subject will avow . If it generalizes at all,

hermeneutics can only do so in terms of a theory of universal

symbols, as did Jung (presumably
in his theory of archetypes

and the collective unconscious)and Stekel(with his general

theory of dream-symbolism) .
The pressure of positivism is to attribute all the individual 's

vicissitudes to the environment, while hermeneutics (like

biological reductionism) attributes everything
to the individual's

inner endowment. Psychoanalysis must avoid both these

pitfalls and propound an epigenetictheory of development, that

is, one which recognizesthe interactionof a real environment

with a really existing inner world of fantasy, including

misperceptions of the environment. Here, as in the case of

socio-linguistics, critical realism's notion of stratification and

multiple determination serves as a corrective to one-sided

explanations.

Economics:TonyLawson

In a number of papers, the CambridgeeconomistTony Lawson

has used critical 1 realism to expose the weakness of orthodox

('neo-classical'or 'marginalist')
economics. As in the case of

Will's critiqueof psychiatry, the argument is based partly on the
fact that orthodox economists are, either consciously or

unconsciously,founding their conceptionof what economics

ought to be able to achieveona misconceptionof the practice of
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the natural sciences; in particular, a Humean or positivist
misconception. But whereas psychiatry at least achieves some

success in its own terms - itcuresorrelieves the symptoms of

some patients - economicsmanifestly fails in the task it sets

itself: it aims at prediction, and fails .

Lawson's starting point is that orthodox economistsassumea
conceptionof causality as constant conjunction. Often, this
assumptionis taken for granted and not recognized as a legacy
from a questionable philosophical account of natural science.
Thus in a short discussion titled 'Methodology: Non-optional
and Consequential',he criticizesthe view of Frank Hahn that
economics can dispense with methodology (here meaning
concern with the philosophical foundations of its claim to be

scientific), and just get on with the job. The rejection of

\357\277\275ethodology
is really a refusal to examine an implicitpositivistic

methodology;this positivism is not a simple commitment to
unprejudicedscientific work, it has assumptions both about the
nature of the object studied and about the nature of the human

agents of the study: they are 'passivesensorsof atomistic events

and recorders of their constant conjunctions'(p. 1).But if we are

not passive sensors, and if economies are open systems in
which constant conjunctionsdo not occur, such a methodology
will get us nowhere. Refusal to own up to having a methodology
meansrefusal to re-examine one's assumptions .

Positivism, however,is not mandatory. Indeed, it has long ago, and
justifiably, been rejected in the discipline ofphilosophy, and it really
only lives on in unreflective subjects such as economics. (p. 3)

Hence Laws on' s critique of orthodoxeconomics,while it takes

its rise from the internalanomaliesof economics - from the fact

often repeated by Lawson that 'in the field of economics
significant invariant empirical regularities are yet to be
observed',appealsto critical realism in a more direct way than
we have seenin the cases of linguistics and psychoanalysis . In
the latter cases, it was a matter of defending certain work from

philosophical critics; economics,on the other hand, will get
nowhere if it does not change the sort of question it asks. So

long as its philosophical assumptions are Humean,it will go on

looking for such regularities,and failing to find them. They are
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not there to be found, sincethe systems studied are open, both

externally and internally .
,

Closure - tacitly assumed to occurspontaneously by all those

who seek invariant empiricalregularities- would require both

an extrinsic and an intrinsic conditionto be met(see'Realism,

Closed Systems and Expectations' pp . 7-
8) . The extrinsic

condition is met either by isolation of a system from outside
influences,or the constancy or known and calculable nature of

any such influences . Something approximating to this might
occasionally occur - Lawson does not rule out suchlocaland

temporary closures. But they are certainly the exception.The
intrinsic condition of closure is constancy of input from the

individuals which make up the system(economicindividuals :

not only people but 'households, consumers, firms, banks,
trade unions or whatever', 'Economics and Expectations ',
p. 12).But these are complex individuals, and have the powerto
responddifferently to the same situation on different occasions;
likewisedifferent individuals of the same type may respond
differently on the same occasion. Economists are likely to
respondto the absence of these two conditions of closure, as
Bhaskar has suggested, by a double regress : to ever larger
systems to eliminate external effects; and to ever smalleratoms.
But if the world is an endless complex of complexes,as
transcendental realism seems to suggest, neither regress is
terminable.(Or if there are termini, they are certainly not within
the economicfield.)

Orthodox economics begins to look like 'hunting for a black

cat in a dark room wherethereis no cat', as Bergson said of

metaphysics; hunting, that is, for constantconjunctionsin an

open system where there are no constantconjunctions. Does
this mean that orthodox economics is a total non-starter?Why

then do hard-headed businesspeople pay for the advice of

economists? Are not such anomalies recognized within
orthodoxeconomics?And would an alternative, non-predictive
economics be any use in guidingdecisions?

So far as the expertise of economists is concerned, Tony

Lawson does not deny that it exists, only that it has anything to
do with their theorie s: it is a function of the care with which they
study the economicnews (oral communication) . As to internal

critiques of orthodoxeconomics,they form a considerable part
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of the subject-matter of Lawson's papers. But in order to

understand the force of such critiques, he argues, they must be
retrievedinto a critical realist context, and then they will be far

more far-reaching than they would otherwise seem.
An economic theory which took critical realism seriously

would be an explanatory but non-predictive study of relatively
enduring structures and institutions, their powers and

tendencies. Would such a theory be useful to policy-makers, in

the way that orthodox economicsclaimsto be?Onemight of

course justifiably say : with successes likethoseof (for example)

monetarism, who's afraid of failures? But the questionisnot just
whethera given theory gives good or bad advice, but whethera
non-predictive theory is any practical use at all. This is a
questionthat has recently been raised about criticalrealismas a
\357\277\275holeby Wal Suchting, in his article 'Reflectionsupon Roy

Bhaskar's \"Critical Realism'\" :

What is to be said about a doctrine that on the one hand claims to be devoted
to 'projects of human emancipation

'
. . .and on the other denies that social

theory can be predictive, that is, aimed at the future, rather than

explanatory, that is, aimed at [what] has been or is the case? Is there

anyone who needs to have spelled out the premise or two that

would permit the deduction of a formal contradiction here? (p . 30)

Aside from the ambiguitiesof 'aimed at' in this context, the idea
that the difference between explanation and prediction is just
one of tense is a positivist chestnut that one wouldnot expect
Suchting to pull out of the fire. The transcendental realist
account of explanation

- tendencies of things explained by their
structures - isuntensed:if things with a given structure exist in
the future, they will have the same tendencies as they did in the

past. If that is prediction, sobe it!The critical realist slogan 'not

prediction, explanation' means, ontheonehand, that there are

no reliable predictions of constant conjunctions,and, on the

other, that statements about past conjunctions are not in
themselves explanations

- more is needed. However,onecan
imaginehow someone might think non-predictive theory would
have no practicalimplications,so it is interesting to look at a

counter-example shown by Lawson to be present in Keynes .
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According to Keynes, long..;term economic prospectsare
radically uncertain . In one sense of the word, most economists
would agree, and say that economic predictions had degreesof

probability rather than certainty. But Keynes - no novice when

it comes to probability theory - did not mean that:

By 'uncertain knowledge
' ... I do not mean merely to distinguish

what is known for certain from what is only probable . The game of

roulette is not subject, in this sense, to uncertainty ... . Even the

weather is only moderately uncertain.The sense in which I am using
the term is that in which the prospect of a European war is

uncertain, or the priceof copper and the rate of interesttwenty years

hence, or the obsolescence of a new invention or the position of
private wealth owners in the socialsystem in 1970 [Written in 1937 -
A.C.).About these matters there is no scientificbasison which to

form any calculable probability whatever. We simply do not know.'
(CollectedWorks XIV, p. 114, quoted by Lawson in 'Economics and

Expectations
', p. 19).

Lawson points out that this is not justa throw-away remark, but

a pervasive theme of Keynes'sthinking throughout his life . And
it means that a good deal of the 'economicrationality' that is

supposed to explain people 's actions is just whistling in the

dark. Investors make decisions on the basis of short-term

expectations, which are themselves largely a function of 'mass

psychology' . A small minority of clever investorsmake money

by speculating on short-term predictions, arrived at through
knowledgenot of the economy but of the mass\302\267psychology of

other investors .
But economic institutionsconstrainor facilitate the activities of

investors, and different institutions do so in different ways.

'Liquidity', i.e. relative ease in buying
and selling shares,

converting investments into money and vice versa, tends to
separateinvestment from enterprise and deliver it over to

speculation.

Speculators may do no harm as bubbles on a steady stream of
enterprise. But the position is serious when enterprise becomesa
bubbleon a whirlpool of speculation. When the capital development
of a country becomes a by-product of the activities of a casino, the
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job is likely to be ill-done.(Collected Works VII, p. 159, quoted by
Lawson, ibid ., p. 31) .

Some policy recommendationsin thepublicinterestfollow from

this account: measures to make the investment market less
liquid,suchasa transfer tax on transactions, or more radically,
making 'the purchase of an investment permanent and

indissoluble, like marriage' (Collected Works VII, p. 166, quoted
by Lawson,ibid ., p. 31) .

Here we have proposals generated by a theory, not because
that theory forewarns us against a long-term future that the

proposals can then forearm us against,but because it reveals the

tendency of a particular economicsubstructure (a liquid
investment market) to generate a particular anti-socialoutcome
(tpe dominanceof speculation over enterprise), and so points
out the publicinterestin altering that structure . While of course
sucha proposalis wholly within the capitalist framework, it
illustrates how a non-predictivestructural realism can guide

policy.
In two of Tony Lawson's papers he discusses instrumentalism

as an influential non-realist methodology in economic s. In
'Realismand Instrumentalismin the Developmentof Econo\302\255

metrics' he contrasts the two positions in terms of Bhaskar's

account of the use of modelsin science: according to Bhaskar,

some regularity is first identified, a model is postulatedwhich
would explainit, and the model is then tested with a view to
seeingif it matches some real structure. Instrumentalism leaves
out the last stage:solong as the initial data are 'as if' the model
had generatedthem,the model is satisfactory. Indeed, 'for the
instrumentalist there is no necessaryrequirement that the

model even be plausible ', and in his paper 'Realism,Closed
Systems and Friedman' Lawson discusses some manifestly
implausiblemodelsproposedby Friedman as examples:

i) Under a widerange of circumstances, bodies that fall in the actual

atmosphere behave as if they were falling in a vacuum.
ii) [Leaves on a tree] are positioned as if each leaf deliberately
sought to maximize the amount of sunlight it receives, given the

position of its neighbours, as if it knew the physical laws
determining the amount of sunlight that would be received in
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various positions and couldmove rapidly or instantaneously from

any one position to any other desired and unoccupiedposition.
(Friedman, Essays in Positive Economics, pp . 18-19, quoted in

'Realism, Closed Systems and Friedman', p. 9)

The striking thing about the second example -
though Lawson

does not spell this out - is that had such an account been

regarded asacceptablein botany, genuine scientific explanation
could not have got off the ground in that science, since that

explanation aims precisely to show how such an appearance
couldbe generated by a plausible hypothesis which did not
need to be quarantined in an 'as if' clause; and a methodology
which would have preventeda realscience from emerging can

hardly be regarded as a promisingonefor an aspiring science .
Lawson concentrates on showing that the former example
allows no principle for delimiting the 'wide range of circum\302\255

stances'; granted that a leaf falling from a tree does not normally
behave in this way,but a compactball falling from a roof may -
though not in a hurricane, and so on. Whereas if the law of

falling bodies is readnot as an exception-prone generalization
but as a tendency-statement, it cantakeitsplacealongsideother
tendency-statements in explaining falling leaves and balls in
hurricanes.

To return to 'Realism and Instrumentalism in the

Development of Econometrics', Lawson claims that econo\302\255

metricians, in their search for measurable statisticalregularities,
areforced to take refuge in instrumentalism: whereas the realist
'may just rest content with the ability to explain and predict the
tendencies of identified causal structures

'
(p. 243), econo\302\255

metrics, if it is to propound measurableprobabilitieswhichwill

not be submerged in Keynesian uncertainties, must presuppose
closure - the absence of extrinsic factors . But this is
unobtainable:

the econometrician will usually have positive knowledge of

numerous . . . potentially relevant causal factors that it is not

possible to explicitly consider. In such situations, I want to suggest,
econometricians who have acknowledgedthis problem ...appear to
have been unable,or unprepared, to develop any option other than

that of introducing, or recommending others to introduce, some
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acknowledged convenient fiction .. . in the hope that the model so
constructed turns out to be data consistent . .. it is at this point that

econometric analyses appear to become, in effect, instrumentalist.

(p . 243)

This is contrasted with Keynes's realist understandingof

probability, which of course circumscribes the conditionsof its

applicability .

Keynes's main conclusion is that the use of statistical induction is

only justified when there are grounds available for supposing that
the nature and conditions of things under consideration are of a

particular type -
specifically when their conditions can be likenedto

a game of chance. (p . 246)

The conclusion is highly sceptical about the prospects of
econometrics. It shouldbe added this is not in a situation

in which the status of some empirically successfulmodel is being

disputed. Rather it is one in which successful empirical general\302\255

izations have yet to be discoveredin economics, while there exist

good theoreticalreasons to suppose

\302\267

that simple empirical relation\302\255

ships may not be there to be found. (pp. 252 -3)

We have seen in othersocial-scientificdisciplinesthat positivism

(of which instrumentalism can be consideredoneavatar) is often

challenged by a hermeneutic rival, which often at least tacitly
shares its account of the natural sciences . Economics is no

exception.
Tony Lawsondiscussesthe hermeneutic method in economics

with reference to the Austrian economist Hayek (in 'Critical
Realism and the Analysis of Choice, Explanation and Change ',
and in 'Realismand Hayek: A Case of Continuous Trans\302\255

formation'). Hayek 's position in most of his writings is that

social sciences are not about objective reality but about our
conceptions.Insofar as these conceptions are about the objective
world they may be true or false,but the socialscientist need not

ask about their truth, for false ideas will be just as effective in

governing behaviour . The social scientist then studies a
pre\302\255

interpreted world and his or her subject-matter is that

interpretation
- the set of conceptsby which ordinary, non-
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scientific agents theorize their lives. The economiststudies the

self-understanding of economic \302\267

agents . This goes beyond the
claim - endorsedby critical naturalism - that socialrealitiesare
concept-inclusive and in part concept-dependent. For Hayek,
socialrealitiesare constituted by concepts . Of course, material
entities may be social,but only by virtue of the concepts we
have of them:it is our ideasabout hammers that make them

hammers, as distinct from pieces of wood with metal ends .
Lawsonraisesthreeobjectionsto this account:

1. The social realm is not exhaustedby its conceptual aspects.

To an individual agent, being unemployed, fighting a war, living

in poverty, etc. is not just (and sometimes perhaps not at all)
possessing a particular idea of what one is doing: it involves

being physically separated from the means of 'earning a living';
being party to armed conflict, and being separated from

(adequate) forms of health-care, shelter and nutrition, etc., with

all the material problemswhich that involves. ('Critical Realism
and the Analysis of Choice, Explanation and Change', p. 20)

2. The relevant conceptual aspects of societyarenot necessarily

conscious, and so not always accessibleto the socialscientist;
they include tacit conceptual skills and tacitly followedrules
(as studied by linguists), unrecognized beliefs and needs,
unconsciousmotives and attitudes, and so on.

3. Agents' conceptionsmay be false - not just falsebeliefs
about the physic\357\277\275 world, which Hayek's view explicitly
accommodates, but falsebeliefsabout their own actions, the
social relations in which they stand, and so on.

All these points indicatethat a social scientific inquiry cannot
limit its subject-matter to concepts, and must be ableto unearth
hidden, and correct mistaken, ideas.

Lawson further argues that Hayek's errors stem from a

mistaken ontology, which he takes over in part from his

positivistic opponents . The 'external world' is seen as 'the
empirical world': the causal criterion for existence is ignoredand

unperceivable entities treated as mere constructs . Apart from

this flattened natural world, the only realities admitted are

concepts: social structures, wholes, etc. are treated as having
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reality only in our minds. Oncethis ontology is accepted, it is
difficult to avoid Hayek's methodology.But as we have seen, a
far richerontology of stratified nature and structured wholes is
well-founded.

Finally, in 'Realism and Hayek: A Case of Continuous
Transformation',Lawson traces the development of Hayek's
thought, claiming that it eventually moves away from this
ontology,particularly by its foregrounding of the place of tacit

rules in social life and its acceptanceof a sort of hypothesis\302\255

testing which seems compatible with Roy Bhaskar's three-stage
account.This opens the way to recognizing an intransitive

dimension to social science, and the possibility of counter\302\255

phenomenality. While Lawson describes this as a move towards
transcendentalrealism,he recognizesthat Hayek's conservative

P<?litical judgements, which he doesnot endorse,remain intact .

This illustrates the logical independence of transcendental

realist philosophy and the socialist politicswith which it is so

naturally combined, as stated in chapter6 of the present book.

Some Other Critical Naturalist Interventions

While the standing of all human sciences is contentious,the last

three disciplines considered, linguistics, psychoanalysis and
economics,at least have the appearance of sciences under their
transitive aspect: there are organized bodies of trained
researchersand teachers working in them with some shared
principlesand approachesand the intention (even if tacit or

denied at the meta-level, as in the caseof instrumentalists) of

deepening knowledge of some fairly clearly defined intransitive

object (signifying practices, unconscious processesand the

production and exchange of commodities, respectively). But

there are also aspects of human life so politically or ethically
contentious that there isnoscience-likediscipline in the study of

them; or about which severalhuman and perhaps also natural
sciences contend . Suchareasare often a happy hunting ground
for philosophersin much the way that areas now regarded as
within the competenceof some science once were . It is all the
more important that such philosophical interventions should
avoid the characteristicmistakes of empiricism or idealism
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which have damaged even more established research
programmes.

PerhapsI may be allowed the liberty of introducing first my

own contribution in this area. I refer to my argument in Scien tific
Realism and Socialist Thought and Socialist Reasoning. The former
of these two books is about the relationof criticalrealismto
Althusser'sversion of Marxism, and more specifically the way
in which dilemmas unresolvablewithin Althusser' s system
could be resolved by critical realism: how to avoid empiricism
without severingtheory from practice; how to avoid economism
whileretainingthe primacy of base over superstructure (briefly,
by reading the levels as rooted and emergent strata in the
transcendentalrealistsense,between which one-way relations

of vertical explanation hold, while mechanismsat all strata

conjointly generate the phenomena of history, in no invariant

proportions); how to reconcile structural causality with effective

human agency; and how to give a philosophicalaccount of

scientificity without making philosophy into a legislatorfor the

sciences. On the basis of the critical realist solutions to these

questions, I suggest that Marxian social science is about
constraintson the reproduction and transformation of socialstructures .

The knowledge of these constraints is the groundfor political

judgements : constraints on the reproduction of a society
sho\357\277\275

how it cannot reproduce itself without developing certain
destructive and even self-destructive features; constraints on
transformation show which putative solutions of these
problemsareblind alleys .

In Socialist Reasoning I try to show how a socialist political
philosophy - in the sense of a theory of the reasons for

socialism - can be based on knowledge of such constraints

(prominent among which are thoseconstraints which Marx and

Engels dubbed 'contradictions of capitalism '). The strength of a
style of political advocacy which starts from contradictions in
someexistingsocialorder is that it can avoid, on the one hand,
the errors of utopianism or abstract ideals which ignorethe

historical specifiCity of human needs; and, on the other, the

entanglement with particular traditions by which historicistand
Hegelianapproachesare mortgaged to conservatism or at best to
moderate reformism.It is interesting that Ian Shapiro, also

writing political philosophyin a criticalnaturalist context in his
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Political Criticism, should be concernedto avoid a very similar

Scylla and Charybdis: the communitarian successors of Hegel,
and the successors of the unhistorical foundationalism of the

Enlightenment, Rawls and Nozick. It is interestingbecause
Shapiro'spolitical stance, while left rather than right, is
certainly not in the Marxisttradition.

Fourissuesonwhich overlapping work has been done from a
critical realistperspectivearefeminism, human needs, ecology,
and the relevance to the human world of its closest natural

science: biology. Contentious issues in theseareason which

critical realism might throw some light include : what sort of

'vertical explanation' holds between biologicalmechanismsand

human needs, social possibilities, differentiation of sexrolesand

so on? Do biological mechanisms generate identifiable
t\357\277\275ndencies which operate alongside social and psychological
ones; or do they codetermine all human activities and
institutions equally with and perhaps inextricably from social
and psychological mechanisms; or should biological

mechanisms rather be seen as vertically explaining social and

psychological ones, but so to speakdisappearing behind them,

so that they make no contribution of their own to horizontal

explanation? Does the 'nature' that preceded society and

human agency live on alongsidethem, or through them, or

both? Can we distinguish the 'natural' and 'unnatural' within

human society? Can the concept of human nature help us

distinguish real needs from false needs, or must we accept the
liberalview that all wants are equally good 'needs' (so longas
they are backed by purchasing power)? What can we mean by
'nature' when we treat it as a value?Given that nature as we

know it has been transformed by us, in what senses is it
independentof us?

While some of these questions may look abstract and

technical, a great many questions in politicsandsocialcriticism

turn on them, as do questions about the relations between
different disciplines in the\302\267human sciences . I believe that they
can only be resolvedin a critical realist framework, and I refer
the readerto the work of Kate Soper, Maureen Ramsay and Ted
Benton(seeBibliography for relevant sources) . A critical realist
intervention in an even more concrete aspect of social research

in this area is Sue Clegg'spaper'Studying Child Sexual Abuse'.
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It will be clear from these texts,aswellas thoseI have discussed

in this chapter, that critical realism is an ongoing..research
programme

within the human sciences, and particularly in their

theoretically and politically
contentious border areas . It is

certainly not a completedsystem
which can simply be

applie\357\277\275
in

these fields, to solve all problems: on the contrary, by treating

scientific projects as explorationsof realities with inexhaustible

depths, it helps to keep those projects open for self-criticism and

development .

Notes

1. A word is perhaps needed to rebut the modern fable that Freud
rejectedthe Seduction Theory for no better reasonthan that he couldn't

bring himself to believe that respectable bourgeois fathers would
commit incest.Hedid o\302\243course believe for a while that all hysterics has
been victims of seduction, and even when the evidence forcedhim to

revise this belief (a difficult enough confession of error), he never
doubted that in some cases real incestuous advanceshad occurred,as
in the case of Katharina (see Freud and Breuer, Studies in Hysteria) . He
also knew of 'respectable

' men who interfered with young girls

(including one prospective patient), not to speak of the childhood

'seduction' of the Wolf-man by his sister (though I would have thought

that 'seduction' was hardly the right word for genital play between
consenting infants) . In general, he had a fairly balanced view of the
interaction and joint effects of reality and fantasy: an epigenetic view of

development, as David Will puts it.

== =============8== =============

Why
Critical? How Naturalist?

Sofar as possible hitherto I have kept to expositionand defence

of Roy Bhaskar's ideas. In this chapter I shall look at some

criticisms which have beenlevelledathiswork, and also make a
few of my own; and I shall air what I see as some outstanding
problemsfor critical naturalism.

\302\267Critical naturalism enters the philosophical battleground
fighting on two fronts: against the reductive naturalism that is

rooted in empirical realism; and against anti-naturalistic

positions rooted in idealism. It is not surprisingthat adherents

of each of these tendencies assimilatecriticalnaturalism to the

other one. I have heard hermeneuticphilosopherscallit 'just

another positivistic scientism'; on the other hand, not only

positivists but even Ted Benton - aphilosopherwhose position

is arguably within critical realism - wonders whether the views

defended in PN ate really naturalistat all(in 'Realismand Social

Science' ). The phrase 'critical naturalism' contrasts implicitly

with uncritical naturalism: uncritical presumably in the senses
of naive, dogmatic, extreme; naturalism that is positivistic in
method and reductivein ontology; or alternatively naturalism

which is, as has beensaidof Lenin'sMaterialism and Empirio\302\255

Criticism, situated in pre-Kantian theoretical space.
I hope that I have already shown that whatever critical

naturalism is, it is not such uncritical naturalism. While rejecting
Kant and Hegel's idealism, it has taken on board theircritiques

of empiricism; it sees knowledge not as impressedby nature on

the wax tablets of our mindsbut as a product of skilled mental
labour; it treats the various strata of nature as irreducibly

emergent .

Yet I have the impression that Bhaskar is much more worried
about beingconfusedwith uncritical naturalism than about the

opposite error, and sorathertoowilling to make concessions to

237
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hermeneutic and relativist positions. If this is on the principle
that you straighten a bent stick by bending it in the other
direction,I think Bhaskar has misjudged the philosophical state
of play. For instance, the idea that science (or any particular

science) either has reached, or somedaywill reach, complete
truth about (the relevant aspect of) nature - that scientific

progress has a terminal destination - is an idea that has hardly

any serious twentieth-century adherents . No doubt it was once

held by outside admirersof science.

Nature and Nature 's laws lay hid in Night.
God said, 'LetNewton be!' and All was Light.

(Pope, 'Epitaph. Intended for Sir IsaacNewton,

In Westminster Abbey' in Poems, p. 808)

But to attack this view today is to tilt at windmills . The ideaof

such a 'final truth' is now found only as a caricature,used in

anti-science rhetoric. For example, the Marxist conception of

'scientific socialism' or of historical materialism as a scienceis
often portrayed as a ploy to claim infallibility,

even though

Marxism has always been explicitlyfallibilist in its\302\267account of

science and hence of itself:

science. . . mounts from lower to ever higher levels of knowledge
without ever reaching, by discovering so-called absolute truth, a

point at which it can proceed no further, where it would have

nothing more to do than to fold its hands and gazewith wonder at

the absolute truth to which it had attained. And what holds good for
the realm of philosophicalknowledge holds good also for that of

every other kind of knowledge and alsofor practical action. Just as

knowledge is unable to reach a complete conclusion in a perfect,
ideal condition of humanity, so is history unable to do so; a perfect

society, a perfect 'state ' , are things .which can only exist in

imagination. (Engels 'Ludwig Feuerbach', in Marx and Engels
Selected Works in One Volume, p. 598)

On the otherhand, extreme forms of relativism, denying that
one theorycanberationally preferred to another on the grounds
of its relation to reality, are so widespreadthat some such view

is often simply assumedas axiomaticin arts and social science
circles . This surely is the stickthat needs to be straightened.

In passing, the following should be noted : as we have seen,
Roy Bhaskar ejects epistemology from the central place it has
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had in philosophyfrom Descartes onwards, but does not reject
it altogether, as is fashionable among some mock-radicals.I say

'mock' since all such rejections of epistemology leave a
theoreticalvacuum which is inevitably filled by some new
epistemology,umecognizedas such.

However,Bhaskar has not written about epistemology in
general, but only about a regional epistemology - the
epistemology of the sciences . This is an important region, but

not the only one . The epistemology of everyday pre-scientific

knowledge cannot be read off from it. Since the most serious
form of relativism - the sortwhichstemsfrom Kuhn' s work -
is also concernedwith the sciences, the whole debate over
incommensurabilitytakes place on the ground of scientific

epistemology. A full confrontation between realism and

!elativism awaits the clarification of the grounds for everyday
knowledge as well.And that clarification must, I would argue,
start from an examination of hearsay and the groundson which

we assess it. If I say 'I know that the artesian well on

Southampton Common is 1,317feetdeep', that is not because I
have climbed down it with a tape measure, or made any other
kind of experiment, but because a plaque placed there by the

City Council tells me so, and I have no reason to suspect them of
lying or ignoranceabout the matter. It will be clear that the

problem of relativism would be posed in quite a different way

for an epistemology oriented towards hearsayand ourgrounds

for accepting or rejecting it than it is for an epistemologyoriented
towards the experimental testing of explanatory models.

Now to returnto the question whether Bhaskar concedes too
much to relativism:if this were only a question of emphasisit
wouldnot mattervery much, but I think it leads Roy Bhaskar to
throw out one ideawhich a consistent realism ought to retain:
the correspondencetheory of truth . It is important first of al lto
make clearwhat this theory is and what it is not. It givesa
definition of truth, not a criterion of truth . Kant was right to

accept correspondence.('agreementof knowledge with its

obj ect') as defining truth yet say that the search for a general
criterion of truth was like 'one man milking a he-goatand the
otherholding a sieve underneath' (Critique of PureReason, p. 97) .

The two main alternatives to correspondencetheories-
coherence theories and pragmatic theories - gain their
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plausibility from the importance of both coherence and practice
as criteria of truth. If these theories are used to define truth, we

get \302\267only circular definitions, since coherence theories pre\302\255

suppose that we understand the concepts of consistency and

contradiction, which can only be definedin terms of truth; and

pragmatic theories tacitly work with the notion that 'everything

is as if' the pragmatically verified statement were true (in the

correspondencesense).
The second thing that the correspondence theory is not is a

resemblancetheory. Several philosophers, including both Frege
and Bhaskar,rejectthe correspondence theory on grounds that

only hold good if that theory is taken to involve somenotionof

the true statement resembling what it is about. And of course a

statement(orsentenceorproposition
or judgement or whatever

it is that can be true or false)is not very much like anything else

except another statement.The sentence'all cows eat grass' is

much more like the sentence'allcows eat glass' than it is like the
contentedbeastsmunchingaway out there in the meadow . But

correspondence does not necessarily involve resemblance .

Everyone understands that if the inspector says 'your inventory
did not correspondto what was really in the warehouse', she is
not complainingthat a sheet of paper did not resemblea stackof

tinned fruit . 'Correspond' here is specially chosen to pickout
therelationthat holds when as it is said, so it is . This may look a

bit thin - not a thousand milesfrom the so-called redundancy

theory (that sentence 'P' is true if and only if P, for example 'the
Ministerof Education has fallen down the artesian well' istrue if

and only if the Minister of Education has fallen down the

artesian well: and that that is all there is to truth) . But it may be

filled out, in scientific contexts, by some such account as

Bhaskar's, of the deepening of \\<nowledge of the intransitive

object as explanatory models are tested;or in non-scientific,

commonsense contexts, by some such account asHeidegger'sin
chapter

6 of Being and Time. These should be seen as

amplifications of 1\302\267what correspondence means in different

contexts, not alternative theories of truth.

Now let us tie this in to a specifictext of Bhaskar's.

Epistemological relativism ...is the handmaid of ontological realism
and must be accepted.Now this does not mean that it is impossible
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to communicate betweendifferent theoretical or conceptual schemes
or that a scientist cannot know the same objectunder two or more

descriptions. To show the differencebetweensay Newtonian and

Einsteinian dynamics and that the latter is in advance of the former a
scientist must be capable of doing so. Similarly though there is no

guarantee of successfulcommunication between the adherents of
two different conceptual schema, there is no inevitability about

failure. (It is difficult to understand the concept of total failure .)

Epistemological relativism insists only upon the impossibility of

knowing objects except under particular descriptions. And it entails

the rejection of any correspondence theory of truth . A proposition is

true if and only if the state of affairs that it expresses (describes) is
real. But propositions cannot be compared with states of affairs;
their relationship cannot be describedas one of correspondence.
Philosophers have wanted a theory of truth to provide a criterion or
stamp of knowledge. But no such stamp is possible.For the

\302\267
judgement of the truth of a propositionisnecessarily intrinsic to the
science concerned. There is no way in which we can look at the

world and then at a sentenceand ask whether they fit. There is just

the expression (of the world) in speech (or thought) . (RTS, p. 249)

Several points can be made about this in the light of what has

already been said. The first sentence could be accepted by many
fully fledged relativists - by adherents of the 'strong

programme' in the sociology of knowledge, for instance . The
remarks that follow that sentence show Bhaskar's difference
from that position, in terms filled out by his critique of

incommensurability, which I have discussed in chapter 3. But

none of this is shown to 'entail' rejectionof the correspondence

theory. Two quite distinct points against the correspondence
theory are then introduced as if they were somehow connected:
the Kantian point againstcorrespondenceasa criterion of truth,
which I have already accepted;and the confusion of corres\302\255

pondence with resemblance, implicit in the statement that

comparison of a proposition with a state of affairs is imp ossible.
In onesenseof course that is so : we do notcomparethemaswe

compare two pictures in a game of 'spot the difference '. But we
do 'lookat the world and then at a sentence' (orviceversa) 'and

ask whether they fit' . We say things like : 'this place is just as (or
not at all how) it was described'; we look to see if the bottle

opener is really in the knife draweras we weretold,and so on.
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It is for just suchrelations of comparison without resetp.blance
that we need the word 'correspondence'.

Does this tendency to 'bend the stick' towards the criticsof

realism and naturalism affect Roy Bhaskar's view of social being
and social knowledge in any way?I think that it does on the one
hand leadhim to assert differences between natural and social
beingthat are unfounded, and as a result of this (but one might
nevertheless say 'on the otherhand')toexaggeratethe degree to

which the social and more generallythe human sciences can

achieve a genuinely scientific status, comparablewith the

natural sciences . I shall defend a view of which is more
'naturalistic' at the level ofbeing, denying some of the contrasts
Bhaskar makes, but less 'naturalistic'at the level of knowledge,
in that it is more pessimistic about the prospects of the human

sciences . This critique is an immanentone, in that all its

premisses are within criticalrealism. I shall conclude with some

suggestions about what studies of the human world ('human
sciences' if you like)oughtto looklike,if these critical realist

premisses are true . In doing so I do not intend to gobackonmy

claim in the previous chapter that critical realism does not
generateor authorize particular theories within the human
sciences. I shallbe concernedrather with the relations between
abstract and concretein studiesof the human world.

The Ontological Divide

In this sectionI am going to argue that some of the distinctions

that Roy Bhaskar draws between the natural world and the

social or human worldareunreal. I hope that it should by now
be obviousthat this argument is not motivated by any reductive
programme. I am convinced by Bhaskar's arguments about
stratification and emergence,and regard it as impossible to
reduce socialto natural, or indeedsocialto psychological or

psychological to social, or either to biological,or biologicalto
physical, and so on . There is not one Great Divide here, but

many divisions between mutually irreducible strata.
There are indeed special differences at the dividing line

betweenthe natural and human worlds . All the strata on the
'human' side of it are marked by the presence of those
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phenomena and mechanisms which the characterizationof

humans as 'rational animals' is meant to denote:
language and

meaning generally, intentions, self-consciousness, conscious\302\255

ness of universals, moral judgements, and so on. But while the
human/natural divide is unique in these respects,it is not

unique in this uniqueness: the divide between living and

inorganic matter has probably as many and as important
features u-nique to it.

But Bhaskaris
particularly concerned with certain differences

which have consequencesfor the nature of the sciences on the
respectivesidesof this divide . He tells us that

it will be shown that ontological, epistemological and rela tional
considerations all place limits on the possibility of naturalism (or

\302\267
rather, qualify the form it must take); and that these\302\267considerations

al lcarry methodological import. However,it will transpire that it is
not in spite of, but rather just in virtue of, these differences that social
science is possible;that here, as elsewhere, it is the nature of the

object that determines the form of its possible science.(PN, p. 3)

If the 'as elsewhere' in this passagewerealways kept in mind,
there would be no objection.For in the case of every stratum
studied by a science,it is the real differences from other strata

characterizing that stratum which make it the possible objectof a

separate science . There could be no scienceof biology if life\302\255

forms were not really governed by mechanismsnot found in

inorganic matter, and so on . But this passage easily suggests
special differences betweenthe natural and socialworlds which

give the social sciences some advantages,which might perhaps

compensate for the absence of experimentsin them.And I think

that in fact, underlying Bhaskar's(qualified) optimism about the

prospects of the socialand humansciencesgenerally, there is an

echo of the thought that society is (potentially) transparent to us
since 'wemadeit'. Let us .now consider the ontological limits to
naturalism, which I have already quoted without comment:

1. Social structures, unlike natural structure s, do not exist

.independently of the activities they govern.
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2. Social structures, unlike natural structures, do I'l:ot exist

independently of the agents' conceptionsof what they are doing
in their activity . \302\267

.
3. Social structures, unlike natural structures, may be only relatively

enduring (so that the tendencies they ground may not be
universal in the sense of space-time invariant). (PN, p. 38)

Let us take this third point first. Socialstructures are certainly

only relatively enduring; the laws governing capit\357\277\275list

economies did not operate in the high MiddleAgesor earhet,
and I hope there will come a time when they will

cea\357\277\275e
to

operate. They did not operate becausethey are the tendencies of
a certain kind of structured entity (a capitalist economy), and
such entitiesdid not exist at that time . If such entities cease to
exist,thesetendencieswill cease to operate . In that sense, they
are not space-time invariant . But in anothersense

the\357\277\275
are : that

whenever economies with the relevant structure exist, these
tendenciesoperate . So these laws can

\357\277\275eformu\357\277\275\357\277\275ted
in

, \357\277\275erms
which are universal, by virtue of being condztzonal: if the

ownership of productive wealth is separatedfrom the direct

producers and divided between competing sellers of the

products, then tendencies x, y, z will operate.'
But the universality and space-time invariance of natural laws

is of exactly the same form. If life becomes extinct, biological
tendencies will cease to operate; if our universe bumps into a
universe of anti-matter and returns into nothingness, the law of

inertia will cease to
\302\267

operate . But like the laws of capitalist
economies,they will still be true in their conditional

fo\357\277\275m:
if

bodies exist, they will tend to persistin a state of rest or uniform

motion in a straight line, and so on. Of course, there is a vast
difference in time scalebetweenthe 'relative endurance' of

social structures and of natural ones. 'Nature is ever green, or
rather goes/ by such long paths/ that she seems still' says

Leopardi (quoted by Timpanaro in On Materialism,p. 43). But

the natural sciences, even the physical sciences, even
cosmology, do recognize the emergence of newly operating
tendenciesasthe structure of the cosmos changes. For example
'big bang' theoriesabout the origin of our unive rse P?stulate
quite different laws operating immediately after the big bang
than thosethat have operated in subsequent ages. For everyday
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purposes the contrastbetweenunchanging nature and changing

society works well enough. But it is not a difference of principle,
only of degree . And this is worth pointing out, becauseit helps
to undermine point (1) as well.

What can it mean to say that natural structures exist

independently of the activities that they govern? Do molecules
exist independentlyof the activities of their component atoms,
or living organisms independently of the activities of their

organs, or the solar system independently of the movements
and gravitational pulls of the planets? The statement is only
plausible if 'structure' is read as meaning 'type of structure'

rather than 'structured entity' . Then the statementwould refer

to the time-space invariant 'structures' whichmay or may not be

instantiated, but about which conditional statements may be

true. But as we have seen,thereisno difference between natural

and social structures in this respect.
If we leave out these questions about timelessessencesand

look at actually existing structured entities, another reading of

this supposed ontological difference may be suggested.It could
be a denialthat unactualized powers exist at the social level. If

so, one might say that a motor bikehad the powerto goat 100
m.p.h. though it never had, but not that the proletariat had the
powerto emancipateitself though it never had. Ted Benton has
pointedout ('Realism and Social Science ') that this difference
too is unreal:

An organism may, for example, never engage in reproductive

activity, yet retain its reproductive system and powers. However,

some activities of the organism (such as nutrition) would be

necessary to the retention of thesepowers,but not the ones directly
governed by the reproductivesystem itself. (p. 17)

And the case is just the samein the social sciences : powers are
dependent on someactivities, yes; but not necessarily those
activitieswhichare the exercise of those powers. The powers of
the state, for example, could not exist without some activities of

its agents; but the state has powerswhich it never exercises,
such as to suppressa threat to its authority; it may not have to
exercise this powerpreciselybecauseeverybody knows that it
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has this power. One might even say paradoxically
-that the

power is realized though unexercised.Benton refersin this

connection to Steven Lukes's Power: A Radical View, which

shows from empirical studieshow the powerof large capitalist

corporations can work in this way, preventing protests about
the environmentaldamageinflicted by a firm which is the major
localemployer, for instance.

In the Postscript to the secondeditionof PN, Bhaskar replies

to some of Ted Benton'scriticisms. As we would expect, given
the general nature of the\302\267distinction between powers and their

exercise in Bhaskar's thought, he acceptsthe point about

unexercised social powers . His sticking point is that 'nothing

happens in society save in or in virtue of something human

beings do or have done' (PN, p. 174) . But if we substitute the
relevantkind of entity in each case for 'human beings', exactly

similar principles would hold in the natural sciences.
Point (2) remains . We need to be clearwhat is being said here,

and what dependsonit.Itiscertainly true that social activities,

and therefore (by (1), properly
-

construed) social structures,

necessarily involve the agents' conceptionsof what they are

doing. And this is a difference from the objects of natural

sciences, since atoms, amoebas,light-sources
and (arguably)

dogs and cats do not have any conceptionof what they are

doing. But what follows from this? It has often been said that it

establishes a 'partial identity between subjectand object'in the

social sciences. But if it is put this way, it might be repliedthat

there is a partial identity of subject and objectin the natural

sciences too, since we (' subjects') arenot only social agents but

also living beings (part of the object of biology), bodies with a
chemicalcomposition,and so on . But Bhaskar's point is rather
different . When he comes to base a 'relational limit' to
naturalism in the human sciences on this ontologicaldifference

(PN, p. 47\302\243\302\243),he is working with the fact that, not just the

human 'subj ects\357\277\275,
but the sciences themselves as theoretical

formations are (a)potentially part of their own object, and (b)
able to enter into logical relations (confirmation, implication,

contradiction) with other parts of their objects (agents'

conceptions) . It is this latter point that makes explanatory

critiques in general possible, whilethe formergivesriseto the
specialsort of explanatory critique in which a social science
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turns reflexively on itself:sociologyof sociologicalknowledge,

and so on. This is alimit tonaturalismonly in the sense that it is

a possibility to which there is noparallelin the natural sciences .
It does not eitherconstrainorfacilitate the work of social science
in general.

But does the presenceof ideas in the object of the human
sciencesprovidea compensatorfor the absence of experiments?
We have seen in chapter5 that Bhaskar thinks it does. I have
accepted that the agents' conception of what they are doing
mu\357\277\275t

be the starting point, in that an account of a socialactivity

which excluded the agents' own description of it would be

radically misleading, even if the agents' description includes
errors that the socialsciencecaneventually correct. And granted
that these agents

' descriptionsgive us some data without which
we cannot proceed,these data may form the premisses of
transcendental arguments, as suggestedin chapter 5. But a

comparison with our knowledgeof the natural world will help
to put these data in their place.

We know quite a lot about the socialworldsimply from being

agents within it. But we also know quite a lot about the natural
world simply from being agents within it. The practices of

agriculture and stockbreeding, manufacture and cookery,
navigation and building, all of them conceptualized in the minds
and discourseof their agents, provide the original raw materials
for the scientific production of knowledge . These conceptual\302\255

ized practices are no less informative about the natural world
than the practicesof commerce and statecraft, conflict and

cooperation, 'knowing oneself' and 'knowingothers'are about

the
.
human world. There is not only the connaturalknowledge

which we have of the human world by being human, but also
that of the 'biosphere' which we have by being alive, of the
world of physicsby being beings which can push and pull, jump
and fall, feel heat and cold and so on . The difference in the
significanceof these sources of information between the natural
and the socialsciences is not that the social sciences have more
input from them, but that the natural sciences have gone so

much further beyond what thesesourcescangive us . For in the
natural and socialsciencesalike,thesesources are fallible and

corrigible. The human sciencesas much as the natural can, as
we have seen, be counter-phenomenal, they can expose
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ideological illusion, unconscious
\302\267

motivation, and so on . They
would lackmuch of theirinterestif they could not surprise us,
and they couldnotbeemancipatory if they could not undeceive
us . Their input from agents' conceptions is no more
authoritative than such input is in regardto the natural world;

but our capacity to correct,reviseand add to the knowledge
derived from agents

'
conceptions is immeasurably more

advanced in those scienceswhereexperimentsarepossible.The

teachability even of an experimental natural sciencedoubtless
presupposesour initial familiarity with (for example) heat, light
and sound, push and pull, speed and weight; but before we
have gonevery far, we have redefined such concepts and left

our homely understanding of them far behind. Thehermeneutic
momentissoprominent in the human sciences not because it is

a more essential stage or a more reliableor informative source

than in the natural sciences, but because, in the absenceof

experiments, we have so little else. As a result,we arealsomuch

more likely to get things wrong and much lesslikely to correct

them in the human than in the experimentalnatural sciences .

The plurality of theories in the field at any time in the human
sciences is partly due to this . Of course it is also partly because
conflicts of interest affect work in some human sciences. But
such conflictshardly affect linguistics, yet it is as controversial as
any human science. And surely everyone must have beenstruck
by the incongruity of the fact that humankind cansolveabstruse
problemsof theoretical physics so elegantly and so empower\302\255

ingly, yet flounders in the dark when it comes to running an

economy, or even a love affair .

My conclusion from what we know about the ontology of the
human world is that it gives grounds for scepticism about the
prospects of the human sciences . In the nextsectionI will spell

this conclusion out, and in the final one suggest what does
remain for science-likeknowledgeof the human world.

The Epistemological Thicket

It is generally agreed that the human sciences are in a much
morecontroversial state, and also a much less advancedstate,
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conjecture

explanation

- - ---- ------ - - ----
Figure 8. 1 Relation between a Scienceand Its Real Object (Source:'Scientific Realism in the Human World: The Case of

Psychoanalysis
'

p. 17)

than the natural sciences. Sometimesitisthought that they are

le\357\277\275s
advanced because they are younger, and will be proper

SCiences when they grow up. But in terms of duration of

existence, they are not younger:Hobbeswas fifty-four years
older than Newton, Adam Smith twenty years older than

Lavoisier, Marx only nine years younger than Darwin, Freud

twent\357\277\275-th\357\277\275\357\277\275e
years older than Einstein. Of course, in eachpair

the.scientific status of the social researcher's work is disputed
whilethat of the natural scientist is not. But in intention all were
scientists,and if the success of the inquiries into the natural

world is certain and that of those into the human world in
doubt,

so\357\277\275e
other explanation is required than dates of origin.

If I am nght that we have no specialinsight into the human/

social world on the basisthat 'we made it', we are returned to
the question:what are the prospects for the human sciences
giventhat they have no experiments in the relevant sense -
they study systems which are not only further removed from

natural closure than those studied by the theoreticalnatural

sciences, but also insusceptible to artificial closure?Elsewhere
(in my paper 'Scientific Realism in the Human World: the Case

of Psychoanalysis '), I have describedtheir situation as 'concrete\302\255

bound', as expressed by Figure 8.1 and the following comments

on it.

!his figure
\357\277\275epresents

the situation in the experimental
sciences. Practical experienceleadsto a degree of concrete
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knowledge of the object (the farmer's knowledgeof the. soil, the

navigator's knowledge of the stars); this suggestsexplanatory

conjectures which produce abstract models which can thenbe
tested by experiments; the results of the experimentsleadto the
confirmation, refutation or revision of this part of the science;
the resulting body of tested abstract knowledge can be usedto
explainthe concreteobject more accurately, and this explana\302\255

tion used to generate new and more effective kinds of practical
interaction with the object, whichinturn will yield new practical

experience of it, and so on. In the non-experimental sciences,

the process represented by the arrows at the left of the figure are
absent.Hencethe abstract models that are conjectured cannot
be testedbeforethe explanations they generate are used in
practice.

To an extent, input from experimental sciences into the
abstract part of non-experimental sciences can relieve the
concrete-boundnessof the latter; this is particularly important in
non-experimental natural sciences like geomorphology and

meteorology . It has a muchmorelimited role in the human

sciences, since in this case the input would only be from

relatively distant regions of science, or perhaps more

importantly, from philosophical conclusions derived from other

sciences: for instance from the ontology of transcendental

realism with its concepts of open and closedsystems, structure

and tendency, stratification and emergence, and soon.But this

is a far cry from saying that, even with the best philosophical
midwifery in the world,human sciencescouldbeborn with any

expectation of reaching a maturity comparable with that

achieved by the natural sciences . The human sciences are
doomed to neoteny.

Elsewhere(Scientific Realism and Socialist Thought, chapter 4) I
have used the analogy of the knowledge one might have of
different types of terrain, if we had no helicoptersor other
vantage points above its surface, and were reliant only on what

we saw while walking about.Inopencountry, we might be able

to make quiteaccuratemaps.This corre sponds to the position in

the experimentalsciences. The situation in sciences without

experiments is more like mapping impenetrableforest
transectedby narrow, winding paths . Input from ontology
derivedphilosophically

from the practice of other sciences may
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yield some background information (as . of the geological
formations present in a terrain), but we can never expect scale

maps of the forest.

Keeping within this metaphor, I take it that Bhaskar's own

view, in this respect like that of the hermeneutic theorists, is
that the human world is actually open country too, but for
different reasons. Experimentsconstitute the openness of the
natural terrain, our self-understandingconstitutes that of the

human terrain. But Bhaskar himself has pointedout the limiting

of our understanding even of our own actions by unacknow\302\255

ledged conditions, unintended consequences, unconscious
motivation and tacit skills .

It remains to be askedwhethertherearenot closer analogues
to experiment in the human sciencesthan I have admitted.

Spme research in the human sciencescertainly involves setting

up artificial test situations, which are called experiments.

Statistical controls are regarded as analoguesof experiment, and

the use of mathematics generallyis treated(as it was even by
Marx) as a sign that scientific maturity has been reached . The
question here is whether we are dealing with genuinely
measurable data, or whether

quantification is imposed

inappropriately, at the cost of suppressing crucial data.

The experimental sciences can actualize many of their

abstractions . That is what experiments do when they establish
closed systems. So they can not only test and establish the
reality of the various tendencies that are at work in nature, but
also

\357\277\275eas.
ure them. This enables these sciencesto be genuinely

quantitative ones; they can use mathematics to calculate what
happens under given conditions . This does not mean that the
seventeenth-centuryidealof a purely mathematical science of

nature is realizable; the stratification of nature and the reality of
emergencemeanthat even within nature irreducibly qualitative
differences have real effects. Neverthelessthe value of

mathematics in the natural sciencesis great and undeniable.

Outcomes in closed systems can be calculated.Onecouldnot be

a physicist without being a mathematician. In the human

sciences on the other hand, outcomes cannotbecalculated,and

quantification is vague. We may know that the rate of profit is

falling, but we couldnever have accurate knowledge of what it

is . Where quantification is presented as if it were exact, it is
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almost always a sign that some qualitative distinction has been

misleadingly ignore d. Thereare (questionable) commercial and

managerial reasons why this occurs, but at the level of the

philosophy of science it is merely an inappropriate aping of
features of the experimental sciences which make no sense in
the absenceof experiments. Social science departments in
universities often require their students to take course::; in

statistics, but the usetowhich these sciences put statistics tempt
one to suspect that innumeracy is a positive virtue in a social
scientist. It is not just a matter of careless use of statistics or

quantification generally . As soon as mathematicalcalculationis
taken as a desideratum, qualitative distinctions which are the
crucialones,causally and morally, are lost sight of. To start with
a simple practical examplehom university life, consider

virtually any form of assessment, whether of students by

lecturers or lecturers by students; for instance,the marking of

essays. On the one hand, the markermay make comments, for

which there will be objectivegroundsin the essay (or if there are

not, the commentscanbecontested and the mistake identified) .
These commentsmay point to specific ways in which the essay
couldbe improved. On the other hand, a numerical mark may

be given. Any marker who takes their work seriously must often

have been struck and disturbed both by the crudity of the

judgement expressed in the mark, in that it covers over the
distinction between say a highly creative essay full of mistakes
and an errorless but uninspired essay; and by the ultimate
arbitrarinessof the mark. Yet because numerical marks can be
addedand averaged, it is in these, in the end, that assessment

consists . The mathematical processing of the marks givesan
illusion of objectivity, like the 'fairness' of a game of cardsin

which everything depends on the luck of the initial deaL It is as
if there were a magic formula for transmuting subjectivity into

objectivity: just add mathematics. But there is not: if you

average subjective judgements all you get is an average
subjective judgement.

An example with more vital implicationsis that of economics .

So long as economics is tied to a modelof rational decision\302\255

making based on calculation of commensurable values, it is

unable to take account of use-values(in Marxian terms) and

hence systematically ignores environmental valuesand
quality
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of life generally (see my paper 'Value, Rationality and the
Environment '). A genuinely rational procedure of economic

\357\277\275ecision-making
would involve irreducibly qualitative

judgements. The future of life on earth could depend on the
recognitionof this, and the future of a decent life for human

beings certainly does. Of course, the tendency to quantitative
calculation in economics is not just a philosophicalerror,it is

deeply rooted in the market economy. But even a socialist

economy would be no improvementin this respectunlessit
involved a rejection of calculation in favour of a more
comprehensiveform of practical rationality.

At the purely methodologicallevel,the tendency to focus on

what can be measured leadsto systematic blindness to certain

features of the human world.

.An example of this is the chapter on 'TheDreamTheory'
in

Fisher and Greenberg's The Scientific Credibility of Freud's Theories
and Therapy. Theconclusionsof this chapter are presented as if

they were the results of some kind of test between Freud's

theo\357\277\275
of dreams and an alternative account, accordingto which

thereIsno latent content to the dream, and the manifest content

is explained by various features of the dreamer' s life situation

(age, sex,culture,health and so on) . But it is easy enough to se\357\277\275

that this result is generated by the method adopted,that is, the

statistical analysis of large samples of dreams, counting the

nu\357\277\275\357\277\275ero\357\277\275
times particular elements occur, e.g. physical

activity, fnendly or aggressive interaction with members of
one's own sex or the opposite sex, and so on . The data
discoveredby these methods may be interesting enough facts, if

usually rather unsurprising (for example, that recently disabled
peopledreamabout physical activity more, and long disabled
people less, than able-bodied people do). But the kind of facts
that can be discovered this way is limited; and it is the
predilectionfor the statistically analysable that determines that
it is these and no other facts that are discovered. Thus Fisher
and Greenbergclaim(p . 66) that 'some of the best validated

projective tests' involve 'no special search for ''The Latent

Content\" '. So however well validated these tests are with

\357\277\275espectto
';h\357\277\275tever

it is that they are testing, it is not surprising
if they don t find what they are not lookingfor.They don't find

the fruit because they lookin the bread bin not the fruit bowl.
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But they then claimtheir discovery of bread to be a ref1:1tationof

the existence of fruit :

What reasonable conclusions about 'dream interpretation' can we
now offer on the basis of the review unfolded in this ch

_a\357\277\275ter?
First, there is no rationale for approachinga dream as if It were a

containerfor a secret wish buried under layers of concealment.(pp.
67-8)

My point is not that these statistical analyseswerelooking for

the wrong things, as if the samemethodcouldhave
\357\277\275een_

used

to look for Freudian things . It is that the method
t\357\277\275e\357\277\275ttably

passes over the Freudian things . For in orderto do statistics one

must abstract from the particularity of the dream elements; a
dream act whichis categorizedfor statistical purp oses as an act of

friendly interaction with a member of the same
s\357\277\275x

might also be an
act of plotting to assassinatethe emperor. Stnce acts under the
former descriptionarecommon and those under

_
the

lat\357\277\275err\357\277\275re,
the latter will be of little use for statistical analy sts . But 1t rmght
be essential to the function of the act in the dream.

The dream is a fantasy structure in its own right and
suscept\357\277\275ble

to

direct forms of inspection and partitioning . It should be cautioned,
though, that enough dream data have to be available to enable a

reliable sampling . ... In studying almost any form of hun\357\277\275.an

behaviour, it has been found that unless a reasonably representative
sample of that form is secured, a reliable job cannot be done.

\357\277\275ere
is no reason why dream behaviour shouldbe treated as a umque
exception to this rule . (p. 68)

It has not been 'found'
that such a sample is necessary;

stat\357\277\275st\357\277\275cal
research presupposes it. But for just this reason,

_
stahsbcal

research is limited in its subject-matter to wtdespread
phenomena.HenceFisher and Greenberg are quite wrong to
say that 'such an approach places no limits on possible\"depth\"
interpretations bf dream content' (p . 70). Indeed they go

straight on to say that the scalesusedfor such
in\357\277\275uiry'ass':me,

too that the symbols utilized to carrythesemeantngs are wtdely
sh;red and therefore do not need to bedecodedin terms of the

dreamer's private associations' . This is an
assu\357\277\275ption \357\277\275ot

a

discovery, and it is an assumption that precludes dtscovenes of
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the sort claimedby Freud. The fact that some discoveries canbe
madeon this assumption does not cast any suspicion on
discoveries\302\267which can only be made by different modes of

inquiry, unrestricted by such an assumption.
In this sectionI have mainly been saying what I think we

should not expect from a human science,given critical realist

understandings of science and of the place of the human world
in stratified nature. It behovesmeto say something about what

sort of study of the human world approximates closest to
sciencein the right respects.

What should a Scientific Study of the HumanWorld

Be Like?

The following remarks should not be taken as any kind of

dogmatic prescription. They are intendednot to discourageany

kind of social research (even, in its place,statistics), but rather to

encourage kinds of researchwhich have beenundervalued in

some circles .
I start from the concrete-boundness of the human sciences. I

have no wish to revel in it. It means that our information about

the human world is far more likely to be in error than is our
information about the natural world. This is not to be rejoicedat
- it can have quite disastrous consequences; but so can the

refusal to admit it.
Concrete-boundness means that we can only directly study

concrete entities, not the diverse mechanismsand tendencies

which make them what they are. We can study the latter only
through the former,not by isolating them in closed systems . The
further our theory gets away from the concrete towards the
abstract (which it must nevertheless do) the morepronetoerror
it is.

According to Lenin, the concrete analysis of the concrete
conjunctureis the heart of Marxism. It should also be the heart
ofallgoodpractice in the human sciences. But note : theconcrete
analysis of the concrete conjuncture . In order to explainthe
concreteconjuncture we have to unravel by analysis (in
thought) the multiple mechanisms and tendencies which make
it what it is . 'The concrete is concr\357\277\275te because it is the
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concentration of many determinations, hence unity of the

divers e', said Marx (Grundrisse,p. 101).We have no explanation
of any concrete conjunctureuntil we have identified the many
determinations -

yet we cannot isolate them in reality, as we
can in experimental science s. Once again Marx: 'in the analysis

of economic forms neither microscopes nor chemicalreagents
areof assistance . The power of abstraction must replaceboth'
(Capital val. 1, p. 90) .

The two oppositeerrorstobeavoided here are the belief that
we can somehowisolatethe 'many determinations' as we can in
the experimentalsciences,and the belief that we should not be
analysing out the many determinations at all, but somehow
apprehending the concrete whole without analysis .

Theformeralways has the effect that we move away from the

concrete not towards genuinely explanatory abstractions(that

is, the concepts of the many determinationsthat come together
to form the concrete conjuncture) but towards mere
generalizations, 'bad abstractions' since they are arrived at
merelyby ignoring certain features of the concrete conjuncture
in orderto group it with other conjunctures with which it has

superficial similarities. This is what we have seenalready going

on in the statistical approach to the interpretationof dreams : the

rich and convoluted complexity of the individual dream is

bypassed in order to enter it into a statistical sample which can
be sorted by various general features such as whether they
includefriendly or hostile interaction with the same sexand the
oppositesex, and so on . There is no guarantee that these

particular criteria of classification have any explanatorypowerin
accounting for these dreams at all. Freudsuggests,for example,

that a dream about someone 's death may in one case express an

(unconscious) wishthat they should die, while in another it may

have a purely instrumental function, such as leadingto a
meeting(in the dream) with a mutual friend . An entry of such a
dream into a statisticalsampleis likely to miss this difference,
and if it does not, that can only be since somecloseanalytic

work has already been done on the dream,to find out how the

death is related to otherelementsin the dream, to the dreamer 's
unconscious,and soon. The abstractions which we require can

only be discoveredby focusing on the 'concrete conjuncture' (in
this case the dream) and analysing the interconnection of its
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details . Likewiseif the concrete conjuncture is, say, the Russian
Revolution, we will unravel the 'many determinations '

that are

conjoined in it and explain it only by zoomingin on it till we can
see the interacting forces (the proletariatand peasantry, the

army, the parties; and more abstractly: Russia's backwardness,

its imperialism, its uneven development). If instead we move

\357\277\275urther
into the distance (that is, neglect the minute particulars

1n favour of bringing in comparisons with other historical
conjunctures,such as the French or Chinese Revolutions) we
will easily arrive at generalizations without explanatory power- accidental similarities, contrived analogies and so on . Real
structural similarities can only be arrived at after the depth
analysis of the separate conjunctures has been done.

On the otherhand, we must avoid what might be calledthe
'fallacy of analysis' fallacy: the idea that concrete particulars\302\255

whether historical situations, individual characters or whatever
- are such integral wholes that to analyse them is to falsify

them. Thus Sartre makes a fair point against generalizations
masqueradingas expanations when he says that to explain
Pierre's fondness for rowing by his (somehow prior) fondness
for sport in generalis'toassume the priority of the abstract over
the concrete- as if the fondness for play existed first in general
to be subsequently made specific . . . in the love of sport, the
latte\357\277\275

in the fondness for rowing' and so on (Being and

Nothzngness, p. 562). Yet a fondness for rowing may well be

explained by the conjunctionof several desires and beliefs . But
he goesontoproposean existential psychoanalysis based on the

principle that 'man is a totality not a collection. Consequently he

expresses himself as a whole even in his most insignificant and

his most superficial behaviour' (p. 568). So the fondness for

rowing is explained by 'himself as a whole'- about which,

presumably, nothing can be said, sinceto say anything is to pick
out an aspect,to abstract, to analyse . Any attempt to unravel the
'many

d\357\277\275terminatio
ns' which are conjoined in us arerejectedby

Sartre, .s1nce he says that 'the man disappears ... the being
whom we seekvanishesin a dust of phenomena bound together

by external connections' (p. 561). But dust bound together by
external connections is no longerjust dust; it is, in this case, a
man.In fact, since we cannot say everything at once, to speakis
to analyse, and Sartre himself cannot help but do sooncehegets
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going - as indeed the term 'existential psychoanalysis'

concedes . And this analysis is not a falsification, not even an

inevitable one . .We really are constructed out of many
determinations. At times, to a degree, they may come apart .
ConsiderFreud's account of sexual perversion as the falling
apart, or incompleteintegration, of the component instincts

o\357\277\275t
of

which adult sexuality has been constructed(oral,anal,genttal;

active and passive scopophilia, tenderness, aggression and so
on) . To the extent to which we really are totalities, that is an
achievement, not a given .

At times (as in the last quotation) Sartre,likeotheradherents

of the 'fallacy of analysis' fallacy, speaks as if to analyse were

literally to pull apart - an act of violence rather than of
understanding. Melanie Klein tells how a child with a block
against division sums turned out to associate them with the
cutting up of a person'sbody.I suspect that some such

unconscious 'thought' underlies much holistic antipathy to

analysis .

It is beginning to look as if psychoanalysis generally

regarded as something of a maverick among the human

sciences, should be treated as the paradigmof goodpracticein
this area. It derives all its theoriesfrom the analysis in depth of

particular individuals. Insofar as it generalizes, it generalizes
about mechanisms and tendenciesdiscoveredinsuchanalyses.
It generatesno statistical predictions whatever; if it corrects,
revises and supplementsits discoveries,it does so not on the
basis of any statisticai data (whichit can always explain away),
but on the basisofmoredepthinquiries into more symptoms of
more people . The 'more'addsnot statistical confirmation, but

new data: it is different phenomena, not more of the same,that

refine and complexify this science .
It is often said that psychoanalysis is unscientific because it

generalizes from few cases, but this is to misunderstand the
nature of psychoanalytical discoveries . If a botanist discoversa
newspeciesInooneaccuses him or her of generalizing from few
instances,however rare the species is . Psychoanalysis, in
unravelling our many determinations, identifies mechanisms
and tendenciespresent in some one or few individuals, and
thereforepossibly present (though possibly latent) in others. A

mechanism may exist unoperative or operate unrealizedor be
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realized unperceived. So it may not show up in a statistical
survey. On those occasionswhen Freud does

\302\267

take leave of

existential quantifiers ('there is somex such that ...') and speak
in terms of universalquantifiers ('for all x ...'), it is in general
because he has tied in somepsychoanalytical concept to some

general biological fact about human beings. Hencehis remark to

Geza Roheim, when told that there was no anal sexuality among
the Trobriand Islanders : 'Don't they have an anus then?' Since
it has also been claimed that the Trobriand Islandershave no
Oedipus Complex, he might have asked: 'Don't their mothers
have partners,then?' But if psychoanalysis has some use for
universal statements ('all') and much for existential ones

('some'), it has none for 'most' .
I do not wishto claimthat psychoanalysis contains no errors . I

have already given reasonswhy it must be expected, as a
concrete-bounddiscipline,to be far from the exactness of the
experimental sciences. And I do believe that Freud made some
seriouserrors(for one : his tendency to describe instincts as if

they pre-existed any inter-personal input - a tendency
correctedsomewhat by the Kleinians) . My point here is mainly
that the deep analysis of the minute particulars of someconcrete
conjuncture, rather than superficial knowledge of great
statistical populations, should

occupy the foreground of the
picture of the human sciences. And if anyone objects that while
such depth studies have their place,they are not science, I
would only point out that there are areas in the natural sciences
whereresearchwork takes this form too.

Concluding Remarks

If these comments of mine are correct, how muchofBhaskar's
critical naturalism still stands? Most of it, I think .Toparody the

old election slogan of the German SocialDemocrats('not
different but better'), I would say that the situation of the
human sciencesis not diffe rent but worse than Bhaskar has
portrayed it. I have marked this view elsewhereby calling them

'epistemoids' rather than sciences (in Scientific Realism and

Socialist Though t) . I do not expectsocialscientists ever to achieve

the sort of consensus that well-established natural scientific
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communities enjoy, even if all the distortions of such .things as
class interest were removed. And this is not because of
'essentiallycontestedconcepts';nor is it the sort of diversityoin
whichwe shouldrejoice. We will not reach consensus because
we will continuetomaketoomany mistakes.

Nevertheless, workin the human sciencescangoon, and they

can be liberated from the constraintsof positivist and non-realist

philosophies . They can become at once non-reductive,

qualitative, explanatory and counter-phenomenal; and insofar
as they do, they can also make essential contributionstohuman
emancipation.Their capacity for explanatory critiques can

ground a 'scientificpolitics'that has nothing in common with
the bureaucratic manipulation or triumphalist predictions that

have often usurped that title . Scientificin the senseof giving

more knowledge than untutored experience could about the

causes of oppression and the conditionsfor our emancipation
from them.

Finally, it may be useful to mention potentialities_of critical

realism that are relatively under-theorized by Roy Bhaskar -

rather as Bhaskarhimself has pointed out how Marx has left one

side of several pairs of ideas undevelopedcomparedwith the

other .1

In the first place, Bhaskarhasbeenprimarily concerned with

scien tific forms of knowledge. However,.sincethis does not in his
case reflect either an empiricistdenial of essential differences

/ between science and everyday knowledge,or a positivist

f contempt for the latter, the whole
qu

estion of the epist\357\277\275mology

L.of eve\357\277\275\357\277\275_gnd its. ontological foundations, is left o:een. Yet

t:l lefecan be transcendental arguments from the cognitive(and
other)aspectsof non-scientific .E!\357\277\275ctic\357\277\275_s

- of work and play,
conversationand mutual aid, love and strife, self-expression
and aestheticcontemplation.\357\277\275ch

a\357\277\275
\357\277\275
\357\277\275l\357\277\275

a
tra\357\277\275hilo.S<?Ehizing

that has an ambigYOusor p\357\277\275rhaR\302\247

ambivalent relation to reali\302\247,Il l, nall l
ely existential phenomen\302\255

_r
-\357\277\275What

woufaa realist
vers\357\277\275on

of
H\357\277\275idegg\357\277\275r's\357\277\275\357\277\275\357\277\275ljal

c:tna y_t ic look like? Or a_Iealist critique of Sartre on concrete

relations with others (BeingandNothingness, part 3, chapter 3)? Is
irnot

prec1selYt\357\277\275sence
of a depth-realist notio!l of counter:

p\357\277\275 (and therefore potentially liberating) \357\277\275
that

vitiates those brilliant phenomenological inquiries?
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Second, while explanatorycritiquesclearly have application in

morality as well aspolitics,Bhaskar has not spelt this out. I have\302\242....
suggested that an ethics based on explanatory critiques would
lookrather likeSpinoza's.However, there is another leaf that
ethics might take out of the critical realist book. \357\277\275from
Descartesto logicalpositivism and 'postmodemism' . hasbeeil \302\255

thoroughly,\302\267 and in many ways increasingfy, anthropocentric.
CriHCar\357\277\275m.

has snown us a W'!y_oufof tn1Lsuhj.e\357\277\275tJyisti<;

m\357\277\275, so far as ontqlogy is concerned.It may be asked how
this is related to the argument of some ecologists that there are
values independent of us? I suggest that the relation

\302\267

is paratlel
With that between

\357\277\275\357\277\275lis\357\277\275
and

S9cic\357\277\275Jjsm,that is :

1. critical realism does not imply
that there are values

\302\267
independent of us;

2. nevertheless it undermines several prevalent arguments
againsttherebeing such values; and

3. it suggests a
non-a!lth\357\277\275opocentric ethic by way of homology.\357\277\275 \302\267...:o=

=-\357\277\275-\357\277\275\357\277\275\357\277\275\"\"=-\"=\357\277\275\302\267--\"'\"\"'\357\277\275--\357\277\275...._,.,.._,.,.,_.. ...._____,_,___,.,_,_,,_\357\277\275--\357\277\275\357\277\275

At any rate it is clear that qitical realism is atleast.. .c..Ql l1J!.atible with
beM in non-anthropocentric values in a way.: iil-ivli ifu_
e\357\277\275\357\277\275nd i\357\277\275\357\277\275mar\357\277\275ot.\342\200\242.

\302\267---..-

Perhaps it is not only J;zuman emancipation for which critical
realism can do the philosophicalunderlabouring .

Notes

1. Thus in RR, pp . 133 - 6, and again in Appendix 2 to PIF, Bhaskar

argues that Marx criticized both empiricism and idealism but left his

critique of empiricism under-theorized relative to his critique of
idealism;that he gave an account of scienceas both objective and a
work of cognitive labour, but left the former aspect undeveloped
relative to the latter, and soon.



Biographical Note

Roy Bhaskar was born in London in 1944totheosophistparents.
Heis the elder of two brothers . His interest in philosophical
problemsbegan early; apparently he was 'confounding the
doctors of the law' on free will and determinismat the ageof

five ! In his school days, his passion was cricket:he once

amassed 400 runs in one match, and hecorrespondedwith Len

Hutton and Peter May. But cricket's losswas philosophy's gain
when hay fever interrupted his cricketingcareerat the age of

eleven. He first turned to music, and became,by his own

admission, a bad drummer in a bad band.However, he retains

his love of music, popular and classical,and of dancing.
In 1962 Roy obtained a scholarshipto Balliol College, Oxford,

and in the following
\302\267

year began his course in Philosophy,
Politics and Economics.In the interim,he did various jobs,

including bouncer in a Brighton night club.
After graduating with a First, he initially began research at

Nuffield College on the relevanceof economic theory for

underdeveloped countries, while lecturing in economicsat
PembrokeCollege. But he soon turned to philosophy, in which
Rom Harre supervisedhisresearch.They exchanged work and

found that they had many shared concerns: indeed Roy
describes it as intellectual love at first sight .

Roy was active in the Ievents of 1968', for which he was on
severaloccasionssummonedbeforetheProctor.Ever since this

time he has iden#fied with the left; he was a founder-member of
the SocialistSociety, and through this has been involved with
the ChesterfieldConferencesand the Socialist Movement that
arose from them, playing

a central role in that movement's

Philosophy PolicyGroup.It was in 1968, too, that he met Hilary
Wainwright, who was studying sociology and was also a
politicalactivist, and who has since become well known for her
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book\357\277\275o\357\277\275
socialist feininism and the labour movement. They

marned In 1971,and spent their honeymoon in the Liberated
Zonesof Mozambique and Angola, as guests of Frelimoand the
MPLA.

In 1973 Roy began lecturing in philosophy at Edinburgh,and
completedA Realist Theory of Science between November 1973
and

February 1974. He has since held posts at the University of

Sussex and City University, London, and from 1986 at Linacre

College, Oxford. Since 1985he has been an organizer of and

regular participant in the annual
1

Standing Conference on

Realism in the Human Sciences'.
The readingand writing of work on philosophy and social

theory is a passion with Roy, and sincehis student days he has

penned hundreds of thousands of words on thesesubjects,

most of them unpublished. At the time of writing (May 1993) he
has just comple.tedhislong-awaited book, Dialectic: The Pulse of
Freedom,

r\357\277\275u\357\277\275dtng
out critical realism with a theory of totality

and negativity . Planned works include a critical history of

western philosophy, a text on the problemsof philosophy, a

book entitled Philosophical Ideologieswhichwillengagewith the

ideas of Nietzsche, Heidegger and Derrida,and a bookon the
politicsof critical realism, to be written jointly with Hilary
Wainwright.
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actualization 45, 51, 165, 251
alcoholic beverages3, 9, 56, 59,

60, 85, 124, 158
alienation 160,184
amelioration of states of affairs

10, 11, 194-6, 200

ants and spiders (i.e. empiricists

and rationalists) 39, 40, 51
atomism 73, 112, 116, 117, 118,

129,138,140,151,202, 225

biology 47, 58, 121, 131-3, 144,
208, 235

capitalism 11, 41, 101, 102,142,
148,173,183,184,196,201,
203, 229, 234, 244, 246

cats and dogs5, 13,34, 43, 59,

80, 108, 109, 124,226, 246

causal criteria for existence 44,
45, 79, 114, 156

causality, Humean (seealso
'regular succession')34,

59- 61, 74, 75, 97, 103,153,
167,213,225.

causes and conditions 123- 30,
145

closure see 'systems, closed'
codetermination (conjoint

operation of mechanisms)
35, 36, 43- 5, 47, 56, 62, 109,
126,160,161,196,198,

210,222, 235

composition 115- 18, 132, 133
consciousness20,113,152,161,

215,232, 243

contradictions, dialectical 19,
183, 184,185,234

logical 7, 18, 78, 103, 105,174,
182,183,184,227, 240

counter-phenomenality 7, 11, 15,
165,233, 247, 260

democracy 11, 196, 203,204

determinism 123- 30

regularity 128, 129
ubiquity 127, 130

dialectic (see also 'contradictions,
dialectical') ix, 117, 118, 144,
151, 263

DisappearingHousehold
Objects,Law of 28, 29

domains see 'actual',
'empirical'

DREI (description, retroduction,

elaboration/ elimination,
identification) 163, 164

duality of practice and duality of

structure 146, 149

ecology ix, 22, 117, 203, 206, 208,
214,235, 261

economics ix, 94, 121, 139,207,

224- 33, 252, 253

emancipation, human viii, ix, 7,
10, 12, 15,19,56,127,150,
160,167, 169- 204, 248, 261
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emergence 30, 47, 107- 34, 138,
152,156-60, 199,200, 237,

242

empirical, domain of (and 'the
empirical world', so called)
36, 42, 44, 45, 51, 61, 232

empiricism 9, 13, 26, 29, 31, 32,
42, 50, 55,57, 68, 70-6, 85,

89, 103, 110, 112,127,159,
222, 233, 234, 237, 261

Enlightenment viii, ix, 72, 235
environment 10,121,123,

193-4, 224, 253

epigenetic theory of
development224, 236

epistemic fallacy 36, 70, 76- 85,.

88, 104, 137, 149, 222
epistemology (theory of

knowledge) ix, 16, 23,71,
78, 81, 102, 103, 137, 182,
222,238, 239, 248-55, 260

ethology 37, 38
existentialism, existential

phenomenology 74, 76, 78,
98, 207

experience viii, 26, 28, 30, 39,42,
55, 72- 4, 80, 81, 249

significant and insignificant 32,
74, 75

experiment17,21,23,25,

31-41, 45, 46, 52, 53, 56,
62, 69, 74, 75, 79, 112, 118,
127,162,163,165,219,
248-51

explanation 22, 57, 58, 59, 60,
67, 68, 122, 151, 161, 167,
171, 172,197,230, 249, 250,

256, 257
horizontal 48, 65, 109
vertical 46, 48, 50, 65, 109,

114, 116, 131-4, 158,171,
235

explanatory critiques x, 101,

170- 90, 200, 246, 260, 261

cognitive 170-5, 181-4,
190-1

need based 181-4, 190

exploitation see 'oppression'

fact-to-value arguments 169, 170,
173-6, 178-81, 204

fallacy of misplaced concreteness
47

fallibilism 13, 50, 238

fallibility 6, 12, 16, 23, 25
falsifiability, falsification 58, 63,

217
feminism ix, 13,18,208, 214,

235, 262

foundationalism viii, 13

freedom, in gear and out of gear
97- 100, 161, 192-3

and science 96, 97, 129, 130
stratified 118- 20

(see also 'reasons for actions')

generalization 19, 67, 68, 128,
219, 230,231,256-8

genetic fallacy 56, 83

hermeneutics 103, 161,165,167,
178,209, 211, 214, 220, 224,
231, 237,248, 251

holism 117, 118, 133, 201,258

humanism 141, 143, 145, 148,
151,222

idealism (see also 'superidealism' )
12,14,15,22,27, 70, 85,

116, 127, 200, 215,233, 237,

260, 261

discursive 4, 13, 88, 89, 97, 106
transcendental xi, 21, 24, 26,

31, 32, 86

ideology 12, 19, 56, 101-4, 172,

188, 248
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incommensurability 89 -95, 98,
105,239, 241

individualism (see also

'methodological
individualism') 24, 73, 103,
159, 202

instrumentalism 229-31, 233

intransitive object, intransitive

dimension see 'science'

knowledge, a priori20-4, 27,30

connatural 138, 161, 247

empirical 20,21,27, 30

implicit 17, 28, 138
pre-scientific(everyday) 21, 23,

31, 38, 39, 54,74, 104,112,
260

scientific 19, 21, 23, 24, 31, 38,

39, 54, 55, 74, 75, 76, 260
komchvanstvo 212- 13

language 5, 6, 8, 9, 10,73, 133,

146, 178, 210, 214, 216,243

linguistics ix, 58, 121, 207,
209-17,248

market economy 10, 62, 194,
196,197,200, 203, 253

Marxism x, 19, 30, 58, 59, 97,

148, 195, 196, 212,234, 235,

238, 252, 255
materialism (seealso 'SEPM') 3,

30, 148, 237
reductive(see also

'physicalism') 30, 46, 156,
157,199,222

mechanisms, generative (causat

explanatory) 27, 43-8, 50,
53, 58, 61, 62, 68, 109, 110,
123,141,163,165, 166, 194,

196, 197, 209, 210,218
natural 33, 34, 36, 38, 52, 54

underlying 26, 27, \357\277\2750,45, 49,

50, 57, 109, 116,209

methodological individualism

(see also 'atomism') 116,
138-40

methodological primacy of the

pathological 35, 165
methodological idiom 43, 105,

134

natural necessity 59- 68, 74, 154
naturalism, ethical 181, 182, 183

critical x, xi, 151

nature, laws of 11, 43, 45 -7, 63,
112, 129,244

non-realism see 'idealism'

normic statements 64, 124,155

objectivity 6, 12- 14, 16, 50, 85,
88, 180, 219, 252, 261

observation 34- 7, 40,41,45, 46,

74, 75, 219
ontic fallacy 104

oppression, exploitation 11, 99,
119,183,189-90,191,194

phenomenalism (sense datum

theory) 12, 104, 204,216
phenomenology (see also

'existentialism') 76, 260
philosophy viii, ix, 6, 16- 20,

22- 5, 29, 39, 70, 76, 103,
149, 200-4, 205-9,220,

261- 3

physicalism 97, 100, 114,115,
152,153,159

positivism viii, 16, 19, 70, 76, 80,
89, 97, 98, 101- 4, 167, 189,
206-12,215,219-25, 231,

237, 260, 261

postmodernism 97, 105,261
poststructuralism 12, 76
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powers 8, 9, 29, 42,43;59,
60-3,108,119,124,127,

227, 245, 246

unexercised 9, 11,37, 42, 63,

245, 246

practice, primacy of 15, 190

prediction 35, 57, 58, 63, 210,

211, 213, 225, 227
probability 64, 228, 231

psychoanalysis ix, 12, 18,133,
148,152,174,181,186-8,
193,207, 212, 217- 24, 258,
259

psychology,psychological

sciences 19, 37, 38, 116, 121,
131-3,141,146,147,

150- 2, 158-60, 162, 207,
220

rationality viii, ix, 46, 91, 159,
160,182,185,188-90,222,

243, 253

rationalization 16, 154, 188,192,
222

realism, commonsense 3, 4

empirical 26,36,45, 217
transcendental x, xi, 3, 16, 21,

25- 31,50,59,68, 72, 74, 84,
87, 89, 102,137,152,153,
182,185,201,226, 233, 234

reason viii, 23-25,39,160,188
reasons for actions (reasons as

causes) 30, 78, 118-20, 127,

151-5, 159, 161, 192\357\277\275198,

221, 222

reduction, reducibility (see also

'materialism, reductive ')
110-15,117,130,131,138,
153,156, 158, 159, 224, 242

regional realism and non-realism

3,4,6

regular succession 7, 34,45, 59,

127

reification 104, 144, 149
relational conception of society

138-41, 150, 151,161
relations 5, 10, 139, 140, 145,

149,150
relativism 29, 50, 51, 176, 237,

239
epistemic 57, 90, 105, 177, 240,

241
judgemental 90, 91, 177, 238,

241
retrodiction 122,162-4

retroduction (retroductive

arguments) 22, 161, 163,
166

rootedness110,113,115,116
RRRE (resolution, redescription,

retrodiction, elimination)
122, 123,162-4

science,extrinsic and intrinsic

aspects of 56, 57
Humean, Lockean and

Leibnizian levels of 65, 66
normal 55, 104

transitive and intransitive

dimensions and obj ects of
50-4, 56,57,82, 87, 88, 91,

103, 105, 179, 240
as a work of production 51- 9,

87, 103,104,261
sciences,applied 42, 57, 123,

163, 220
human (see also 'economics',

'linguistics', 'Marxism',
'psychoanalysis',
'psychology','sociology') ix,

X, 19, 20, 40, 41, 49, 57, 102,

107, 121, 205- 9, 215,220,

221, 242, 247-51, 255-60
natural 19, 41, 49, 57, 102, 107,

121,123,162,176, 205-7,

215, 220, 242, 247- 51
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scientific training 54, 55,74-6,
104

scientific world-view 32, 46
scientism 179, 198,237

SEPM (synchronic emergent
powers materialism) 156- 60

social democracy (Fabianism,
Labour Party) 155-7, 179,
195,259

socialism viii, 101, 178, 196,
200-3, 234, 238, 253, 261,
262

sociology (and social sciences) ix,

131, 132, 146, 147,150,151,
159,162,163,165, 166, 170,

176, 177, 182, 195,209,211,
213,231,234

sociology of knowledge (social
studies of science)51,56,

57, 103, 241, 247

space 26-8, 86, 244, 245

statistics 162, 230, 251-6, 258,

259

strata, stratification 27, 45, 46,
47, 48, 49, 50, 53, 60, 68,
107- 34, 138, 156, 157, 159,
160, 161,212,213,223, 224,

233, 237, 242, 243
structuralism 134, 141, 142, 143,

145, 151
structures, internal 8, 10, 11, 42,

43, 60-2,66,67, 204

linguistic 4, 43, 210, 214
social 10, 134, 140, 142, 145,

146,149,150,159,191,232,

244- 6

underlying 6,, 7, 11, 20, 26

(see also 'transformation of

structures')

subject8, 54,91,92,93,224, 246

superidealism (see also 'idealism')
87- 101

systems, closed 33-5, 37, 41, 43,
45,54,58,59,104,115,121,
128,161,163, 165, 166, 213,
220, 226, 249,251

open35 -7, 40, 43, 46, 58, 59,

121, 123, 166, 209, 210, 212,
251

teleology 111, 157, 159
tendencies 28, 35, 61-5, 69,

123-30, 142, 155, 194, 204,
210, 211,227, 230, 244

theoretical practice 38, 40,52

theoreticism 38- 41, 198
time 26-8, 73, 86, 244, 245
TMSA (transformational model

of social activity) 141- 51,
201

transcendentalarguments 20 -8,

30, 31, 84, 138,141,161,
163,166,167, 247, 260

transformation of structures 10,
11,16,146,147,190,194-7,

200

transitive object, transitive
dimension see'science'

transphenomenality 6, 11, 209

unconscious 146, 152,160,187,
188,212,224, 232, 248, 251,
256

value-to-fact arguments 175-81

verificationism 80, 83, 215
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